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WIND PRESSURES ON BUILDINGS 
The requirements for rational design for wind loading of 
structures created by both economic losses caused by damage due to 
wind and concern for personal safety and comfort of occupants of the 
structures have resulted in an increased interest in the flow fields 
around buildings in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer. Recent 
advances in experimental techniques have resulted in the ability to 
study wind loading of structures using specifically designed wind 
tunnels and appropriate instrumentation. 
A wind-tunnel study of a series of model flat-roofed rectangular 
buildings immersed in thick turbulent boundary layers simulating four 
typical neutral atmospheric flow conditions was undertaken in order to 
determine the effects of building geometry and incident flow properties 
on the wind pressures on these buildings. Measurements were conducted 
of the mean and fluctuating surface pressures on the buildings 
including mean and rms pressure coefficients, power spectral density 
functions of the pressure fluctuations, and cross correlation of the 
pressure fluctuations. The mean pressures were integrated over the 
surface of the buildings to obtain mean force and moment coefficients. 
Detailed measurements of the properties of the approach boundary layer 
were conducted. 
Through the use of a local pressure coefficient based upon a 
reference velocity in the approach flow at the height of the pressure 
measurement, the mean pressure measurements were condensed to a form 
dependent primarily on the side ratio of the building (ratio of 
adjacent sides) for corresponding locations and wind direction and 
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independent of the approach boundary layer and other features of 
building geometry. The rms pressures were found to be dependent on 
the incident flow and side ratio. The mean force and moment 
coefficients were dependent primarily on the side ratio of the 
buildings. The power spectral density function of the pressure fluctu-
ations was very different from the power spectral density function of 
the incident velocity fluctuations. The results of the dissertation 
are compared with current design procedures and suggestions for 
modifications of design procedures are presented. 
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The requirements for rational design for wind loading of structures 
created by both economic losses caused by damage due to wind and concern 
for personal safety and comfort of occupants of the structures have 
resulted in an increased interest in the flow fields around buildings in 
a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer. Recent advances in experimental 
techniques have resulted in the ability to study wind loading of 
structures using specifically designed wind tunnels and appropriate 
instrumentation. 
Cermak (1975) has written an extensive review of wind engineering 
including wind loading of structures. Among many important areas for 
further research Cermak listed a number relating to surface pressures 
on structures: 
"(1) Determine mean pressure coefficients for a variety 
of building shapes SUbjected to a series of different 
exposures. 
(2) Determine extreme value statistics for pressure 
fluctuations in regions of separated flow, reattach-
ment, and vortex formation. 
(3) Determine the effect of turbulence scale and 
intensity in the approaching wind on pressure fluc-
tuations and separation-bubble geometry. 
(4) Confirm the relationship between time scales for 
pressure fluctuations 011 a full-scale building 
and a small-scale model placed in a simulated 
atmospheric boundary layer." 
A major portion of the data concerning surface pressures contained 
in the present building codes and standards is based on wind-tunnel 
tests conducted in uniform flows with low incident turbulence intensity. 
Almost every code or standard has a qualifying comment stating that the 
applicability of these mean pressure data to a turbulent boundary-layer 
flow is not fully understood. Also, a number of additional 
I 
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experimental findings from uniform flow past two-dimensional bodies 
are utilized in the calculation of the dynamic response of a structure. 
The results concerning the relationship between the statistics of the 
approach flow and the statistics of the pressure fluctuations on the 
structure have only been considered in a limited number of cases in 
the flow of a turbulent boundary layer past three-dimensional bodies. 
This dissertation represents one of the first systematic 
investigations of wind pressures on buildings from the standpoint of a 
family of building shapes subjected to a standardized set of realistic 
flow conditions. The primary objectives of this dissertation are to 
systematically organize the pressure measurements for the range of 
buildings and boundary layers considered and to isolate relevant 
geometric and meteorological variables which affect the surface pressure 
on the buildings. 
The scope of work reported is largely experimental utilizing 
scale models in a boundary-layer wind tunnel. This approach allowed a 
systematic variation of the parameters of interest in a controlled and 
readily reproduced environment. The use of scale models in a properly 
simulated flow is a well established technique in studies of wind 
loading of structures and was recently reviewed by Cermak (1976). This 
paper discusses the many applications of wind tunnels to wind engineer-
ing problems and deals with the verifications between model and full-
scale experiments that have been performed. 
The experimental results of this study have been condensed 
through the use of a local pressure coefficient based upon the velocity 
profile in the approach flow and a force coefficient based upon an aver-
age velocity over the height of the building. Utilizing techniques 
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suggested by Peterka and Cermak (1975) and Davenport (196la, 1964) the 
peak pressures have been described by two probability density 
functions, resulting in the ability to rationally predict peak pres-
sures. Measurements of the spectrum, cross-correlation, and auto-
correlation of pressure fluctuations on the surface of the model 
buildings are reported. The relationship between the pressure 
fluctuations and the velocity fluctuations in the approach flow has 
been examined. The experimental findings are summarized and discussed 
in relation to existing concepts in building codes and standards. 
The remaining chapters of the dissertation are organized in the 
following manner: Chapter II presents a brief summary of available 
theoretical approaches, previous measurements both in wind-tunnel and 
full-scale situations, and the salient portions of current building 
codes and standards. In Chapter III the techniques used in collection 
and analysis of the experimental data are explained. Chapter IV 
contains a complete description of the wind-tunnel boundary-layer 
flows, and an estimate of the scales relating the wind-tunnel 
situation to a full-scale environment. The experimental results and 
their relationship to the existing building codes are discussed in 
Chapter V. The important conclusions and suggestions for logical 
extensions are summarized in Chapter VI. 
Chapter II 
BACKGROUND 
Due to the complex nature of turbulent shear flows the actual 
computation of flow fields around or surface pressures on three-
dimensional objects in turbulent flows at Reynolds numbers describing 
either the wind-tunnel or full-scale situation is not within the 
capability of existing analytical or numerical approaches. The current 
state of knowledge concerning surface pressures on buildings has 
developed almost entirely as a result of experimental investigations 
both in wind-tunnel and full-scale environments. In the future 
significant progress in the understanding of the phenomena related to 
surface pressures will continue to depend largely on experimental 
investigations. However, these experimental investigations should not 
only provide input to solutions of particular problems, but in addition 
provide valuable insight into the structure of the complex flow fields 
surrounding buildings and the relationships between these flow fields 
and the surface pressures on the buildings. This insight is a useful 
addition to existing theoretical efforts. 
A number of thorough review papers have been written on the subject 
of wind loading of structures, including prediction of surface pres-
sures. The ASCE Task Committee on Wind Forces Final Report (1961) 
provided an extensive review of available data and techniques including 
an extensive bibliography. More recent summaries include a review by 
Parkinson (1974) describing mathematical models to describe flow-
induced vibrations, a review of full-scale measurements by Davenport 
(1975) and two papers by Cermak on the entire field of wind engineering 
(Cermak, 1975) and with the aerodynamics of buildings (Cermak, 1976). 
4 
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These papers all review broad areas of interest related to wind 
pressures on buildings, including a historical account of the develop-
ment of techniques and concepts, and therefore only the literature 
directly related to surface pressures on buildings is discussed in 
the following sections. 
Theoretical Approaches 
A number of solutions for mean pressure in the region of a 
stagnation point are available. These solutions would be of value in 
limited regions of the upstream (windward) surface only. Exact 
solutions for viscous laminar stagnation flow for both two-dimensional 
and axisymmetric cases have been obtained by Hiemenz and Homann. These 
solutions are discussed by Yih (1969), and are valid for uniform 
approach flow and either two-dimensional or axisymmetric bodies. They 
both predict a pressure coefficient based on the approach velocity of 
1.0 at the stagnation point and decreasing pressure coefficients away 
from the stagnation point. Marshall (1968) considered stagnation flow 
on the surface of a disc in a turbulent flow, but was not able to 
expand on the theoretical solution of Homann. 
Parkinson and Jandali (1970) developed a theory describing 
two-dimensional incompressible potential flow external to a symmetric 
bluff body and its wake. The application of this theory requires 
specification of the location of separation points on the bluff body 
and the base pressure in the separated regions. The theory is limited 
to two-dimensional bodies because of the use of transformations in the 
complex plane in the solution technique. Mean pressures can be 
calculated for any shape amenable to the technique for attached regions 
of the flow. While useful in computing drag on two-dimensional bodies, 
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this approach is of little value in the analysis of turbulent flow 
past three-dimensional bodies. 
The most recent development is a theory due to Hunt (1973) which 
predicts the flow around two-dimensional objects in a uniform flow with 
isotropic turbulence. This approach makes use of rapid distortion 
theory in predicting how the turbulence in the approach flow is 
affected by the flow around the body. The existing theory is capable 
of predicting both mean and fluctuating surface pressures in regions 
where there is no flow separation. To date, this is the only theoreti-
cal approach which allows prediction of fluctuating surface pressures. 
However, the most severe pressures which a structure experiences as a 
result of wind loading occur in separated regions. The ability to 
theoretically predict these pressures remains a challenge for further 
research. 
Previous Wind-Tunnel Studies 
The previous investigations of surface pressures on bodies can be 
separated into two distinct classes, two-dimensional and three-
dimensional shapes. Within each of these classes, some investigations 
involved measurement of mean pressures only while others also reported 
properties of fluctuating pressures (root-mean-square, spectra, correla-
tions, etc.). Selected studies involving mean pressures for both the two 
and three-dimensional cases are described, and then relevant studies 
of fluctuating pressures for both cases are discussed. In all cases 
only literature relating to bluff shapes with fixed separation locations 
is considered. 
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Mean Pressure Measurements on Two-Dimensional Shapes - A recent 
study by Lee (1975) reports measurements of surface pressure on a two-
dimensional square prism. Lee measured mean pressure coefficients for 
a number of angles of approach flow and for incident turbulence 
intensities of up to 12.5 percent. He concluded that an increase in 
the turbulence intensity in the flow normal to the prism produced a 
more complete pressure recovery on the side faces and a reduction in 
the base pressure. Mean pressure measurements on two-dimensional 
rectangular prisms of various side ratios (0.2 to 3.0) have been 
reported by Bearman and Trueman (1972) and Bostock and Mair (1972). 
These measurements show a dependence of the base pressure coefficient 
on the side ratio of the prisms. The base pressure increased (more 
complete recovery) as the length of the side face increased relative to 
the windward face. Both of these studies were conducted in uniform 
flows with very low turbulence intensity in the approach flow. The 
effect of increased incident turbulence intensity on the forces acting 
on a two-dimensional prism have been studied by Laneville (1973) and 
Laneville, Gartshore, and Parkinson (1975). Both of these studies show 
that increased incident turbulence intensity for a fixed side ratio 
reduced the drag acting on the body and therefore increased the base 
pressure. 
Mean Pressure Measurements on Three-Dimensional Shapes - Mean 
pressure measurements on three-dimensional bodies have been carried out 
in a uniform flow by many previous investigators. These studies were 
conducted before the requirements for modeling the atmospheric boundary 
layer were adequately understood, yet they remain the major source of 
data available. The early wind-tunnel studies have been summarized by 
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Cermak (1975, 1976). An extensive series of measurements conducted by 
J. Ackeret of the Institute for Aerodynamics of Zurich form the basis 
for most modern building codes and standards (Sachs, 1974). These 
measurements were first reported as a portion of the Swiss Building 
Code. They are available in the ASCE Task Committee on Wind Forces 
(1961) and Sachs (1974). These data are assumed to have been measured 
in a uniform flow. They include various shape structures and report 
pressure coefficients averaged over a side. Another extensive study 
is that of Chien, Feng, Wang, and Siao (1951). This report is a 
summary of a program carried out at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic 
Research from 1946-1951 and includes mean pressure contour plots for 
hangar-type structures, thin walls, and block-type structures with 
gabled roofs. The data analysis for the block-type structures concen-
trated on the maximum values of the average positive and negative 
pressures over the roof and the vertical walls. The data are reported 
in terms of a pressure coefficient based upon the uniform velocity in 
the approach flow. A maximum average positive pressure coefficient 
of 0.9 and a minimum average negative pressure coefficient of -0.9 are 
reported. 
Leutheusser and Baines (1967) in a discussion of similitude 
problems in building aerodynamics considered a number of previous 
measurements of pressure coefficients on block-type structures in a 
uniform flow. They found a wide range of disagreement among available 
results. The primary cause of the differences was attributed to the 
method used to mount the models in the wind tunnel. Models which had 
been mounted on ground plates which did not extend a distance in the 
downstream direction equal to the dimension of the wake were found to 
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predict smaller negative pressures in separated regions than cases with 
longer ground plates or cases using floor-mounted models. On the 
basis of additional tests using ground plates of various lengths, they 
concluded the differences between the previous tests were due to 
incomplete wake sealing with the ground plane. 
Two additional studies were reported by Katsura (1970) and 
Tachikawa (1970). Katsura measured mean pressure distributions which 
are comparable to the results of Chien et al. (1951) for the upwind 
face, but which indicate less negative pressures in separated regions 
than the results obtained by Chien. This difference is about 30 percent 
and is probably due to the increased turbulence intensity in the study 
conducted by Katsura. Tachikawa conducted a unique study in that he 
utilized a "natural" wind tunnel, mounting his models on the roof of 
a four-story building. His small-scale models were in a uniform flow 
due to their small size relative to the gradient in the approach wind. 
He observed high negative pressures on lateral walls near the leading 
edge and attributes these pressures to local separation and 
reattachment. The mean pressure measurements reported by Tachikawa in 
separated regions are comparable to those of Katsura suggesting a 
significant effect of incident turbulence intensity even in a uniform 
flow. 
A number of previous investigators have studied mean pressures 
on three-dimensional buildings in boundary-layer flows. Baines (1963) 
studied two building shapes in both uniform and boundary-layer flows 
for wind perpendicular to one building face. The mean pressure distri-
bution on a cubic model in a uniform stream compares favorably with 
that of Chien, et ale (1951). Although Baines did not report the 
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free-stream turbulence level in the uniform flow situation, because 
of the details of his wind tunnel, it is assumed it was quite low. 
Baines provided an excellent physical description of the differences 
in the flow patterns for the uniform and boundary-layer approach flow. 
On the basis of his study, several recommendations were made concerning 
the applicability of uniform-flow mean pressure coefficients to a 
building subjected to boundary-layer flow. Baines suggested using 
uniform-flow data to predict loads in boundary-layer flows by using the 
velocity at the height of the building as a reference. In addition he 
suggested that closely spaced buildings be designed for constant 
velocity conditions. 
Jensen and Franck (1965) conducted an extensive program of mean 
pressure measurements on a series of small models immersed in turbulent 
boundary layers and compared them to measurements taken on a small house 
(3.05 m x 1.50 m x 1.63 m) in a natural wind. On the basis of these 
comparative studies, Jensen verified his model law (Jensen, 1958), that 
the ratio of building height to surface-roughness length should be 
matched in wind tunnel tests. Jensen and Franck studied a number of 
different geometries in several boundary layers for wind directions nor-
mal to the walls of the buildings and at 45 0 to the walls. They pre-
sented a quantity of useful data, but did not attempt to generalize the 
results. All pressure coefficients were referenced to the velocity in 
the approach boundary layer at the height of the roof of the building. 
In addition to their examination of uniform flow cases, Leutheusser 
and Baines (1967) considered the case of a building immersed in a 
boundary layer and concluded that the ratio of the thickness of the 
boundary layer to the height of the building is also an important 
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similitude parameter in model studies. They used a pressure 
coefficient based upon the velocity in the approach flow at the height 
of the building. This choice of coefficient probably biased their 
conclusions as the building height became larger than the boundary 
layer thickness. 
Many other wind-tunnel tests have been conducted on specific 
building shapes, but none have resulted in any generalized results 
applicable to other situations. These studies have normally been 
made during the design of a structure and the results apply only to 
one structure and its surroundings. 
Fluctuating Pressure Measurements - Fluctuating pressures have 
been measured by a much smaller number of investigators, primarily 
because of the requirements for more sophisticated instrumentation. 
Lee (1975) measured fluctuating pressures on a two-dimensional square 
prism in both uniform and turbulent flows. Two important measures of 
the fluctuating surface pressures were considered, the root-mean-square 
(rms) pressure coefficient and the space correlation of the fluctuations 
on the surface of the prism. Lee found the rms pressure coefficient 
on the upwind surface was increased with increasing turbulence 
intensity in the approach flow while the rms pressure coefficient 
decreased on the side and rear faces with increasing turbulence 
intensity in the approach flow. Lee explained this reduction as being 
a result of a downstream movement of the vortex formation region with 
increasing turbulence intensity and an associated reduction in the 
pressure fluctuations on the downwind surface of the prism. The 
correlation between pressure at two fixed locations on the surface 
decreased with increasing turbulence intensity, a trend also observed 
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by Vickery (1966). Unfortunately in these studies the effect of 
increasing turbulence intensity on the scale of turbulence in the 
approach flow was not measured, so the trend in the space correlation 
of the surface pressures may be a result of either a decrease in the 
scale of turbulence in the approach flow or directly a result of the 
increased turbulence intensity in the approach flow. Kao (1970) found 
that the impinging turbulent velocity fluctuations were strongly and 
positively correlated with the fluctuating pressures in the stagnation 
region on the front face of a rectangu1~r prism. This fact precludes 
any judgements as to the effect of incident-turbulence intensity on 
pressure correlations without information concerning the scales of 
turbulence in the approach flow. 
Very few measurements of fluctuating pressure on three-dimensional 
bodies are available even though Vickery (1966) concluded: 
"In both smooth and turbulent flow the fluctuating 
pressures are sufficiently large to warrant attention 
in regard to both the dynamic response of a structure 
and the magnitude of instantaneous local pressures on 
a face." 
Marshall (1968) measured fluctuating surface pressures near an axi-
symmetric stagnation point. In his study he considered the re1ation-
ship between incident flow characteristics and pressure fluctuations. 
He found the pressure fluctuations were related to the velocity 
fluctuations in the incident flow through a complex mechanism. The 
energy associated with some ranges of wavelength was amplified while 
it was reduced in other ranges of wavelength. Integral scales of 
pressure fluctuations were found to be larger than the corresponding 
integral scales in the approach flow. 
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Measurements of fluctuating pressure on a cube in both uniform 
and boundary-layer velocity fields were made by Keffer and Baines (1962). 
This study reported much higher values of rms pressure coefficient in 
boundary-layer flow than in uniform flow. This increase was primarily 
caused by the higher turbulence levels in the boundary-layer flow. 
Much larger values of the rms pressure coefficient have been reported 
in studies of specific buildings such as those reported by Peterka and 
Cermak (1973). Values of rms pressure coefficient in this study were 
two to three times as large as those reported by Keffer and Baines for 
the boundary-layer case. 
Peterka and Cermak (1975) considered the probability density 
function of fluctuating pressures on a model structure immersed in a 
turbulent boundary layer. They reported several important conclusions: 
(1) probability densities of pressure fluctuations fall into two basic 
classes--one for mean pressure coefficients greater than -0.1 and 
another for mean pressure coefficients less than -0.25 (pressure 
coefficients based on the free-stream velocity above the boundary 
layer); (2) probability densities for mean pressure coefficients 
greater than -0.1 are nearly Gaussian; and (3) probability densities 
for mean pressure coefficients less than -0.25 are skewed in a negative 
direction such that the probability for large negative fluctuations 
of six standard deviations is four orders-of-magnitude greater than for 
a Gaussian distribution. This was the first reported measurement of 
probability densities of fluctuating pressures in a wind-tunnel 




A major portion of the full-scale measurements of wind effects on 
structures have been to define the overall response of the structure 
to wind loading. Very few studies have considered local pressures and 
in particular fluctuations of local pressures. Davenport (1975) 
summarizes the history of full-scale measurements and outlines many of 
the difficulties encountered particularly in pressure measurements. 
The goal of full-scale measurements is actually twofold--(l) to under-
stand the basic phenomena causing the wind loads and, (2) to correlate 
measurements with existing wind-tunnel measurements of the same 
building. Due to the costs of full-scale investigations, and the 
random nature of the natural wind, the second goal is of greater 
importance. Dalgliesh (1970) stated, 
"The main objective (of full-sca1~ measurements) is the 
gathering of essential field data for the development 
and checking of wind tunnel techniques so that eventually 
they can be used with confidence for the determination of 
wind effects on buildings and structures." 
Dalg1iesh (1970) reported measurements of mean pressures on a 
34-story office building in downtown Montreal, Canada. The study was 
limited to 49 measurement locations at two levels on the building. 
Because of constraints imposed by the setting of the building, the 
reference velocity was measured at a second location 500 m awa.y from 
the building. A reference static pressure was used which was an 
average of the internal pressure in the building. A correction tech-
nique was employed in order to convert this pressure to an equivalent 
static pressure corresponding to the wind-tunnel tests. This field 
study and the corresponding wind-tunnel tests indicated good agreement 
between both sets of measurements of mean pressure coefficients. 
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A much more extensive program has recently been described by 
Oalgliesh (1975). This study was conducted on the 57-story Commerce 
Court Tower located in Toronto, Canada. Both mean and fluctuating 
pressures were measured at four levels utilizing twelve tap locations 
at each level. An internal static reference pressure was used. The 
reference velocity was measured on a mast mounted on the roof of the 
building. The use of an automated data-collection system increased 
the ability to acquire data rapidly. In the comparison with wind-tunnel 
tests the problem of reference static pressure was solved by picking 
one reference tap on both the actual building and wind-tunnel, forcing 
agreement of the mean pressure coefficient at this location, and 
determining a fixed correction factor to apply to the full-scale data. 
The initial results indicate good agreement between full-scale and 
wind-tunnel data for both mean and rms pressure coefficients over a 
wide range of approach wind directions. 
Eaton and Mayne (1975) have reported preliminary findings of a 
program directed toward determination of wind pressures on low-rise 
(residential) bui ldings. This study invo 1 ved measuremel,t s of both 
mean and fluctuating pressures. No wind-tunnel tests have yet been 
conducted to slmulate wind pressures on the full-scale building. 
Melbourne (1971) presented limited mean pressure measurements taken in 
both full-scale and wind-tunnel environments of the Menzies Building 
on the campus of Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. His 
findings showed good agreement between the two sets of measurements 
of mean pressures. 
Various measurements of fluctuating pressures have also been 
reported in many of these studies. Oalgliesh (1970) showed agreement 
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between full-scale and wind-tunnel measurements of the power spectral 
density of fluctuating pressures. Dalgliesh (1971) also measured full-
scale probability density functions of the peaks of the fluctuating 
pressures and related them to a theoretical consideration (Davenport, 
1961a, 1964). These measurements were carried out primarily on the 
windward face of a structure. 
A summary of an extensive program of full-scale measurements and 
corresponding wind-tunnel tests has been given by Newberry, Eaton and 
Mayne (1973). They found the spectra of the pressure fluctuations on 
the windward face of the building similar to the velocity spectra in 
the approach wind, but they did not observe a similar relationship on 
the other three faces of the building. The integral scale of the 
pressure fluctuations was observed to be larger than the integral scale 
of the approach velocity fluctuations. A limited study of peak 
pressures was conducted and the results compared with those of 
Dalgliesh (1971). Larger peaks were observed in this study than those 
observed by Dalgliesh, but it should be noted that this study involved 
both positive and negative pressures while Dalgliesh considered 
primarily positive pressures. 
A wide variety of measurements of fluctuating surface pressures 
on the Menzies Building in Melbourne, Australia has recently been 
reported by Holmes (1976). Holmes measured power spectral density 
functions, cross-correlation functions, and coherence functions of both 
the surface pressures on the building and of the turbulence in the 
approach flow. These studies are compared with wind-tunnel 
measurements in Chapter V. 
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Building Codes 
The sections of many of the building codes and standards relating 
to wind loads have undergone major revisions in the past ten years, and 
will probably continue to be updated in the future. There are many 
reasons for these changes includin.g more sophisticated wind tunnel 
techniques, more full-scale measurements, and an improved understanding 
of the flow fields around bluff bodies. All of these advances allow 
a more accurate assessment of the wind loads a structure can be expected 
to experience during its designed lifetime. Wyatt (1971) has written a 
brief review of the wind loading specifications of twenty-four differ-
ent countries pointing out both similarities and differences among the 
various specifications. In order to relate the findings of this 
dissertation to a few of these building codes and standards, a short 
summary of the techniques used in three codes will be presented. The 
codes or standards are: (1) American National Standard Building Code 
Requirements for Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and other Structures, 
ANSI A58.1-1972 (1972), (2) Canadian Structural Design Manual, Supple-
ment No.4 to the National Building Code of Canada (1970), and (3) Code 
of Basic Data for the Design of Buildings, Chapter V, Loading, Part 2 
Wind Loads, British Standards Institution (1972). 
Each of these codes provides a procedure for calculating a design 
pressure using approaches that are similar. In the nomenclature of the 
ANSI standard (ANSI, 1972, eq. 6 and eq. A6), the design pressure at 
a location on a structure, Pd , is given by: 
Pd = CpKzGpq30 
where Pd is the design pressure, 
(2-1) 
C is a mean pressure coefficient, p 
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K is a height factor which takes the variation of velocity with z 
height in the atmospheric boundary layer into account, G is a gust p 
factor (in this case for parts and portions of the structure), and 
q30 is the basic wind pressure at a height of 9.1 m above the ground 
based on the annual extreme fastest-mile. The "simple procedure" of 
the Canadian Code uses the same approach as the ANSI standard. The 
Canadian Code also includes a "detailed procedure" which uses a 
similar formulation although the gust factor, G
p
' and the height (or 
exposure) factor are computed for the specific design case rather than 
taken from a table. The British Code also uses this type approach, 
although the gust and height factors are defined based on a velocity 
instead of a dynamic pressure and are therefore just the square-root 
of the factors used in the other approaches. 
The choice of reference velocity or reference wind pressure is 
not relevant to this dissertation. The techniques used are discussed 
by Davenport (1960), Thorn (1968), and Shellard (1962). All of these 
techniques predict a design wind velocity or pressure for a specified 
recurrence interval at a standard reference height above the ground. 
Once this velocity is specified, the important task of translating it 
into a design wind pressure follows. 
All of the codes recognize the effect of the atmospheric boundary 
layer on the design and include a provision for the increase of 
velocity with height. The factor K, the height or exposure factor, 
z 
provides an increase in design wind pressure with height according to 
a power-law variation: 
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U(z) = (2..)p 
U(lO) 10 
(2-2) 
where U(z) is the mean velocity at a height z above the ground, 
U(lO) is the mean velocity at a height of 10 m above the surface, and 
P is the exponent of the power-law profile. The codes all allow for 
either three or four choices of p which are dependent upon the 
features of the surface upwind of the building under consideration. 
Because most standard meteorological data is taken at a reference 
height of 10 m, this height is taken as the reference. The existing 
data used for reference wind speeds or pressures are all based on this 
10 m reference height in one of the exposures, normally the most open. 
The height or exposure factor therefore accounts for both the increase 
of wind speed with height and the difference in upwind exposure. 
Davenport (1960) described the relation~hip between surface roughness 
and velocity profiles and introduced the categories now in general use. 
The values of the mean pressure coefficient, C , used in the various p 
codes are similar. They are virtually all obtained from wind-tunnel 
tests conducted in low-turbulence uniform-flow environments. Wyatt 
(1971) discussed the significant differences between pressure coef-
ficients used in the various codes. Sachs (1974) has tabulated most 
available data concerning pressure coefficients. It should be reiterated 
that the pressure coefficients used in all of the codes are based on 
uniform-flow wind-tunnel data and that virtually every comment on the 
building codes contains a qualifying statement that the errors involved 
in applying these coefficients to a boundary-layer flow are unknown. 
The gust factor, G , has developed over the past thirty years, and 
p 
is used in a number of different contexts. The term gust factor was 
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first used with respect to wind loading of structures by Sherlock (1947). 
The gust factor used by Sherlock was defined as the ratio of the maximum 
two-second gust in a five minute period to the mean wind speed in this 
period. This factor was introduced in an attempt to include the effects 
of the gustiness of the natural wind in the design process. Davenport 
(196la) introduced a different type of gust factor based upon the overall 
response of a structure. Whereas the gust factor used by Sherlock was 
simply a velocity ratio, the gust factor used by Davenport was based 
upon considering the response of a structure to be a Gaussian random 
process. His definition of a gust factor was the number of standard 
deviations from the mean the peak response could be expected to fall in 
some specified recurrence period. This gust factor is dependent on the 
dynamic and aerodynamic characteristics of the structure, the location 
of the structure and the roughness of i~s surroundings, and the recur-
rence period. Davenport (1967) refined the approach but the emphasis was 
still on the overall response of the structure. Ve110zzi and Cohen 
(1968) introduced an approximate method of calculating, gust r'esponse 
factors. This technique is the basis for the current form of the ANSI 
standard. It also is intended to predict the effects of the gustiness 
of the wind on the overall response of the structure. Vickery (1970) 
examined the accuracy of the simplified gust factor approach a.nd 
concluded: 
"The gust factor relates only to the overall loads in the 
direction of the mean wind. Lateral loads or local 
pressures are not predictable by the gust factor." 
In spite of these limitations, all three of the building codes 
considered use a gust factor in the determination of local pressures. 
The ANSI and Canadian specifications use a gust factor based upon 
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building response while the British code uses a gust factor based on a 
velocity ratio concept. While there is some allowance made in the 
pressure coefficients for local effects near corners or on the roof, by 
and large the gustiness of the approach wind is treated in an overall 
manner even for local pressures. 
Dalgliesh (1971) considered local pressure fluctuations on a 
full-scale structure and used Davenport's approach to examine the gust 
factor of the pressure, the number of standard deviations from the 
mean at which the peak pressures fall. The use of this type of gust 
factor requires a measure of both the mean pressure and the root-
mean-square (or standard deviation) of the pressure fluctuations. Both 
of these quantities have only recently been measured either in a full-
scale or wind-tunnel situation and hence the limited use of a pressure-
gust-factor. Most wind-tunnel studies conducted recently (such as 
those at Colorado State University and the University of Western 
Ontario) report values of the rms pressure coefficient, and therefore 
the use of a gust factor based on the local pressure fluctuations is 
becoming a viable alternative to existing code applications for 
cladding design. 
In addition to the properties of the local pressures already 
considered, existing building codes make use of a number of additional 
assumptions concerning the nature of the pressure fluctuations in the 
calculation of the response of a structure in the direction of the wind 
(alongwind response). These assumptions are summarized by Simiu and 
Lozier (1975). Although this summary is not a part of any of the 
current building codes, the important assumptions are common to most 
of the approaches utilized in the codes. 
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The primary assumption is that the fluctuating pressure at a 
location on a structure is described by the expression: 
p(x,z,t) = pC U(z) u(z). p (2-3) 
This expression simply assumes that the fluctuating pressure is linearly 
related to the fluctuating velocity and that iu(z)I«lu(z)l. It then 
follows that the power spectral density of the pressure fluctuations 
G (n) is related to the power spectral density of the velocity p 
fluctuations G en) by u 
G (x,z,n) = (pC U(z))2 G (n) 
p p u 
Similar expressions can be readily derived for cross-channel 
measurements described in Chapter III. The limitations of this 
(2-4) 
assumption at high frequencies has been pointed out by Marshall (1968) 
and Bearman (1972). Both authors found that the pressure fluctuations 
were not linearly related to the velocity fluctuations in some ranges 
of frequency. 
Virtually all of the data presently used in the design of 
structures for wind loading was obtained in low turbulence uniform 
flows. In addition, the values of mean pressure coefficients were 
averaged over an entire surface of a building. The primary goal of 
this dissertation is to determine the nature of both the mean and rms 
pressures on buildings immersed in thick turbulent boundary layers and 
to report these pressures over an entire surface so that regions of 
severe local pressures may be identified. The data reported may allow 
updating of certain portions of existing building codes and standards 
and provide a framework for study of other building shapes. 
Chapter III 
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
The Wind Tunnel 
All measurements were made in the industrial aerodynamics 
wind tunnel located in the Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory of 
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. A schematic of 
the wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 1. Photographs of both the exterior 
and interior of the tunnel are shown in Fig. 2. This is a closed-test-
section wind tunnel powered by a 75 hp single-speed induction motor. 
A l6-blade variable-pitch axial fan provides control of the speed in 
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the tunnel. The square cross section of the tunnel is 3.3 m and the 
length of the test section is 18.3 m. The contraction ratio at the 
entrance of the test section is 4:1. The available velocity in the test 
section ranges from 1.0 mls to 24.4 m/s. All of the data reported in 
this dissertation were taken at a nominal velocity of 16.0 m/s. The 
ceiling of the last 7.3 m of the test section is adjustable, allowing 
removal of any longituinal pressure gradients in the tunnel. 
The long test section in conjunction with spires and roughness 
elements on the floor of the wind tunnel were used to generate thick 
turbulent boundary layers simulating four typical thermally neutral 
atmospheric flow conditions. A detailed description of the boundary 
layers used in the study is contained in Chapter IV. 
Buildings 
A series of 15 buildings was used in this investigation. The 
buildings were made of 0.013 m thick plexig1ass and instrumented on 
three surfaces. The pressure taps were 0.0015 m in diameter and 
drilled normal to the surface of the building. A brass tube with an 
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inside diameter of 0.0015 m was countersunk into the inside surface of 
the building with the tube extending inside of the building. Flexible 
-3 -4 Tygon tubing (1.5 x 10 m 1.0., 7.5 x 10 m wall) was attached to the 
brass tube allowing further connection to a pressure selector valve. 
Figure 3 is a photograph of some of the buildings. 
The dimensions of the buildings are given in Table 1. Two 
nondimensional ratios are included which are useful in considering the 
different buildings. The side ratio, y, is defined as the ratio of 
the width of the smaller side of the building, W, to the width of the 






The aspect ratio, e, is defined as the ratio of the height of the 
building, H, to the width of the smaller side of the building, W, or 
= H W' (3-2) 
Three values of y were considered; 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25. Values of e 
ranged from 1.0 to 8.0. The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 4. 
The x, y, and z directions are fixed relative to the building; 
x always measured in the direction of the longer side of the 
building and y always measured in the direction of the shorter side 
of the building. The wind direction, a, was varied from 000 to 090 
degrees. An a of 000 was from the negative x direction and an a 
of 090 was from the positive y direction. 
The number of taps on a particular building and the spacing of 
the taps is described in Tables 1-3 and examples are shown in Fig. 5. 
The horizontal spacing for either the narrow, W, or large, L, side 
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is denoted by Hl-H4 in Table 1. These spacings are listed in 
non-dimensional form in Table 2. The vertical spacing of each 
horizontal row of taps is denoted by VI or V2 with these spacings 
also listed in Table 2. The locations of the taps on the roof of the 
building are denoted in Table 1 by Rl-R3 with these locations listed 
in Table 3. These coordinates are all based upon a system with the 
origin located in the bottom left-hand corner of each face and the 
bottom left-hand corner of the roof when looking down on the building. 
The layout is such that in a top view of the building, side 1 should 
be at the bottom of the page (Fig. 6). 
The different sides of the building are referenced as 0 through 4, 
side 0 denoting the roof and sides 1-4 the vertical sides. The arrange-
ment of the sides is shown in Fig. 6 for all three y's. Individual 
tap numbers were used in the form s-l-t where s indicates the side 
number (0-4), 1 indicates the level on a side numbered from top to 
bottom (1-5 or 1-10), and t indicates the tap location on a given 
level numbered from left to right when looking from the outside of a 
building (1-6, 1-10, or 1-12). For example tap 2-3-6 on building B6 
is located on side 2 and has nondimensional coordinates (y/W,z/H) of 
(0.90, 0.50). 
The buildings were mounted on a turntable at the downwind end of 
the test section. The turntable was supported by a large inertial 
mass to isolate the building from any vibrations in the wind tunnel. 
The buildings were aligned in the wind tunnel using a small 
laser. The laser was placed at the upstream end of the wind tunnel 
and reflected off a mirror on the building surface 16 m downstream. 
The building was rotated so that the reflected beam was within 0.05 m 
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of the incident beam resulting in a maximum error of the building 
orientation of 0.2 deg. Other building orientations were then set 
using a graduated scale located on the base of the turntable. 
Pressure Measurements 
A sophisticated digita1-data-acquisition system was used for the 
pressure measurements. A listing of equipment used is contained in 
Appendix A. The important components of the system are a pressure-
selector valve and an ana1og-to-digita1 converter. A block diagram 
of the system is shown in Fig. 7. The instantaneous pressure at a 
location on the model was transmitted from the tap to the selector 
valve in a short section of tubing (0.30 - 0.91 m). The selector 
valve allowed rapid monitoring of up to 72 locations on a building. 
The base of the selector valve contained four differential pressure 
transducers. The pressure from the tap on the building was connected 
to the positive side of the transducer. The negative side of the 
transducer was connected to the static pressure measured in the free-
stream above the boundary layer. The pressure difference measured by 
the transducer corresponds to the difference between the external 
pressure on a building and local atmospheric pressure. In terms of the 
building codes this represents an external pressure coefficient when 
nondimensiona1ized with an appropriate dynamic pressure. The voltage 
output of the transducer was a fluctuating d.c. signal. It was fed to 
an amplifier and then to the ana1og-to-digita1 converter. 
The ana1og-to-digita1 converter, mini-computer, and digital tape 
unit are an integrated system. An operator can control the system 
through a teletype. The number of channels, sample rate, and details 
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of digital tape formatting are all input parameters. In most cases, 
the pressures were measured simultaneously on four channels at a 
sample rate of 250 samples/s for 16.3 s. The raw data was stored on 
digital magnetic tape for later reduction on the Colorado State 
University CDC 6400 computer. 
In order to determine the effect of the pressure-selector valve 
and the lengths of tubing on the frequency response of the entire 
system, a comparison of the entire system with a flush-mounted pressure 
transducer was conducted. A number of cases were run using building 
B3 with the flush-mounted transducer located on one face of the build-
ing and a pressure tap at a comparable location on another face. The 
building could therefore be rotated to place either device in the 
same location relative to the approach flow. The pressure spectra 
measured using the flush-mount transducer and those obtained using the 
standard measuring system with various tube lengths (0.30 m - 0.91 m) 
are compared in Fig. 8. This figure is a plot of the ratio of the 
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations for the valve with tube case 
to the flush mounted case. This plot should be considered in con-
junction with a typical pressure spectrum (Fig. 69, 0(8) = 15 m/sec). 
While Fig. 8 shows the ratio of amplitudes at a particular frequency 
it should be noted that as the frequency increases, the absolute 
amplitude of the fluctuations deereases. A region of amplification 
is evident in the frequency range 20-60 Hz. The amplification is a 
function of tube length and decreases with increasing tube length. 
From comparisons of the spectra it was estimated that this amplifica-
tion could result in a maximum error in the rms of 10 percent. This 
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error would always be positive. Most of the data reported were taken 
using tube lengths in the range 0.46-0.61 m and the errors would be a 
maximum of 5 percent in these cases. The contributions of the fluctua-
- -1 tions at frequencies above 50 Hz (n/U(o) = 3.3 m ) to the rms are 
insignificant due to the low energy levels (10-2 of level at 1 Hz) 
above this frequency and therefore the effects of attenuation at these 
frequencies are not significant. 
A second comparison was conducted examining the probability 
density functions of the fluctuations in order to investigate any 
effects of tube length on this measure of the character of the 
fluctuating pressures. Figure 9 is a plot of the probability density 
function of the pressure fluctuations measured both with the flush-
mounted transducer and with two separate tube lengths. No significant 
differences are evident in this plot. In order to consider the 
negative-tail of the probability density function in more detail, a 
semi-·logarithmic plot is shown in Fig. 10. A slight difference in 
the functions is evident in the region -4 to -6. The shorter tube 
length (0.30 m) actually has a higher probability density in this 
region than the flush-mount transducer. This difference could be a 
result of two different effects: (1) amplification in the region 
20-60 Hz, or (2) averaging over the area of the flush~mount transducer 
which was 16 times as large as the normal pressure taps. The 
separation of these two effects was not possible with available 
instrumentation and resources. 
Neither the amplification nor the differences in the probability 
densities were felt to be significant. All mean and rms pressures 
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have been reported exactly as measured without any correction. All 
pressure spectra have been reported only out to a frequency of 100 Hz 
or to the corresponding wavenumber. 
In situations where power -spectra or cross-channel statistics 
were to be measured, pressure measurements were taken at a sample rate 
of SOOsamples/s on eight channels simultaneously. The analog-to-
digital converter operated in a parallel mode with eight sample-and-
hold circuits allowing each channel to be sampled at exactly the same 
instant. In these cases, the pressure-selector valve was not used and 
each tap had the same length of tubing (0.45 m) between the tap and the 
pressure transducer. 
The pressure measurement system consisting of both the transducers 
and amplifiers was calibrated in one operation. The gains of 
the amplifiers were adjusted so that each pressure transducer/amplifier 
combination had the same calibration factor. All calibrations were 
linear and repeatable to within 0.5 percent. The calibrations were 
checked every three months, but rarely required correction. An 
indirect check of the calibrations was conducted every test run 
(approximately 10 min). The velocity in the wind tunnel was measured 
using one position of the selector valve (4 channels). The total pres-
sure from a pitot tube in the wind tunnel was connected to the positive 
side of all four transducers and all transducers were monitored 
simultaneously for a 16.3 s run. The average pressure on each of the 
four channels was printed out during the data reduction and a quick 
check of the repeatability was available. If all channels were in 
error by a comparable amount, this check would not be valid. It was 
felt that the chances of this situation happening were remote. 
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Velocity Measurements 
The properties of the boundary layers in the wind tunnel were 
measured using both a pitot tube and hot-film anemometers. These 
measurements were made to adequately define the flow approaching the 
model; no effort was made to measure any effects of the building on 
the flow field. All measurements were made without a model building 
in the tunnel. 
A mechanical traverse with a travel of 1.3 m was used to remotely 
position the probe vertically. The traverse could be moved manually 
to other locations in the tunnel. By modifying the manner in which the 
probe was attached to the traverse, measurements could be taken over 
the entire height of the wind tunnel. The traverse could be positioned 
within ±3. 0 x 10-4 m in its dire·:tion of travel. 
Pitot-tube measurements were made to determine the lateral and 
longitudinal homogeneity of the flow in the tunnel. The ease of 
measurement and the lack of the requirement for frequent calibration 
were the prime factors in the choice of the pitot tube. Measurements 
were corrected for turbulence intensity using the approximate method 
suggested by Sandborn (1972). This correction was never greater than 
two percent of the free-stream valocity. The turbulence intensity was 
determined from the hot-film measurements. 
Measurements of the fluctuating velocity were made using both 
single and cross-film probes. A constant-temperature anemometer was 
used without a linearizer. The hot films were calibrated daily using 
a commercial calibration device. The calibrations were carried out at 




E = A + BU • (3-3) 
E is the instantaneous voltage in the hot-film, A, B, and n are 
constants, and U is the instantaneous velocity. All three constants 
were fitted using an iterative technique. All hot-film measurements 
were carried out using the digital-data-acquisition system and 
instantaneous voltages were converted to instantane9us velocities. All 
averaging and associated data reduction was conducted using the 
velocity record. This technique avoided any errors which arise due to 
the nonlinearity of the hot-film sensor. 
It was not practical to calibrate the hot films in air at the same 
temperature as the air in the tunnel test section. In addition the 
temperature in the tunnel test section normally increased slowly while 
the tunnel was operating. To correct for the difference between the 
calibration temperature and the temperature in the tunnel at the time 
of the measurement the method of Bearman (1970) was used to correct 
the measured voltages to the value that would be measured if the sensor 
were in air at the temperature of the calibration flow. Two conditions 
should be met in applying this correction technique. Temperature 
differences must be small (less than 12°C) and wind speeds should be 
greater than 0.9 to 1.5 m/s. Both of these conditions were met in all 
measurements. 
Cross-film measurements were carried out at the model location 
with the model removed to determine the vertical and lateral turbulence 
intensity and the correlation between the longitudinal and vertical 
turbulence. The cross film was also calibrated using the commercial 
calibration device. Data reduction was accomplished using digital 
techniques in a manner similar to the single film. 
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Data Red,uction 
Digital Techniques - All data were taken in digital form and 
similar techniques were employed in the reduction of both the pressure 
and velocity records. Therefore a general outline of the techniques 
is presented and then specific details of the pressure and velocity 
calculations are discussed. 
The digital tape contained a record of a voltage signal eCt) in 
a discrete form consisting of N values obtained by sampling at 
intervals of At. This record is denoted by e(t.), t. = At, NAt. N 
1. 1. 
is the total number of values in the record and At is the sampling 
interval in seconds (l/sample rate). The total length of the record 
in seconds, T, is then equal to NAT. The first step in the data 
reduction was to convert the voltage signal into physical units, 
either pressure or velocity. In the ~ase of the linear pressure 
transducers, this operation was simply a multiplication. For the 
velocity measurements taken with the hot-film, the more complex 
expression of equation (3-3) was used. The discrete form of the 
record in physical units was then expressed as f(t. ) 
1. 
concisely as f .. 
1. 
The mean of this signal is simply 
T 
f = ~ f f(t)dt 
o 
or in discrete form 
1 N 
f = - 1: f. · 
N i=l 1. 
The variance of the signal is 







or in discrete form 
f2 = I ~ (f. _ '£) 2 . 
(N-I) i=l 1 
The rms of the signal is the square root of the variance. 
C3-Sb) 
The N 
values were also searched for the maximum and minimum value in the N 
samples. These two quantities are called the peak maximum, fmax ' 
and the peak minimum, f . . m1n 
Calculations of characteristics of the fluctuations of f 
such as the autocorrelation, power spectral dens~ty, or probability 
density function are easily carried out using digital techniques. 
These types of calculations are generally made using a signal with a 
mean of zero. Therefore define f. such that 
1 
f. = f. - f . (3-6) 
1 1 
The autocorrelation of the quantity f is defined by 
I T A A 
RfCT) = lim T f f(t) fCt+T)dt (3-7a) 
T~ 0 
or in discrete form 
1 N-r A A 
Rf(T) = ---N L f.f. r = 0, ••• , N-r, T = r6t. (3-7b) -r . I 1 1+r 1= 
The power spectral density function is the forward Fourier 
transform of the autocorrelation: 
(3-8) 
The power spectral density function (hereafter referred to as the 
spectrum) describes the frequency composition of the data in terms of 
the contributions of the fluctuations at a given frequency to the 
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variance of the signal. Both the autocorrelation function and the 
spectrum are often normalized with respect to the variance of the 
signal. The normalized autocorrelation, commonly called the auto· 
correlation coefficient, is denoted by rf(T) where 
(3-9) 
Similarly the normalized spectrum Sf(n) is defined 
(3-10) 
The spectrum was computed directly from the data records using 
Fast-Fourier-Transform techniques. A general description of the 
techniques can be found in Bendat and Piersol (1971). The programs 
used in the data analysis of this dissertation and a detailed descrip-
tion of their use has been discu~;sed by Akins and Peterka (1975). 
The autocorrelation coefficients were obtained by taking an inverse 
Fourier transform of the spectrum. This technique uses much less 
computer time than a direct calculation using equations (3-7) and 
(3-8) would require. 
The two-channel data analysis can be described in similar terms. 
Let f1, i and f2~ i denote the digital records with the mean re-
moved. The cross-correlation between these two signals is defined by: 
1 T". " 
Rf f ('r) = lim T J f1 (t) f 2(t+T) dt 1 2 T~ 0 
(3-lla) 
or in discrete form 
1 N-r" 
Rf f (T) = N-r . r fl . f2 l' +r 1 2 1=1' 1 , r = 0, .•• , N- r, T = r~t • (3-11b) 
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The cross-correlation function of two signals describes the general 
dependence of the values of one signal on the values of the second 
signal. The cross correlation is often normalized to have values 
between ~ 1.0 through division. by the product of the square root of 
the variances of the individual channels: 
(3-12) 
The cross-spectral density function of a pair of signals is the 
Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function. Because the 
cross-correlation function is not normally an even function, the cross-
spectral density function is generally a complex quantity defined by 
00 
-i21TnT 
Rf f (L) e dT, n > 0 · 1 2 
(3-13) Gf f (n) = 2 J 1 2 _00 
When applying the cross-spectral density to problems involving wind 
pressures on buildings, the coherence between the two signals is often 
used. The coherence is a real-valued quantity defined by 
(3-14) 
The coherence is a measure of how well the two signals are correlated 
at a particular frequency. 
Although equations (3-12) and (3-13) are the most straightforward 
method of defining the cross correlation and the cross-spectral 
densjty function, the calculation of these quantities was carried out 
such that the cross-spectral density function was obtained directly 
from the digital signal. The cross correlation was then calculated by 
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taking the inverse Fourier transform of the cross-spectral density 
function. Details of this type calculation are found in Bendat and 
Piersol (1971) and Akins and Peterka (1975). 
Pressure Measurements - Measurements of the surface pressures on 
the models were reduced to a non-dimensional pressure coefficient, Cpo 
The data records were taken at a sample rate of 250 samples/sec for a 
period of 16.32 sec for a total of 4080 individual values. The mean, 
rms, peak maximum, and peak minimum of the record were computed and 
converted into pressure coefficients defined as follows: 
p-p 




{(P-P static) - (P-P static)} Cprms = - 2 
O.5p U(z) 
(3-16) 





minimum in record. pmin - 2 
O.5p U(z) 
(3-18) 
These are local pressure coefficients in that they are based on a 
reference velocity in the approach flow at the height of the pressure 
measurement. The reasons for and advantages of this choice of 
reference velocity are discussed in Chapter V. 
In order to minimize the amount of wind-tunnel time necessary to 
carry out the study, the symmetry of certain flow directions was used 
to reduce the number of taps at which actual measurements were 
conducted. In a typical case where 60 tap locations were reported on 
each vertical side, only 30 taps were actually used on just two of the 
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four vertical sides. This resulted in just the pressures at 
odd-numbered taps on sides 1 and 2 actually being measured in the wind-
tunnel tests and the remainder of the data filled in during the data 
reduction. No values were used which were not measured in the wind-
tunnel tests, as the tests were conducted for 40 wind directions over 
a range of a from 000 - 340 while the reflected data was reported 
over a range of a from 000 - 090. 
The actual reflection was straightforward. Data for wind 
direction 000 or 090 was generRted using the raw data from wind 
directions 000, 180 or 090, 270 respectively. The data was also 
reflected on a given face, forcing symmetry about the centerline of 
the building for these cases only. For other wind directions, four 
separate wind directions were used. The data for wind direction 020 
was for instance made up of data taken at wind directions of 020, 160, 
200 and 340. Prior to using this technique, one building was instru-
mented at all 60 locations on all four sides and the assumptions used 
in the reflection verified. The reflection of the data was possible 
because the buildings studied were all considered in an isolated 
environment with no adjacent structures present and in an approach 
flow that was two-dimensional having no lateral variation. 
In order to make comparisons between the many cases studied, a 
software package was developed with the capability to produce contour 
plots of any of the pressure coefficients over an entire side of 
the building. Due to the requirement of the available contour-plot 
packages that the data be equally spaced, it was necessary to trans-
form the available data into a uniform grid. This transformation was 
accomplished using a two-dimensional cubic spline routine developed 
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by Falkner (1974). This routine is capable of taking arbitrarily 
spaced data and through the use of a least-squares technique evaluates 
the coefficients for a doubly-cubic spline at specified locations, 
not necessarily related to the original data. These coefficients can 
then be used to evaluate the smoothed function at any location on the 
plane of interest. This technique allowed both interpolation and 
limited extrapolation of the pressure coefficients. Once a uniform 
grid of data values was obtained, plots were generated using subroutine 
CALCNT, a part of the Fortran library available at the Colorado State 
University Computer Center. 
Probability density functions of peak pressures were obtained 
from the pressure coefficients. A reduced variate or pressure peak 
fluctuation variable was used in these calculations. It is defined 
by 
n = 
(C -C ) pmax pmean 
C (3-19a) prms 
or 
n = 
(C -C ) pmin pmean 
C (3-19b) prms 
for positive and negative peaks respectively. All probability density 
functions were determined digitally from the reduced pressure 
coefficient data. 
Forces and Moments - Force and moment coefficients were computed by 
integrating the mean pressures over the surface of each building. 
Because a nonuniform tap spacing was used, the forces and moments were 
first computed after interpolating in order to obtain a uniform spacing. 
A second calculation was performed using the data at the actual tap 
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locations and assigning an area to each tap. The differences between 
these two techniques were minimal and the second technique was used in 
all calculations. The forces and moments on the buildings were 
expressed in terms of 
F 
CFX 



























-2 0.5pUA WLH 
(3-25) 
F and M denote the forces and moments acting on the x,Y,z X,Y,z 
building. The remainder of the symbols are defined in the list'of 
symbols. The measured force and moment coefficients were collapsed 
onto a small number of curves by using an average velocity over the 
height of the building. This velocity, ITA' is defined as 
- 1 HI -
UA = if U(z)dz. o 
(3-26) 
The use of an average velocity instead of an average of the velocity 
squared was based on how well the force coefficients agreed when 
using each type. There was not a major difference, but the mean 
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velocity was chosen in preference to the mean of the squared velocity 
because of better agreement between the various cases. UA was 
calculated from measured values of the velocity and not from a 
power-law or logarithmic expression for the profile. 
The coordinate system describing these forces and moments is 
shown in Fig. 4. These are forces and moments in a body reference 
system, i.e., F is always defined relative to a fixed direction on x 
the building independent of wind direction. The moments in the x 
and y directions are with respect to the base of the building and 
the moment in the z direction is with respect to the vertical axis 
through the center of the building. Force and moment coefficients 
were computed from mean surface pressure data measured at 11 wind 
directions over a 90 0 range. Since all of the buildings studied 
were placed in an isolated environment l~ith no adjacent structures 
present, a 900 variation in wind direction is adequate to define 
the forces and moments acting on the structure for any wind direction. 
No corrections for tunnel blockage were applied because blockage was 
small (less than seven percent) and the flexible roof was adjusted to 
remove the longitudinal pressure gradient in the tunnel. 
Velocity Measurements - The velocity measurements were obtained 
from digital records. For single-channel measurements the mean and 
rms of the record were computed using equations (3-4) and (3-5). 
Records were taken at 2000 samples/sec and generally a record length 
of 140 sec or 280,000 data values was used. The velocity spectra 
were obtained from the same records using segment averaging (Akins 
and Peterka, 1975) over eight segments consisting of 8192 data values. 
This corresponds to 32.8 sec of data. 
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The cross-film data was reduced to instantaneous values of the 
longitudinal and lateral (or vertical) velocity and these records of 
velocity were then used to determine the mean and the rms values for 
a particular period. 
The values of longitudinal integral scale of the turbulence were 
obtained by averaging the results of two separate techniques. One 
technique involved integration of the velocity autocorrelation 
coefficient from a time lag of zero to the first zero crossing 
(Akins and Peterka, 1975) and the second utilized the zero intercept 
of the normalized velocity spectrum. The zero intercept of the 
spectrum was obtained by visual smoothing of the low-frequency 
portion. The zero intercept is related to the conventional definition 
of the integral scale. 
A = IT J r (t)dt 
x 0 u 
by the relationship 
U 
A = - S (0) x 4 u 
(3-27) 
(3-28) 
This relationship follows from e~uation (3-8) and Taylor's hn)othesis. 
Due to limited record lengths of the velocity, equation (3-27) was 
only integrated to the first zerc, crossing. A discussion of the 
validity of this approximation ha.s been given by Akins and Peterka 
(1975). 
Accuracy and Repeatability 
Ideally the overall accuracy of experimental measurements can be 
obtained by considering each instrument involved in the measurement. 
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In wind-tunnel measurements such as those described in this 
dissertation many factors in addition to the accuracy of each individ-
ual instrument are involved in the overall accuracy of the final 
measurement. In order to include all relevant factors in an assessment 
of the accuracy of a measurement the repeatability of each measurement 
was directly measured. While this is not a measure of the absolute 
accuracy of each measurement, it is felt to be a more realistic and 
easily understood measure of the quality of the measurements. 
Pressure Measurements - In order to assess the consistency of the 
pressure measurements, several test cases were randomly selected to 
be repeated. These repeat runs were normally conducted on different 
days than the initial runs, and in most cases the model had been 
removed from the tunnel. The calibration of the pressure transducer/ 
amplifier combination was linear and repeatable to within o.s percent. 
The overall repeatability of the measurements was slightly larger due 
to small errors in setting the building orientation and drift of the 
zeros of both the signal-conditioning units and the analog-to-digital 
converter. A total of six repeatability checks were conducted and 
432 individual taps were considered. The average error plus one 
standard deviation when expressed in terms of a local pressure coef-
ficient was 0.10 for the mean pressure coefficients and 0.03 for the 
rms coefficients. These values should be considered upper limits of 
the repeatability of the measurements if the same building was rerun 
in the same flow condition. 
Velocity Measurements - The pressure differences across the pitot 
tube were measured using the Statham differential pressure transducers. 
The accuracy of the calibration of the transducers when expressed as 
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a percentage of the free-stream velocity above the boundary layer 
(nominally 16.0 m/s) was 1 percent. Due to inaccuracies inherent 
in the averaging of a fluctuating signal and probe placement and 
alignment, the actual measurements were repeatable to within 
+ 2 percent of the free-stream velocity. 
The repeatability of the hot-film measurements is more difficult 
to estimate due to the nonlinear behavior of the sensor. Measurements 
of mean velocity were repeatable to within ~ 2 percent of the free-
stream velocity and measurements of local turbulence intensity were 
repeatable to within ~ 5 percent of the value measured. These 
repeatabilities are based upon repeated measurements at selected 
locations. They include errors due to calibration drift, probe 
alignment and positioning, and actual calibration accuracy. 
The measurements of longitudinal integral scale using the two 
methods outlined in the preceding section were compared to obtain an 
estimate of the reliability of the individual measurements. There 
was an average difference of 10 percent between the two methods. The 
values of integral scale reported are the average of the two methods. 
Forces and Moments - The buildings with y = 1 were studied at 
wind directions of both 0° and 90°. Due to the symmetry of these 
buildings and the fact that these measurements were generally made on 
separate days and in some cases the models had been removed from the 
wind-tunnel between runs, a comparison of the coefficients measured at 
these wind directions provided a means of evaluating the repeatability 
of the measurements. An average of eight cases showed a difference 
of 1.8 percent for the force coefficients and 1.7 percent for the 
moment coefficients. Since these values are obtained by integrating 
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the mean pressures over the surface of the structure, it is not 
surprising that their repeatability is better than that of the 
individual pressure coefficients. 
Chapter IV 
THE BOUNDARY LAYERS 
In order to adequately relate the findings of this dissertation to 
both other wind-tunnel investigations and to appropriate full-scale 
studies, a complete description of the flow field approaching the 
models is required. An extensive series of measurements were conducted 
in order to characterize the properties of the four boundary layers 
used. These measurements are summarized and related to appropriate 
full-scale data in the following sections. 
Wind-Tunnel Configurations 
In order to obtain a thick turbulent boundary layer in the wind 
tunnel, spires and roughness elements were used in addition to the 
length of available test section. Descriptions of this type approach 
to developing boundary layers have been provided by Peterka and Cermak 
(1974) and Standen (1972). These discussions both stress the need for 
the development of an equilibrium boundary layer at the model location. 
In this context an equilibrium boundary layer is a flow in which any 
changes in the downstream direction are less than the resolution of 
the measurement system. The long test section (9.3 spire heights) 
allowed the development of an equilibrium boundary layer in this study. 
7he spires used were developed by Peterka and Cermak (1974). The 
dimen!;ions of the spires are shown in Fig. 11 and the positions at 
which they were located are shown in Fig. 12. In addition to the 
spires, a barrier and roughness elements were used. The barrier was 
located 0.61 m downstream of the spires and had dimensions 
0.089 m x 0.191 m. The roughness elements began at a distance 1.22 m 
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downstream of the spires and extended the length of the test section. 
The spacing and size of the roughness elements for the four boundary 
layers used are listed in Fig. 13. All boundary layers were developed 
using the same spires and barrier; only the roughness configuration 
was varied. Boundary layer 1 was developed using a smooth floor with 
the spires and barrier. 
Velocity Measurements 
Measurements were made of mean velocity profiles, local turbulence 
intensity, longitudinal scales of turbulence, longitudinal velocity 
spectra, cross correlations of the turbulent fluctuations both at a 
fixed location and as a function of both vertical and horizontal 
separation, and the coherence function for both vertical and horizontal 
separation. These measurements are summarized in Tables 4-8 and 
Figs. 14-31. A comparison of wind-tunnel measurements with 
appropriate full-scale measurements is presented in the next section. 
A linear plot of the mean velocity profiles is shown in Fig. 14. 
This is a non-dimensional plot normalized in the vertical direction 
with the boundary-layer thickness, 0, and in the horizontal direction 
with the mean velocity at the top of the boundary layer, U(o). The 
case with no roughness elements, boundary layer 1, has the fullest 
profile while the case with the largest roughness elements, boundary 
layer 4, for a constant z has the largest velocity defect, U(o) - U(z). 
Semi-logarithmic and logarithmic plots of the mean velocity profiles 
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The semi-logarithmic plot was used to 
determine the roughness length, z , which ranged from 1.22 x 10-5 m 
o 
-2 for boundary layer 1 to 1.09 x 10 for boundary layer 4. The 
logarithmic plot was used to determine the exponent of the power-law 
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formulation of the velocity profile. It can be observed that a single 
straight line does not exactly describe any of the velocity profiles 
and in selecting the values of p reported for the boundary layers, 
a visual best-fit was used with an emphasis on the lower SO percent of 
the profile. 
The variation of mean velocity across the wind tunnel at the model 
location is shown in Fig. 17. The coordinate system used to describe 
the measurement locations is shown in Fig. 12. These profiles were all 
taken for boundary layer 2 and within the accuracy of the measurements 
(~ 0.02 U(o)) there is virtually no lateral variation in the mean 
velocity for ~ 0.31 m. The variation of the mean velocity profile in 
the longitudinal direction is shown in Fig. 18. These measurements 
were also taken in boundary layer 2. For a distance of 4.27 m upstream 
of the model location there was no appreciable change in the mean 
velocity profiles. This absence of a change in the downstream direction 
is one indication that an equilibrium boundary layer had developed. 
Similar measurements were conducted for the other three boundary 
layers with comparable results. 
The local turbulence intensity is plotted in Figs. 19-21 and 
listed in Tables 4-7. The local turbulence intensity is defined as the 
ratio of the rms velocity fluctuations, u', v', or WI, to the mean 
velocity, U(z), at the height of the measurement. In the coordinate 
system of Fig. 12, v' is the lateral rms velocity and w' is the 
vertical rms velocity. In all three plots, the local turbulence inten-
sity increases with increasing roughness size in the lower SO percent 
of the boundary layer. There was very little variation between the 
different cases in the upper SO percent of the boundary layer. 
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Figure 22 is a plot of the Reynolds stress in the four boundary 
layers. The correlation Uw has been normalized with the mean velocity 
at the top of the boundary layer. The average value of ~ in the 
lower 20 percent of the boundary layer was used as the surface shear 
velocity, U* • 
The reduced velocity spectrum is plotted as a function of 
wavenumber, n/U(o), in Fig. 23. It should be recalled that S Cn) has u 
been normalized with the variance of the velocity, (u,)2, at the 
height at which the spectrum was measured. Over the range of z/o 
from 0.10 to 0.40, the spectra are similar. Very low in the boundary 
layer, z/o = 0.02, the low frequency portion of the spectrum contains 
less energy than in the rest of the boundary layer. The spectrum at 
the top of the boundary layer shows a general shift to higher fre-
quencies. This may be due to interacticn with the roof boundary layer. 
All of the measurements shown in Fig. 23 are from boundary layer 2. 
The effect of the different boundary layers on the velocity spectrum is 
shown in Fig. 24. This is a plot of the velocity spectrum measured at 
a z/o of 0.18 in all four boundary layers. When plotted in these 
coordinates there is no variation of the velocity spectrum with the 
different boundary layers. 
The downstream variation of the velocity spectra is shown in 
Fig. 23. This plot includes spectra measured at the same height, 
z/o = 0.18 and two different downstream locations, x = 0.0 and 
x = - 3.36 m. There is no difference between these two curves; another 
indication that an equilibrium boundary layer had developed. 
The autocorrelation functions corresponding to the spectra of 
Figs. 23 and 24 are shown in Figs. 26 and 25 respectively. A variation 
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from the other data in the autocorrelation for z/6 = 0.02 and 1.0 is 
seen in Fig. 25. In all of the other cases, there are no significant 
differences as a function of height or boundary layer. 
The variation of longitudinal integral scale with height in the 
four boundary layers is shown in Fig. 27. There is a general increase 
of integral scale with height in the lower half of the boundary layer 
and a gradual decrease with height in the upper half. 
The cross-correlation coefficients for the longitudinal, u, 
velocity are shown in Figs. 28 and 29 for boundary layers I ruld 2 
respectively. These cross-correlation coefficients are for both a 
vertical and horizontal (or lateral) separation. There is a definite 
downward convective velocity present in both sets of cross-correlations 
with vertical separation. Figure 30 is a plot of the space-correlations 
fo'r T = 0.0 taken from Figs. 28 an.d 29. These plots show the 
velocity fluctuations to be more highly correlated as a function of 
separation distance in boundary layer 1 than in boundary layer 2. 
These measurements were taken at z = 0.13 m. In this region A is 
x 
larger for boundary layer 1 than for boundary layer 2 and therefore 
the velocity fluctuations should exhibit a greater correlation as a 
function of distance. The cross correlations were not measured for 
boundary layers 3 and 4. 
The coherence functions for the cases corresponding to Figs. 28 
and 29 were fitted to an exponentia.l function. This type of approxi-
mation has been used frequently in descriptions of atmospheric data. 
In this formulation the coherence is expressed by 
= e -C (nd/D) (4-1) 
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n - frequency Hz 
d - separation of points at which measurements were made 
U - average of mean velocity at the two locations considered. 
The results for various separations are given in Table 8. When 
averaged over all of the separations C was 9.2 for both boundary 
layers I and 2. 
Comparison with Full-Scale Measurements/Scales of Simulation 
A wide range of available full-scale measurements is reported in 
the literature. These data have been condensed into a few summaries 
which are particularly useful in the consideration of wind loading of 
structures. Three of these summaries will be used as primary refer-
ences in the following discussion (Davenport, 1960, Harris, 1971, and 
ESDU, 1972). The most elementary comparison of the wind-tunnel data to 
full-scale measurements involves the character of the mean velocity 
profiles. A common method of eXI,ressing the mean velocity profile 
makes use of the power-law formulation, equation (2-2). In terms of 
this type expression, the exponent of the power-law profile, p, in 
full-scale situations has been reported to range from 0.12 for very 
smooth surfaces upwind of the measurement location to 0.40 fo:r an 
upwind terrain with large and irregular obstacles. ~~SI A58.1-l972 
has specified three standard categories corresponding to power-law 
exponents of 0.14, 0.22, and 0.3S. The range of values used in this 
dissertation, 0.12 to 0.38, adequately span the range of applicable 
full-scale values. It should be emphasized that there is no theoretical 
basis for this type expression and that all values are obtained from 
some type of approximate technique. 
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Harris (1971) compiled a range of local longitudinal turbulence 
intensities which are representative of the values which have been 
observed over the range of power-law exponents corresponding to 
ANSI A58.1-l972. These values range from 0.18 to 0.58 measured at a 
height 10 m above the ground for the full-scale. The lower values of 
local turbulence intensity correspond to the lower values of the 
power-law exponent. The range of values for the wind-tunnel ranged from 
0.12 to 0.30 (Fig. 19) for the 10lV'er 5 percent of the boundary layer. 
While these values are lower the estimate by Harris, Counihan (1973) 
has estimated values of 0.20 to 0.30 in the lower regions of the atmo-
spheric boundary layer. In any case, the wind-tunnel values are close 
to full-scale estimates, and the trend of local turbulence intensity 
with increasing power-law exponent is the same in the wind tunnel as in 
the full-scale environment. Comparisons of other properties of the 
full-scale and wind-tunnel "boundary layers all involve assumptions 
regarding the scaling between the two systems. In order to provide a 
more complete presentation, the remainder of the comparisons will be 
made in connection with a discussion of the scaling. 
Geometric Scaling - Three lengths are useful for comparison with 
full-scale measurements. These are the roughness length z , the o 
longitudinal integral scale, A and the boundary-layer thickness, o. 
x 
Because a range of available atmospheric flow data exist, no exact com-
parisons can be made, but a range of reported values has been compiled 
in Table 9 which correspond to the categories described by the power-
law exponents. It is felt that the values of 0 are more difficult 
to obtain than values of either A or 
x 
z , so the scales obtained 
o 
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from a compariosn of ~ may be less reliable. There is a larger 
variation in reported values of z than in the other parameters and o 
therefore a range of values of z is listed for each category. Based 
o 
on all values listed, the geometric scale of the boundary layers ranges 
from 1:200 to 1:300. In some cases the wind-tunnel value of z is o 
slightly larger than would be indicated by this scale range, but the 
difference is never larger than a factor of 2.0. The effects of z o 
on surface pressures discussed in the following chapter indicate that 
this magnitude difference is not important. In order to make further 
comparisons more convenient, a geometric scale of 1:250 is used in the 
remainder of the discussion. Any scale range in the region 1:200 to 
1:300 would be equally appropriate. 
With the geometric scale established, the velocity spectra 
measured in the wind tunnel can be compared with expressions used to 
describe the full-scale boundary layer. The reduced form of the 
velocity spectrum is used with an abscissa of no/U(o). Two empirical 
forms of the atmospheric spectrum (Harris, 1971 and Davenport, 1961b) 
are plotted in Fig. 31 along with the values for boundary layer 2 at 
a z/o of 0.18 (Fig. 24). The wind tunnel results agree well with 
both empirical forms for nondimensional wavenumbers above 0.3* At 
nondimensional wavenumbers below 0.3, the wind-tunnel spectrum falls 
below the empirical forms. This difference for low wavenumbers is a 
result of the size of the wind-tunnel test section. A nondimensional 
wavenumber of 0.3 corresponds to a wavelength of 4.2 m in the wind 
tunnel. This is more than twice the cross section of the test section 
and accurate simulation at longer wavelengths is not possible. If a 
geometric scale had been selected such that the peaks of the reduced 
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spectra coincided, this disagreement in the lower values of 
nondimensional wavenumber would not appear. Such a selection would 
indicate a geometric scale between 1:500 and 1:600 for the wind-tunnel 
simulation. This method of selection of a geometric scale is not 
appropriate because such a choice would imply that wavelengths of the 
order of two times the cross section of the wind tunnel were being 
properly simulated. The dotted portions of the empirical forms in the 
range of n~/U(~) from 0.1 to 0.01 indicate that no full-scale data 
were available to fit in these areas. The empirical curves in this 
region are extrapolated based upon data at higher wavenumbers. No 
comparison between the wind-tunnel data and the empirical formulations 
is possible in this region. 
Time Scaling - If only mean quantities are of interest i.n a 
particular wind-tunnel investigation, then the time scaling between the 
wind tunnel and the full-scale environments is of little importance. 
However, if such quantities as peak pressures, correlations, and other 
time dependent variables are of interest, the time scaling becomes an 
important factor. A relationship which is frequently applied to time 
scaling is the concept of the reduced velocity. This parameter arises 
from considerations of the dynamics of a structure and its application 
to static structures is best understood when considered in terms of a 
Strouhal number, the reciprocal of the reduced velocity. The scaling 
specified by equality of reduced velocities is given by 
= (4-2) 
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D is an appropriate dimension of the building under consideration and 
n is a characteristic frequency of the structure such as the natural 
o 
frequency. When considered as a Strouhal number, the frequency and 
dimension could also be considered to relate to the incident flow 
instead of the building itself. For a fixed geometric scale and 
velocity ratio, this parameter can be used to obtain a time scaling 
TM (U ) (U) 
T
FS 
= D FS / D M (4-3) 
In comparing the spectra in Fig. 31, the use of a nondimensiona1 
wavenumber also tacitly assumed a time scaling in that 
(4-4) 
The frequency in the equation is not related to any particular 
frequency of a structure and this relationship is more general than 
equation (4-2). Transformed into a time ratio equation (4-4) 
becomes 
/ ( U(<5) ) 
FS <5 M (4-5) 
which is the same as equation (4-3) or in terms of a general velocity 
and geometric scale 
(4-6) 
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Theoretical analysis of extreme value statistics (Rice, 1945) 
predict peak values of a random variable as a function of a variable 
vTR where v is the average effective fluctuation rate per second and 





The fact that Sen) may be scaled using a nondimensional 
wavenumber leads directly to a scaling for v such that 
or 
= 





Comparisons of full-scale values of v with wind-tunnel values 
enable a check of this to be made of the criterion for time scaling 
given by equation (4-10). Davenport (1964) has estimated a value for 
a full-scale v for velocity fluctuations of 
v = -2 -2.13 x 10 xU. (4-11) 
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If v for a IT of 15.0 m/sec is computed to correspond with the 
wind-tunnel values of IT, 'V = 0.32. Since UM/UpS = 1.0, 
'VM = 'VFS x (DpS/DM) or vM= 80.0. The measured v's for the wind-
tunnel boundary layers ranged from 50 for boundary layer 1 to 150 for 
boundary layer 4. The value for boundary layer 2 which simulates a 
flow closest to that corresponding to the data used to obtain equation 
(4-11) was 90.0. This close agreement with the predicted value indi-
cates a consistency in the time scaling between the full-scale and 
wind tunnel .. 
Da1gliesh (1971) has reported full-scale values of 'V for 
pressure fluctuations, but unfortunately he did not report any velocity 
measurements so it is not possible to scale his measurements and com-
pare them with wind-tunnel measurements. His data does show that 
V Iv I ·t is approximately 0.5. In the wind-tunnel pressure veOC1 y 
measurements this ratio was 0.25 for both stagnation and separated 
regions. Dalgliesh's v's were obtained by computing zero crossings 
and not from integration of spectra. This difference in calculation 
procedure may be the cause of the difference in this ratio. As further 
full-scale measurements become available, it will be useful to compare 
v measurements for pressure fluctuations using the relationship in 
equation (4-9) .. 
With a time scaling factor established, the wind-tunnel 
measurements of the autocorrelation function (Pigs. 25 and 26) can be 
compared to available full-scale measurements. This comparison is 
shown in Pig.. 32.. The format used to express the coherence 
(equation (4-1) has also been used in full-scale applications. The 
values of C reported in the literature are all near 8.0, very close 
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to the wind-tunnel values of 9.2. The use of a factor nd/IT in the 
comparison is another instance of the time scaling of equation (4-4). 
An additional indication of the time scale relating flow 
characteristics in the wind tunnel to a full-scale boundary layer may 
be obtained by considering the gust velocity over a period of time. The 
gust ratio is normally defined as the ratio of the mean velocity over 





where Tl > T2 and 
( 4-13) 
(4-14) 
In the actual calculation the record of length Tl sec is broken into 
segments T2 sec long and the individual integrations perforned. No 
attempt is made to determine the effect of starting at different loca-
tions shifted by a fraction of T
2





very small and that enough records T2 sec long are present to obtain 
an accurate measure of the gust ratio. 
Deacon (1955) and Durst (l96J) provided much of the initial data 
used in this type analysis. This work has been summarized by Deacon 
(1965) and data from the reference is included in Fig. 33. This is a 
plot of the ratio of the mean velocity in a time Tl to the maximum 
2 second average in that time period. Deacon used the 2 second average 
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as a reference (T2 = 2 sec), and the wind-tunnel results were 
transformed to equivalent full-scale times for comparison. Since 
velocity ratios are being considered, the velocity scaling is 1:1 and 
therefore only the geometric scale is involved in the time scaling 
(equation (4-6)). Using the average scale of 1:250, 1 second in the 
wind tunnel was equivalent to 250 seconds for the full-scale flow. 
Deacon has summarized results for three different exposures with the 
following nomenclature, exposure A - smooth approach p = 0.12 - 0.18, 
exposure B - rolling country p = 0.25, and exposure C - built-up 
approach p = 0.3 - 0.4. The gust ratio for each of these exposures 
at a height of 10 m is shown in Fig. 33. The solid lines in this 
figure are taken from Deacon (1965). Deacon also included data for 
exposure C measured 25 m above the ground. The lowest values of 
velocity measured'in the wind tunnel correspond to a height of 
approximately 20 m above the ground, and therefore no direct 
comparison is possible with the data taken by Deacon. A plot is 
included for each of the four wind-tunnel boundary layers at a height 
corresponding to a full-scale height of 20 m. The trend with 
increasing roughness corresponds to the full-scale measurements. The 
range of the gust ratio for the wind-tunnel data is consistent with 
the fact that the wind-tunnel measurements correspond to higher 
elevation than the data taken by Deacon. One curve is included for 
boundary layer 2 at a scaled elevation of'60 m. The trend with 
increasing height indicated by the measurements at 20 m and 60 m 
exhibit the same trend as the data taken by Deacon. The agreement 
between the full-scale and wind-tunnel measurements in Fig. 33 is 
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further evidence of the validity of the time-scaling relationship 
given by equation (4-6). 
The preceding discussion has centered on the geometric and 
temporal scales of the wind-tunnel simulation. A complete discussion 
of other scaling parameters has been published by Cermak (1971). 
Chapter V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Over 90,000 pressure measurements were recorded during the course 
of the research described in this dissertation. This quantity of data 
could only be examined and presented by taking advantage of the speed 
and versatility of a digital computer in conjunction with a number of 
simplifying assumptions. While the use of the computer and simplifying 
assumptions may in some instances reduce the precision of the resulting 
representations the ability to process large quantities of data 
relating to a wide range of conditions far outweighs any of the limita-
tions introduced by the approximations. Instances in which a local 
effect may have been overlooked are carefully discussed in the 
following sections. 
Mean Pressures 
Types of Pressure Coefficients - Two different types of mean 
pressure ~oefficients are frequently used in the literature. These two 
types of coefficients differ only in the choice of the reference 
velocity used to nondimensionalize the pressure. Most recent wind-
tunnel studies use the mean velocity of the undisturbed flow above the 
boundary layer. This velocity is an easily measured quantity in the 
wind tunnel, but full-scale measurements are much more difficult due to 
the uncertainty associated with the actual depth of the boundary layer 
and the difficulty of making measurements. The second type of coeffici-
ent uses the velocity in the approach flow at the height of the building 
as a reference. This velocity is easier to measure in the full-scale 
but it is a difficult task to relate the mean velocity at the top of a 
building in an urban environment to existing records of velocity which 
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are normally measured at airports. Because each of these coefficients 
is based upon a quantity which is related to a particilar structure, a 
different type coefficient was selected for use in this dissertation. 
This coefficient was based upon the mean velocity in the approach flow 
at the height of the location of the pressure measurement. Obvious 
advantages of this type coefficient are that the coefficient is not 
dependent upon a knowledge of the boudary-Iayer thickness and that for 
different height buildings the reference velocity is not directly 
dependent on the height of the building. This type of coefficient will 
be referred to as a Jocal pressure coefficient, becau~e it is based upon 
the velocity at the height of the measurement location, or the local 
velocity. It is interesting to note that for a uniform flow with no 
vertical velocity gradient all three types of pressure coefficients 
are equivalent. 
Before a local pressure coefficient was selected, the relative 
merits of each type coefficient were evaluated. Examples of the 
different types of coefficients for all of the boundary layers con-
sidered showing the mean pressure distribution for building B3 for 
a = 0 and a = 20 are shown in Fjgs. 34-45. Three sides are shown. The 
arrangement of the sides relative to the approach wind was shown in 
Fig. 6. These plots and all subsequent plots are presented in a 
normalized format such that all sides always appear as squares. The 
horizontal dimension is normalized with the width of the face and the 
vertical dimension is normalized with the height of the building. 
The mean pressure coefficients based upon the free-stream velocity 
are shown in Figs. 34-37. A definite decrease in the values of the 
mean pressure coefficient on the upwind face, side 2, is evident as 
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the power-law exponent increases. This decrease can be attributed to 
the reduced velocity in the lower portions of the boundary layer as the 
power-law exponent increases. This difference :in the velocity profiles 
was shown in Fig. 14. The value of H/o for building 83 is 0.20. The 
values on the side face, side 3, are similar except for the data taken 
in boundary layer 1. The values of the mean pressure on the side are 
more negative in this case than for boundary layers 2-4. This 
difference as well as a similar difference on the downwind face for 
a = 0 is a result of the fact that the flow has not reattached to the 
side face in boundary layer 1 while it has reattached in the other 
three boundary layers. 
The coefficients based upon the velocity in the approach flow at 
roof height are in better agreement for the different boundary layers 
than those based upon the free-stream velocity. These plots are shown 
in Figs. 38-41 for boundary layers 1-4 respectively. The values on the 
upwind face, side 2, are quite similar for boundary layers 2-4 but 
again a difference exists for boundary layer 1. The values of the mean 
pressure coefficients for boundary layer 1 are again higher than for 
the other cases as a result of the higher velocity present in the 
approach at a particular height. The differences on the side and down-
wind faces, due to the difference in reattachment locations between 
the various boundary layers, remain evident. 
The same cases plotted in terms of a local pressure coefficient 
are shown in Figs. 42-45. This type of coefficient provides better 
agreement on the upwind face than either of the other previous two 
types of coefficient. The differences due to the reattachment 
locations are not affected by the use of a local pressure coefficient. 
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Use of a local pressure coefficient results in positive pressure 
coefficients greater than 1.0. This is due to the fact that a downward 
flow exists on the upwind face of a building and therefore fluid 
present in the boundary layer approaching the building is carried to a 
lower level before it impinges on the building. 
Near the bottom of a building the use of a local pressure 
coefficient can lead to difficulties. At the bottom of the building 
the velocity in the approach boundary layer is zero and the local 
pressure coefficient would be infinite. To avoid this problem no values 
of local pressure coefficient are reported for the lower 10 percent of 
the buildings. In order to determine a pressure in this region the 
pressure at the z/H = 0.1 level can be assumed constant over the lower 
10 percent of the building. 
A further comparison between pressure coefficients based on the 
velocity at the roof and those based on the local velocity can be 
seen in Figs. 46 and 47. These are plots of building B4 (H/o = 0.4) 
in terms of these two types of coefficients. When compared with 
Figs. 39 and 43 respectively, very little difference can be seen in 
the way either type of coefficient allows the two cases to be expressed 
by a single plot. A variation of H/o can therefore be adequately 
accounted for through use of a pressure coefficient based upon either 
the velocity in the approach flow at the level of the pressure 
measurement or the velocity in the approach flow at roof height. 
The use of a coefficient based upon the local velocity was 
selected primarily because it allowed data taken in all of the boundary 
layers used in the study to be described by a single mean pressure 
plot in more instances than the other types of pressure coefficient. 
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The difference between the use of a pressure coefficient based upon a 
local velocity and one based upon the velocity at the roof were not 
great and similar conclusions concerning the nature of surface pres-
sures would have been evident no matter which type of coefficient was 
selected. 
Parameters Affecting Mean P~~sur_~istributi<?E._~. - Jensen and 
Franck (1965) stressed the importance of the effect of the surface 
roughness length z on the mean ?ressure distributions. 
o 
Because the 
use of a local pressure coefficient removes the effect of the different 
veloci ty profiles, the plots in Fi:~s. 42-45 may be used to consider 
the effect of z. The only major difference for the four boundary 
o 
layers is on sides 3 and 4 for boundary layer 1. The flow in boundary 
layer 1 had a z which was two orders of magnitude less than the other 
o 
three boundary layers. The mean local pressure coefficients on sides 3 
and 4 are more negative for boundary layer 1 than for the other cases. 
This more negative pressure could be an effect of a smaller zo' or 
it could also be due to the effect of lower level of incident turbulence 
intensity on reattachment. If reattachment does not occur for a = 0, 
then the pressure recovery on the side face will be less than if 
reattachment did occur. This would indicate that the cause of the more 
negative regions is a function of incident turbulence intensity rather 
than z. Because both z and the incident turbulence intensity 
o 0 
varied in the same manner in the boundary layers, it is not possible to 
evaluate the two parameters separately. The turbulence intensity 
appears to be the more important of the two factors because the trends 
agree with observed effects in uniform flows about two-dimensional 




nor the incident turbulence intensity had a significant 
effect on the mean pressure distribution. This conclusion is supported 
by the data shown in Figs. 42-45 for a = 0 side 2 and for a = 20 
sides 2, 3 and 4. 
The effect of the mean velocity profile, or power-law-exponent p 
was found to be minimal when a local pressure coefficient was used. 
No significant effects of the ratio of building width to integral 
scale W/A were found over the range studied. The ratio of building 
x 
height to boundary-layer thickness in the range considered, 0.2-0.4, 
did not have an appreciable effect on the mean pressure distributions. 
As this ratio becomes close to 1.0 or very small, a more significant 
effect may be observed. Very little variation in the mean pressure 
distribution was observed over the range of aspect ratio H/W 
considered, 0.25-8.0. 
Averaged Mean Pressure Coefficients - A significant variation in 
the mean pressure distribution was observed as a function of side ratio 
y, W/L. Three values of y were considered, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. o. 
Because of this variation, a method of averaging various cases together 
was employed in which the mean local pressure coefficients for all 
buildings of the same side ratio were averaged for different boundary 
layers and 8's. This averaging used the contour-plot routine to 
obtain a uniform grid (equally spaced in the x or y and z directions 
for the sides and i.n the x and y directions for the roof) with 
spacing O.lL, O.IW or O.lH. The values of the mean local pressure 
coefficient for each grid location for a particular side and wind 
direction were then averaged for all values of 8 and for all boundary 
layers for a fixed y. The coefficient obtained using this averaging 
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procedure are denoted by C - - and will be called an averaged pmean, 8, p 
mean local pressure coefficient. The subscript 8 indicates averaging 
for different aspect ratios and the subscript p indicates averaging 
for different boundary layers. Such an averaging technique enabled a 
large number of cases to be described by a single plot. Some effects 
are overlooked in this type of condensation, but such a technique was 
the only realistic method of presenting the volume of data collected. 
Three sets of plots for C - are shown in Appendix B, pmean, 8, p 
Figs. Bl-BIS. Five wind directions are shown for each side ratio, 0, 
20, 40, 70 and 90 degrees. Tabular values for the same cases are 
listed in Appendix C, Tables Cl-C3. These tables list C pmean, 8, p 
in a uniform grid over each face of the building. 
The figures in Appendix B represent all five exterior surfaces of 
a building folded out. All of the side surfaces are shown in a 
horizontal line with the roof above side 3. A small diagram is included 
with each figure to indicate the relationship between the incident wind 
and the sides. These plots are averages of up to 10 different cases. 
In order to obtain a quantitative measure for the accuracy of the 
averaging, the standard deviations of the C values used to pmean 
compute C -8'- were computed. The standard deviations of the pmean, , p 
values of C used to compute C -8 - were computed for pmean pmean, ,p 
each grid location on all four sides and the roof. These 565 separate 
standard deviations were then averaged to obtain one number for the 
8, p averaging for a particular y and a. These values are shown 
in Table 10 for each y and a. An additional value obtained by 
averaging the standard deviation for all a and a fixed y is also 
shown in Table 10. These standard deviations may be best evaluated 
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when compared with the repeatability of the meac;urement system for mean 
pressures discussed in Chapter III. The standard deviation of a 
measurement repeated for a fixed y, B and a was 0.11 when 
expressed in terms of a mean local pressure coefficient. The values 
of standard deviation listed in Tet.ble 10 emphasize the fact that there 
is very little dependence of the mean local pressure coefficients on 
B and the different boundary layers. While the standard deviations 
of the averaged mean local pressure coefficients are larger than the 
repeatability of the measurements, when averaged over all values of a, 
the difference is less than 50 pelcent of the repeatability of the 
system. The fact that the mean lccal pressure coefficients are not 
signi ficantly dependent on B or the properties of the approaeh 
boundary layer allows a large numter of situations to be described by 
a single plot or corresponding table. 
The regions near the edges of the roof are subject to local flow 
phenomena as a result of corner vortices being formed for certain 
ranges of wind direction. The limitations of available instrumentation 
did not allow a large number of ta.ps to be located on the roofs. In 
order to obtain an overall picture of the character of the surface 
pressures on the roofs, the available taps were distributed over the 
entire surface with the knowledge that certain local effects may be 
overlooked. In order to assess the validity of the data obtained in 
this manner, the roof of building B5 was instrumented with 64 tap 
locations and rerun for several wind directions. It was established 
that within O.lW and O.IL of the edge large negative pressures existed 
for wind directions from 20 to 70 degrees. In order to utilize 
existing data for the roofs, surface pressures were only reported for 
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the region inside of this band. Additional studies will be required 
in order to establish the nature of the surface pressures in these 
local areas. Mean local pressure coefficients as large as -4.0 were 
observed in these ~egions. Peak local pressure coefficients exceeded 
-6.0. 
The effects of incident wind direction on the mean surfacE~ 
pressures is readily p.vident in the summary plots of Fig. BI-B15. The 
largest negative local pressure coefficients occur on sides 1 ~nd 3 
for a. = 0 or on sides 2 and 4 for a. = 90. Positive pressurE~s can 
be observed for upwind faces such as side 2 for a. = 0 or sid~ 3 for 
a. = 90. The magnitude of these posit i ve pres~ures is not stroTLgly 
dependent upon side ratio. The most significant effects of side ratio 
can be seen on the sides which are on the downwi.nd side of the building 
and are therefore influenced by the pre~sure in the wake, side 4 for 
a. = 0 and side 1 for ex = 90. For the case of a side ratio of 0.25 
and a. = 0, the mean local pressure coefficient on side 4 is less 
negative than that on side I for ~ = 90. This difference is due to 
the fact that for ex = 0 the flow is parallel to the longer side 
allowing reattachment on the side face and therefore more complete 
pressure recovery along that face. For ex = 90, the flow is parallel 
to the shorter face resulting in less pressure recovery and therefore a 
more negative mean local pressure coefficient on side 1. 
The plots in Appendix B and the tables in Appendix C are averaged 
and depending on their application it may be appropriate to add one 
standard deviation to the absolute value of 
a conservative estimate. 
C 
pmean, 6, p to provide 
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RMS Pressures 
The rms pressures were also measured for all cases studied. No 
type of coefficient was found which resulted in a common distribution 
for the various boundary layers. In order to maintain as much consis-
tency as possible in the data presentation, the rms pressure coeffi-
cients were also reported in a format based upon the local velocity. 
Parameters Affecting RMS Pressure Distributions - The only two 
parameters found to have a significant effect on the rms pressures were 
the side ratio and the approach flow. Because the properties of the 
approach boundary layers could not be varied independently it was not 
possible to determine if either t'~e turbulence intensity, power-law 
exponent, surface roughness length or longitudinal integral scale had 
the most important effect on the rms pressures. It would be very 
difficult to generate a boundary layer with a constant z , p, and A o x 
and yet still vary the turbulence intensity. Until such a simulation 
can be accomplished it will be difficult to separate the effects of 
the different properties of a boundary layer. In order to make the 
following discussion more concise, all effects of the boundary layers 
are discussed in terms of the incident turbulence intensity. 
Averaged RMS Pressure Coefficients - Beca1lse the rms local 
pressure coefficients were dependent on both y and approach boundary 
layer, they were only averaged over 8. The averaging was conducted 
using the same techniques as were used with C pmean, B, p The 
averaged rms local pressure coefficients are denoted by C prms, B 
because they are only averaged over different values of 8. This 
procedure resulted in four sets of values for each side ratio. To 
limit the number of figures presented, only the results for two boundary 
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Jayers are shown for each side ratio in Appendix B. The values for 
all side ratios and boundary layers are included in tabular form in 
Appendix c. The standard deviations of the values of C prms used to 
compute C Q are listed in Table 11. In all cases, the standard prms, .., 
deviation of the ~veraged values was very close to the repeatability 
of the individual measurements. 
On upwind and side faces C prms, B increases with increasjng 
turbulence intensity in the approach flow. The maximum values observed 
for a given boundary layer are similar for all three side ratios; 
however, the distribution on a particular face is a function of side 
ratio. Peaks in C were observed on the side faces in regions prms, B 
where reattachment occurs. A more detailed description of the reattach-
ment phenomena is included in a subsequent section. On the downwind 
faces or those faces which are located in the wake region of the flow 
C Q decreased with increasing turbulence intensity. This reduc-prms, .., 
tion is caused by the same mechanism which caused less negative mean 
pressures in these regions. Increased turbulence intensity for a fixed 
geometry results in reattachment at a more upstream location and hence 
less intense fluctuations in the wake. C on the roof increased prms, B 
with increasing turbulence intensity. 
Peak Pressures 
The design of cladding for structures requires a knowledge of the 
properties of the peak pressures which a structure can be expected to 
experience during its projected lifetime. The nature of the response 
of the type of material used in the cladding will determine the method 
in which the peak pressures should be integrated into the design 
process. While the properties of metallic cladding under a dynamic 
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load are well established, the response of glass to a transient load is 
not clearly understood. Because of these differing levels of knowledge, 
this section will concentrate on the actual nature of the peak pressures 
on a building but will also propose a technique for predicting peak 
pressures that could be integrated into a design procedure. 
Probability Density and Distribution Functions - Both the peak 
minimum and peak maximum pressure coefficients (eqs. 3-17 and 3-18) 
were recorded for each pressure tap location. Recent work by Peterka 
and Cermak (1974) indicates that the probability density functions of 
the peak pressures fall into two distinct classes. These classes are 
based on mean pressure coefficients using a reference velocity above 
the boundary layer. When expressed in terms of a local pressure coef-
ficient these classes are all mean local pressure coefficients greater 
than -0.3 and all mean local pressure coefficients less than -0.75. 
The probability density function of the peak pressures for these two 
classes are shown in Fig. 48. These probability density functions are 
very similar to those found by Peterka and Cermak (1974). The differ-
ence between the distribution of the peaks for the two classes is 
significant in that locations with large negative mean local pressure 
coefficients have a higher probability of peaks occurring 10 times the 
rms below the mean than do the locations with mean local pressure 
coefficients greater than -0.3. The peak probability density function 
is a function of sample time (Davenport, 1961a). The peaks used were 
all obseX"ved during a 16.3 sec interval in the wind tunnel. Scaling 
to values of sample time for the full-scale can be accomplished using 
the techniques discussed in Chapter IV. The cumulative probability 
distribution function corresponding to these two cases is also shown 
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in Fig. 48. The cumulative probability distribution also shows the 
difference between the two cases. For the large negative means a 
cumulative probability of 0.9 occurs at n = -6.6 while for the mean 
local pressure coefficients greater than -0.3, the cumulative probabil-
ity of 0.9 occurs at an n = 4.4. The nature of the probability 
density of the peaks in the region between these two cases is not well 
established although a conservative approach would be to use the peak 
minimum distribution for all local pressure coefficients less than 
-0.3. The probability density and distribution functions were obtained 
by using the peak pressure coefficients at each tap location for each 
building, boundary layer and wind direction. The peaks were sorted 
into the two classes based on the mean pressure coefficient correspond-
ing to the peak. No effects of either building geometry or incident 
flow characteristics were evident and all of the cases were combined 
to one plot. 
Techniques for predicting peak probability density functions are 
available for the positive peaks (Davenport, 1964) and are being 
developed by Peterka (1976) for the non-Gaussian fluctuations in the 
regions of high negative pressure. These prediction techniques both 
require the value of the average effective fluctuation rate v in 
peaks per second. For the pressure fluctuations studied in both 
stagnation and separated regions v was approximately 20. These 
techniques coupled with a knowledge of v allow prediction of the 
plots in Fig. 48 for other sample periods. 
The cumulative probability distribution shown in Fig. 48 together 
with the plots of the mean and rms coefficients in Appendix Ballow 
prediction of peak pressures for a specified probability of occurrence. 
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The peak pressure coefficient can be expressed as 
C = C + nC ppeak pmean prms (5-1) 
where n would be selected from Fig. 48 or an equivalent plot for the 
particular sample period under consideration. 
Averaged Minimum Mean Pressure Coefficients - In order to 
accurately specify peak pressure coefficients, a technique which 
utilizes the mean and rms pressure coefficients would be more accurate 
than a procedure which merely recorded the maximum or minimum pressure 
coefficient observed at a particular location. This improved accuracy 
is best understood when the character of the peak probability density 
function of Fig. 48 is taken into account. If a measurement (If a mean 
or rms pressure coefficient at a particular location is repeated, the 
values of each individual measurement fall within the repeatability 
of the measurement system. The peak pressure coefficients for a 
repeated condition could correspond to a value of which lies a.nywhere 
on the peak pressure probability lensity leading to a difference of 
easily 2 to 3 times the rms pressure coefficient. This could be as 
large as ~ 1.5 in the peak local pressure coefficient compared to a 
repeatability of ~ 0.3 and + 0.1 respectively for the mean local and 
rms local pressure coefficients. In a particular design application 
it would be desirable to specify peak pressures with a constant 
probability of occurrence over the entire surface of a building. Such 
an approach cannot be accomplished by merely sorting the largest peak 
pressure which occurs at a particular location for all values of 
approach wind. Peak pressures would be obtained using such a 
technique which would correspond to the entire range of n. In order 
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to relate a sorting technique to the mean pressure coefficients 
instead of the peak pressure coefficients, the pressure coefficients 
for building B13 in all four boundary layers were examined to find the 
wind direction at which the minimum mean pressure coefficient occurred 
and also the wind direction at which the minimum peak minimum pressure 
coefficient occurred. At 61 percent of the tap locations the minimum 
mean and the minimum peak minimum for a particular tap location 
occurred at the same wind direction. For the remaining 39 percent of 
the tap locations, the average n for the minimum mean case was 4.52 
for boundary layer 1 and 5.11 for boundary layer 2. The average n's 
for the corresponding peak minimum were 6.34 for boundary layer 1 and 
6.90 for boundary layer 2. The fact that the average n for the 
minimum mean cases which did not correspond to the minimum peak 
minimum was smaller than the n for the minimum peak minimum at the 
same tap locations supports an argument that the reason the minimum 
mean and minimum peak minimum do not correspond is because of the 
smaller values of n. If a fixed n of -B.O were used for the 
calculation of the minimum peak minimum B1 percent of the cases 
correspond to the minimum mean condition. In order to provide a 
repeatable sorting technique, a system which uses the minimum mean 
and fixed n dependent on the properties of the cladding and the 
design philosophy is a desirable alternative to an approach which 
involves sorting peak pressure coefficients. Only minimum means 
were sorted to allow prediction of minimum peak minimum coefficients 
because in almost all cases these have a larger absolute value than 
the maximum peak maximum coefficients. 
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The minimum mean pressure coefficients for all wind directions 
were obtained by sorting all wind directions observed for a particular 
location for a given building and boundary layer. For most of the 
buildings this was 11 different wind directions, only five of which are 
listed in Appendices B and C. After this sorting was completed these 
values and the rms associated with each location were averaged for 
each side ratio for the different B's and boundary layers. The 
averaged minimum mean pressure coefficients are denoted by 
A C - - where the subscript a indicates that the value is a mean, B, p 
the minimum mean for all values of a studied. The rms local 
pressure coefficient corresponding to A C D - is denoted by 
a. pmean, P, p 
A C - - The a subscript indicates that the sorting was done a prms, B, p • 
with respect to the minimum mean value and that the value used for 
the TmS local pressure coefficier.t is that value corresponding to the 
minimwn mean. The resulting valves can be used to predict tht~ peak 
minimum pressure coefficients for all wind directions using the 
technique described by equation (5-1). Plots of A C --
(J pmean, 6, p 
and A C - - are shown in Figs. 49-54 for side ratios of 
a prms, B, p 
1.0, 0.5 and 0.25. The values in tabular form are listed in 
Tables 12-14. The standard deviations of the values of C and pmean 
C used to compute A C 0 - and A C - are listed prm!, (J pmean, P, p a prms, a, p 
in Table 15. The standard deviation for A C are larger than 
a prms, B, p 
those for C Q prms, p listed in Table 11. This difference is due to 
the fact that A C - - was averaged over all four boundary layers 
a prms, B, p 
in order to condense the plots. 
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A Suggested Procedure for Predicting Peak Pressure Coefficients -
Using equation (5-1) and the values of ~ C - - and 
(l pmean, 8, p 
A C - - from the previous section, a procedure for predicting 
(l prms, 8, p 
peak pressures for cladding design may be outlined. While the (l 
sort was done for wind directions 0-90, in an actual design situation 
the wind could be expected to come from any direction 0-360. Because 
only an isolated building was studied, each side should be divided"in 
half and corresponding locations measured from the leading edge 
compared to obtain the minimum at a location. For y of 1.0, all 
four sides could be included and 8 separate locations would be 
compared to obtain the design valve. For y of 0.5 and 0.25, the 
longer and shorter sides should be sorted separately resulting in 
4 values being compared for a given location. Once these values of 
~ C 
S, P and the corresponding values of A C 8, p are (l pmean, a. prms, 
available , the only factor remaining in the prediction of a peak 
pressure coefficient is the choice of n. As has been pointed out 
earlier, the peak pressure probability density curve is dependent 
on sample time. If the peak pressure coefficient is to be used with 
a reference pressure based upon an hourly mean velocity, then a peak 
pressure probability density based upon a one-hour sample period would 
be appropriate. If a reference pressure based upon a fastest-·mile 
velocity is used, a time duration associated with the passage of one 
mile of wind would be appropriate. The peak pressure probability 
density in Fig. 48 is based upon a 16.3 sec sample period in the wind 
tunnel which corresponds to about a one-hour sample period in the full-
scale. Once the proper peak pressures probability density is 
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established, then a choice of n must be made based upon both the 
properties of the cladding being designed and the design philosophy. 
Reattachment 
In many instances an interpretation of the surface pressures 
requires a knowledge of whether or not reattachment of the flow occurs 
on a given face for a particular wind direction and the approximate 
location of reattachment when it does take place. In order to corre-
late existing pressure data with reattachment, tufts were attached to 
three buildings allowing visual identificati0n of the reattachment 
location. The data from these visual observations were compared with 
the rms pressure distributions and a criteria that reattachment occurs 
where the rms pressure coefficient on a particular horizontal line is 
a maximum was established. An example of this comparison is shown in 
Fig. 55. This is a plot of reattachment position on side 3 as a 
function a.. The visual observations of reattachment as weJ I as the 
peaks in the mean and rms pressures are plotted. The location of the 
pressure peaks as well as the visual observations of reattachment 
varied somewhat with height and the results plotted are the average of 
the location at all five levels at which taps were located. The 
reattachment position based on visual observations coincides with the 
peak of the rms pressures. It should be emphasized that this reattach-
ment location varies with time and the visual observation is based on 
a time averaged position. It would be more precise to consider a 
reattachment region equal to perhaps 20 percent of the width of the 
face centered in the position plotted in Fig. 55. 
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Using the peak in the rms pressure distribution as a criteria, all 
data obtained were examined in order to locate the wind direction at 
which reattachment first was observed and the wind direction at which 
reattachment no longer was evident and the flow was fully attached along 
side 3. These results are summarized in Table 16. Data were not 
available for a's less than 0, and therefore reattachment is only indi-
cated as occuring <0. The spacing of wind directions considered 
did not allow similar observations for side 2 in the range of a from 
70° to 90°. Certain trends were observed which are shown in Figs. 
56-58. The effect of incident turbulence intensity on the reattachment 
location for building B3 is shown in Fig. 56. For the approach flow 
with the lowest level of turbulence intensity, no reattachment was ob-
served for a wind direction of 0 degrees. As the turbulence intensity 
increased, reattachment on side 3 was initiated and the reattachment 
location moved closer to the leading edge of the building as the 
turbulence intensity increased. 
The effect of side ratio y for a fixed turbulence intensity is 
shown in Fig. 57. In a nondimensional format, the reattachment loca-
tion "las closer to the leading edge as the side ratio decreased. In 
terms of a dimensional variable, the reattachment occurred at almost 
the same location in each case. The effect of absolute building size, 
or for instance the ratio of building width to the integral scale, 
W/A , is shown in Fig. 58. As the ratio W/A increased (always x x 
remaining less than 1), the nondimensional reattachment location moved 
closer to the leading edge of the building for a = O. As a in-
creased to 20 degrees, very little difference due to W/A was evident. 
x 
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Laneville, Gartshore and Parkinson (1975) measured the minimum 
reattachment angle for two-dimensional bodies in flows with a lower 
incident turbulence intensity than the boundary layers used in this 
dissertation. In all cases, initial reattachment occurred for a 
smaller angle of attack in the case of a three-dimensional body than 
for a two-dimensional body. For boundary layer 1, which had a com-
parable incident turbulence intensity to one of the cases studied by 
Laneville, et al., initial reattachment still occurred at a smaller 
angle for the boundary-layer flow about a three-dimensional body than 
for the uniform flow about a two-dimensional body. 
Forces and Moments 
The mean pressure for the series of buildings studied was 
integrated over the surface of each building to obtain the mean forces 
and moments acting on the structure caused by the surface pressures. 
As would be expected, the force and moment coefficients obtained were 
found to depend on the same factors as the mean pressure coefficients: 
side ratio y and for a limiterl range of wind directions incident 
turbulent intensity. No significant effects which could be attributed 
to aspect ratio, mean velocity profile, surface roughness length, 
Hie, or W/A were observed. The concept of a local pressure coef-
x 
ficient was extended to the force and moment coefficients through the 
use of a velocity integrated over the height of the structure 
Ceq. 3-26). The use of such a reference velocity in the definition 
of the force and moment coefficients (eqs. 3-20 to 3-25) removed the 
effects caused by the different mean velocity profiles. Another 
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logical technique which could have been used to incorporate the effects 
of different mean velocity profiles would have been to integrate the 
square of the velocity instead of the velocity. This approach did not 
provide as good agreement between the four boundary layers considered. 
The difference between the two te(.hniques was not large. 
The mean force and moment coefficients for side ratios of 1.0, 
0.5, and 0.25 are shown in Figs. S9-61. In most instances, the values 
of a particular force or moment coefficient for a specified side ratio 
and wind direction lie on a single curve. Exceptions are discussed in 
the following paragraphs. Another useful parameter in the evaluation 
of the force on a structure due to the wind is the direction of the 
resultant horizontal force acting on the structure as a function of 
wind direction, eR. This variation is shown in Figs. 62-64 for side 
ratios 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 respectively. eR is defined such that a 
force in the x direction has a eft of 0° and a force in the negative 
y direction has a eR of 90°. FClr a side ratio of 1.0, the r!;·sul tant 
force direction is usually very close to the direction of the incident 
wind. As the side ratio decreases to 0.25, the resul tant forcc~ 
direction is quite different from the incident wind direction. 
The effect of local turbulence intensity was important for Cpy for 
small a. aCFY/aa was found to be positive in some cases for small a. 
A similar effect was evident for CMX and acMX/aa for small a. This 
effect was most evident for a side ratio of 1.0. While the ma~~itude 
of Cpy and CMX coefficients for small a is small, the shape of the 
CFY curve is of importance in consideration of the dynamics of the 
structure (Parkinson, 1974). The most striking indication of the 
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nature of the situation in these regions can be seen in Figs. 62-64. 
There are instances in which the component of the force acting on the 
buildings in a direction opposite to the direction of the corre-
sponding component of the approach wind. For instance in Fig. 62 for 
building B4 and for building B3 in boundary layer 1 there is a region 
where eR is negative. A negative SR in this instance means that 
there is a component of the incident wind from the positive y 
direction (Fig. 4) but the y-force is acting in the positive y 
direction, opposite to the incident wind. This reversal of direction 
is caused by the reattachment on the side face, side 3. As the 
reattachment location moves closer to the leading edge due to either a 
change in the approach wind direction or due to increased turbulence 
intensity for a fixed wind direction, the pressure in the separation 
bubble upstream of the reattachment location becomes less negative. 
For large separation bubbles, this large negative pressure causes a net 
force with a component in the direction opposite to that of the 
incident wind. The cases which exhibit this reversal are those in 
which the separation bubble is large in comparison with the length of 
the side (1.0 >·W > 0.5). This characteristic of the force coefficient 
was observed for low incident turbulence intensity (15 percent and less) 
and for the smaller building sizes studied. 
One particular situation did show an effect of a combination of 
Band y. The curves for CMY in Figs. 60 and 61 show a trend for 
buildings BIO and Bl5 for wind directions 0°_30°. This increase in 
CMY is due to the increased contribution to the y-moment due to 
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suction on the roof as L/H increases. CMy was defined in equation 
(3-21) using a factor of WH2, the area of the smaller face multiplied 
by the height of the building. The contribution of the y-moment due 
to the suction on the roof should be divided by a factor of the form 
WL2 to accurately nondimensionalize these effects. In order to make 
the coefficient more convenient to use, the factor WH2 was selected 
as being most appropriate. This results in the roof effect being 
weighted by a factor of WL2/WH2 of (L/H)2. For buildings BlO and 
BlS this factor is 4 and 16 respectively resulting in a much greater 
influence of the roof suction on the CMY than was present in the 
other cases and hence an increase in CMY which does not collapse to 
the other data. It is felt that the form of the coefficient used is 
appropriate because of its simplicity but the use of the collapsed 
band of data to predict CMy will give a low estimate of SMy for 
wind directions 0 to 30 for cases where the long side the building L 
is greater than the height H. 
Single-Channel Statistics 
Certain applications require a knowledge of the nature of the 
pressure fluctuations at a particular location on the structure. The 
most common single-channel measurements which may be used to describe 
the pressure fluctuations are the autocorrelation coefficient (eq. 3-9) 
and the power spectral density function (eq. 3-10). These quantities 
provide information about the pressure fluctuations in the time and 
frequency domain respectively. Measreuments were conducted using 
building B3 (y = 1.0, e = 2.0) in boundary layer 2. A limited number 
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of additional measurements were made using building B4 (y = 1.0, 
B = 4.0) and B13 (y = 0.25, B = 2.0). The goal of these measurements 
was to qurtlitatively examine both the relationship between the pressure 
fluctuations and the velocity fluctuations in the approach flow and 
variation in the nature of pressure fluctuations around the building. 
The expense involved with the measurement of power spectra restricted 
the cases considered. The scope of the measurements of single channel 
statistics is much less than the scope of the,previous sections. Full-
scale measurements of pressure spectra are available primarily on the 
upwind face of a structure only. While this region is important in 
many instances, the largest local pressures generally occur in separated 
regions. The nature of the fluctuations in these separated regions 
therefore is very important. 
The autocorrelation coefficients for a number of cases are shown 
in Figs. 65-68. Figure 65 shows the autocorrelation coefficients on 
the upwind or stagnation face of building B3. The mean and rrns pressure 
coefficients for these cases are ~;hown in Figs. Bl and B16. The auto-
correlation coefficient of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations 
measured at z/H = 0.70, x = 0.0 (building not present) is also shown. 
There is very little variation in the autocorrelation coefficient of 
the pressure fluctuations across the stagnation face. The pressure 
fluctuations are more correlated as a function of lag time on the 
central region of the upwind face than are the velocity fluctuations in 
the approach flow. Figure 66 shows the autocorrelation coefficients on 
the side face for a = O. These plots exhibit less correlation as a 
function of lag time than those on the stagnation face. There is also 
a periodic component evident, especially in the plot of tap 1-6-5 of 
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building B4. These fluctuations correspond to a Strouhal number, 
nW/U(o) of 0.1. This is approximately the value observed by Vickery 
(1968) for a three-dimensional body in a uniform flow (y = 1.0, 
e = 4.0). Therefore, these periodic fluctuations are most likely a 
result of a vortex shedding phenomena. The amount of energy associated 
with this vortex shedding can be determined from the power spectral 
density function. 
Figure 67 shows the autocorrelation functions for pressure 
fluctuations on the rear face of building B3. These also show a higher 
correlation than the incident flow. A periodic component is evident 
at the lower taps, 4-4-9 and 4-5-5. The corresponding Strouhal number 
is 0.1. 
The autocorrelation coefficients for the pressure fluctuations at 
a = 20 are shown in Fig. 68. These are for taps located on the rear 
faces exposed to the wake. A definite periodic component is evident. 
The Strouhal number is 0.08. 
The power spectral densities for the cases corresponding to 
Figs. 65-68 are shown in Figs. 69-72. These plots are of nS (n) vs. p 
n/U(o). The area is proportional to a normalized variance such that 
the area under each spectrum is equal to 1.0. The horizontal scale is 
in terms of a dimensional wavenumber. These plots could be scaled to 
a full-scale situation using the techniques in Chapter IV. 
The pressure spectra on the stagnation face are shown in Fig. 69 
along with the incident velocity spectra at z/o = 0.18 or z/H of 0.9. 
This velocity spectrum has been smoothed (both segment and frequency 
averaged (Akins and Peterka, 1975)) more than the pressure spectra. 
There is a shift in the location of the peak of the pressure spectra 
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between the edge, tap 2-3-1, and the middle of the face, tap 2-3-7. 
In the center of the face, tap 2-3-7, the reduced pressure spectra 
is a maximum at a higher wavenumber than the incident reduced velocity 
spectrum. The maximum occurs in the range of wavenumbers from 0.3 to 
-1 3.0 m . In this region the reduced pressure spectra exhibits a higher 
normalized variance level than the incident flow. This increase is due 
to the effect of the presence of the building on the flow field. This 
effect qualitatively agrees with the theoretical prediction of Hunt 
(1973) for uniform flow on the upwind surface of a two-dimensional body. 
Figure 70 shows the reduced pressure spectra for the side face. 
These plots are very different from those for the front face. The 
variance associated with the pressure fluctuations is concentrated in 
two :regions when compared with either the incident flow or the pressure 
fluctuations on the stagnation face. One of these peaks occurs at a 
wavenumber corresponding to vortex shedding. This peak is present at 
tap location 1-3-1 and 1-3-5. At the down wind edge of the side face, 
tap 1-3-11, this peak is no longer present. For building B4 which is 
taller than B3 and for which the incident turbulence intensity was 
lower the peak at the wavenumber of 0.63 m- l contains virtually all of 
the variance associated with the pressure fluctuations. The second 
peak in the spectra on the side face occurs at wavenumbers of 1.0 -
-1 3.0 m . This peak is not present in the incident longitudinal 
velocity spectrum and is probably caused by the interaction of the 
turbll1ence in the approach flow with the shear layers originating 
at the separation location. The relative magnitude of these regions 
varies along the side. Near the leading edge at tap location 1-3-1 
the vortex shedding peak is dominant although the higher wavenumber 
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peak is present. Near the reattachment location, tap 1-3-5, the peaks 
are comparable in magnitude. At the downwind edge of the side face, 
tap 1-3-11, the peak due to vortex shedding has disappeared entirely 
and most of the variance associatE!d with the pressure fluctuations is 
located in the second region. The second region is not present at any 
appreciable level in the spectra for building B4, tap 1-6-5. This 
absence is a result of the fact that no reattachment took place for 
this configuration. Reattachment has some similar effects on vortex 
shedding as those of a splitter plate. Therefore, in the case where 
there was no reattachment, the amount of variance associated with vor-
tex shedding was much larger than in the case where reattachment had 
occurred. The peak in the spectra for the side face of building B4 
occurred at the same wavenumber for all levels. This means that a 
Strouhal number based on U(o) or U(H) would be constant as a function 
of height, while if the Strouhal number were based upon the local 
velocity in the approach boundary layer, U(z) , it would vary with 
height. 
Pressure spectra measured on the rear face of building 83 are 
shown in Fig. 71. These also exhibit two distinct regions of concen-
-1 tration of variance. The peak at a wavenumber of 0.63 m is present 
in spectra obtained near the bottom of the face, taps 4-4-9 and 4-5-5, 
while the higher wavenumber peak is dominant higher on the face. 
The spectra for the rear faces for ~ = 20 (Fig. 72) show peaks at a 
wavenumber which corresponds to vortex shedding. 
In order to definitely relate these peaks to the flow field, 
additional measurements are necessary in both the near wake in the 
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separated regions near the leading edge of the building. Such 
measurements are extremely difficult using existing instrumentation. 
The most important feature of these measures of the pressure 
fluctuations is that while the pressure and velocity fluctuations may 
have similarities in some regions of the stagnation face, there is 
very little similarity on the side and rear faces. This difference 
is important in design considerations which involve either local 
effects on the side faces such as response of individual cladding 
panels or the across-wind response of the entire structure. 
Two-Channel Statistics 
The calculation of the overall response of a structure to 
fluctuating pressures requires a knowledge of the relationship between 
the pressure fluctuations at different locations on the structure. 
This relationship may be described in terms of a cross-correlation coef-
ficient Ceq. 3-12), a cospectrum function Ceq. 3-13), or a coherence 
function Ceq. 3-14). A cross-correlation coefficient in most instances 
is most easily related to physical behavior of the pressures and 
therefore all results are presented by this type expression. Know-
ledge of the cross-correlation coefficient allows computation of any 
of the other functions using the techniques described in Chapter III. 
The cross-correlation coefficients were computed using the pressure 
signals. Some investigators have adjusted the signs of the pressure 
terms to compute the cross correlation of the forces caused 
by the pressures. In the following figures, a positive pressure on 
the upwind face and a negative pressure on a downwind face would have 
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a negative cross correlation even though the forces caused by these 
pressures act in the same direction relative to the building. 
The cross correlation coefficients for the upwind face of building 
B3 in boundary layer 2 are shown in Fig. 73 for both horizontal and 
vertical separation. This figure is in terms of actual time in the 
wind tunnel and can be compared directly with Fig. 29 which shows 
comparable plots for the incident velocity fluctuations. For a ver-
tical separation of 0.05 m, the pressure fluctuations exhibit a 
higher correlation than do the incident velocity fluctuations. A 
Similar relationship is present at larger vertical separations and 
for the horizontal separation. Therefore not only are the pressure 
fluctuations in the center of the upwind face more correlated as a 
function of time than the velocity fluctuations, they are also more 
correlated as a function of space. 
The cross correlations for the side face of building B3 are shown 
in Fig. 74. For a vertical separation at approximately the reattach-
ment position, the pressures are less correlated than on the stagnation 
face. These correlations are comparable to those in the approach 
velocity fluctuations. A periodic component of a relatively small 
amplitude is present in the cross correlations of the side face. The 
frequency at which this component occurs corresponds to a Strouhal 
number of 0.1, indicating a relationship to vortex shedding. The 
cross correlations for a horizontal separation on the side face are 
shown in Fig. 74. The cross correlation between taps 1-3-1 and 1-3-5 
is large and positive. These two tap locations were both located 
within the separation bubble for a = O. The cross correlation between 
taps 1-3-5 and 1-3-11 is very different. For positive lag times 
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greater than 0.02 sec, the cross correlation is comparable to that 
between 1-3-1 and 1-3-5. For lag times between 0.0 and 0.1 sec, the 
cross correlation is negative. This negative cross correlation with 
a peak at a lag time of -0.05 sec could be caused by a periodic move-
ment of the reattachment location as a result of a tendency to shed 
vortices. The correlation between symmetric locations on the two 
opposite side faces is also negative. As the pressure increases at 
tap location 1-3-5, it decreases at tap location 3-3-7. The cross 
correlation is a minimum at a zero lag time, indicating that the 
fluctuations are exactly 180 degress out of phase. The value of T 
for one period about the minimum lag corresponds to a Strouhal number 
of 0.09. The behavior can be explained by a periodic movement of 
the reattachment locations as a result of a tendency of the building to 
induce vortex shedding. 
The cross correlations on the roof and rear face are shown in 
Fig. 75. The pressure on the rear face was positively correlated with 
the pressure on the roof (tap 4-1-5 and tap 0-8-1). No periodic 
components were evident in any of these cross correlations. 
The cross correlations for three special cases are shown in 
Fig. 76. For a = 0 the cross correlation between taps 4-3-7 and 
2-3-3 was negative. This indicates that as the pressure increases on 
the upwind face of the building, it decreases (becomes more negative) 
on the downwind face. The mean pressure coefficient at tap 2-3-3 for 
a = 0 is positive while the mean pressure coefficient at tap 4-3-7 
for a = 0 is negative. As a gust impinges on the building, the 
pressure will increase at tap 2-3-3 and decrease at tap 4-3-7, resulting 
in a negative correlation coefficient. This cross correlation would 
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be positive if the forces caused by these pressures were considered 
instead of the pressures themselves. The correlation at a zero lag 
time (-0.24) agrees well with full-scale values reported by Holmes 
(1976). Two other cross correlations are included on Fig. 76 for 
a = 70. These are between taps 2-3-3 and 3-3-7 and taps 4-4-8 and 
2-3-3. A diagram indicating these positions is shown in Fig. 76. 
Tap 2-3-3 is located inside the separation bubble while tap 3-3-7 is in 
a stagnation region. These pressures are highly negatively correlated. 
This correlation is due both to the longitudinal fluctuations in the 
approach flow and variations in t,e instantaneous wind direction as a 
result of lateral turbulence. As the velocity increases, the pressure 
at tap location 3-3-7 increases wnile the pressure in the separated 
region including tap 2-3-3 decreases causing a negative correlation. 
A similar effect is caused by a decrease in Q; the pressure at 
tap 2-3-3 would increase and the pressure at tap 3-3-7 would decrease. 
The correlation between separation bubble (tap 2-3-3) and the wake 
(4-4-3) was positive and relatively low. 
The effect of both building geometry and incident flow on the 
pressure cross correlations is shown in Fig. 77. These plots are for 
both a horizontal and vertical separation on side 3 of building 813 
for a = 90. There is very little difference evident between the cross 
correlations for boundary layers 1 and 2. A very significant differ-
ence is evident when these plots are comrared with those for building 
83 (Fig. 73). The correlation for taps at opposite sides of the 
upwind face (3-3-11 and 3-3-1 for 813 and 2-3-11 and 2-3-1 for 83) 
was positive for the narrower face (83) and negative for the wider 
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face (B13). The negative correlation for building B13 with a maximum 
value at a lag time of zero indicates a variation which was out of 
phase by 180 degrees. The period is approximately 0.2 sec which again 
corresponds to a Strouhal number near 0.1 indicating a relationship 
with vortex shedding. For a = 90 there was no reattachment on the 
side faces of building B13 and there was therefore a stronger tendency 
toward vortex shedding than was evident for building B3. 
Comparisons with Current Techniques Used in Design 
Mean Pressure Coefficients - ANSI A58.l-l972 (Table 7, S < 2.5 and 
Table 10) specifies the mean coefficients shown in Fig. 78. These 
coefficients are used with a reference pressure which increases with 
height and may therefore be compared with the mean local coefficients 
shown in Figs. Bl, B6, and Bll. In actual usage, ANSI uses a fastest-
mile velocity in conjunction with the mean pressure coefficients, while 
the mean local pressure coefficients from this dissertation correspond 
to an hourly mean velocity. This difference has no effect on the 
pressure coefficients which may be compared directly. In using the 
pressure coefficients to obtain a pressure, care should be exercised 
to see what reference velocity, hourly mean or fastest mile, should be 
employed. Either velocity can be accurately used with the mean local 
pressure coefficients of this dissertation. 
In order to easily compare Figs. Bl, B6 and Bll with the ANSI 
values in Fig. 78, the values of C -pmean, S, p were averaged over an 
entire face to obtain a single value to compare with the ANSI values. 
These values averaged for an entire side are shown in Fig. 79 for 
y = 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25. With the exception of the side faces for 
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y = 1.0, the averaged values of C a - are less than those 
~eM, ~, p 
specified by ANSI A5B.1-1972. While the averaged values over a side 
are less, there are regions in Figs. Bl, B6, and Bll which have much 
larger mean local pressure coefficients than are indicated by the 
average values. A comparison of the peak pressures specified by 
ANSI A5B.1-1972 and those predicted using the findings of this 
dissertation is contained in a subsequent section. 
Assumptions used in the Calculating Alongwind Response - The 
results of this dissertation allow verification of many of the assump-
tions used in the calculation of alongwind response of structures due 
to wind loading. While there has been considerable discussion 
recently concerning the expression which should be used for the inci-
dent velocity spectrum (Simiu and Loizer, 1975), very little previous 
experimental data exists which would allow verification of either the 
mean pressure distributions used or the relationship between the 
incident velocity fluctuations and the pressure fluctuations. 
Existing procedures for calculation of alongwind response apply only 
to a wind normal to a side of the building. 
The assumption that the pressure fluctuations are linearly related 
to the incident velocity fluctuations, equation (2-3), and the re1ation-
ship between the pressure and incident velocity spectra which follows, 
equation (2-4), were valid only in the stagnation region in the center 
of the upwind face. Near the edges of the upwind face and on the 
entire downwind face neither of the assumptions was valid. The spectra 
were shown in Figs. 69-71. 
Most a10ngwind response calculations use the mean pressure 
coefficients from ANSI A5B.1-1972 (Table 7, ANSI-1972). These 
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values have already been compared with the results of this 
dissertation. 
Recommended Design Technique for Peak Surface Pressures - The 
results of this dissertation allow the consideration of revised design 
technique for surface pressures based on the properties of the 
pressure fluctuations. Sufficient data have been presented to 
emphasize the major differences between the pressure and velocity 
fluctuations. The current design procedure using a gust factor G 
P 
(eq. 2-1) may no longer be the most rational approach. As an alterna-
tive, an approach based on a knowledge of the spatial distribution of 
the mean and rms pressures and the probability distribution of the 
peak pressures is recommended. While this approach has been suggested 
by Dalgliesh (1971), the generality of the findings of this disserta-
tion allow consideration of such an approach in a code situation. 
This modified approach would make use of the peak local pressure 
coefficients determining using equation (5-1) and the values of 
A C 
a pmean, S, p and 
A C 
a prms, 6, p from Tables 12-14. The large 
number of different buildings and flow conditions which have been 
condensed into these values through the use of a local pressure coef-
ficient allow prediction of peak local pressure coefficients for a 
wide range of parameters. Prior techniques were based only on mean 
pressure coefficients, and the ability to actually specify peak local 
pressure coefficients is a significant advance in cladding design. In 




where Kz represents a height factor and q30 is the dynamic pressure 
at a height of 9.1 m above the ground. If the peak probability 
density of Fig. 48 is used in the determination of Cppeak' then q30 
would be based on an hourly mean velocity instead of the fastest mile 
used in ANSI A58.1-1972. The peak local pressure coefficient used 
in this approach can be modified to take into account the properties of 
the cladding by varying the choice of n used in determining C k. ppea 
While the values averaged together to obtain A C -- -a pmean, 13, p 
and y did not exactly agree for all A C a - for a particular a prms, IJ, p 
6's and boundary layers, the errors involved in this averaging are of 
the order of 10 percent of the peak local pressure coefficient. Other 
factors involved in the specification of a peak pressure are much more 
uncertain than the peak local pressure coefficient which has been 
averaged over a large number of cases. Determination of an appropriate 
Q30 at a building location may involve more than 10 percent {~rror. 
In addition, such factors as adjacent buildings, local architectural 
modifications, or the physical properties of the cladding may intro-
duce even more uncertainty into the required design pressure. The 
potential errors introduced by these other factors may be far greater 
than the error introduced by using A C - - and a pmean, B, p 
A C __ 
a prms, S,p · 
In order to compare the peak pressure coefficients determined 
using the data from the dissertation and this suggested approach with· 
the peak pressure coefficients used in ANSI A58.1972, a number of 
assumptions must be made. y = 1.0 was chosen as a comparison because 
of the large difference on the side faces in the mean pressure coef-
ficient obtained by averaging all values on a side. n was selected 
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to be +4.0 for positive peaks and -8.0 for negative peaks. These 
values correspond to approximately a cumulative probability distribution 
of 0.95. In order to account £)r the hourly mean vs. fastest-mile 
reference velocity, the coefficients obtained using the data of this 
dissertation were divided by (1.28)2 to correct them into a form based 
upon a fastest-mile velocity (VeLozzi and Cohen, 1968). This assumed a 
fastest-mile velocity of 60 mph (26.8 m/s). In order to use the ANSI 
values, exposure B in the ANSI t'~rrninology was compared with boundary 
layer 2. The comparison was made for parts and portions and therefore 
C • G for ANS I was compared ,.Ii th C = C + nC To pmE'an p ppeak pmean prms 
obt~'tin a design pressure, these "leak pressure coefficients would be 
multiplied by a reference pressu~e of Kzq30 which would increase 
wi tit height in the boundary laye~~. 
for the fastest-mile velocity, ~) 
G was computed using the equation 
p 
= 0.63 + 4.96u'(z)/U(z) (Velozzi 
and Cohen, 1968, McDonald, Mehta, and Minor, 1975). A building 
75' x 75' x 300' (22.9 x 22.9 x 91.4 m) was selected and peak pressure 
coefficients were computed for a = 0 sides 2, 3, and 4 at 
z/H = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. 
The coefficients are compar'~d in Fig. 80. These coefficients 
are to be used with a fastest-mile velocity. At z/H = 0.9 the coef-
ficients compare well except in the corner regions where the ANSI are 
mucr. larger than predicted using the data from this dissertation 
(Fig. Bl, B16, Tables Cl, CS). ,\t a z/H of 0.5 sides 2 and 4 agree 
well, but the peak coefficients on the side face, side 3, predicted 
using Figs. BI and 816 are much larger (200%) than those specified by 
ANSI. At z/H of 0.1 almost all values predicted using Figs. 81, 816 
are considerably larger than those specified by ANSI. 
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There are a number of reasons for these differences. In all 
cases, the ANSI values use an averaged mean pressure coefficient for 
the entire face (except within O.lW of the corners) and a fixed gust 
factor at a particular level. The results based on Figs. Bl, B16 
actually incorporate the variation of both the mean and rms pressure 
coefficients on a particular face. The ANSI approach does not take 
into account the non-Gaussian nature of the pressure fluctuations in 
regions with negative mean pressure coefficients. The area with the 
largest difference (z/H = 0.1) corresponds to the region with the 
smallest reference pressure. In many cases design in this region is 
determined by the 15 psf minimum in ANSI for parts and portions 
(Section 6.4) and the difference may not have an effect on the final 
design pressures. 
Because the pressure coefficients in ANSI are only specified for 
a :: 0, a comparison between those values and peak values obtained using 
... c - - and A C - - is not entirely appropriate. Never-a pmean, B, p a prms, B, p 
theless, a comparison was conducted for the same situation to see the 
differences. The comparison was conducted in terms of the absolute 
value of the peak pressure coefficient. The three sides speci.fied in 
ANSI were searched for the largest lei and compared with the ppeak 
values of C computed using eq. 5-1 and Table 12. Again ppeak 
n :: ./·4 and -8 was used. The complrison is shown in Fig. 81 for x/L 
from 0 to 0.5 (y = 1.0). In most areas the values obtained using 
Table 12 (A C and A C Q -) are larger than those a pmean, B, p a prms, P, p 
specified by ANSI. The reasons for the differences are the same as 
listed in the previous paragraph. In addition, the values in Table 12 
include data from a's from 0-90 instead of just o. These comparisons 
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were made for the side ratio, y = 1.0, which had the largest mean 
pressure coefficients and used conservative choices for n. Selection 
of a lower value of n would, of course, cause the current data to 
assume smaller values in both Figs. 80 and 81. 
Conclusions 
Chapter VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The experimental findings of this dissertation allow several 
conclusions to be made concerning the nature of surface pressures on 
buildings caused by turbulent boundary-layer winds: 
1. Mean local pressure coefficients for corresponding locations 
and wind directions for isolated flat-roofed rectangular buildings are 
primarily dependent on the side ratio of the building. Results for 
different aspect ratios and different approach flow conditions may be 
sati~factorily condensed to one set of mean local pressure co(~fficients 
for each side ratio and wind direction. 
2. RMS local pressure coefficients for corresponding locations 
and wind directions for isolated flat-roofed rectangular buildings are 
dependent on the side ratio of the building and on the incident tur-
bulence intensity. With the exception of a small region on the upwind 
face of a building, rms pressures cannot be predicted using a quasi-
steady assumption. 
3. The peak probability density function for the pressure 
fluctuations has two distinct forms dependent on the value of the mean 
pressure coefficient for a wide range of building shapes and incident 
flow conditions. Certain local phenomena such as corner vortices on 
the roof may not follow these forms. 
4. By using an average velocity integrated over the height of 
the building, the mean force and moment coefficients for isolated flat-
roofed rectangular buildings are described by a series of curves 
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dependent primarily on the side ratio of the building. No 
significant effect of the aspect ratio of the building on the mean 
force and moment coefficient was observed. 
5. The pressure fluctuations on the side and rear faces of a 
building are dominated by the" flow around the building as opposed to 
the approach flow. Correlations of pressure fluctuations on all sides 
of the building are not in general similar to those for the velocity 
fluctuations in the approach flow. Calculations of alongwind response 
of a structure which assume a linear relationship between pressure and 
velocity fluctuations may be inaccurate as a result of this assumption. 
6. The cross correlation between pressure on the upwinci and 
downwind faces of a building is negative. The negative cross corre-
lation is caused by an increase in the positive pressure on the upwind 
face due to a gust and corresponding decrease in the negative pressure 
on the downwind face. 
7. The Strouhal number, nW/U(o), based upon a fixed reference 
velocity is constant at all heights on the building as determined by 
frequencies obtained using correlations and spectral data of the 
pressure fluctuations on the building. 
8. The time averaged reattachment position corresponds to a 
local maximum in the rms pressure coefficient. 
9. Time scaling between the wind tunnel and full-scale is 
related by a reduced velocity or reduced frequency. 
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10. The use of the coordinates nS(n) and no allowed the 
U(o) 
longitudinal velocity spectra for different heights and boundary layers 
to be described by a single plot. This method of representation is 
2 -superior to the nG(n)/U* vs. nz/U{z) coordinates for the wind-tunnel 
data. 
11. Mean pressure coefficients obtained in this dissertation when 
averaged over an entire side agree well with these of ANSI A58.l-l972. 
12. A new technique for predicting peak pressure coefficients 
was established based on the peak probability density of the pressure 
fluctuations. Values for the minimum peak minimum pressure cOElfficients 
were obtained by sorting for the minimum mean for all wind directions 
studied. A technique which allowed sorting for the minimum mean to 
obtain the minimum peak minimum was established. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
A number of logical extensions to the work discussed in this 
dissertation exist. These areas for further study can be grouped into 
several categories: 
1. Further wind-tunnel studies to determine the effect of corner 
geometry, surface texture of the building and adjacent structures on 
the pressure distribution, mean force and moment coefficients and the 
probability density function of the peak pressures. 
2. Additional studies for aspect ratios less than one may be of 
value for the design of low-rise buildings. 
3. Full-scale verification of the probability density functions 
for the peak pressures. 
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4. The effect of Reynolds number on reattachment and on the 
power spectral density functions in separated regions. 
5. Further investigation of the pressure fluctuations near the 
edges of the roof. 
6. A more detailed study of the frequency response of the 
pressure-measurement system to include the effects of the area of the 
sensing surface on the peak pressures. 
7. Additional studies of spectra, correlations, and other 
properties of fluctuating pressures on buildings to further examine the 
flow around the structure and the pressure inputs to the dynamic 
analysis of structures. 
8. Studies of the failure properties of glass and risk analysis 
of curtainwa11 design to determine peak factors and other design 
criteria for cladding design. 
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TABLE 1 
Model Bui1dine Dimensions 
PRESSURE TAP SPACINGS* TOTAL 
NUMBER 
DIMENSIONS - m W L OF TAP 
BUILDING W L H Y B SIDE SIDE VERTICAL ROOF LOCATIONS 
B1 0.032 0.032 0.254 1.0 8.0 H3 VI R3 76 
B2 0.064 0.064 0.254 1.0 4.0 H2 VI R1 152 
B3 0.127 0.127 0.254 1.0 2.0 H2 H2 VI R1 272 
B4 0.127 0.127 0.508 1.0 4.0 H2 H2 V2 R1 512 
B5 0.254 0.254 0.254 1.0 1.0 HI H4 VI R1 272 
B6 0.032 0.064 0.254 0.5 8.0 H3 H2 VI R2 212 
B7 0.064 0.127 0.254 0.5 4.0 H2 H2 VI R2 272 ~ 
0 
B8 0.127 0.254 0.254 0.5 2.0 H2 HI VI R2 272 00 
B9 0.127 0.254 0.508 0.5 4.0 H2 HI V2 R2 512 
B10 0.254 0.508 0.254 0.5 1.0 HI HI VI R2 272 
B11 0.032 0.127 0.254 0.25 8.0 H3 H2 VI R2 212 
B12 0.064 0.254 0.254 0.25 4.0 H2 HI VI R2 272 
B13 0.127 0.508 0.254 0.25 2.0 H2 HI VI R2 272 
B14 0.127 0.508 0.508 0.25 4.0 H2 HI V2 R2 512 
B15 0.254 1.016 0.254 0.25 4.0 HI HI VI R2 272 




















Pressure Tap Spacings 
(Diagram of Spacings HI, H2, and VI in Figure 5) 
TAP NUMBER 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 
0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.70 
0.40 0.60 0.80 0.90 
0.15 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 0.85 
X/L, Y/W 
LEVEL NUMBER 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.50 0.30 0.10 
0.75 0.65 0.55 0.45 0.35 0.25 
Z/H 
9 10 11 12 
0.85 0.90 0.95 0.975 









Pressure Tap Locations--Roof 
x/W y/L 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 
0.90 * * * * * * * * 
0.80 * * * * 
0.60 * * * * 
0.40 * * * * 
0.20 * * * * 
0.10 * * * * * * * * 
Rl 
x/W y/LO.lO 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 
0.80 * * * * * * * * 
0.60 * * * * * * * * 
0.40 * * * * * * * * 
0.20 * * * * * * * * 
R2 
x/W y/L 0.20 0.40 0.60 O. fiO 
0.20 * * * * 
0.40 * * * * 
0.60 * * * * 
0.80 * * * * 
R3 
* Denotes pressure tap location 
III 
TABLE 4 
Summary of Properties--Boundary Layer 1 
z/i3 U(z)/iJ(i3) u' (z)/U(z) v' (z)/U(z) Wi (z)/U(z) I-uw A 
U( 13) x (m) 
0.02 0.64 0.128 0.42 
0.04 0.70 0.107 0.073 0.045 0.024 
0.06 0.72 0.091 0.071 0.047 0.026 0.33 
0.10 0.75 0.086 0.068 0.049 0.029 0.39 
0.14 0.77 0.082 0.063 0.049 0.027 0.38 
0.18 0.79 0.082 0.062 0.048 0.027 0.44 
0.20 0.80 0.072 0.062 0.051 0.030 0.38 
0.30 0.83 0.066 0.057 0.048 0.030 0.46 
0.40 0.86 0.070 0.051 0.049 0.030 0.48 
0.50 0.89 0.064 0.049 0.043 0.029 0.42 
0.60 0.92 0.052 0.042 0.038 0.025 0.56 
0.70 0.93 0.050 0.038 0.036 0.026 
0.80 0.96 0.042 0.031 0.030 0.021 
0.90 0.98 0.037 0.027 0.026 0.019 
1.00 1.00 0.035 0.026 0.024 0.011 0.32 
U* -- = 0.028 
U(i3) 
-5 
Zo = 1.22 x 10 m 
p = 0.12 
0 = 1.27 m 
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TABLE 5 
Summary of Properties--Boundary Layer 2 
z/o U(z)/U(o) u' (z)/U(z) v' (z)/U(z) w' (z) /U(z) 
I-uw 
A 
Ufo) x (rn) 
0.02 0.39 0.245 0.22 
0.04 0.46 0.225 0.161 0.129 0.053 
0.06 0.52 0.210 0.147 0.117 0.053 0.27 
0.10 0.60 0.175 0.120 0.101 0.054 0.41 
0.14 0.66 0.150 0.104 0.081 0.049 0.35 
0.18 0.70 0.133 0.091 0.073 0.048 0.40 
0.20 0.72 0.125 0.088 0.070 0.043 0.53 
0.30 0.80 0.096 0.069 0.087 0.041 0.63 
0.40 0.85 0.075 0.056 0.049 0.031 0.60 
0.50 0.89 0.064 0.048 0.50 
0.60 0.92 0.054 0.040 0.035 0.027 0.50 
0.70 0.94 0.044 0.034 0.032 0.023 
0.80 0.96 0 .. 040 0.030 0.022 
0.90 0.98 
1.00 1.00 0 .. 54 
U* 
-- = 0.052 
Ufo) 
-3 
Zo = 2.79 x 10 rn 
p = 0.26 
0 = 1.27 rn 
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TABLE 6 
Summary of Properties--Boundary Layer 3 




0.02 0.37 0.250 0.19 
0.04 0.45 0.257 0.188 0.144 0.048 
0.06 0.47 0.255 0.167 0.16 
0.10 0.55 0.220 0.145 0.115 0.053 0.29 
0.14 0.63 0.185 0.128 0.098 0.049 0.35 
0.18 0.67 0.160 0.109 0.092 0.049 0.40 
0.20 0.69 0.150 0.103 0.086 0.045 0.43 
0.30 0.80 0.111 0.065 0.037 0.41 
0.40 0.85 0.085 0.062 0.055 0.034 0.51 
0.50 0.90 0.068 0.051 0.043 0.026 0.50 
0.60 0.93 0.051 0.041 0.035 0.022 0.52 
0.70 0.96 0.046 0.034 0.030 0.020 
0.80 0.97 0.042 0.028 0.028 0.018 
0.90 0.99 0.038 0.025 0.024 0.017 






= 4.9 x 10-3 m 
p = 0.34 
0 = 1.27 m 
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TABLE 7 
Summary of Properties--Boundary Layer 4 




0.02 0.34 0.300 0.15 
0.04 0.38 0.295 0.191 0.154 0.052 
0.06 0.42 0.285 0.181 0.154 0.059 0.22 
0.10 0.51 0.255 0.155 0.153 0.065 0.30 
0.14 0.59 0.213 0.137 0.133 0.060 0.31 
0.18 0.64 0.184 0.121 0.104 0.060 0.35 
0.20 0.67 0.173 0.112 0.096 0.054 0.34 
0.30 0.77 0.136 0.088 0.078 0.048 0.48 
0.40 0.84 0.090 0.069 0.060 0.040 0.54 
0.50 0.90 0.066 0.055 0.049 0.036 0.53 
0.60 0.93 0.050 0.044 0.041 0.029 0.37 
0.70 0.96 0.043 0.036 0.033 0.02.'S 
0.80 0.98 0.037 0.030 0.027 0.020 
0.90 0.99 0.033 0.026 0.025 0.019 




-2 z = 1.09 x 10 m 
0 
p = 0.38 




Boundary Layer 1 Boundary Layer 2 
/1z C /1y C /1z C /1y C 
(m) (m) (m) (m) 
-0.10 13.5 -0.03 7.9 -0.10 8.4 -0.04 7~4 
-0.05 9.7 -0.05 6.6 -0.05 9.2 -0.05 10.5 
0.05 8.5 -0.08 9.0 0.05 10.9 -0.12 10.1 
0.10 11.1 -0.10 9.1 0.10 11.8 -0.15 12.8 
0.25 7.3 -0.15 9.0 0.25 6.6 
0.38 4.5 
Average C 10.0 8.3 Average C 8.6 10.2 




Layer Exponent Full-Scale 
1 0.12 0.001-0.01 
2 0.26 O.I-O.S 
3 0.34 0.S-1.0 
4 0.38 0.7-1.5 
Source I ESIlU(1972) 
-~-------
TABLE 9 
















Full-Scale Tunnel Scale Full-Scale Tunnel Scale 
122 0.45 270 270 1.27 210 
130 0.60 220 360 1. 27 280 
140 0.50 280 360 1.27 2BO 
152 0.50 300 450 1.27 350 
Telllplin(1969) ANSI A5B.I-1972 
Terrain Description 
level surfaces with very small 
surface obstructions, grassland 
rolling or level surface broken 
by numerous obstructions such 
as trees or small houses 
heterogenous surface with 
structures larger than one 
story 
heavily built up suburban area, 
typical of approach flow over 





Standard Deviations of C used to Compute C pmean pmean, 8, p 
ct AVERAGE 
over Ct 
y 0 20 40 70 90 
1.0 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.16 
0.5 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.17 
0.25 0.11 0.13 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.17 
Standard Deviation of a Repetition of the Same Condition = 0.11 
TABLE 11 
Standard Deviations of C used to Compute C .-prms prms, 6 
BOUNDARY AVER\GE 
LAYER over ct 
ct 
Y 0 20 40 70 90 
1.0 1 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
2 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 
3 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 
4 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 
0.5 2 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.05 
3 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 
0.25 2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 
3 0.02 0.04 0.03 
Standard Deviation of a Repetition of the Same Condition = 0.04 
TABLE 12 
" C a pmean, B, p and " c -a prms, S, p , y = 1.0 
MUN PRISSUR{ COEFFICA~NTS 
1-1 SID At!aS P' ~A~i~Y~I~~~~ eASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.90 -.92 -.81 -.73 -.68 -.63 -.56 -.49 -.4!; -.44 
:~: :::~ ::: ::U ::tA ::~~ :::: :::1 ::!: :::1 
.60 -.90 -.79 -.10 -.64 -.51 -.52 -.46 -.43 -.42 
:~: :::1 ::H ::Z: ::tl ::U ::~~ ::1t ::11 :::: 
'Jo -.'" -.11 -.61 -.56 -.49 -.44 -.4f -.41 -.43 
:18 :::~ ::;: ::26 :::t ::;: ::!~ :::2 ::~: ::Jl 
VI'll Je/l.OO .10 .?O .30 .40 .1i0 .1'10 .70 .110 .90 1.00 
MUN PA£SSURE COE'FICIENTS MINIMUM MEAN 
1-1 SIDE AATIO SIDE, CO,'FICtENTS lASED UPON LOCAL VEk9CITY 
1:: ::a~ ::83 -!:&9 :::1 ::1' ::~# :::1 ::~I ::~+ ::66 ::~3 
.10 -.95 -.98 -.99 -.95 -.89 -012 -.16 -.14 -.73 -.75 -.71 
:U :l:U :i:U :I:tr :1:21 :I;YJ --1:9t8 -i:t1 :::~ :::~ ::8: :::3 
.50 - .11 - .28 - .S6 -1.17 '- .32 - • 5 -1.17 -t.10 -1.08 -t.OI -1.11 
.4' - .31 - .44 - .41 - .48 - .45 - • 9 -1.31 - .24 -1.21 - .22 -1.26 
·fO - .66 -1.65 -1.64 -1 062 -1.59 -1.53 -1.46 -1 040 -1. 37 -1.39 -t·44 • 0 - .00 - .98 - .94 - .86 - .76 - .68 - .63 - .62 - .62 - .61 - .61 
• 0 - .31 - .41 - .38 - .22 - .99 - .82 - .83 - .92 - .95 - .88 -1.106 
lIM Je/l.OO .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 .00 
MUN PRESSURI COEFF'lCIENTS MINIMUM MUN 
1-1 SIDE RfT ° S DE 2 COEf"IClEIHS eASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
• 0 -.~4 -.97 -1.24 -t.2. -.8f -.52 -.31 -.25 -.26 -.32 -.41 
.98 -.12 -·n -,.n -.. 9 -'8 -'93 -.n -.31 -.34 -.3! -.44 :'0 ::a! --1:00 : :11 : :ft --I:' ::8: ::61 ::;3 :::1 :::8 ::~~ 
.60 -.10 - .05 -.2 - .26 - • 4 -.95 -.14 -."8 -.51 -.53 -.59 
• !'I 0 -.!; -. -.3 -.4 -. 1 - .06 -. 3 -. -.51 -.58 -.64 
.40 -1.f3 - .U - .41 -1.41 - • 6 - .16 -.t. -." -'97 -.64 -.65 
:J3 : :n : :U : :a¥ : :n :1: 4l : :1' :1:12 --::f ::98 ::98 ::11 
.10 -1.35 -1.35 - .28 -~.07 -1.97 -1.4' -1.32 -1.20 -1.01 _.11 -.3. 
lIM V/V.OO .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .~O .90 1.00 
MUN PAESSUR{ COE'FICIENTS ",ININtlM MEAN 
1-1 SIDE AAT aD SIDE 3 COI"ICIINTS lASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1:93 ::11 ::U ::n ::U ::~18 ::6; ::11 :1:8: :I:n :1:1: --I::: 
.,0 ".3f -.38 -.43 -.5t -.6 -.76 ".91- .05 - .14 -1. 1 - .18 • 8 -.4 -.45 -.5, -.5 -.7 -.11. -'1 - .14 -1.20 -10 3 - .23 .6 -.5 -.53 -.5 -.6 -.1 -.99 -. - .21 - .33 - • I - .25 
.5 -.5' -.6 -. 6 -.1 -.9 -. 0 -. -.4 - .46 ".4 -. 
.48 -.64 -.6~ -. t6 -.It -1.0 -1.11 J .3' - .44 -1.55 -1.54 - .n 
'fO -.67 -.17 -.If -1.01 -1.16 -1.32 -1.46 -1.5• -1.61 -1.73 -1.7' · ° -'16 -.84 -1.0 -1'16 -t.29 - .43 - .59-1.76 -1.94 -2.03 -2.i3 ZiMOlClL:.I -:n - :It - :3~ - ::1 - :~: - :It - :'3 - :10 -2:;; -f:oi 
MEAN PRESSUR! COE,.'ICIENTS MINIMUM MEAN 
1-1 SIDE At T i SID£ 4 COE"'ICIENTS lASED UPON tOCAl VELOCITY 
• -.54 -.67 -.7f -.64 -.49 -.4. -.76 -1.09 - .16 -.92 -.51 
.9 -.12 -.13 -.1-.66 -.60 -.63 -.80 - .00 - .06 -.96 -.16 
.80 -."1 -.19 -.12 -.10 -.11 -.18 -.'7 -.91 -1.01 -.99 -.94 
.70 -.91 -.11 -.1. -.7. - •• 4 -.92 -1.00 -1.04 -1.05 -1.03 -.99 
.60 -1'02 -.9 -.11, -.19 -.91 -1'01 - .16 -1.21 - .18 -1.0' -.94 
.s -. 9 -. -. -. -. - .22 - .32 - .37 - .33 - .1. -.9' 
.48 - .13 -1.16 -1.11 -Ion -1.11 - '16 -1.45 -1,48 -1.41 -i.3~ -1.22 
:11 : :U : :I~ :1:U :I:ia : :11 : :.1 : :9: : ::1 :1::6 : :*, :1:iJ 
liAOvi~:t~ -':ti --:iA -i:~: -'::8 -i:ii -c::A -'J: -~:iio -;;;i -i::i 
RMI PAESSUR, COEFF ICIENTS 





.40 .22 :n :n 
.10 .22 
Y/W X/l.OO .10 
~~l ~1~~S~:' I gOEFF I C l i~~S 1 
1.00 .14 .25 
.90 .l~ .27 
:98 :~: :~l 
.60 .32 .39 
.50 .31 .45 
:U :~~ ::~ 
.20 .16 .17 
.10 .94 .96 
lI'" lCIl.OO .10 
R"~ "Rr~~I~O" I"NI' .... yI"U· .. T~ 
1-1 SIDE AATIO SIDE 2 
1. 0 .0J .~6 
:88 :}o :~t 
:18 :U :U 
:28 :~I :l9 
.30 .54 .60 
.20 .72 .18 
li~OV/W::3 I:U 
AMS PA£SSUA, COE,nCUNTS 
1-1 SIDE At.li .08 D~IJ 
.90 .13 'l6 :98 : f :: 




.4 .4 .4 
:18 ::1 :~: 
.10 .43 .60 
liM Je/l.OO .10 
AMS PAESSUAE COEFFICIENTS 
1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE~4 
1:.1 :U :~} 
.70 .33 .24 
:18 :J: :~t 
.40 .44 .35 
:18 :il :U 
liAoV/W:U ;f8 
'l9 '18 • 0 • 7 
• 0 .17 
.20 .11 'l' .18 • 0 .18 






























.56 .66 .1' .30 
:Ii :11 
·t1 '16 •. 0 • 0 • 4 • 4 :n :§; 
.49 .4' 
:i6 :U 
~Aii~Y~I~~~~ eASED UPON LOCAL VElOCITV 
:11 :lZ :11 :11 :ll 
.15 .14 .12 • 2 .11 
.11 .16 .14 .1§ .1 
:19 :1: :n :l! :1 
:U :: :U : ~ :U 
.18 .17 .15 • 3 .11 
.40 .50 .60 • 0 •• 0 
·Ii :1 
:11 : I 
.1 
.90 1.00 
",I loll iliUM .. EAN 
COE'FlCIENTS lAUD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.21 .12 .07 .07 .09 .13 .11 
:n :H :U :t1f :U :U ~r 
.35 .30 .26 • 2 .21 .22 .25 
.42 .31 .31 • 1 .26 .27 .29 
:;: ::~ :l~ :Ji :~~ :~i :l~ 
.59 .55 .50 .46 .45 .46 .49 
.67 .tH .5' .56 .55 .56 .57 
:U :~8 ::8 :t~ :U :U 1::: 
"'",'10 .. 10 M{.", 
COI'FlCIENTS BASED UPON LOIAl VEjOCITY 
• 6 .12 .09 'l4 · 1 • 7 .15 
• 7 • n .! 1 • 8 • 0 • 1 '21 
: ~ : 34 : 3~: : ~ :; : 
.46 .41 .36 • I Jo Jo Jt 
::t :~: :;~ :l2 :l~ :)~ :Jl 
.66 .63 .59 .53 .47 .41 .35 
.75 .10 .68 .65 .58 .41 .33 
:2: :l: :I~ :93 :1~ :i: 1:1: 
MINIMUM MEAN 
CO£'FICIENTS eASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.11 .12 .21 .32 .36 .31 .21 'll .19 .25 .u .34 .31 .26 
• 4 .26 .30 .j. .34 .33 .30 
:1 :H :U :" :H :H :n 
:H :U :H ~I :U :r, :H 
.60 .63 .66 .67 .67 .6 .64 
.69 .11 .74 .71 .80 .7 .17 
:18 :~8 ::: :'1 ::: :~~ 1::~ 
MINIMUI4 MUN 
C.Ol'FIC1INTS lASED UPtN LOIAL VE~OCITV ., • 1 .~6 .~ ., • 3 .02 
:, : ~ :1' :5 : J :: :11 
.~t .2' .34 .38 .36 .2' .11 
:~ :n ::. :H ::1 :U :n 
~6 ." d2 ." .~ ." .~ 
:31 :1: ::: :91 :9% :ll :91 




C a pmean, B, P and 
MUN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS MINI"'UM MEAN 
1-2 SIDE Rt!~g ROOF COEFFICIENTS 8ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
::s ::n ::U 
.70 -.70 -.68 
.60 -.64 -.63 
.50 -.60 -.57 
.40 -.59 -.56 
.30 -.67 -.63 
.20 -.83 -.80 




































































MUN PAfSSURE COEFFICIENTS MIN~MUM MEAN 
1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 1 COE FICIENTS eASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.66 -.88 -1.03 -1.05 -.9 -.87 -.82 -.80 -.78 -.73 -.68 
::S -i::l -i:n :I:U :::: :::9 ::n ::~; ::U ::~g ::U ::~~ 
::3 :1:U :j:U :1:Y3 -i::~ ::11 :::: ::n ::~: ::t~ ::~: ::n 
::8 : :~~ : :1: :l:U : :H : :U : :U --:~l --:T1 _-:89 - -::~ ::n 
.30 -1.87 - .f2 -1.76 -1.70 -1.62 -1.54 .1.47 _t.40 -IJ3 -1.26 -1.20 
.20 - .27 - • 8 -~.08 -1.98 -1.88 - .79 -1.72 -t.67 - .63 -1.59 -1.55 
.10 -2.77 -2.60 -2.44 -2.29 -2.14 - .03 -1.97 -1.94 -1.95 -1.97 -Z.OO 
Z/H X/L.OO .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~Ns~G(S~~~EoCOEFFI~ll~T~ ~~~I~¥~J~~~~ BASEO UP N LO AL VE CITY 
1.10 -1.16 -r.22 -1.23 -1.15 -1.00 -.88 -.83 -.8~ -.~9 -.~? -.60 
.91) -1.26 -1.23 -1.18 -1.10 -.98 -.87 -.79 -.74 -.71 -.68 -.66 
• 0 - .37 -. -. -.0 -.9 -.89 -.78 -. 9 -.6 -.67 -.7 Jo -1.47 - Jt -1.'* - .1' -1.0' -.94 -.81 -.to -.61 -.69 -.7i 
.60 - .58 - .4~ - .~9 -1. 9 - .13 -1.05 -.92 -.79 -.73 -.76 -.82 
::8 :1:U :1:91 :1::& :l:n :1:n :I:u :l:n --I:n --l:f~ --1:3~ ::88 .~o -2.12 -2.04 - .99 - .f6 - .76 - .65 - .56 - .48 - .39 - .29 -1.19 .to -2. 2 -2.35 -.2 -. 6 - .03 - .91 - .82 - .76 - .69 - .60 -1.50 
ZiHOy/~:" -2:U -2:~A -2:U -2::& -2:U - ::: -2:9: -2:U -1::~ -1:8: 
MUN PRfSSURE COEFFICIENTS MINIMUM MUN 
1-2 SIDE Rt!IS _.20SJ~~2J -.33 -.36 ~~~'FI~!UTS _~nEO _~:gN ~~~tL ~~~~CI!!43 
::8 ::~z ::11 ::n ::n ::U ::11 ::JY :::1 :1:88 -i:U -i:U 
.70 -.33 -.f2 -.!6 -.19 -.31 -.51 -.74 -.9T -1.16 -1. 31 -1.43 
.60 -.21 -. 7 .... 6 -.23 -.31 -.57 -.79 -1.0 ... 21 - .38 - .53 
:!8 -:U ::l~ =: ~ ::l~ ::~l :::8 ::S8 :1:1: :l:~t :1:11 :l:n 
:13 ::19 ::fi ::;~ :::1 ::19 -i:!: :1:~I:l:lg :1::: :l:t: :~:J: 
ziAox/l:U -:fl -:~I -:I8 -:%1 -l:n -1::& -1:.~ -1::~ -2:~8 -f:U 
MEAN PRESSuRE' COEFFICIENTS MINIMY" MUN 
1-2 SIDE AATIO S DE • COE~F CIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL V(LOCITY 
1.00 -.65 -.76 -.86 -.92 -.94 -.98 -1.06 -1.12 -1.06 -.88 -.64 
.98 -.78 -.1f -.J9 -"1 -·n -.9J -.91 -1.01 -.99 -.9J -.82 :'0 _ -:' =: 6 =:, ::, :: ::1 ::: ::; ::;, _ -:: :1 :00 
.60 -1.83 -.14 -.16 •• 89 -.11 -.91 -1.0 -1.0J -1.07 -1.11 -l.n 
.50 -1.10 -1.06 -1'25 -1.01 -1.13 -1.18 -1.21 -1.2, -1.25 -1.31 -1.39 
:U : :ff :t:u :t:~: :t~l: :t:d :t:U :.~U :t·:" :t'i1 :1::: :f·!t 
.20 - .90 - .9Z -1093 -1095 ul.'. -2.U -2.03 -2 •• 3 -2;t9 -Z.23 -z;ii 
.10 -2.44 -2.36 -2.30 -2.21 -2.29 -2.34 -2.41 -2.49 -2.58 -2.68 -2.78 
lIM Y/II.OO .10 .2'0 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 




















RMS PRESSUR; COEFFICIENTS 
1-2 SlOE RtJg .00 IO~I~ 
.90 .14 .21 
:9g :U :n 
.60 .41 .39 
.50 .43 .42 
:U ::~ :~8 
.20 .81 .77 
.10 1.20 .99 
Z/H X/L.OO .10 
I'M'S PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 
1-2 SIDE RATiO SIDE 2 
1. 0 .37 .40 
• 0 .35 .37 
.80 .34 .35 
.70 .36 .36 
.60 .42 .41 
.50 .52 .51 
•• 0 .63 .62 
.30 .75 .75 
.20 .85 .88 
ziAOY/w:t3 l:U 
RMS PRESSUR; COEFFICIENTS 
1-2 SIDE Rt.~g .17 10~23 
.90 .09 .15 
.80 .03 .08 
.70 .00 .04 
.60 .00 .05 
:28 :g~ :U 
:n :~I :n 
.10 .31 .41 
Z/H X/L.OO .10 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 
1-2 SlOE Rt!~g .23SIO~2: 
.90 'j9 .,8 .80 • 5 • 8 
.70 • 9 • 0 
.60 .41 • 2 
.50 .42 • 8 
.40 .46 .46 

























































































COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL 
:11 :ll :ll :19 :19 
.16 .16 .16 .15 .15 
.15 .14 .14 .14 .13 
:1: :B :U :U :l~ 
:~t :~6 :1' :l~ :1: 
:~8 :18 :~I :,~ :13 
IoIINIMUM MEAN 
C~~~FIC!~~TS ~~~EO ~~2N L?~~L 
.25 .22 .20 .18 .19 
.2f .17 .15 .14 .15 
:~4 :1* :U : l :1; 
.31 .2~ .23 .2
f 
.20 
:l~ :U :l~ :~ :~t 
.59 .56 .52 .4 .4~ 
:!S :t~ :tA :'1 :1: 
"'INtMUM MEAN 
CO~FFICI~NTS eASED UP~N LOSAL 
:3~ :38 :n :i. :2~ 
:~~ :U :~3 :~I :~~ 
.41 .40 .35 .30 .28 
.49 .48 .43 .39 .37 
.59 .57 .54 .51 .48 
:~~ :~! :~t :~a :~~ 
::g :~3 ::5 :,~ ::1 
MINI"'UM MEAN 
COEFFICIENTS BAS EO UPON LOCAL 
.32 .32 .31 .27 .21 
:~, :~: :U :U :il 
:n :~~ :U :U :l: :n :ll :11 :U :11 
:;~ :~f :~J :U :38 
.64 .70 .77 .85 .93 














:17 :f' · I . 4 
.17 .14 




• 0 .25 













COEFFICIENTS eASED UPON LOCAL VE~OCITY 
:13~ :n :U :n :U :iJ :lS, 
• 6 .29 .29 .~7 .~6 'If .~ 
: 8 :32 :~: :~t :~! :31 :4 
.39 .42 .42 .4 .42 .44 .48 
.50 .5t .53 .5 .5. .St .57 
:~i :~6 :~~ :6,~ :I~i :iJ :~I 





a. pmean. 13, p and ,. C 13, p , y tl !"l"ms, 
MEAN PRESS Un COEFfiCIENTS MINIMUM MUN 
1-4 SID( At!68 AOO' COEFFICIENTS 8ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
.'0 -1.01 -1.00 -.99 -.'8 -.97 -.96 -.95 -.94 -.93 
:93 ::'t ::9: :::~ ::181 ::U ::U ::~: ::~: ::~! 
.60 -.6~ -.60 -.S9 -.. -.58 -.57 -.56 -.55 -.54 
.50 -.5 -.54 -.54 -. I -.52 -.52 -.51 -.50 -.49 
.40 -. -. 2 -. -.5 -.!> -.50 -.49 -.49 -.48 
.JO -.14 -.i4 -.i~ -.5 -.s} -.51 -.!>l -.50 -.50 .to -.S8 -.57 -.51 -.56 -.56 -.55 -.55 -.54 -.54 
V'WOX/L.OO -:t' -:U -:U -:21 -:~, -:U -:91 -:al -:~: 1.00 
MUN PRESSURl COEFfiCIENTS MINIMUM MUN 
1-4 SIDE AAT 0 S DE 1 COIFFICIENTS 8AS[O UPON LOCAL VE~OCITV 
1: I ::,: ::~8 ::;: :::f ::81 ::,~ ::n ::,: ::,t ::13 :::Z 
.80 -1.00 - •• 8 -.'4 -.81 -.19 -.12 -.67 -.65 -.65 -.61 -.6' 
.10 -1.18 -1.01 -.'1 -.89 -.81 -.74 -.67 -.62 -.61 -.t6 -.13 
:10 : : , : : ~ : :n -i:': _ -:' 8 _i:8~ ::16 ::a8 ::6* ::' :: n 
.43 - • 1 -1.16 - .41 -1.16 .:.IJI -1.14 -1.ll -1.09 -J. -.n -.86 ·fl- ·f8 -1.14 -1·69 -1.63 -1.51-1.48 -1.41 -1.34 -1.26 -1. 18 -1.09 • . 0 -2.12 - .03 - •• 3 -.8 - .72 - .66 - .62 - .58 - .52 - .46 
• -2. 4 -2.58 -2.42 - .24 -.0 - .96 - .92 - .92 - .93 - .'4 - .94 
Z/H X/L.OO .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 •• 0 1.00 
r!tNs~RISIU'1 COEFflU~'TJ ~A~I~Y~I~~n 8A$[0 UPON LOCAL VE OCITY t. 8 -1,28 -1.30 -1.21 -1.15 -.'5 -.18 -.11 -.10 -.61 -.k. -..... 
• 0 - .28 -1.21 - • 2 -1'11 -.'6 -.83 -.15 -.11 -.10 -.68 -.61 
• 0 - .3' - .25 - •• - • 0 -1.00 -.89 -.80 -.14 -.13 -.11 -.83 
• -.3 -. 1 - • 0 -. -. -.98 -. 8 -.8 -.80 -.85 -.94 
.61 - .41 -IJ3 J.t -I.U -ttl -1.11 -1.12 -.91 -.90 -.93 -.99 
:28 :1::9 :I:~t :l:~~ :1::: :I:~; :l:f: :1:1t :1:12 :11:~i :1:U :1:U 
.30 -1.93 -1.92 -1.90 -1.85 - .19 -1.71 -1.64 -1.51 - .50 - .42 -1.34 
.20 -2.26 -2.24 -2.21 -2.14 -2.05 - .96 -1.89 -1.85 -1.81 - .11 -1.13 
.10 -2.66 -2.61 -2.55 -2.45 -2.33 -2.22 -2.16 -2.14 -2.15 -2.18 -2.23 
Z/H Y/W.OO .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
MUN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS MINIMUM MUN 
1-4 SlOE AtTlO SIDE.,,3 COEFFlCll~TS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
.00 -.32 -0~3 -014 -.06 -.02 -., -.31 -.64 -.73 -.61 -.31 
.90 -. 0 -. 0 -. 2 -.06 -.05 -. 5 -.39 -.65 -.81 -.8 -.78 
.10 -.16 -.fl -. 0 -.06 -.08 -0 0 -.41 -.67 -.81 -1.0J -1.13 
.10 -.11 -.13 -.09 -.01 -.13 -.25 -.45 -.69 -.93 -1.14 -1.34 
.61 -.06 -. t -.08 -'12 -·t9 -.3f -.51 -.13 -.'6 -1.11 -1.,1 .5 .06 -. -.01 -. 6 -. 7 -.4 -.59 .... 79 -.97 ........ 9 
.40 .11 .00 -.10 -.22 -. 5 -.50 -.61 -.15 -1.01 - • 5 - • 1 
:f'l ::21 ::fO~ ::n ::U ::~t3 ::91 ::n ::;J :l:n :1:19 :1:31 
• 0 -.11 -. 0 -.33 -.'7 -.5 -.19 -.90 -1.,3 -1.37 - .96 -2.68 
Z'" X/L.OO • 0 .20 .30 .4 .50 .60 • 0 .80 .90 1.00 
MEAN PRESSUet COEF~ICIENTS MINIMUM MEAN 
1-4 SIDE AA ;,g S D( 4 CO,FFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
1:'0 ::29 ::tt ::n ::H ::1t ::n ::H ::,: ::J: :::~ :::~ 
:,: :::~ ::~I ::n ::n ::U ::U ::U ::H ::n ::~: ::n 
.60 -1.02 -.92 -.85 -.13 -.85 -.16 -.84 -.81 -.1t2 -.81 -.95 
:U :1:11 :1:U :1:11 :I:n :l:u :1:11 :1:U -i:U -i:U -i:t: :I:U 
.30 - .45 -1.47 - .48 - .49 - .41 -1.47 -1.41 -1.4' -1.45 -1.42 -1.31 
.20 - .12 -1.11 - .80 - .71 - .75 - .73 - .74 - .77 - .78 -1.77 -1.74 
.10 -2.~4iI -?~ llll -2.16 -2.09 -2.03 -z.oo -2.0' -2.01 -2.14 -2.18 -2.21 
Z/H V/III.OO .Ui .ZO .,)0 .40 .50 .flO .10 .e~' ."., t ..... 
AMS PRESSUR~ COEFFICIENTS 
1-4 SlOE RtJg ROO,. 
::: :13 
.10 .19 
.60 & • 1 
.50 I' .16 
.40 .15 
:J8 : l~ 
Yi~OlC/L.OO :U 
RMS PR5SSUR, COEFFICUNTS 
1-4 51 E Rr Jg .05 O~I! 
.90 .18 .21 
:'8 :33 :J: 
.60 .44 .39 
.50 .41 .43 
.40 .54 .50 
:18 :*1 :9~ 
zi~oXlt:lo I:U 
tt .. ~ el!nS~'_~OEFFICI~!!!S_ 
.-........... "i;6o .55 .u~s~ 
.90 .44 .45 
.1t0 .36 .40 
.10 .32 .38 
:~I :l9 :U 
.40 .60 .61 
.fO .12 .13 • 0 .82 .84 
• 0 .91 .96 
Zi'H VI'III.00 .10 
AMS PA~SS~R' COEFnCUNTS 
1-4 SI E tJg .24 O~I:' 
::: :U ::% 
:ll :11 :83 
:tl :31 :12 
.30 .04 .11 
.20 .16 .20 
.10 .31 .30 
ZlH X/L.DO .10 
RMS PRESSURE COEF~tCIENTS 
1-4 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 
1.00 .U .18 
:18 :~! :~i 
.10 .38 .30 
.60 .41 .34 
.50 .42 .31 
.40 .46 .44 
.30 .t6 .55 
.f! • 4 .n • _ _  7 _,
















































































~A~~~V~I~~.~ BASEO UPON LOCAL 
:It :n :n :U :I~ '18 '18 .1If .11 .11 .6.6.16.16.15 
:11 : I :l~ :Ii :I~ 
.15 '15 .1!> .15 .15 
.16 • 9 .16 .f9 .16 
:U : 0 :U :to :U 
MINIMUM MUN 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL 
.21 .29 .32 .33 .31 
.i3 .2, .22 .,2 .2~ 
:t3 :14 :li :&~ :10 
.22 .11 .12 .10 .10 
:n :ij
3 :i: :U :U .4" .4 .38 .34 .30 
.51 .5 .48 .43 .41 












1J :1: • 3 .18 
.11 .14 
:1: :U 




'i>EFnCl§NTS BASi" uP~ .. lOCAL VE\OCITY 
:U :3' :U :15 :I~ :2~ :U 
.40 .36 .30 .26 .2S .28 .32 
.41 .31 .32 .29 .29 .32 .38 
:~f5 ::~ :U :l~ :It :It ::1 
.6 .59 .51 .54 .50 .41 .43 
:,~ :'8 :9' :91 :9! :'J :91 
::: ::A ::: :,~ ::: ::, 1::: 
~~J~~I~~t~ BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
.14 .19 .24 .24 .19 .08 .06 
:11f :1: :1: :!2~ :~: :~~ :U 
• 5 • 2 .32. .49 .53 .55 • 1 .t9 .28 • r .43 .46 .46 
: 9 :: :lJ :~t :ij :1: :t~ 
.34 .42 .50 .51 .65 .13 .81 
.40 .49 .57 .65 .15 .87 1.00 
::: :1= :t: :J: ::~ 1::~ I:~i 
MINIMUM MEAN 
C~FFIC lINTS BASED UPON LOCAL 
• ~ • 3 .24 '14 .f3 
: 4 : & :U :fI :, 
.20 .20 .19 .11 .11 
.24 .24 .23 .21 .20 
:If :U :J: :n :U 
.52 .51 .49 .41 .47 
·Il ·t ·tt .tt .59 ..... ., • ~~ ..... .73 
.40 .5 .60 .70 .10 
VEIOCITV 
• 18 '12 • 6 











Standard Deviations of Cpmean used to Compute 
A C and C used to Compute A C a pmean, a, p prms a prms, a, p 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
Y A C a, a. pmean, p A C prms, a, p a. C pmean, a, p Cprms , a 
(TABLE 10) (TABLE 11) 
1.0 0.19 0.10 0.16 0.04 
0.50 0.20 0.10 0.17 0.04 
0.25 0.22 0.10 0.17 0.04 
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TABLE 16 
Summary of Reattachment Side 3 
a FOR 
REATTACHMENT 
BOUNDARY ON SIDE 3 
BUILDING Y B LAYER FIRST LAST 
B2 1.0 4.0 2 10 35 
B3 1.0 2.0 1 4 35 
B3 2 <0 35 
B3 3 <0 30 
B3 4 <0 28 
B4 1.0 4.0 2 4 35 
B4 3 2 35 
B5 1.0 1.0 2 <0 30 
B6 0.5 8.0 2 <0 25 
B7 0.5 4.0 2 <0 25 
B7 3 <0 27 
B8 0.5 2.0 2 <0 20 
B8 3 <0 27 
B9 0.5 4.0 2 <::0 35 
B10 0.5 1.0 1 <0 27 
B10 2 <0 20 
B10 3 <0 20 
B10 4 <0 20 
B11 0.25 8.0 2 <0 22 
B12 0.25 4.0 1 <0 25 
B12 2 <0 20 
B12 3 <0 20 
B12 4 <0 20 
B14 0.25 4.0 2 <0 22 
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All Dimensions in m 
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Figure 2. Model Bullding Installed in the Wind Tunnel. 
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Figure 2. Model Building Installed in the Wind Tunnel. 
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Figure 3. Model Buildings and Pressure-Selector Valve. 
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W I I 
WIND.L I I 
DIRECTION L_~/~ 




_ ....--< -;/ 
W = SMALLER BUILDING WIDTH 
L = LARGER BUILDING WIDTH 
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0 0 o 0 0 00 000 0 0 0 0 0 0000 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x/L,y/w x/L,y/w 
TAP SPACINGS GIVEN IN TABLES 2 a 3 
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I MODEL I 
DIGITAL 
TAPE UNIT 
OSCILLOSCOPE VOLT METER 
FOR VISUAL FOR VISUAL 
EVALUATION EVALUATION 
OF SIGNAL OF SIGNAL 
72 POSITION DIFFERENTIAL STATIC PRESSURE 
SELECTOR PRESSURE MEASURED IN 
+ -
VALVE - TRANSDUCER FREE STREAM 
LOCATED IN 
L 
LOCATED IN I ABOVE MODEL MODEL MODEL 
MINI COMPUTER 
A-D 
- - CONVERTER 










~ 008 + ~ • 
LLI ::L 
> en 





<> 0.61 m 
6 0.91 m 








0' , I , , , , 
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FREQUENCY - Hz 





PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION 
o TUBE LENGTH 0.30m 
o TUBE LENGTH 0.91 m 








a = 90 
BOUNDARY LAYER 2 
4 6 





























o TUBE LENGTH 0.30m 




TAP 2-3-3 e 
a=90 












I 0-5'---__ ...&.----.. l----L..-.----'---...&..---~ 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN METERS 
DRAWING NOT TO SCALE 
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NO ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS 
WERE USED WITHIN dr OF 
THE CENTER OF THE 
TURNTABLE 
Figure 12. Wind Tunnel Arrangment. 
_1_-
/","" 1;1 .... , 
,/ Y d/" 
I r \ 
I , 
(II ... 
ALL DIMENSIONS IN METERS 








LO 0 oT 0 0 
0 
1 0 10 0 0 0 
o o o o o 
INDIVIDUAL BLOCKS ARE CUBES 
BOUNDARY LAYER D{m) d (m) dr (m) 
I 0.000 
2 0.075 0.025 0.84 
3 0.153 0.051 1.07 
4 0.228 0.076 1.27 
Old :,3.0 
Figure 13. Roughness Configuration. 
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1.0 BOUNDARY p d Zo 0 
LAYER (m) (m) 
0 1 0.12 0.000 1.22 X 10-5 
0 2 0.27 0.025 2.79 x 10- 5 
0 3 0.34 0.051 4.90 x 10- 3 
0.8 6 4 0.3 8 0.076 1.09xI0-2 
8 = 1.27 m 
a:> 
0.6 U(8)= 15.0m/s ~ 
D ( z ) I U ( 8) = (z I 8) p Cb 












0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
U(z)/u(8) 










x = y = 0.0 
600 

































0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
U(z)/U(8) 












X Y to 
(m) (m) ~ 
0 0.00 -0.31 
0 0.00 -0.15 ~ 
0 0.00 0.00 
• ().OO 0.15 ~ 











, <0< . I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
U(z)/U(8) 
Figure 17. Lateral Variation of Mean Velocity Profiles, 
Boundary Layer 2. 
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1.0 x y • 
(m) (m) • 
0 0.00 0.00 .., 
o -0.31 0.00 
o -0.61 0.00 
«J 0.8 • -2.44 0.00 
x -4.27 0.00 
IC! 
~ 










0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
O(z) / U( 8) 
Figure 18. Longitudinal Variation of Mean velocity Profiles, 
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x = y = 0.0 
CtJ O<f 6 
0 06 
0 06 
o DO 6~ 
0.10 0.15 0.20 
ve{z)/U(z) 






















x = y = 0.0 
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0 0 6 
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00 ¢J 6 
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0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 
~-uw / U(8) 
Figure 22. Reynolds Stress. 
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0.8 03 64 
6 z /8 = 0.18 x=y= 0.0 
0.6 
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o 0.1 0.2 0.3 
,-SEC 
Figure 25. Autocorrelation Coefficient, z/o = 0.18. 
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z/S xIS 
o 0.02 0.00 
o 0.10 0.00 
o 0.18 0.00 
0 6 0.18 -3.36 
~ • 0.40 0.00 




-!: 0.4 j 
::s 
® ~ ~ 
0.2 
x ~. 
o Be.! •• 
~xx 8~e • x 0000 0 0 ~ x 
0 x g 
8 ~ • 
-0.2 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
T-SEC 
























<> 60 0 
0 
6 0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
A -m x 
Figure 27. Longitudinal Integral Scale. 
x=O.O Y =0.0 ru u (T) X=O.O z=0.13 
r (or) I 2 r U (Y,) U (Y2) (,) U (Z,) U (Z2) 1.0 
Z, Z2 /).Z Y, Y2 /).Y 
0 0.13 0.03 -0.10 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 0.13 0.08 -0.05 0.8 
o~0.04 0.00 -0.04 
0 0.13 0.13 -0.00 0 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 
I:;:, 0.13 0.18 0.05 0 -0.12 0.00 -0.12 
0 0.13 0.23 0.10 I:;:, -0.1 5 0.00 -0.15 
x 0.13 0.38 0.25 0.6 ~ DIM. IN m 
• 0.13 0.51 
DIM. IN m 
~L I tV\. 




-0.2 - 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
T-SEC T-SEC 
(0) VERTICAL SEPARATION (b) HORIZONTAL SEPARATION 
Figure 28. Velocity Cross-Correlation Coefficients, Boundary Layer 1. 
O a - >-~ft-u .~ ~ 
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
,-SEC ,-SEC 
(a) VERTICAL SEPARATION (b) HORIZONTAL SEPARATION 









o BOUNDARY LAYER I 





0-·------------------------------o 0.1 0.2 
z -z -m I 2 
0.3 0.4 









O·--------------~------~------~ o -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 
YI -Y2 -m 













• • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
0.04 .... 
. 
• • • • . . 
• • .
• • . 
• • .. 
• • • 
. 
• • 
--0- BOUNDARY LAYER 2, z/8 = 0.18 
---- HARRIS (1971) 
DAVENPORT (1961 b) 
ASSUMPTIONS IN --- AND 
u'l U. = 2.5 (LUMLEY AND 
PANOFSKY,1964) 
8 = 430m} 
P = 0.25 (CERMAK,1976) 
U(8) = 20 m/s 
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o HARRIS (1971) 
o BOUNDARY LAYER 2 
0.8 z/S =0.18 
0.6 
, .. ::J:O .4 
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O~------~------~------~----~ o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
,..., TU (z) 
T=---
z 
Figure 32. Comparison of Wind-Tunnel Autocorrelation Coefficients 
with Atmospheric Models. 
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0.4 1 I I III I I III I I I I III I I I II 
100 10 1 102 10 3 104 
T2 -SEC (FULL SCALE VALUES) 





IIUN I'IItsSUII[ C 0[" I C I [NT 
IUILDIN' IS SIDE 4 
WIND Dla[CTION ... IOUNDARY LUER I 
COUFlCIENTS lAUD UPON ,a[[ STaU" VEL. 
- 0.3 < Cp < - O. 2 
II[AN I'IItsSUII[ C 0[" I C lENT 
1 .. ILiiiol' I.. SID ... 
wile DIII[CTlON tzt lOUIeAIIY LAYU I 
COUFlCIDITS lAUD UPON ,au SlUM YlL. 
Cp <- 0.2 
-0.2 
~.~~ 
"UN '"[SSU"E CO[Fr IC lENT 
IUILDING 13 SIDE 3 
WIND DIR[CTION 000 IOUNDARY LAYER I 
CO[,,.C I[NTS lAUD UPON '11[[ STIIU" V[L. 
-0.4 





"UN 'IIUSUII[ C O[Fr I C I [NT 
IUILDING IS SID[ Z 
WIND DIII[CTION t20 IOUNDAilY LAYER I 
COE',.C IENTS lAUD UPON '11[[ $Tau" VEL. 
0.4 
0.2 





"UN ~R[SSV~E C aErr I C lENT 
IVILDIN'IS SIDE 4 
WIND DIIIECTION 000 10UNDAIIT LAYEII Z 
COEr'ICllNTS USlD WON '~U STIIU" V 
- 0.2 < Cp < - O. I 
"UN ~IIESSVIIE CO["ICllNT 
IVILD IN' U SID[ 4 
WINO DllIlCTION 011 IOUNDAIIY LUllI Z 
COU'ICIOIU aUlD WON 'IIU STlIl~ V 
-O.~ 
Cp < - 0.2 
-0.2 
lION PIIUSVIIE COU, IC IOIT 
IVILlII'" IS SIDE .J 
WIND DIIIlCTlON ... IOWIIAiT LATD Z 




"UN ~~USVIIE COlFFICIENT 
IvILDIN' IS SIDl 3 
WINO DIRECT ION OZO 10VNCAIIY LAY[II Z 
COl,nc IlN15 IASlD V~ON ,~[[ ST~U" VEL. 
MEAN PRESS~RE COErr I C IE!IT 
8VILOIN'13 SICE Z 
WIND CIUCTION 000 IOVNOA~Y LAY[II Z 









IIUII PIIUSIIIt[ C OlFF Ie' [NT 
IUILDI'" II SID[ 4 
IIIHI DIUCTIO .... IOWO .. , LUP 3 
CoUrtCllNTS hSO UPON 'IU srl"" YlL. 
- 0.2 < Cp < - O. I 
lION 'IIUSllltl (Our, C "NT 
.VI1.01N' 15 SIOl 4 
WINO DIII[eTiON IU 'OWO'" LUP 3 
'I" srll"" Yll.. 
-0.2 
Cp > - 0.2 
IIUN 'lIlSSVlIl COlFrlCIlNT 
IVILOIN' 15 SIOl 3 
WINO OllllCTION 100 'OUNOA!!Y LUll! 3 
COUftCllNTS "Sto UPON FII" SflllAII VlL. 
-0.2 
-0.2 
IIlAN "IIUSllltl COl'F'CltNT 
'UILOIN' IS SIDE. 3 
WINO DIIttCTION 120 'OUNO""T LAYlll 3 
COlFF'CltNTS um UPON '11" STIIUII vtl.. 
-0.2 
IIlAN 'IIUSllltl C Ol'F I C "NT 
IVILOIN' 15 SIDl 2 
WINO DllIUlION .OO IOVNOAIT UTP 3 
COUFlelENTS I"SO UPON FI" srlllAII Yll.. 
0.4 
lION "USllltl COUrlCIENT 
IUILIIIN, 13 SIOl 2 
WINO OIIlECTlON 021 'OUNO"T LATP 3 
(OEFFIe IlNTS I"'to UPON , .. 
0.2 
0.2 





"UN PIIUSUIIE COEfFICIENT 
IUILOINC U SIDE 4 
WINO OIIlECTION 001 10UNDAII' LATU 4 
COlF"C IENTS lAUD UPON FII[[ STIIU" v 
- 0.2 < Cp < - O. I 
"UN PIIUSUIIE (OEF' It lENT 
IUILDING U SIDE 4 
WINO DIRECTION 020 10UNDAilT LATU 4 
COEFF Ie :ENTS lASED UPON FIlEE STlltA" VlL. 
-0.2 < Cp < - 0.1 
"UN PItUSUIlE CO," I C I [NT 
IUILOINC U SIDE 3 
WINO OIIlECTION 000 10UNDAilT LATEII 4 
COEF"( IENTS lAU~ UPON FII[[ STIIU" VEL. 
-0.2 
MAN PIlUSUlll _u,n,IENT 
IUILDING U SIDE 3 
WINO 0 IIIECT I ON 020 10UNDAilT LU£II 4 
(OlFF It IENTS lASED UPON FII[[ STII£AII 










IItAN I'IIESSUIIE C OErF I C lENT 
IUILOIN' IS SIDE 4 
III .. DIIIECTION ... lOUNDAII' LUEII 1 
COErrlC IENTS IASlD Ul'ON VELoe IT, U IIOOF 
-0.4 
"UN I'IIESSUIIE C OE" I C lENT 
IUILDIN'IS SIDE , 
III .. DIIIECTION 000 10UleA'" LAYEII 1 
COEFFICIENTS lASED Ul'QN VELOCITY AT 1100' 
I1UN I'I1ESSUIIE COEFFICIENT 
IUILD IN' IS SIDE 2 
WI .. DIIIECTION 121 lOUNDAII' LAYEII 1 
n AT IIOOF 





PlUN PIIESSVIIE C OEF,. C lENT 
IVllOIN'1S Slot 4 
WIND OIIlECTlON .OO 10UNDAII' lAYEII 2 
COUFICIENTS lASED UPOH VELOCITY AT 1I00F 
- 0.4 < C p < - O. 2. 
PlEAN PIIESSVIIE COEFFICIENT 
'VllD IHC IS SlOt 4 
WIND DllltCTIOH OU 10llNDAIIT LUU 2 
counc IENTS lASED UPON VtLOC I TT AT 1I00F 
Cp < - 0.4 
-0.4 
PlUN PIIUSUIIE C OEF,. C lENT 
IVILOINC 15 SIO[ J 
WINO OlllteTION 121 .OUNOAIIT lUEII Z 
COEFFICIENTS lASED UPON VELOCITY AT 1I00F 
-0.2 -0.2 
PI£AN PIIESSUIIE COErFlC lENT 
BVILDIN'15 SIDE Z 
WINO DIIlECTION to •• OVNOA'" LUU Z 
COErr IC IENTS lASED UPON V[LOC I n AT 1I00r 
PlUN PIIUSVIIE COEFFICIENT 
IVllOIN' .3 !:~E Z 
WINO OlllEtTlON 12. 10llNDAIIT lUU 2 
COEFFICIENTS lASED UPON YE~OCITT AT 1I00r 
~. 
0.2 
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Figure 55. Comparison of Visual Observation of Reattachment Location 
with Mean and RMS Pressure Distributions. 
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Figure 65. Autocorrelation Coefficients of Pressure Fluctuations, 
Building B3, ~ = 0, Side 2, Boundary Layer 2 and of 
Velocity Fluctuations, Boundary Layer 2. 
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Figure 66. Autocorrelation Coefficients of Pressure Fluctuations 
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Figure 67. Autocorrelation Coefficients of Pressure Fluctuations, 
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Figure 68. Autocorrelation Coefficients of Pressure Fluctuations, 
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Figure 69. Power Spectral Density Function of Pressure Fluctuations, 
Building B3, a = 0, Side 2, Boundary Layer 2, and of 
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Figure 70. Power Spectral Density Function of Pressure Fluctuations, 
Buildings B3 and B4, a = 0, Side 1, Boundary Layer 2 (RMS 
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Figure 71. Power Spectral Density Function of Pressure Fluctuations, 
Building B3, Side 4, Boundary Layer 2 (RMS pressure 
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Figure 72. Power Spectral Density Function of Pressure Fluctuations, 
Building B3, a = 20, Sides 1 and 4, Boundary Layer 2 
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Figure 73. Pressure Cross-Correlation Coefficients, Building B3, a = 0, Side 2, Boundary Layer 2. 
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Figure 77. Pressure Cross-Correlation Coefficients, Building B13, a = 90, Side 3, Boundary Layers 1 and 2. 
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Figure 79. C -s - Averaged Over An Entire Side, pmean, , p 































• PROCEDURE SUGGESTED 
IN THIS DESSERTATION 
SIDE 4 SIDE 3 • 
•••• • • •• 










• SIDE 2 
z/H = 0.5 
• SIDE 2 
• •••••• 
• SIDE 2 
z/H =0.1 
Figure 80. Comparison of Peak Pressure Coefficients Based Upon a 
Fastest Mile Reference Velocity (see Chapter V for a 
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0 
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0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
x/L , y/W 
Comparison of the Maximum Value of Ic I 
ppeak Fastest-Mile Reference Velocity. 






Statham Model PM283TC ±0.15-350 Differential Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra Model 242TC ± 0.25 Differential Pressure Transducer 
MKS Baratron Pressure Meter, Type 77 
(b) Amplifier/Signal Conditioner 
Honeywell Accudata 118 Gage Control Unit/Amplifier 
Velocity Measurements 
(a) Anemometer 
Thermo-Systems Model 1050 
(b) Hot-Film Probes 
Thermo-Systems Model 1210-20 Normal Film 
Thermo-Systems Model 1241-20 Cross Film 
(c) Calibrator 
Thermo-Systems Model 1125 
(d) Pitot Tube 
United Sensor and Control Model PAC-l2-KL 
Digital Data Acquisition System 
Digital Data Recording System, Systems Development Inc., 
Dallas, Texas 
Miscellaneous Equipment 
Ca) Digital Volt Meter 
Hewlett-Packard Model 3440A 
(b) Oscilloscope 























CONTOUR PLOTS OF MEAN AND RMS LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 
Title 
C - a. = 0, y = 1.0 pmean, 13, p' 
C - a. = 20, Y = 1.0 pmean, 13, p' 
Cpmean, S,-p' a. = 40, Y = 1.0 
C a. = 70, Y = 1.0 pmean, 13, p' 
C , a. = 90, Y = 1.0 pmean, 13, p 
C a. = 0, y = 0.5 pmean, 13, p' 
Cpmean, 13, p' a. = 20, y = 0.5 
C Q' a. = 40, y = 0.5 pmean, IJ, p 
C , a. = 70, y ~ 0.5 
pmean, 13, p 
C , a. = 90, y = 0.5 pmean, 13, p 
C a. = 0, pmean, 13, p' y = 0.25 
C a. = 20 y = 0.25 pmean, 13, p' , 
C - a. = 40, y = 0.25 pmean, 13, p' 
C an Q p' a. = 70, Y pme ,IJ, = 0.25 
















c 0' a. = 0, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 . . 223 prms, IJ 
C Q' a. = 20, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 prms, j.) 224 
C a. = 40, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 prms, 13' 225 
C Q' a. = 70, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 226 
206 
Figure Title 
B20 c 0' a = 90, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 227 
B21 C Q' prms, IJ 0, y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 228 a = 
B22 229 C 0' a = 20, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 prms, IJ 
B23 C 0' a = 40, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 . . . . .. 230 prms, IJ 
B24 C 0' a = 70, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 prms, IJ 231 
B25 C 0' a = 90, Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 prms, IJ 232 
B26 C 0' a = 0, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, IJ 233 
B27 C 0' a = 20, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, IJ 234 
B28 C 0' a = 40, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, IJ 235 
B29 C 0' a = 70, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, IJ 236 
B30 C 0' a = 90, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, IJ 237 
B31 C 0' a = 0, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 238 
B32 C 0' a = 20, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 ..... . prms, IJ 239 
B33 C 0' a = 40, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 ..... . prms, IJ 240 
B34 C 0' a = 70, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 241 
B35 C 0' a = 90, Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 242 
B36 C 0' a = 0, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 243 
B37 C 0' a = 20, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 244 
B38 C - a = 40, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 prms, 8' 245 
B39 C 0' a = 70, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 prms, IJ 246 
B40 C Q' a = 90, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 . . . . .. 247 prms, IJ 
207 
Figure Title 
B4l C - a = 0, y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 prms, B' 
B42 C a = 20, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 · · · · · prms, B' 
B43 C B' a = 40, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 · · · · · prms, 
B44 C a = 70, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 prms, B' 
B45 C a = 90, Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 · · · · · prms, B' 
A listing of all data used in compiling these averaged values is 
available from 
Dr. J. E. Cermak 
Professor-in-Charge 
Fluid Mechanics and Wind Engineering Program 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Colorado State University 
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TABULAR VALUES OF MEAN AND RMS LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 
Table Title Page 
Cl C Y = 1.0 . · . 254 pmean, S, p 
C2 C Y = 0.5 · 257 pmean, S, p 
C3 C S, , y = 0.25 . . · 260 pmean, p 
C4 C Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 1 · 263 prms, S' 
C5 C Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 266 prms, S' 
C6 C Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 3 269 prms, S' 
C7 C S' y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 . 272 prms, 
C8 C S' y = 0.5, Boundary prms, Layer 1 . . · . · 275 
C9 C S' 
y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 . · 278 prms, 
CIO C S' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 3 · · 281 prms, 
Cll C S' 
y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 4 · 284 prms, 
C12 C Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 1 287 prms, S' 
C13 C S' 
y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 . 290 prms, 
C14 C S' 
y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 . 293 prms, 
A listing of all data used in compiling these averaged values is 
available from 
Dr. J. E. Cermak, Professor-in-Charge 
Fluid Mechanics and Wind Engineering Program 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 
Table Cl. C pmean, 
MEAN PRfSSURf COEH'IC(f~T 1-1 <'lilt. .. AlIO HOOf 'IIINO 000 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VElOcITY 
l::g -l.~, -.9~ -.k2 -.7~ -:~t -:~~ -.~I -.46 -.4S 
.ftO -1.09 -.95 -.~l -.~H -.~~ -.~j -.~u -.4A -.41 
.70 -J.I0 -.9b -.~l -.,,~ -.':>~ -.~j -.Sl -.49 -.48 
.bO -1.10 -.96 -.R. -.7,:> -.n1 -.~~ -.~3 -.49 -.48 
.50 -1.10 -.96 -.~6 -.7~ -.7~ -.~j -.~4 -.49 -.48 
.40 -1.11 -.~1 -.A~ -.1~ -.hM -.hl -.54 -.50 -.49 
.30 -1.13 -.94 -.A~ -.12 -.~c -.~~ -.~j -.52 -.?l 
.10 -1.14 -.99 -.Q5 -.73 -.hj -.<;1 -.54 -.53 -.51 
.11'1 -1.13 -.9~ -.~k -.~o _.lj -.b~ -.51 -.52 -.51 
Y/.. )/l .00 .10 .20 .10 ."0 • .,U .hU .70 .80 .90 1 .. 00 
.£A~ PRfSSURE COEFFICtfNT 1 - 1 <; WE. w IH lO SIOf 1 "I~O 000 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPO~ LOC4L VELOCITY 
1.00 -.6" -.94 -1.10 -l.f),!:) -.~2 - .... 1 -.40 -.31 -.33 -.3'" -.49 
.90 -.72 -.42 -l.u" -l.fli -.t't.., -.'"'6 -.':'>1 -.4,( -.40 -.40 -.56 
.f't1 -.1A -.q3 -1.02 -1.~1 -.40 -.7~ -.1)2 -.51 -.41 -.")2 -.6t' 
.10 -.R3 -.97 -1.01 -1."7 -.9~ -.ht; -.7t!. -.bl -.5<; -.Sf! -.b!:l 
.60 -.R9 -1.1'17 -l.ld -1.19 -l.lu -."'7 -.~J -.71 -.61t -.b4 -.bl 
.56 -1.00 -l.lq -1.JU -1.11 -1.?1 -1.01 -.~j -.MO -.7t!. -.69 -.b9 
.40 -1.19 -1.32 -1.41 -1.40 -1.31 -1.1~ -1.04 -.~O -.80 -.15 -.ll 
.JO -1.S3 -1.S6 -1.51 -1."i3 -1.4" -1.31 -1.11 -1.0J -.91 -.H2 -.15 
.20 -2.09 -2.01 -1.91 -1.19 -1.63 -l ... ~ -1.34 -1.21 -1.06 -.91 -.14 
.10 -Z.RS -7.65 -2.4 .. -2.1~ -1.91 -1."" -l.~~ -1.4~ -1.21 -1.01 -.70 
l/.,. X/L .00 .10 .20 .~O .4U .~O .nu .70 .80 .90 1.O~ 
MEA.., PRfSSURf COfFFtClf.NT I-I <;10£ RATTO SllJ€ 2 WINO 000 
COEFFICIENTS AASEO UPON LOCAL V~lOCrTY 
1.~O .31 .':>' .tl .P5 .H~ .7~ .HZ .~~ .71 .51 .31 
.qO .J7 .60 .7~ .A~ .H9 .PM .~~ .Pd .7~ .nO .37 
.RO .41 .63 .Hi .92 .9b .91 .90 .91. .bl .n3 .41 
.70 .41 .64 .R4 .q7 1.0j 1.04 t.Ol .~1 .M4 .~4 .41 
.hO .36 .64 .8R 1.n3 1.0Q 1.O~ 1.0~ 1.OJ .88 .64 .36 
.50 .30 .62 .89 1.06 1.13 1.14 1.13 1.06 .89 .62 .30 
.40 .73 .51 .A~ 1.O~ 1.1h l.l~ 1.1b l.fib .86 .57 .23 
.30 .Iq .55 .R~ l.ll 1.24 l.~~ t.24 1.12 .~9 .~5 .15 
.20 .02 .h1 1.0Q I.~5 1.40 1.3A 1.40 1.~S 1.0~ .61 .02 
.10 -.11 .7h 1.47 1.74 l.~~ 1.5- l.bS 1.1. 1 •• 7 .1b -.11 
II.,. Y/W .00 .10 .20 .JO .40 .~O .bO .70 .~O .~O 1.00 
NEAH PRESSURE COEFFIClf~T 1-1 "HIE:. "'HIO SIOf. 3 WINO 000 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL V!:'tOCITY 
1.00 -.49 -.39 -.ll -.l4 - .... 1 -.?I'I -."'4 -1.OJ -l.ll -.'is -.6f1 
."0 -.~6 -.46 -.40 -.4J -."it:' -.1>' -.ri1 -1.03 -1.0~ -.'42 -.71 
.RO -.hl -.52 -.48 -.~2 -.~l -.77 -.~l -1.02 -1.03 -.92 -.16 
.10 -.64 -.5~ -.5h -.~l -.11 -.~1 -1.00 -1.01'1 -1.08 -.97 -.f'0 
.~O -.h6 -.~l -.64 -.71 -.~l -.~I'I -1.11 -1.20 -l.l~ -1.0<; -.~5 
• 50 -.6A -.6Q -.12 -.QI -.q. -l.OH -l.2i -1.32 -1.31 -1.11 -.95 
.40 -.71 -.14 -.80 -.~l -1.0') -I.l~ -1.12 -1.41 -1.41 -1.30 -1.14 
.30 -.73 -.Rl -.91 -1.03 -l.l~ -1.1; -1."S -1.~4 -l.?M -1.~5 -1.49 
.20 -.73 -.90 -l.O~ -t.?I -1.3~ -l.~~ -1.~4 -l.dO -1.9c -~.Ol -l.07 
.10 -.~q -1.01 -I.?7 -1.4~ -1.5~ -l.h~ -I .... ~ -2.~u -2.'~ -2.b1 -2.A7 
ll" X'/l .00 .10 .70 .30 .40 .~u .~O .7u .~O .'iD 1.00 
NEAN PAESSUtlE COfFFlCIE"'T 1-1 !'lIJI: htAliO <;lI.E 4 IIIIN[} 000 
COEFFICIENTS RASfn lJPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.39 -.39 -.3~ -.36 -.34 -.ll -.3" -.3~ -.3A -.39 -.39 
.qO -.42 -.40 -.3~ -.~~ -.3':> - .. j4 -.3~ -.36 -.3~ -.40 -.42 
.80 -.44 -.41 -.3q -.~7 -.31 -.J1 -.J7 -.11 -.3~ -.41 -.44 
.70 -.41 -.44 .... 1 -.40 -.40 -.40 -.40 -.40 -.41 -.44 -.47 
.hO -.50 -.41 -.4~ -.45 -.44 -.44 -.44 - •• ~ -.'" -.47 -.50 
.50 -.53 -.S2 -.~O -.50 - •• ~ -.49 -.4~ -.~o -.50 -.52 -.53 
.40 -.~R -.~6 -.~~ -.~. -.~.. -.~4 -.~. -.~4 -.55 -.5b -.~e 
.30 -.~6 -.64 -.uc -.hl -.bu -.ov -.~u -.01 -.62 -.64 -.66 
.20 -.79 -.11 -.1~ -.73 -.12 -.72 -.12 -.73 -.15 -.71 -.19 
.10 -.97 -~9S -.q3 -.41 -.~~ -.~~ -.~." -.Ql -.93 -.~5 -.~1 
Z/H Y/W .on .10 .~n .~o .4U .~o .hO .1u .AU .~o 1.00 
8, p' y = 1.0 
MEAN PRESSURE rOEFFICIE~r 1-1 SILlE f<4TtO ROOF wINO 020 
C?~::ICIENTS kASEO UPON ln~Al III-;LOc:TTY 
.qo -.~5 -.7<" -."'~ -.56 -.':>0 -.46 -.43 -.43 -.42 .80 -.P7 -.76 -.f>" -.!:'lh -.49 -.46 -.41t -.44 -.44 
.10 -.~~ -.7'" -.*,1 -."tj. -.':>0 - ... 1 -.46 -.45 -.45 
.~o -.1>9 -.79 ..... h~ -.f>U -."':;' -.4>} -.41 -.46 -.46 .'i0 -.40 -."'0 -.7\) -.bl -."''' -.<;1 -.4ij -.47 -.41 .40 -.~l -.Hl -.11 -of., -.<;!'> -.'::,} -...... -.,+9 -.'+6 
.30 -.~3 -.kl -.7e -.b) WI.~"" -.'::12 -.50 -.50 -.50 
.10 -.94 -.k" -.1.1 -.64 -.,7 -.'13 -."2 -.51 -.51 .10 -.95 -.11') -.1':> -.61) -..... " - • ..,\1 -. ",.~ -.')2 -.52 Y/ .. X/L .01'1 .1 (l .;;>(1 • 'If) .40 ."\1 .htl .10 .tlO .90 1.00 
~51~F~~~~~¥~E~~gJ~F~~A~NlnCAL VElDCITY 1-1 ~lUE MAllo <;10E 1 "IN~ 020 
1.1'10 -.51 -.60 -.f>. - .... H -._'" -.~1 -.4j -.56 -.63 -.62 -.58 
.qo -.~~ -.~q -.~l -.~~ -.Sc -.4~ -.~2 -.SH -.64 -.67 -.69 
.RO -.*'d -.~l -.~l -.~l -.DO -.~~ -.hU -.~J -.bb -.ll -.78 
.70 -.~l -.64 -.~h _.h~ -.70 -.71 -.11 -.71 -.73 - 11 - 83 
.61'1 -.~1 -.6~ -.7A -.~O -.~~ -.Me -.~2 -.~2 -.A3 -:SS -:A7 
.qQ -.~4 -.11 -.M7 -.Q2 -.44 -.44 -.44 -.44 - 94 - 94 - 94 
.40 -.11 -.Mq -.~' -1.02 -I.OS -1.0b -1.06 -1.0"i -1:05 -1'06 -1'09 
.30 -1.00 -1.0~ -1.1~ -I.l~ -1.14 -1.21 -1.20 -1.19 -1.21 -1:?5 -1:30 
.~O -1.J5 -1.39 -1.42 -1,"2 -1.41 -1.40 -1.42 -1.45 -1.4~ -1.53 -I.5A 
Z01t1 -1.~0 -1.H5 -l.~~ -1.PI -1.70 -1.~4 -1.1U -1.Al -1.H9 -1.91 -1.91 
/" X/l .00 .10 .~" .10 .4U .~O .f>u .10 .80 .90 1.00 
MEA~ PRfS~URf COfFFfClfNT 1-1 <,10£ kATIO SlOE 2 .wINO 020 
Cy~~~ICIENTS ~!~fO ~~~N l7S~1 VElOCITf .4r) .19 .7<J .61 .66 .5b .35 .01 
.90 .1~ .~~ .91 .43 .':If, ./fj .7j .flb .54 .14 .11 tV .80 .RO .R9 .9~ .4.., .<12 ."'':> .7t1 .h~ .S4 .3S .14 
.70 .83 .~I .q~ l.ot) .'-17 .... 1 .ti3 .72 .56 .37 .15 U1 
.hO .82 .~3 1.01 1.f.l 4 1.0<' .... t. .MM .11 .bl .3f1 .13 ~ 
.50 .79 .9J 1.0l 1.nl 1.0':> l.flU .~r! .>11 .63 .3A .09 
•• 0 .78 .92 1.03 1.09 1.0<; 1.04 .~!:> .fl2 .bl .33 .03 
.30 .7ft .94 1.OR 1.1'> 1.1"> 1.11.1 1.01 .86 .62 .31 -.05 
.20 .13 1.02 1.24 1.<3 1.c~ 1.21 1.15 1.0J • "It-. .36 - .. 13 
li~O Y/.. :~~ 1:1~ l:~~ I.h) 1.4'" 1.3!> 1.36 1. j4 1.0t! .51 -.20 .31) .40 .')U .,..,0 .7!) .~O .QO 1.00 
~~~~,~~~l~¥~EfI~~t~F~~6~NloCAl IIHOClTY 1-\ Sl1lt: ~4Tl() '>IDE:. J IIIINO 020 
1.00 -.36 -.lR -.0; .~o -.02 -.o~ -.l~ -.3~ -.50 -.74 -1.02 
.90 -.31 -.71 -.O~ -.04 -.06 -.1) -.?i1 -.l" -.51 -.13 -.98 
_'0 -.3Q -.2] -.l~ -.~7 -.10 -.lb -.I~ -.36 -.51 -.12 -.96 
• 0 -.41 -.25 -.13 -.Oq -.12 -.l~ -.21'1 -.36 -.53 -.15 - Q9 
.60 -.43 -.2A -.14 -.Id -.1_ -.12 -.30 -.41 -.51 -.19 -1:05 -10 -.·6 -.7~ ·.l~ -.11 -.l~ -.?4 -.Jt -.43 -.60 -.~5 -i.l • 
• 0 -.49 -.31 -.l~ -.I~ -.l~ -.26 -.j~ -.4~ -.64 -.91 -1.23 
.~O -.~~ -.37 -.74 -.19 -.?t -.?~ -.37 -.?O -.70 -.q9 -1.J3 
• 0 -.~A -.41 -.31 _.;;>4 -.Ch -.~? -.41 -.~~ -.17 -1.08 -1.46 
z,IO XI -.:7 -·tQ -.40 -.30 -.30 -.3~ -.4b -.&1 -.86 -1.21 -1.bC 
l • 0 • 0 .2d .30 .4U .~O .hO .7U .AO .90 1.00 
~~:~,~~U~¥~F:fl~g~~F,II~a~IIo~()C/lL """LOcHr 1-1 '>10"_ WAllO "lOt: 4 IUNO 020 
1.00 -.54 -.49 - •• ~ -.3q -.35 -.32 -.3l -.14 -.36 -.36 -.36 
.90 -.,,~ -.~O - •• ,:> -.41 -.3~ -.36 -.j~ -.3h -.37 -.3~ -.38 
.80 -.57 -.~2 -.47 -.43 -.41 -.40 -.3~ -.3~ -.3~ -.39 -.41 
.70 -.Sq -.~~ -.~l _.4~ -.47 -.4b -._~ -.43 -.43 -.42 -.43 
.60 -.ft2 -.~O -.,1 -.~5 -.54 -.~~ -.~2 -.~l -.49 -.47 -.4? 
.~O -.61 -.~~ -.~4 -.*'3 -.6~ -.~l -.hO -.?d -.55 -.51 -.47 
.40 -.14 -.12 -.11 -.70 -.69 -.~~ -.hl -.~, -.62 -.57 - 5i 
.30 -.A7 -.A4 ".H;,? -."0 -.14 -.IM -.71 - • .,., -.11 -."'6 -:61 
.20 -1.11 -1.05 -1.00 -.41 -.46 -.~~ -.~3 -.41 - ~A - As - Al zitO -1.41 -1.35 -1.26 -1.20 -l.l~ -l.l~ -l.l~ -1.14 -1:12 -l·l~ -1'12 
.. Y/_ .00 .10 .2n .~n .4Q .~u .nU .10 .~O :~O 1:00 
Table Cl. C -pmean, 13, p 
y = 1.0 
ME4N PRESC;IIRE COEFFICIENT 1-1 <, lL'~ .. A T I f) ;.lOaF "'INO 040 MEAN PRESSURE rOEFFICIfNT 1-1 <, IPt ;.III TIn ~qOf "'INO 010 
COEFFICIENTS PASFO UPON L(1CIIL vf:.LOCITY COEFFICIENTS ~ASEn UPOM ~oruL VEIOCTTY 
1.00 
-.t--i) -."S -.52 -."2 1.00 .90 -.h1 -.b4 -.,.,3 -.h4 -.h'+ .90 -1.15 -1.11 -1.0~ -1.01 -.4r1 -.41:\ -.~4 -1.00 -1.00 
.80 -."'1 -.64 -.6u -.5'" -.'>", -.~'+- -.':>1 -."2 -.51 .1'11) -l.Oh -1.1Ji! -.<.7 -.Q4 - .... 1 -.4U -."U -.~O -.91 
.10 -.,.,,, -.h3 -."9 -.5' -.-=;4 -.S3 -."~ -.51 -.50 .10 -.9h -.92 -.~.., -."'., - .... t! -.,,1 -.1)1 -.81 -.H2 .60 -.64 -.bl -.,9 -.5c, -."'t'4 -."'" -."" -.49 -.48 ."'0 -.1'11 -.1<3 -.7'" -.1'+ -. fe: -.71 -.72 -. 'f3 -.13 .50 -.fd -."'1) -.0, .. -.,.,1 -.1',1 -.~7 -.51 -.48 -.47 .51) -.1"1 -.14 -.71) -.6':l -.",2 -."'1 -.62 -.64 -.64 
.40 -.62 -.59 -.,,>7 -.51 -.S'" -. ..,j -.4~ -.41 -.46 .40 -.h9 -.0'" -.f.,} -.'-i'" -."3 -.,3 -."4 -.54 -.55 .30 -.67 -.5Q -."0, -.'i:1 -.,""U -.4':i -.41 -.46 -.46 .10 -.1',0 - ..... h -."2 -.41< -.4h -.4') -.45 -.45 -.4h 
.20 -.61 -.5':; -.54 -.'>2 -.49 -.4H -.4b -.45 -.45 .20 -."1 -.41 -.43 -.3'1 -. i 1 -.3!) -.3!> -.36 -.31 
.10 -.59 -.'5'" -."" -.'ih - .... '> -.,2 -.47 -.44 -.43 1~00 .10 -.42 -.]'" - •• j -.~"-J -.;>6 -.?., -.ro -.2d -.28 VI'll X/L .00 .10 .21) .30 .4U ..... U .hO .70 .80 .90 VI'll X/L .no .10 .1'1) • ,~O .40 .... U .hO .10 .140 .90 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-1 ~IrE ;.IATTO ~JD~ 1 wINO 040 MEAN PRESC;IJRE rOEFFICIENT 1-1 S HI:. "ATIO C;IOf 1 WfNO 010 
Cy~~~ICIENTS_~!~En_~~~N ~?~~L ~~~~CT~:31 _.~':> -.4e: -.')Ii -.54 -.50 -.43 COEFFICIfNTS ~ASED UPON LOCIIL vF\OCTTY 1.00 -.?9 -.3<' -.34 -. H -.2h -.1'3 -.2M -.37 -.44 -.41 -.49 90 -.C;2 -.50 -.4Q -.46 -.44 -.44 -.4~ -.S3 -.51 -.':;1 -.,>n .90 -.35 -.35 -.]" -.14 -.31 -.HJ -. ,13 -.39 -.44 -.49 -.54 :1'10 -.5C; -.53 -.51 -.51 -.'>1 -.s3 - • .,,, -.5d -.61 -.04 -.67 .1'10 -.19 -.3M -.111 -.17 -.31 -.lM -.3~ -.42 -.46 -.">2 -.59 
.10 -.56 -.56 -.51 -."H -."'U -.he: -.",4 -.h,:> -.61 -.70 -.73 .70 -.41 -.41 -.4" -.4] -.4'+ -.4':> -.4b -.41 -.50 -.55 -.60 
1>0 - "'I> - "I -.0'" -.h1 -.1!1 -.12 -.73 -.7'> -.7':> -.1'> -.15 .60 -.41 -.45 -.4>; - .... 0 -.52 -.,3 -.':>4 -.'\-:, - • ..,6 -.'>8 -.61 ·"'0 -·"8 -·66 - 13 -.71 -.14 -.~1 -.H3 -.~* -.83 -.~1 -.11 .50 -.42 -.4Q -.'i4 -."1 -.0:;'1 -.hO -.,,1 -.",2 -.63 -.63 -.63 :.0 -:6'" -:13 -:80 -.~5 -.A4 - .... 1 -.92 -.9~ -.41 -.89 -.A5 .40 -.48 -.54 -.'-,,,;# -.""j -.66 -.h>; -.F:.11 -.hJj -.68 -.10 -.11 30 - 19 - 1<6 -.4) -.97 -1.01 -1.04 -I.O~ -I.n~ -1.04 -1.03 -1.01 .30 -."8 -.h) -.h7 -.71 -.13 -.7"> -.7'> -.76 -.11 -.Hl -.85 :20 -1:03 -l:io -1.1F:. -1.19 -1.1Q -1.21 -1.2J -1.27 -1.29 -1.2~ -1.27 .20 -.73 -.1A -.H? -."3 -.'1) -.,...~ -.r1~ -.Ali -.93 -.98 -1.04 .io -1.35 -1.44 -1.50 -1.50 -1.44 -1.42 -1.*'1 -1.~4 -1.65 -1.65 -1.62 .10 -.9? -1.00 -1.U4 -I.nl -.94 -.l.IO -.46 -1.01 -1.10 -1.23 -1.28 
Z/H X/L .on .10 .20 .30 .40 ."0 .60 .7U .AO .90 1.00 Z/H )IlL .00 .11) .2') • 'ill .4u .... 0 .hO .71) .80 .911 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-1 ~IDE ~~TIO S JIlF 2 ifIIINO 040 MEAN PRES~IJRE COEFFICIFNT 1-1 <, IIJ~ "A TI a SlOE 2 wIND 070 
COEFFICIENTS flAC;E[l UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.37 .30 .20 .Of, -.10 COEFFICIENTS RASfn liPaN LOCAL VI:.I fJCITY N 1.00 .16 .14 .10 .oj .5) .44 1.00 -1.1'" -.El2 -.'12 -. l'J -. I 7 -.O~ -.OJ -.01 -.Ob -.14 -.35 .90 .I'IR .82 .1F:. .,.,8 .'i4 ."0 .41 .)~ .20 .05 -.11 .90 -1.10 -.19 -.;'1 -.11 -.{'O -.le -.flb -.04 -.09 -.20 -.34 (Jl 
.RO .98 .QO .81 .13 .64 ."~ .4" .15 .21 .05 -.13 .1'10 -1.06 -.1A -.'>4 -.~"> -.24 -.lh -.10 -.II~ -.12 -.22 -.35 (Jl 
.70 1.04 .95 .H6 .17 .69 .60 .';0 • 1~ .23 .04 -.17 .70 -1.05 -.114 -.':>'1 -. -'Hi -.lh -.1'" -.13 -.10 -.14 -.24 -.36 
.1>0 1.06 .QA .90 .Rl .13 ."4 .':>4 .4] .2::> .03 -.23 ."'0 -1.0A -.A~ -.Sf- -.41) -.2'" -.21 -.15 -.13 -.16 -.26 -.39 
.50 1.0" .9A .91 .M3 .1'> • .,7 .';8 .'+':> .26 -.00 -.29 ."i0 -1.14 -.1"4~ -.h? -.4.J -.:n -.;>3 -.17 -.15 -.14 -.24 -.42 
• 40 1.04 .91 .90 .1'14 .18 .10 .hU .4 .. .2J -.04 -.34 .40 -1.21 -.92 -.hh -.47 -.34 -."h -."0 -.18 -.23 -.33 -.46 .30 1.05 1.00 .94 .'19 .AJ .15 .0* .4., .23 -.08 -.42 .30 -l.n -.9'" -.70 -."0 -.J7 -."'1 -.~3 -.21 -.26 -.31 -.50 .20 1.11 1.12 1.10 1.03 .4) .>12 .73 .hO .34 -.01 -.55 .?O -1.31 -.94 -.7" - .... 2 -.40 -.J~ -."6 -.c'+ -.29 -.41 -.58 
.10 1.21 1.34 1.3~ 1.2'1 1.0'1 .41 .'1'"' ... " .56 -.02 -.14 .10 -1.31 -.99 -.12 -.'>] -.43 -.31 -.~~ -.2':> -.31 -'.41 -.61 
Z/H VI'll .no .10 .20 .~O .40 .'10 .'>0 .7U .80 .40 1.00 Z/H VI'll .00 .10 .20 • ,~o .40 .... 0 ."0 .70 .RO .90 1.00 
~EAN PRESSIJRE COEFFICIENT 1-1 SIDE I'IATIO <'IOf 3 WINO 040 MEAN PRESSURE C0FFFICIENT )-1 ~II)E >-IATIO SIDE 3 WINO 010 
COEFFICIENTS RASFO UPON LOC~L VELOCITY 
.34 .42 .46 .4" .42 
COEFFICIENTS !'IASfD UPON LIlC4L VFLOnTY 
1.00 -.09 -.O? .0'> .12 .19 .?h 1.00 • J) .3? .4>; .... 7 .bO ."'''' .70 .lib .81i .78 .63 .90 -.14 -.04 .O~ .1'> .23 .31 .14 .4t> .51 .53 .52 .90 .11 .3'" .':>e: ."3 .hoi .14 .112 .1<9 .91 .85 .75 .@O -.19 -.05 .07 .IA .21 .15 .43 .51 .56 .59 .61 .80 .1 ~ .19 .51 .I-.~ .17 .H3 ."9 .94 .95 .90 .83 
.70 -.24 -.06 .04 .21 .31 .39 .41 .'>4 .':>9 • .,3 .65 .70 .14 .4fl ."1' .1" .tlS .'H .'l., 1.01 1.00 .94 .A4 
.1>0 -.28 -.01 .11 .24 .3* .4(, .':>U .'i7 .62 .n4 .66 .(,0 .O~ .39 .hh .~4 .93 l.tlO 1.07 1.10 1.07 .95 .78 
.50 -.13 -.09 .11 .76 .3" .44 .">2 .59 .63 .64 .64 .50 -.04 .37 .71', .uI 1.01' 1.(I'} 1.1 .. 1.1A 1.12 .95 .11 
.40 -.41 -.11 .10 .?1 .3H .41 .':>4 .">0 .64 .64 .62 .40 -.13 .34 .11 .'-' , 1.11! 1.1'; 1.2:i 1.?4 1.16 .95 .61 
.30 -.51 -.lA .10 .3u .41 .~O ."'1 ."'4 .61 .~h .63 .10 -.1') .31 .7i-4 I • n-, I. 1 ~ 1."'0 1. il 1.32 1.22 .9<0 .69 
.20 -.65 -.?? .14 .1~ .47 ."':> .... 4 .7<' • 76 .15 .71 .20 -.3~ .31 ."" 1.14 1.]11 I.,J"> 1.'+2 1.46 1.31 1.11 .75 .10 -.R2 -.?5 .71 .4h .S'" .~2 .73 ."'5 .91 .90 .86 .10 -.<;;2 .36 1.1)4 I. '17 1.4? 1.44 1.50 1.69 1.b2 1.31 .87 
Z/H X/l .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 ."0 .F:.u .10 .80 .90 1.00 Z/H lC/L .00 .11) .2u • ',n .4U .c...o .hU .10 .80 .90 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-1 Sl~E H6TIO <'IOf 4 WINn 0.0 MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-1 "ICE ~ATJ(J SID~ 4 WINO 070 
CyE::ICIENTS_R;~En_u~gN ~?~:L ~~~9CI~:'+3 -.,+0 -.3H -.3H -.40 -.44 -.48 COEFFICIENTS RASfD UP 0N L0C6\ vFI-';rITY 1.00 -.~2 -.614 -.hl< -."c., -.'to"") -.j~ -.'+<1 -.6~ -.611 - .... 2 -.49 ·90 -·S1 -·"4 - 51 -.411 -.4" -.43 -.41 -.42 -.43 -.45 -.48 .90 -.11 -.10 -.~F:. -.~"1 - .... 1 -.4H - • .,c -.bIJ -.03 -.61 -.56 :RO -:63 -:51'1 -:~4 -.~1 -.44 -.4<1 -.4f -.41 -.~1 -.47 - •• 8 .RO -.19 -.13 -.f>f -."" -.~·l -.,H -.':1'1 -.",U -.b2 -.62 -.62 70 - 61 - 63 -.';'} -.';7 -.5~ -."~ -.54 -.53 -.52 -.51 -.49 .70 -.85 -.19 -.11 -.1f) -.11) -.10 -.10 -.6H -.bb -.,.,5 -.63 ·60 -·69 -·~A - b7 -.hh -.6~ -.h4 -.~2 -.61 -.59 -.56 -.53 .60 -.91 -.1<1 -.'14 -.-<3 -.k'f. -. ~1~ -.-i .. -.~2 -.77 -.70 -.62 :50 -:72 -:13 -:74 -.14 -.1'+ -.7~ -.71 -.b'J -.66 -.61 -.57 .50 -.98 -.9R -.4>< -.Q" -.'1" -.44 -.49 -.9" -.90 -.1~ -.66 40 - 16 - 19 -.Hl -.112 -.H2 -.kl -.kO -.17 -.73 -.61 -.61 .40 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.1i -1.12 -1.04 -1.03 -.92 -.78 :30 -:RR -:90 -.'Jl -.92 -.'ll -.'l~ -.91 -.~" -.84 -.1A -.71 .30 -1.29 -1.21 -1.2" -1.?6 -1.?~ -1.2~ -l.t~ -1.23 -1.18 -1.10 -1.01 
.20 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -1.11 -l.lu -1.U,", -1.0f -1.03 -.99 -.9. • 20 -1.54 -1.50 -1.4h -1. 4 4 -1.41 -1.4t -1.42 -1.42 -1.41 -1.38 -1.3 • 
10 -145 -143 -1.41 -1.19 -1.17 -1.3'" -1.i] -1.31' -1.31 -1.29 -1.28 .11) -1.85 -1.1~ -1.1? -I."" -1 .... 4 -1.n4 -1.65 -1.b7 -1.10 -1.12 -1.15 
Z'~ VI'll :00 :10 .20 .10 .4U ."0 .hO .7u .80 .90 1.00 Z/H V/w .00 .1 fl .i"l •. "IJ .40 .~u .60 .1u .flO .90 1.00 
"EA~ PRfS"IJRE COEFFICIENT 
COfFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL 
1-1 "1I.t:: ~ATfO 
VELOCITY 
Table Cl. C pmean, (3, p 




















VI .. X/L .00 .10 .20 
MEAN PRES"URE COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPO~ LOCAL 
1.00 -.30 -.33 -.34 
.90 -.35 -.35 -.34 
./to -.39 -.37 -.35 
.70 -.41 -.39 -.l .. 
.60 -.42 -.42 -.4~ 
.~O -.45 -.45 -.4" 
.40 -.51 -.50 -.49 
.30 -.61 -.57 -.~, 
.?O -.71 -.6" -.,,~ 
.10 -.81 -.82 -.81 
11M X/L .00 .10 .70 
MEAN PRfSSURE COEFFIClfNT 
-.'I~ -.9~ 
-."~ -.'10 _.R/} -.1l1 
-.71 -.7l 
-.t'>2 -.bi! 















COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.61 -.96 -1.11'1 -1.15 -.~~ 
.90 -.76 -.9ft -1.09 -1.06 -.8~ 
.RO -.A6 -.98 -1.0<; -1.04 -.91 
.70 -.R7 -1.01 -1.10 -1.10 -1.00 
.60 -.A4 -1.07 -1.23 -I.?'" -1.14 
.~O -.91 -l.lA -1.37 -1.41 -1.2~ 
.40 -1.17 -1.35 -1.47 -1.47 -1.36 
.30 -1.55 -1.59 -1.60 -1.<;5 -1.44 
.?O -1.9A -1.9;> -1.H5 -1.13 -1."~ 
.10 -2.39 -2.33 -2.23 -2.04 -1.79 
11M Y/. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
MEAN PRESSURE COFFFICIFNT 
COEFFICIENTS PASfO UPON LOCAL 
1.00 .32 .60 .HO 
.90 .40 .ft3 .~1 
.AI) .44 .ft6 .8_ 
.70 .42 .68 .A'" 
."0 .34 ."8 .94 
.50 .24 .66 .99 
.40 .15 ."3 1.01 
.30 .07 .,,2 1.0,., 
.lO -.0;> .67 1.21 
.10 -.10 .79 1.4b 
11M X/L .on .10 .20 
MEaN PRESSURf COEFFICIfNT 
Cy~~~ICIENTS_~~~EO_~~~N ~?~:L 
.90 -.48 -.41 -.36 
.AO -.46 -.44 -._4 
.70 -.51 -.49 -.50 
.60 -.60 -.56 -.55 
.50 -.67 -.62 -."? 
.40 -.65 -.67 -.71 
.30 -.59 -.70 -.H7 
.lO -.56 -.76 -.9_ 
.1n -.57 -.8"1 -1.1)" 

























-.qy -."''1 -.4'< -.99 
-.~O - ... 0 -."" -.89 -.pl - ... 1 -.HO -.HO 
-.12 -.72 -.71 -.71 
-.ft2 -.bl! -."2 -.1>1 - ..... ] - • .,3 -.")I! -.52 
-.43 -.43 -.43 -.43 
-.:-,~ -.3" -.34 -.34 
.50 ."0 .70 .AO 
I-I SIDE IJjlTTO SIDE 1 
-.74 -.21 -.32 -.34 
-.i'll -.30 -. _~2 -.34 
-. -12 -.33 -.34 -.35 
-.j7 -.31 -.31 -.3~ 
-.41 -.41 -.41 -.42 
-.4b -.46 -.46 -.46 -."0 - • .,0 -.49 -.49 -."'4 -• .,4 -.<;4 -. .,,, -...... 
- • .,3 
-."0 -.nM -.62 -.16 -."S -.81 
• .,0 .,.,0 .10 .RO 
1 -1 ~ I nE ... A TI 0 '>JOf 2 
-.,",,,,, -.3b -.21) -.2" 
-.n7 -.4'" -.34 -.36 
-.1 ... - .... 1 -.4'1 -.44 -.i<" -.70 -.51 -.0;0 -.'17 -.7ii -.1)2 -.5'5 
-1.0 .. -." 7 -.7v -.62 
-1.11' -.'1'1 -.~2 -.71 
-1."'1 -1.13 -.91 -.b2 
































I-I "lilt >lATIO '>IOE 4 
-.<;~ -.d." -1.1') -1.ld 
-.~7 - ... '1 -1.0n -1.09 
-.76 -."1 -1.03 -1.0"> 
-.~b -1.00 -1.10 -1.10 
-.q7 -1.14 -1.2') -1.23 
-I.~d -1.2" -1.40 -1.37 
-I.IH -1.3t, -1.47 -1.47 
-I.~9 -1.44 -I."" -1.60 
-1.41 -I.~~ -1.73 -I.A" 
-1.~~ -1.7~ -c. o• -2.23 
















































































MEAN PR!':SC;URF COEFF'JCH.'~T 










.10 _ -.74 











MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIFNT 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASfO UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.A3 -1.00 -1.0~ 
.90 -.AO -.9~ -1.U4 
.RO -.~l -.95 -1.01 
.70 -.90 -1.01 -l.o~ 
.~O -1.0~ -1.11 -1.12 
.50 -1.19 -1.21 -1.1~ 
.40 -1.29 -1.10 -1.21 
.30 -1.~4 -1.49 -1.4u 
.20 -?1~ -1.92 -1.67 
.10 -1.15 -?~O -2.07 
Z/H X/L .00 .10 .2Q 
MEAN PRESSURF COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASFD UPON lOC4L 
1.00 .43 .~l .7~ 
.90 .45 .64 .79 
.AO .45 .~5 .82 
.10 .42 .66 .81 
.60 .16 .~6 .91 
.So .29 .63 .92 
.40 .23 .~9 .90 
.30 .14 .57 .94 
.20 .01 .62 1.11 
.10 -.16 .14 1.44 
Z/H Y/W .00 .10 .20 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS R4SED U~ON LOCAL 
1.00 -.29 -.lq -.11 
.90 -.11 -.20 -.09 
.AO -.42 -.22 -.09 
.10 -.45 -.2~ -.13 
.60 -.43 -.2R -.19 
.50 -.3A -.29 -.23 
.40 -.32 -.25 -.23 
.30 -.27 -.23 -.24 
:t& ::~~ ::~~ ::~} 
liM X/l .00 .10 .20 
Table C2. C pmean, 
1-2 <;JDt: H4TIO wOOF WIND 000 
VHOCITY 
-.61 -.54 -.41 -.40 -.33 -.27 









-.54 -.47 -.40 -.33 -.21 
-.54 -.41 -.40 -.J4 -.27 
-.54 -.47 -.40 -.34 -.27 
-.54 -.41 -.40 -.34 -.27 
-.54 -.47 -.40 -.33 -.27 
-.54 -.47 -.40 -.J3 -.21 
-.54 -.41 -.40 -.~3 -.27 











1-2 ~IDI: ~ATIO ~I~E 1 















-.4" -.26 -.11 -.09 
-.55 -.30 -.13 -.10 
-.60 -.30 -.17 -.13 
-.h~ -.41 -.24 -.19 
-.A~ -.4b -.29 -.23 
-.17 -.44 -.32 -.24 
-.11 -.53 -.35 -.25 
-.~3 -.nO -.42 -.32 
-.<ic -.b4 -.~~ -.46 
.50 .bO .10 .1'10 
1-2 ~IOE RATIO ~1()E 2 
.~2 .~3 .M! .~~ 












.93 .9k .9" .9~ 
1.00 1.0b 1.07 1.06 
1.06 1.12 1.13 1.12 
1.10 1.18 1.19 1.1H 
1.12 1.23 1.25 1.23 
1.1~ 1.30 1.33 1.30 
1.3~ 1.45 i.44 1.45 
1.12 l.h6 1.~1 1.66 

















































































































ME.N PRESSURE COEfFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
-.;:>0 -.18 
1-2 SlOE ~ATIO 
-.17 -.1& 
~InE 4 WINO 000 
-.20 -.21 -.22 -.23 1.00 -.23 -.22 -.21 
.90 -.25 -.23 -.2? 
.80 -.26 -.2~ -.24 
.10 -.21 -.27 -.2~ 
.60 -.28 -.29 -.30 
.50 -.30 -.31 -.31 
.40 -.34 -.34 -.35 
.30 -.39 -.39 -.40 
.20 -.47 -.49 -.50 
.10 -.56 -.62 -.6S 





















-.;:>1 -.22 -.23 -.2'> 
-.73 -.24 -.2~ -.26 
-.26 -.26 -.21 -.21 
-.30 -.30 -.29 -.28 
-.33 -.32 -.31 -.30 
-.36 -.35 -.34 -.34 
-.40 -.40 -.39 -.39 
-.~9 -.50 -.4Q -.41 
-.~3 -.65 -.62 -.56 
.10 .80 .90 1.00 
s, p , y = 0.5 
NElN PRESSURF COFFFlfIENT 



















-.71 -."''''' .IIl .;>0 
NEAN PP~SSURF COF~FlflFNT 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEI) lIPON LOCAL 
1.01) -.~5 -.1,9 -.~9 
.90 -.~o -.69 -.HI 
.1'10 -.1,1 -.71 -.7~ 
.10 -.f,5 -.76 -.~] 
."0 -.h4 -.1'12 -.91, 
.50 -.61 _.P9 -1.04 
.40 -.71 -.Q~ -1.16 
.~O -.Q4 -1.14 -1.30 
.20 -1.39 -1.~1 -1."1 
.11) -?O~ -2.1'> -2.18 
Z/~ )I/L .flO .10 .20 
NEAN PQfSSURF COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS P6SEn UPOh LOCAL 
1.00 .~7 ~1 .Q3 
.91) .1'10 .k~ .90 
.AO .A9 .95 .<;9 
.10 .9;:> .QQ 1.04 
.~I) .91 1.01" 1.09 
.~O .A~ 1.02 1.12 
.40 .Ah 1.00 1.11 
.30 .1'17 1.03 1.10 
.20 .P9 1.15 1.36 
.10 .91 1.39 1.72 
l/H Y/W .00 .10 .20 
NE6N PP!':SC;III<F iOFfFICIF"'T 
COEFFICIENTS paSEO UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.16 -.li -.11 
.90 -.19 -.15 -.11 
.AI) -.23 _.IA -.1;:> 
.10 -.?A -.71 -.1 i 
.~I) -.12 -.23 -.lS 
.50 -.34 -.2~ -.16 
.41) -.14 -.24 -.I~ 
.30 -.38 -.2" -.14 
.20 -.5~ -.33 -.1, 
.10 -.1'16 -.49 -.IP 
IIH )I/l .00 .10 .20 
NEAN PRESSllRE iOFfFIfJENT 
COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.41 -._5 -.4~ 
.QO -.47 -.46 -.44 
.AO -.~I -.41-1 -.40 
.10 -.~3 -.52 -.~O 
.60 -.~~ -.~6 -.~1 
.50 -.~q -.~~ -.b4 
.40 -.~1 -.~9 -.71 
.30 -.~_ -.~2 -.81 
.lO -1.11 -I.O~ -1.0? 
.10 -1.48 -1.41 -1.34 


























































]-2 ~InE 4ATIO ROOF WINO 020 
-."1 -.'>Y -.5f> -.54 -.S2 
-.~3 -.50 -.4~ -.45 -.43 
-.47 -.44 -.41 -.39 -.3n 
-.45 -.42 -.3'1 -.36 -.33 
-.46 -.42 -.3~ -.35 -.32 
-.44 -.44 -.40 -.3" -.32 -.51 -.40 -.42 -.37 -.33 
- .... 2 -.41 -.42 -.3d -.33 
-.52 -.47 -.42 -.31'1 -.3l 
.<:'0 .£,0 .1() .80 .90 1.00 
)-1' ~lnE ~ATIO ~InE 1 WINO 020 
-.1H -.34 -.41 -.51 -.S4 -.54 




-.70 -.5" -.6" -.59 -.6" -.,,7 -.73 -.77 -.84 -.91 -.112 -.75 -.14 -.19 -.~6 













-1.~1 -}.4'::) -1.1 r -1.24 -l.OS -.~3 
-1.12 -1."H -1."f.l -1."0 -1.41 -1.15 
.-;0 .60 .70 ."10 .'10 1.00 



























































































































-.~7 -.35 -.33 -.34 -.~6 -.38 










































Table C2. C B, y = 0.5 pmean, p 
MfAN PRES~UPE COFF~ICIfNT 1-2 slOE RATTO ~OOf IOjINO 0 .. 0 ~fAN PRfSSURF COEFFICIENT 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF wIND 070 




-.813 .90 -.~6 -.R7 -.~9 -.91 -.92 -.94 -.96 -.99 .90 -.99 -.97 -.96 -.94 -.93 -.92 -.90 -.89 
.'10 -.74 -.7", -.77 -.79 -.80 -.ft2 -.A3 -.H5 -.86 .AO -.9Q -.9A -.97 -.9') -.94 -.93 -.91 -.90 -.A9 
.70 -.64 -.65 -.67 -.61! -.f.~ -.70 -.71 -.73 -.74 .70 -.9" -.95 -.<14 -.93 -.92 -.90 -.89 -.8A -.87 
.60 -.')7 -.57 -.<;1'1 -.59 -.<;9 -.60 -.60 -.61 -.61 .60 -.A7 -.8" -.A6 -.85 -.'14 -.84 -.R3 -.83 -.A2 
.50 -.<;l -.')7 -.57 -.51 -.<;1 -.51 -.51 -.50 -.50 .50 -.7'5 -.1<; -.14 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 
.40 -.51) -.49 -.4R -.47 -.46 -.45 -.44 -.43 -.41 .40 -.f.2 -.f,] -.63 -.64 -.f.4 -.61) -.6'" -.66 -.6" 
.30 -.51 -.49 -.47 -.46 -.44 -.42 -.40 -.39 -.37 .10 -.54 -.55 -.56 -.S7 -."8 -.58 -.">4 -.60 -.61 
.20 -.54 -.5t:' -.49 -.47 -.45 -.43 -.41 -.39 -.37 .20 -.'51 -.<;!' -.53 -.54 -.56 -.57 -.'iH -.59 -.60 
.10 -.5~ -.S6 -.<;] -.51 -.49 -.4' -.4'i -.43 -.41 .10 -.~~ -.'''~ -.54 -.56 -.<;7 -.58 -.S'" -.61 -.62 Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .RO .90 1.00 Y/W )IlL .00 .11) .ll) .30 .40 .'50 ."0 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
~EAN PRESSURE COFFFICIENT 1-2 C;WE RATIO SlOE I WINO 040 ~EAN PRFSC;URF COEFFICIENT 1-2 qOE RATTO SIDE 1 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON lOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS ~ASfO UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 -.39 -.63 -.71 -.73 -.53 -.3" -. ]I. -.4.] -.51 -.54 -.56 1.1)0 -.18 -.41 -.5':> -.52 -.36 -.l4 -.2'" -.43 -.53 -.'i6 -.53 
.90 -.52 -.6'5 -.73 -.70 -.60 -.50 -.4t! -.51 -.56 -.60 -.64 .90 -.:n -.44 -.50 -.4A -.40 -.34 -.31 -.45 -.51 -.5'i -.57 
.AO -.63 -.69 -.72 -.72 -.6A -.",4 -.60 -.60 -.62 -.f.7 -.73 ."0 -.46 -.4'1 -.4~ -.411 -.4" -.4"> -.46 -.411 -.51 -.55 -.60 
.70 -.69 -.75 -.80 -.&t:' -.81 -.77 -.73 -.f..9 -.70 -.74 -.80 .70 -.'52 - • ., 3 -.53 -."'" -.56 -."" -.55 -.54 -.55 -.59 -.64 .60 -.70 -.A3 -.93 -.97 -.96 -.91 -.H~ -.AO -.19 -.A1 -.85 .60 -."'3 -.59 -.64 -.61 -."8 -.67 -.65 -.63 -.63 -.65 -.68 
.50 -.68 -.R9 -1.0'5 -1.17 -1.10 -1.04 -.97 -.91 -.87 -.A4 -.83 .'iO -.'i2 -.64 -.74 -.79 -.79 -.77 -.75 -.73 -.11 -.69 -.67 
.40 -.69 -.93 -1.12 -1.l1 -1.22 -1.17 -1.11 -1.03 -.94 -.A4 -.14 .40 -.'54 -.69 -.lil _.Ai", -.A9 -.HM -.86 -.R3 -.7A -.12 -.64 
.30 -.A4 -1.05 -1.l3 -1.13 -i.35 -1.12 -1.21 -l.lA -1.0f.. -.A9 -.70 .10 -."~ -.79 -.90 -.47 -1.00 -1.01 -.9'" -.9" -.89 -.80 -.10 
.20 -1.?3 -1.19 -i."l -1.56 -1.54 -1.<;0 -i.4" -1.40 -1.27 -1.09 -.81 .;>0 -.9'5 -1.04 -1.11 -1.15 -1.16 -1.16 -1.1'5 -1.14 -1.10 -1.05 -.98 
.10 -1.A7 -1.9'5 -1.98 -1.92 -1.H1 -1.71 -1.6b -1.66 -1.59 -1.44 -1.25 .10 -1.40 -1.43 -1.44 -1.42 -1.17 -1.13 -i.14 -1.37 -1.41 -1.46 -1.51 
liM X/L .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .<;0 .~O .70 .~O .QO 1.00 lIM X/L .00 .10 .1'0 .30 .40 ."0 .hO .70 .AO .90 1.00 
~E.N PRES~URf COEFFICIENT 1-2 <;IDE RATIO <;IOE 2 WIND 040 ~r.N PQES<;URE COFFFICIENT 1-2 <;IOE ~ATIO C;InE 2 WI"IO (170 
COEFFICIE~TS ~ASEn UPON lOCAL VELOCITY 
.:31 .21 .11 -.01 -.13 
COEFFICIE~TS ~ASFO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .70 .10 .6B .62 .52 .41 1.00 -1.'>2 -1.20 -.'10 -.f.6 -.46 -.l'1 -.07 .06 -.00 -.26 -.b2 
.90 .A3 .79 .13 ."6 .5b .46 .36 .25 .12 -.01 -.19 .90 -1.19 -1.15 -.'13 -.73 -.55 - •. ~7 -.19 -.07 -.11 -.30 -.56 
.80 .94 .A6 .71 ."9 .60 .51 .40 .2A .13 -.05 -.i'4 .AO -1.30 -1.13 -.9f. -.'10 -.b] -.4h -.30 -.lQ -.20 -.33 -.53 
.70 .9A .90 .~1 .72 .~3 .54 .44 .31 .14 -.07 -.30 .711 -1.30 -1.17 -1.Oi -.AIi -.72 -.r:;., -.40 -.2Q -.29 -.3A -.53 
.~O .97 .90 .83 .75 .66 .56 .46 .33 .14 -.10 -.31 .60 -1.37 -1.2'5 -1.1? -.9A -.A1 -.64 -.4A -.31 -.36 -.44 -.56 N .50 .94 .89 .84 .77 .6H .58 .47 .33 .12 -.1'5 -.45 ."i0 -1.4A -1.15 -1.21 -1.06 -.fjq -.72 -.56 -.44 -.42 -.<;0 -.62 
.40 .92 .~7 .A2 .76 .bQ ."0 .49 .13 .09 -.21 -.55 .40 -1.60 -1.44 -1.2~ -1.12 -.96 -.HO -.63 -.51 -.49 -.57 -.70 (J1 
.30 .93 .A9 .H4 .79 .72 .h3 .52 .34 .07 -.29 -.70 .30 -1.76 -1.51 -1.34 -l.?i' -1.05 -.H9 -.73 -.61 -.59 -.67 -.AO 00 
.20 .97 .97 .95 .A8 .7A ."7 .57 .42 .11 -.36 -.90 .20 -2.03 -l.Al -1.60 -1.40 -1.20 -1.0l -.87 -.1~ -.7<; -.Ri' -.94 
.10 1.n4 1.12 1.1<; 1.05 .88 .72 .66 .55 .20 -.41 -1.16 .10 -2.40 -2.16 -i.42 -l.f.l -1.42 -1.20 -1.0C, -.9A -.97 -1.02 -1.10 
lIM Y/_ .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 lIM Y/IOj .00 .10 .2(1 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~E.N PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-? C;IOE QATIO SlOE 3 WINO 040 ~EAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-2 SInE RATIO C;IOE 3 WINO 070 
COEFFICIfNTS ~ASFO UPON lOCAL VELOCITY 
.'51 .49 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.02 -.00 .03 .08 .15 .24 .3., .44 .50 1.00 .16 .36 .... 1 .'59 .60 .64 .76 .8A .89 .77 .51 
.90 -.O~ -.02 .05 .12 .21 .31 .41 .'50 .57 .62 .b7 .90 .1 A .36 .'>2 .f..2 .68 .74 .A4 .91 .91 .82 ."9 
.80 -.14 -.04 .07 .17 .27 .31 .47 .56 .64 .73 .Al .80 .17 .36 .54 .67 .16 .1'4 .91 .90 .94 .A7 .16 
.70 -.23 -.07 .09 .22 .31 .43 .'52 .62 .71 .80 .89 .70 .11 .3'> .57 .73 .R<; .93 .9~ 1.03 .99 • I'! 9 .76 
.60 -.32 -.09 .11 .l6 .38 .47 .57 .67 .16 .84 .92 .60 -.00 • J<> .61 .HO .92 1.00 1.01 1.11 1.05 .90 .10 
.SO -.36 -.11 .11 .29 .41 .51 .61 .70 .79 .86 .93 .'50 -.10 .?A .b1 .H4 .98 1.07 1.13 1.lS 1.01 .AR .64 
.40 -.36 -.12 .1u .29 .44 .56 .64 .11 .78 .87 .96 .40 -.15 .23 .511 .A4 1.02 1.13 1.18 1.15 1.04 .A5 .63 
.30 -.41 -.13 .12 .34 .4~ .61 .6~ .76 .83 .92 1.02 .30 -.22 .22 .,,~ .92 1.11 1.l2 1.2!> 1.22 1.09 .AA .6l 
.20 -.62 -.16 .23 .48 .60 .f..9 .80 .93 1.03 1.09 1.14 .20 -.40 .30 .A'I 1.20 1.31 1.35 1.46 1.'5t:' 1.38 1.03 .55 
.10 -1.03 -.22 .41 .73 .76 .78 .91i 1.24 1.39 1.38 1.29 .10 -.70 .47 1.31 I.U 1.61 1.53 1.77 2.06 1.94 1.31 .4l 
lIM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 liM lCIL .00 .11) .70 .10 .40 .50 ."0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~EAN PRESSURE COEFFICIfNT \-l C;IUE ~ATIO SIDE 4 WINO 040 MfAN PRFSSURF COfFFICIENT \-2 <;IOE RATIO SlOE 4 WIND 070 
Cy~~~ICIENTS_~~jFD_~~gN ~?~:l ~:~~CI!!40 -.34 -.35 -.39 -.44 -.46 -.41 COEFFICIENTS PASfO UPON lOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 -.fo8 -.6A -.65 -.'56 -.45 -.40 -.47 -.59 -.65 -.62 -.'i5 
.90 -.56 -.56 -.54 -.50 -.44 -.40 -.3~ -.41 -.44 -.47 -.50 .90 -.74 -.71 -.6" -.60 -.'51 -.'i0 -.51' -.'i8 -.61 -."~ -.61 
:~g ::~~ ::~~ ::~~ ::~~ ::~~ ::~~ ::~j ::~t ::~5 ::~~ ::~~ .AO -.AO -.74 -.64 -.h'i -.62 -.60 -.60 -.60 -.bl -.',3 -.66 .70 -.85 -.80 -.17 -.75 -.74 -.13 -.71 -.69 -.b7 -.67 -.67 
.60 -.66 -.68 -.69 -.69 -.67 -."5 -.h3 -.60 -.58 -.'56 -.55 .60 -.90 -.89 -.AA -.A7 -.87 -.Ro -.1i5 -.83 -.79 -.13 -.67 
.'50 -.71 -.75 -.7d -.1b -.77 -.75 -.72 -.64 -.66 -.61 -.57 .50 -.9Q -.99 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -.9Q -.97 -.91 -.A? -.71 
40 - Al -.A3 -.85 -.A6 -.85 -.84 -.81 -.7" -.72 -.67 -.61 .40 -1.13 -1.12 -1.12 -1.12 -1.13 -1.13 -1.11 -1.07 -1.01 -.93 -.84 
:30 -:99 -.9A -.97 -.97 -.96 -.94 -.91 -.87 -.82 -.17 -.72 .30 -1.1A -1.13 -1.30 -1.78 -1.78 -1.1'1 -1.75 -1.?1 -1.17 -1.11' -1.08 
.?O -1.31 -1.27 -1.23 -1.1'1 -1.14 -1.11 -1.0~ -1.0A -1.06 -1.01 -.95 .20 -1.7" -1.h9 -1.63 -1."6 -1.'51 -1.48 -1.48 -1.50 -1.49 -1.48 -1.45 
.10 -1.76 -1.71 -1.h4 -1.<;3 -1.40 -1.33 -1.35 -1.41 -1.42 -1.31 -1.2A .10 -2.?1 -?lO -2.11 -1.911 -1.83 -1.76 -1.M2 -1.9~ ~2.00 -1.98 -1.93 
lIM Y/W .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .SO .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 l,.p' Y/. .no .10 .20 .30 .40 .~~ .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
Table C2. c -pmean, S, P y = O.S 
ME~N PRES~UHF rOEFFICIENT 1-1' <;fOE «ATTO R()OF wIND 090 
COEFFICIENTS paSFD UPO~ LOCAL VtLOCITY 
1.00 
-~90 -:90 .90 -.90 -.90 -.90 -.'i0 -.90 -~90 -.90 
.110 -.'l4 -.94 -.44 -.~4 -.94 -.94 -.94 -.'l4 -.94 
.70 -.'l4 -.'i4 -.~4 -.94 -.94 -.94 -.94 -.94 -.94 
."'0 -.90 -.'iO -.40 -.qo -.40 -.~O -.90 -.90 -.90 
.'i0 -.1i2 -.Ii? -.A2 -.1'12 -.1'12 -.82 -.A2 -.1'12 -.82 
.40 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.73 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.74 
.30 -.h7 -.h7 -.h7 -.b7 -.67 -.67 -.h7 -.67 -.67 
.;;>0 -.64 -.1'>4 -.h4 -.64 -.h4 -.h4 -.f>4 -.64 -."'4 
.10 -.64 -.f>4 -.h4 -.64 -.f>4 -.64 -.64 -.64 -.1'14 
Y/ .. X/L .00 .10 .21) .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
ME~~ PRFSSU~E COFFFICIENT 1-2 <;JDE ~ATTO <:;l()E 1 WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.31 -.50 -.6U -.~4 -.36 -.;>6 -.35 -.">1 -.51'1 -.">0 -.35 
.90 -.4A -.S2 -.")4 -.4',1 -.40 -.35 -.40 -.49 -.53 -.'i2 -.47 
.AO -.'i8 -.54 -.51 -.4rl -.46 -.45 -.46 -.49 -.52 -.54 -.57 
.70 -.flS -.5Q -.')4 -.S3 -.53 -.">4 -.'>4 -.Cd -.5S -.5'i -.64 
.60 -.67 -.65 -.61 -.h3 -.h3 -.f>4 -.1'13 -."2 -.63 -.6" -.68 
.50 -.F-A -.70 -.72 -.73 -.71 -.73 -.73 -.72 -.71 -.70 -.69 
.40 -.70 -.75 -.79 -.1'11 -.113 -.R3 -.1'11' -.Ai -.78 -.7<, -.70 
.30 -.Al -.AS -.lili -.41 -.93 -.94 -.Q,q. -.92 -.A9 -.A4 -.79 
.20 -i.04 -1.07 -1.09 -i.04 -1.09 -i.09 -i.04 -l.iO -i.09 -i.07 -i.04 
.10 -1.40 -1.4i -i.40 -i.36 -1.30 -1.?b -1.24 -1.36 -1.41 -i.44 -1.46 
ZI~ X/L .00 .10 .20 ."30 .40 .50 .flO .70 .1'10 .90 1.00 040 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-2 <:;IOE RIITIO C:;IOE 2 WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VtLOCITY 
1.00 -.77 -.95 -i.O"> -.99 -.80 -.5A -.4':> -.41 -.45 -.,6 -.70 
.90 -.A4 -.95 -1.UO -.47 -.114 -.6'1 -.51 -.52 -.S) -.Al -.73 
.AIl -.119 -.'l6 -1.110 -.'-4H -.'11 -.1i0 -.70 -.fl3 -.62 -.,,7 -.7':> 
020 "" ---...... I 3 
.70 -.90 -1.01 -1.nA -1.0'1 -1.03 -.'l3 -.1'13 -.74 -.71 -.74 -.74 
.60 -.Q2 -1.10 -1.21 -1.2b -1.20 -1.08 -.41, -.Af, -.1i2 -.1'12 -.A4 
.'50 -.Q9 -1.21 -1.31'1 -1.43 -1.36 -1.23 -1.10 -.99 -.92 -.91 -.91 
.40 -1.19 -1.36 -1.49 -i.'3 -1.41'1 -i.37 -i.24 -1.11' -1.04 -1.01 -1.01 
.30 -i.54 -1.61 -i.h6 -i."7 -i.A2 -i.S3 -i.42 -i.30 -i.2i -i.iA -i.13 
.1'0 -2.01'1 -1'.01'1 -2.0b -1.'lQ -i.A8 -1.76 -1.67 -1.">1'1 -1.49 -1.39 -1.29 
.10 -2.77 -2.75 -2.6H -2.51 -2.1'6 -2.0b -1.'19 -1.'l6 -1.87 -1.71 -1.50 
ZlH Y/¥4 .00 .10 .20 ."30 .40 .,0 .60 .70 .1'10 .90 1.00 






MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-2 C:;lOt RATIO SIDE IoIINO 090 Y·0.5 
COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .32 .59 .71i .1'13 .76 .72 .7~ .Ah .80 .58 .27 
.qO .39 .f-i .7f! .Fl6 .1'15 .1'12 .fl5 .8-. .78 .61 .39 
.80 .42 .h3 .1'10 .90 .93 ."13 .Ql • A 1'\ .79 .64 .46 
.70 .31'1 .63 .83 .'lh 1.01 1.01 1.00 .'l4 .82 .63 .41 
.60 .27 .hO .87 l.n3 1.08 1.09 1.0'=' 1.02 .8b .59 .27 
.50 .17 .,5 .A7 1.07 1.14 1.15 1.14 1.07 .87 .,4 .15 
.40 .11 .<;0 .H) 1.07 1.1'7 1.22 1.1Y 1.06 .1'13 .50 .12 
.30 .04 .49 .R>3 1.15 1.28 1.32 1.27 1.13 .87 .51 .10 
.20 -.13 .,8 1.1" 1.45 1.4'l 1.4':> 1.47 1.43 1.15 .61 -.Of> 
.10 -.43 .78 l.nil 1.'l9 I.Al l.h3 I.Al 1.'l9 1.70 .1'11 -.38 
ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 • lO .40 .'i0 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-2 C:;IDE HATIO SIDE 4 wINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS PASfO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.70 -.56 -.4S -.41 -.45 -.<;tl -.AO -.99 -1.05 -.95 -.77 
.90 -.73 -.Al -.53 -.'52 -.57 -.69 -.1'14 -.97 -1.00 -.95 -.1'14 
.AO -.75 -.67 -.h2 -."'3 -.70 -.1'\0 -.91 -.91'1 -1.00 -.96 -.1'19 
.70 -.79 -.74 -.71 -.74 -.83 -.93 -1.03 -1.09 -1.08 -1.01 -.90 
.60 -.A4 -.8? -.R? -.A6 -.96 -1.08 -1.;>0 -1.;>6 -1.1'3 -1.10 -.92 
.50 -.91 -.91 -.91' -.99 -1.10 -1.23 -1.36 -1.41 -1.38 -1.21 -.99 
.40 -1.01 -1.01 -1.0~ -1.12 -1.24 -1.37 -1.48 -1.53 -1.49 -1.36 -1.19 
.30 -1.11 -1.1" -1.?1 -1.30 -1.42 -1.<;3 -1.A2 -1.A7 -1.A6 -1."1 -1.54 
.;>0 -1.29 -1.39 -1,4'l -1-<;8 _1 _F-7 -1.76 -l.AA -1.Q9 -?Of> -2.08 -2.08 
.10 -1.s0 -1.71 -1.A7 -1.96 -1.99 -2.06 -2.1'0 -2.<;1 -2."1'1 -~.75 -2.77 
ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'i0 .60 .70 .1i0 .90 1.00 
Table e3. c a, y = 0.25 pmean, p 
MEA~ PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SlOE kATIO ROOF wINO 000 ~fAN P~fSSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SlOE ~ATtO ROOF WINO 020 




-;79 -;'7q -:79 -:19 -~80 -~AO .qO -.4? -.39 -.35 -.31 -.21 -.11 -.13 • <H) -.79 -.1'10 -.J'!O 
.1'10 -.4? -.39 -.35 -.3? -.2M -.24 -.21 -.17 -.14 .~O -.70 -.70 -.71) -.71) -.70 -.71 -.n -.71 -.71 
.70 -.42 -.39 -.35 -.3? -.28 -.24 -.21 -.17 -.14 .70 -.6] -.03 -.6? -.67' -.6? -.6i! -.1';1 ::~~ -.61 ."0 -.4? -.39 -.3~ -.31 -.2/j -.24 -.29 -.17 -.13 .60 -.57 -.0;0 -.5") -.5'5 -.54 -.53 -.s? -.51 
."0 -.4" -.3/l -.35 -.31 -.27 -.24 -.20 -.17 -.13 .50 -.51 -.51 -.SO -.48 -.47 -.46 -.44 -.43 -.42 
.40 -.42 -.3A -.35 -.31 -.27 -.24 -.20 -.17 -.13 .40 -.51 -.4Q -.40 -.44 -.42 -.41) -.3F! -.36 -.34 
.30 -.42 -.39 -.35 -.31 -.26 -.24 -.29 -.17 -.13 .10 -.51 -.44 -.46 -.41 -.41 -.38 -.36 -.31 -.31 
.20 -.43 -.39 -.36 -.32 -.2!1 -.25 -.21 -.18 -.1" .20 -.54 -.51 -.48 -.46 -.41 -.40 -.37 -.34 -.32 .10 -.44 -._0 -.37 -.31 -.29 -.20 -.?2 -.19 - .1'\ .10 -."i9 -.56 -.53 -.50 -.47 -.44 -.41 -.38 -.36 V/w X/l (/0 .10 .20 .]0 .40 .'i0 .69 .79 .RO .QO 1.00 Vlw X/L .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
MEAN PRES5U~E COEFFICIE~T 1-4 <;IOE RATIO SIflE 1 WINO 000 MEAN P~ES~UHF COfFFICI~NT 1-4 SIDE PATIO SIflE 1 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VElOCITV COEFFICIE~TS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.97 -.89 -.78 -.62 -.42 -.?4 -.13 -.08 -.08 -.12 -.17 1.0n -.31 -.613 -.'11 -.9] -.77 -."i~ -.40 -.15 -.37 -.45 -.56 
.'10 -.9'5 -.1313 -.78 -.6'+ -.4<; -.27 -.14 -.07 -.07 -.13 -.22 .'10 -."il -.72 -.87 -.Ad -.77 -.~? -.51) -.43 -.44 -.51 -.63 
• FlO -.9'; -.89 -.79 -.65 -.47 -.30 -.1 "i -.07 -.07 -.14 -.26 .AO -.63 -.76 -.85 -.A7 -.RO -.70 -.58 -.50 -.50 -.57 -.68 
.70 -1.03 -.92 -./H} -.6'; -.49 -.31 -.16 -.01') -.06 -.1 ") -.29 .70 -.66 -.RO -.90 -.93 -.87 -.77 -.66 -.57 -.55 -.59 -.67 
.60 -1.16 -.99 -.8;> -."") -.49 -.3? -.17 -.06 -.06 -.1") -.29 .60 -.63 -.A4 -1.00 -1.04 -.97 -.A5 -.73 -.63 -.59 -.59 -.63 
.'50 -1.30 -1.0A -.8f, -.67 -.49 -.11 -.17 -.07 -.06 -.1 ") -.29 .50 -.65 -.89 -1.07 -1.11 -1.06 -.Ql -.79 -.68 -.1';1 -.59 -.59 
.40 -1.45 -1.19 -.93 -.71 -.51 -.33 -.18 -.09 -.08 -.17 -.29 .40 -.RI -.4~ -1.11 -1.16 -1.12 -1.01 -.87 -.73 -.64 -.60 -.60 
.30 -1.73 -1.39 -1.06 -.77 -.54 -.34 -.29 -.12 -.12 -.20 -.31 .10 -1.12 -1.17 -1.12 -1.?3 -1.20 -1.12 -.98 -.~3 -.73 -.67 -.64 
.20 -2.29 -1.76 -1.27 -.AI; -.57 -.36 -.23 -.17 -.19 -.26 -.36 .?O -l.SS -1.~6 -1.'55 -1.49 -1.39 -1.?7 -1.16 -1.0~ -.94 -.A3 -.71 
.10 -3.13 -2.29 -1.54 -.97 -.60 -.37 -.26 -.24 -.27 -.3'i -.45 .10 -2.08 -2.14 -2.12 -1.96 -1.69 -1.47 -1.39 -1.3ij -1.28 -1.07 -.79 
Z/I-' X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'i0 .60 .70 .80 .99 I.OD Z/'" )cIL .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SIDE RATtO c; litE 2 WIND 000 MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 "IDE RATtO SInE 2 WIND 070 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITV CO~FFICIENTS PASE9 UPON LOCAL vELOC I TV 
1.00 .41 .65 .H3 .93 .93 .92 .93 .93 .83 .65 .41 1.00 .RO .90 .90 .95 .87 .77 .70 .62 .49 .30 .07 
.ClO .4~ .6_ .83 .94 .98 • (HI .98 .94 .83 .64 .4? .90 .R6 .94 .~~ .98 .92 .1'15 .76 .66 .50 .29 .os 
.AO .42 .64 .84 .9h 1.02 1.03 1.02 .96 .84 .64 .42 .AO .92 .9A 1.01 1.01 .97 .91 .82 .'-:19 .51 .2M .02 
.70 .41 .65 .Hb .99 1.06 1.08 1.00 .99 .86 .65 .41 .70 .97 1.07 1. OS 1.05 1.01 .95 .&6 .7? .53 .2i! -.00 
.60 .39 .66 .8A 1.03 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.0.1 .8F! .61') .39 ."0 .99 1.05 1. 04 1.1)8 1.04 .97 .81'1 .7<; .5'; .2k -.03 
.'50 .37 .65 .90 1.0!:l 1.12 1.13 1.12 1.0e; .40 .6!:l .37 .'i0 .99 ) .1)6 1.10 1.10 1.05 .9ll .8'1 .7'5 .54 .~h -.06 N 
.40 .34 .f'lJ .88 1.05 1.14 1.1t- 1.14 l.oe; .88 .1',3 .34 .40 .91l 1.n4 1.0~ 1.09 1.01':1 1.00 .90 .7<; .52 .27 -.12 0\ .30 .29 .f'l2 .'H 1.10 1.19 1.22 1.19 1.10 .91 .n2 .29 .30 .9A 1.05 1.10 1.12 1.10 1.0 .. .~4 .77 .51 .17 -.21 
.20 .18 .65 1.04 1.26 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.26 1.04 .1':15 .1F! .20 1.n3 1.1" 1.24 1.25 1.20 1.12 1.04 .AQ .:'9 .14 -.3f! 0 
.10 .01 .73 1.29 1.53 1.50 1.44 1.')0 1.51 1.29 .73 .01 .10 1.14 1.37 1.51 1 • .,0 1.3f:. 1.23 1.1'1 1.10 .76 .15 -.61 
IIH Y/ .. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."i0 .00 .10 .&0 .90 1.00 Z/~ Y/ .. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .flO .Q/} 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SIDE HATIO SlOE 3 WIND 000 ME4~ P~FSSU~E fOFFFICIE~T 1-4 SIOE RATIO ">IttE 3 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITV COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.0n -.17 -.12 -.08 -.08 -.13 -.74 -.42 -.n? -.78 -.AQ -.97 1.00 -.013 -.10 -.11 -.10 -.0:' .04 .17 .13 .11 -.20 -.h2 
.qo -.22 -.11 -.07 -.01 -.14 -.27 -.45 -.64 -.78 -.88 -.95 .90 -.IQ -.14 -.11 -.07 -.01 .Ob .14 .23 .12 -.17 -.54 
.1'10 -.26 -.14 -.07 -.07 -.15 -.30 -.47 -.65 -.79 -.1'19 -.96 .RO -.2'i -.11'1 -.11 -.0" .03 .11 .20 .24 .13 -.13 -.47 
.70 -.29 -.1<; -.06 -.06 -.16 -.31 -.4~ -.n6 -.80 -.92 -1.03 .70 -.27 -.19 - .11 -.1l3 .05 .14 .22 .?") .IS -.OQ -.3<; 
.60 -.29 -.15 -.06 -.06 -.17 -.32 -.49 -.65 -.82 -.99 -1.16 .f-O -.?":I -.18 -.10 -.1)2 .07 .16 .2'> .28 .18 -.04 -.32 
.~O -.29 -.l~ -.06 -.07 -.17 -.33 -.49 -.67 -.86 -1.0a -1.30 .">1) -.2'5 -.l~ -.10 -.02 .08 .18 .27 .30 .21 -.00 -.27 
.40 -.29 -.17 -.08 -.09 -.18 -.33 -.51 -.71 -.9) -l.I Q -1.45 .40 -.21'1 -.19 -.10 -.00 .10 .20 .2~ .31 .22 .02 -.23 
.30 -.31 -.20 -.12 -.12 -.20 -.34 -.54 -.77 -1.96 -1.39 -1.73 .30 -.35 -.2? -.0'1 .03 .13 .?2 .31 .33 .25 .07 -.17 
.20 -.31'; -.26 -.19 -.17 -.23 -.36 -.~7 -.F!6 -1.~7 -1.7b -2.29 .20 -.48 -.75 -.05 .09 .1R .27 .37 .42 .37 .19 -.04 
.10 -.4'5 -.35 -.27 -.24 -.26 -.37 -.60 -.97 -1.54 -2.?Q -3.13 .10 -.f-4 -.29 .00 .18 .2f! .33 .4/) .SF! .57 .40 .16 
Z/H ~/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .49 .50 .60 .70 • I'! a .90 1.00 Z/H X/L .00 .10 .70 .30 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
M~A~ PRES~URE COEFFICIENT 1-4 ~IDE ~ATro ~InE 4 ~INO 000 ME4~ P~ESSURf COEFFICIENT 1-4 SIDE MATIO SIDE 4 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
1.00 -.16 -.20 -.21 -.20 -.17 -.If:, -.11 -.?O -.21 -.20 -.16 1.00 -.44 -.40 -.37 -.36 -.37 -.3f> -.33 -.?9 -.29 -.33 -.39 
.90 -.20 -.21 -.21 -.21 -.19 -.18 -.19 -.21 -.21 -.21 -.20 .QO -.47 -.44 -.41 -.40 -.40 -.39 -.36 -.34 -.33 -.16 -.40 
.AO -.22 -.2~ -.22 -.21 -.21 -.21 -.21 -.21 -.2~ -.22 -.22 .1'10 -.50 -.47 -.45 -.44 -.41 -.42 -.40 -.38 -.38 -.39 -.41 
.70 -.24 -.23 -.23 -.23 -.24 -.24 -.24 -.23 -.23 -.23 -.24 .70 -.52 -.<;1} -.49 -.4~ -.47 -.45 -.44 -.42 -.42 -.42 -.43 
.60 -.?4 -.2~ -.26 -.26 -.26 -.?6 -.26 -.?f> -.26 -.2") -.24 .60 -.54 -.'i1 -.51 -.">2 -.51 -.49 -.47 -.4h -.45 -.45 -.45 
.<;0 -.25 -.27 -.2F! -.29 -.29 -.?9 -.29 -.2~ -.28 -.27 -.25 .50 -."i<; -.5<; -.56 -.C;') -.54 -.52 -.50 -.48 -.47 -.46 -.45 
.40 -.28 -.29 -.30 -.31 -.31 -.32 -.31 -.31 -.30 -.29 -.2A .40 -.<;6 -.57 -.57 -.57 -.56 -.54 -.")c -.50 -.48 -.45 -.43 
.30 -.3l' -.33 -.33 -.34 -.35 -.35 -.35 -.34 -.33 -.33 -.33 .30 -.1',3 -.62 -.61 -.61} -.59 -.")7 -.56 -.53 -.51 -.48 -.44 
.20 -.41 -.41 -.42 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.'+1 -.42 -.41 -.41 .20 -.80 -.75 -.71 .... (-,9 -.67 -.66 -.64 -.62 -.60 -.57 -.54 
.10 -.51 -.')4 -.5<; -.S) -.50 -.4'; -.50 -.S3 -.5') -.54 -.51 .10 -1.07 -.98 -.90 -.fllt -.81 -.79 -.77 -.7" -.75 -.74 -.73 
Z/H V/'r4 .00 .lO .20 .39 .40 ."i0 • M) .71) .81) .qO 1.00 Z/H VI." .00 .19 .20 .10 .40 .50 .nO .79 .AO .90 1.00 
Table C3. C 13, y = 0.25 pmean, p 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SlOE RATIO ROOF wINO 040 MfA~ PRESSURE COEFFICIfNT 1-4 SIDE RATTO ROOF WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS gASED UPON LOC~L VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
-1.32 -1.29 -1.21 -1.24 -i:21 -1.1H -i.lS -i.12 -1.09 
1.00 
-~79 .90 .90 -.~4 -.A3 -.~3 -.82 -.Al -.lil -.80 -.19 
.~o -1.15 -1.12 -1.09 -1.07 -1.04 -1.01 -.98 -.96 -.93 .80 -.83 -.83 -.I'I~ -.81 -.Hi -.80 -.81) -.19 -.78 
.70 -.98 -.96 -.94 -.91 -.89 -.87 -.~4 -.8~ -.1'40 .10 -.1'12 -.8? -.1'11 -.81 -.80 -.19 -.79 -.78 -.78 
.60 -.81 -.81 -.80 -.78 -.77 -.7C, -.7, -.72 -.70 .60 -.80 -.80 -.79 -.79 -.79 -.18 -.78 -.78 -.71 
."i0 -.h9 -.69 -.68 -.68 -.67 -.1)7 -.66 -.66 -.65 .<;0 -.78 -.77 -.77 -.77 -.77 -.71 -.77 -.11) -.71, 
.40 -.60 -.60 -.61 -.61 -.b? -.62 -.61 -.63 -.64 .40 -.75 -.75 -.75 -.75 -.75 -.75 -.15 -.75 -.15 
.30 -.56 -.57 -.58 -.59 -.hI -.62 -.61 -.64 -.66 .30 -.12 -.71 -.71 -.7] -.73 -.73 -.13 -.74 -.74 
.20 -.57 -.51i! -.60 -.62 -.h] -.6<; -.61i -.68 -.70 .20 -.70 -.70 -.71 -.71 -.71 -.72 -.72 -.1? -.72 
.10 -.61 -.6 ~ -.65 -.61 -.6R -.70 -.1~ -.74 -.7<; .10 -.I'A -.64 -.f>9 -.69 -.70 -.70 -.10 -.10 -.71 
V/W XII. .01) .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .71) .80 .90 1.00 Y/W X/L .00 .10 .21} .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
ME4N PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 ~IDE RATIO SInE 1 WINO 040 MEAN PRfSSURf COEFFICIENT 1-4 <;IDE RATIO SlOE 1 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.48 -.66 -.77 -.78 -.6A -.55 -.40 -.42 -.44 -.<;0 -.51 1.00 -.26 -.52 -.68 -.67 -.52 -.40 -.43 -.54 -.60 -.56 -.47 
.90 -.<;9 -.71 -.78 -.79 -.71 -.64 -.56 -.51 -.51 -.<;7 -.66 .qO -.44 -.57 -.6<; -.6'> -.57 -.50 -.50 -.54 -.57 -.59 -.<;9 
.AO -.6A -.76 -.81 -.83 -.79 -.73 -.6<; -.59 -.59 -.64 -.73 .AO -.'ill -.62 -.65 -.1',5 -.63 -.hO -.<;7 -.<;5 -.51 -.62 -.68 
.70 -.72 -.82 -.89 -.91 -.1l8 -.Al -.74 -.MI -.67 -.11 -.78 .10 -.64 -.68 -.70 -.72 -.72 -.f>9 -.6'> -.61 -.60 -.64 -.69 
.60 -.14 -.AA -.99 -1.02 -.9A -.<10 -.Il;> -.76 -.74 -.76 -.81 .60 -.64 -.73 -.7'1 -.A2 -.82 -.78 -.74 -.7/j -.67 -.6'i -.64 
.<;0 -.79 -.96 -1.08 -1.11 -1.07 -.98 -.89 -.1'12 -.79 -.1<::' -.81 .'SO -.f-6 -.7F! -.81l -.92 -.91 -.R7 -.A1 -.79 -.14 -.6H -.6? 
.40 -.94 -1.05 -1.13 -1.16 -1.14 -1.07 -.47 -.1'18 -.82 -.;\0 -.80 .40 -.7~ -.8~ -.93 -.9H -.<19 -.97 -.92 -.R'5 -.19 -.74 -.69 
.30 -1.?0 -1.7.3 -1.25 -1.25 -1.24 -1.19 -1.09 -.9Q -.90 -.~4 -.1'11 .30 -.97 -1.07. -1.06 -1.09 -1.10 -1.09 -1.04 -.97 -.92 -.R9 -.87 
.20 -1.~7 -1.56 -1.55 -1.50 -1.43 -1.35 -J.2~ -1.20 -1.11 -1.01 -.R9 .20 -1.30 -1.34 -1.37 -1.35 -1.31 -1.27 -1.2? -1.23 -1.22 -1.19 -1.15 
.10 -2.03 -2.01 -2.04 -1.92 -1.72 -1.57 -1.54 -1.<;<; -1.48 -1.29 -1.05 .11l -1.73 -1.84 -l.HA -1.79 -1.62 -1.50 -1.54 -1.65 -1.69 -1.63 -1.51 
ZlH X/L .00 • i 0 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 lIH ~/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
MEAN PR~SSURE COEFFICIENT }-4 GIOE RATIO SInE 2 WINO 040 MFAN PRESSURF COEFFICIENT 1-4 SIDE RATTO SInE 2 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1,00 .~6 .65 .61 .'i8 .51 .42 .33 .22 .08 -.01 -.24 1.00 -1.~3 -1.39 -1.22 -1.03 -.Al -.hl -.4b -.31 -.36 -.42 -.<;1 
.90 .72 .70 .61i .61 .54 .46 .36 .24 .09 -.09 -.29 .90 -1.lA -1.29 -1.IH -1.0<; -.90 -.74 -.60 -.<;0 -.47 -.<;? -.60 
.80 .71 .73 .69 .64 .57 .49 .39 .26 .10 -.11 -.33 .AO -1.7.7 -1.?3 -l.IH -1.10 -1.00 -.1'111 -.74 -.", -.59 -.6" -.69 .70 .79 .75 .70 .6S .<;8 .49 .39 .26 .08 -.14 -.39 .70 -1.?5 -1.2~ -1.25 -1.20 -1.12 -1.01 -.88 -.76 -.71 -.72 -.76 N 
.60 .71 .74 .70 .1>4 .56 .48 .3H .25 .06 -.18 -.45 .hO -1.31 -1.35 -1.37 -1.34 -1.25 -1.13 -1.00 -.89 -.83 -.1'12 -.83 Q"\ .C;O .71 .69 .67 .62 .55 .46 .30 .22 .03 -.2? -.50 .50 -1.40 -1.46 -1.49 -1.46 -1.36 -1.24 -1.11 -1.00 -.93 -.90 -.90 I--' .40 .62 .63 .62 .59 .53 .45 .34 .19 -.01 -.28 -.<;1 .40 -1.<;2 -1.S'S -1.57 -1.54 -1.46 -1.34 -1.21 -1.09 -1.01 _.99 -.98 
.30 .53 .57 .58 .57 .52 .44 .34 .18 -.OS -.3<; -.69 .30 -1.73 -1.73 -1.72 -1.h7 -1.59 -1.4~ -1.35 -1.?3 -1.15 -1.13 -1.13 
.20 .47 .55 .61 .60 .53 .44 .3<; .20 -.07 -.47 -.93 .;;>0 -2.13 -2.11 -2.0ry -1.98 -1.87 -1.73 -1.60 -1.50 -1.43 -1.40 -1.40 
.10 .42 .59 .70 .68 .55 .43 .36 .25 -.07 -.62 -1.29 .10 -2.74 -2.~9 -2.61 -l'.47 -2.28 -2.10 -1.98 -1.90 -1.85 -1.81 -1.77 
ZlH Y/. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<)0 .1>0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Z/H Y/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .1>0 .7(1 .AO .90 1.00 
ME~N PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 SIDE RATIO "WE WINO 040 MEAN PRESSURE COfFFrcr~NT 1-4 SIDE RATIO 5 lIJE 3 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFfICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELUCITY 
1.00 .01 -.01 -.00 .03 .11 .22 .3':> .47 .53 .54 .52 1.00 .16 .34 .47 .53 .53 .58 .74 .A9 .90 .7<; .51 
.90 -.09 -.03 .03 .11 .20 .30 .41 .52 .60 .1>7 .73 .90 .15 .J3 .4>1 .58 .63 .70 .1'12 .91 .90 .79 .61 
.80 -.11 -.05 .07 .18 .29 .38 .41'; .'S7 .67 .18 .90 .110 .13 .32 .':>0 .63 .73 .I\? .90 .9'i .92 .'12 .68 
.70 -.24 -.06 .10 .24 .3':; .45 .54 .63 .74 • At'> .99 .70 .09 .33 .54 .70 .82 ."1 .98 1.01 .97 .R5 .70 
.~o -.28 -.06 .13 .28 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .91 1.02 .60 .03 .32 .<;8 .77 .89 .97 1.Ob 1.09 1.03 .8R .61 
.50 -.32 -.08 .14 .31 .43 .54 .64 .74 .83 .92 1.02 .'SO -.06 .28 .':>9 .AO .94 1.03 1.11 1.13 1.0<; .fl6 .61 
.40 -.37 -.11 .12 .32 .47 .58 .b7 .74 .83 .92 1.03 .40 -.16 .20 .54 .1'10 .91'4 1.09 1.1'" 1.12 1.00 .79 .53 
.30 -.41 -.15 .14 .37 .54 .65 .73 .80 .88 .98 1.09 .30 -.31 .15 .':>Ii .1>.7 1.08 1.20 1.24 I.?O 1.03 .71> .44 
.20 -.~7 -.17 .25 .53 .67 .76 .87 .Q9 1.09 1.17 1.24 .20 -."il .?l .81 1 • 1 7 1.31 1.38 1.48 1."i1 1.32 .s<::, .33 
.10 -.96 -.18 .45 .79 .81 .92 1.10 1.33 1.4f1 1.50 1.46 .10 -.77 .40 1.:H 1.71 1.68 1.64 1.1'11 2.09 1.88 1.1" .?2 
Z/H X/L .00 .10 .29 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'iO .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
ME4N PRESGURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 <;!OE R A TI 0 SlOE 4 WINO 040 MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1-4 "HlE RATIO SIDE 4 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS @ASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -.58 -.57 -.55 -.53 -.50 -.47 -.44 -.44 -.46 -.51 -.58 1.00 -.64 -.68 -.69 -.64 -.54 -.4fi -.52 -.59 -.64 -.64 -.61 
.90 -.51'1 -.57 -.55 -.53 -.51 -.49 -.47 -.46 -.47 -.51 -.56 .90 -.70 -.69 -.h7 -.64 -.58 -.5':> -.55 -.<;8 -.~I -.6? -.63 
.AO -.59 -.58 -.56 -.55 -.54 -.53 -.51 -.49 -.49 -.52 -.55 .AO -.1<; -.71 -.6f! -.6(, -.64 -.62 -.61 -.60 -.60 -.1>2 -.64 
.70 -.6? -.62 -.('1 -.61 -.60 -.<;8 -.56 -.54 -.54 -.55 -.56 .70 -.80 -.77 -.7<; -.73 -.73 -.72 -.69 -.67 -.65 -.6f, -.67 
.60 -.1'6 -.61'1 -.69 -.69 -.61 -.65 -.63 -.61 -.60 -.sq -.59 .60 -.AS -.1'15 -.8S -.1'15 -.84 -.83 -.81 -.18 -.15 -.73 -.11 
.50 -.70 -.71 -.7S -.7'5 -.14 -.72 -.70 -.67 -.65 -.62 -.60 .'SO -.91 -.93 -.9~ -.95 -.95 -.93 -.91 -.Fl9 -.8S -.1'10 -.75 
.40 -.74 -.77 -.78 -.79 -.79 -.77 -.74 -.71 -.67 -.64 -.60 .40 -.Q9 -1.01 -1.01 -1.04 -1.04 -1.02 -1.00 -.91 -.92 -.1'17 -.82 
.30 -.AA -.87 -.87 -.87 -.87 -.8') -.ti3 -.79 -.7<; -.71 -.67 .30 -1.11'1 -1.17 -1.17 -1.11', -1.17 -1.16 -1.13 -1.09 -1.05 -1.02 -.91'1 
.20 -1.20 -1.1t; -1.11 -1.07 -1.05 -1.03 -1.01 -.9F! -.96 -.92 -.89 .20 -1.<;8 -1.53 -1.4~ -1.44 -1.41 -1.19 -1.37 -1.36 -1.35 -1.34 -1.33 
.10 -1.13 -1.1>1 -1.51 -1.41 -1.34 -1.30 -1.29 -1.30 -1.30 -1.29 -1.27 .10 -2.11 -2.07 -1.97 -1.~7 -1.77 -1.72 -1.74 -1.79 -1.83 -1.85 -1.A5 
ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 ZI-' Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 








.60 -.78 -.19 





.20 -.69 -.f>9 
.10 -.6~ -.66 
Y/~ X/L .no .10 .21) 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIE~T 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.35 -.53 -.63 
.90 -.54 -.59 -.61 
.80 -.69 -.65 -.61 
.70 -.75 -.70 -.66 
.60 -.75 -.74 -.13 
.~O -.19 -.BO -.81 
.40 -.94 -.90 -.R8 
.~O -1.17 -1.09 -1.02 
.20 -1.46 -1.41 -1.3~ 
.10 -1.16 -1.85 -1.86 
11M X/l .00 .10 .20 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.68 -.81 -.88 
.90 -.74 -.Rl -.84 
.80 -.80 -.83 -.84 
.70 -.85 -.89 -.92 
.60 -.R9 -.98 -1.05 
.50 -.95 -1.0A -1.19 
.40 -1.07 -1.19 -1.28 
.30 -1.32 -1.39 -1.4~ 
.20 -1.11 -1.82 -1.85 
.10 -2.43 -2.47 -2.48 
IIH Y/~ .no .10 .20 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL 
1.00 .33 .59 .11 
.90 .38 .59 .16 
.RO .40 .60 .16 
.10 .37 .60 .80 
.~O .29 .60 .85 
.50 .19 .55 .86 
.40 .07 .46 .80 
.30 -.07 .41 .83 
:i8 ::~j :iji l:l1 
11M X/L .00 .10 .20 
MEAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL 
1.00 -.69 -.69 -.66 
.90 -.14 -.12 -.69 
.AO -.80 -.71 -.74 
.70 -.87 -.R5 -.84 
.60 -.96 -.96 -.91 
.50 -1.05 -1.07 -1.10 
.40 -1.11 -1.18 -1.21 
.30 -1.35 -1.36 -1.38 
.20 -1.67 -1.10 -1.12 
.10 -2.12 -2.20 -2.24 
11M V/W .00 .10 .20 
Table C3. C -pmean, 13, p 
1-4 SInE RATIO ROOF ~INO 090 
VELOCITY 
-.R2 -.82 -.R2 -.A2 -.A2 -.82 -.A2 
-.81 -.81 -.Rl -.81 -.Al -.81 -.In 
-.80 -.80 -.RO -.80 -.80 -.80 -.80 
-.79 -.79 -.79 -.19 -.7A -.78 -.1R 
-.17 -.11 -.77 -.11 -.77 -.71 -.71 
-.75 -.15 -.75 -.7"> -.75 -.75 -.75 
-.12 -.72 -.72 -.72 -.72 -.72 -.72 
-.69 -.69 -.69 -.69 -.69 -.69 -.69 -.6" -.66 -.66 -.66 -.6~ -.66 -.66 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .81) .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE HATIn SlOE 1 WINO 090 
VELOCITY 
-.59 -.45 -.:'17 -.45 -.59 -.63 -.<;3 -.35 
-.58 -.51 -.47 -.'>1 -.<;1'1 -.61 -.59 -.54 
-.0;9 -.51 -.56 -.51 -.59 -.61 -.65 -.1'>9 
-.~4 -.6'5 -.65 -.6" -.tl4 -.66 -.70 -.75 
-.13 -.73 -.74 -.73 -.73 -.13 -.74 -.75 
-.R2 -.A2 -.1'12 -.1'12 -.A? -.81 -.AO -.79 
-.A8 -.89 -.90 -.R9 -.A8 -.R8 -.90 -.94 
-.99 -1.00 -1.01 -1.00 -.99 -1.02 -1.09 -1.17 
-1.28 -1.21 -1.18 -1.21 -1.2A -1.35 -1.41 -1.46 
-1.13 -1.51 -1.39 -1.51 -1.73 -1.86 -1.A5 -1.76 
.30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE RATIO c; If)E 2 WIND 090 
VELOCITY 
-.1'11 -.63 -.49 -.50 -.58 -.66 -.69 -.tl9 
-.RO -.11 -.63 -.62 -.65 -.69 -.72 -.74 
-.A3 -.80 -.71 -.74 -.74 -.74 -.77 -.AO 
-.93 -.93 -.91 -.88 -.€l5 -.A4 -.A5 -.87 
-1.09 -1.09 -1.0b -1.01 -.99 -.91 -.96 -.96 
-1.24 -1.23 -1.20 -1.16 -1.13 -1.10 -1.07 -1.05 
-1.34 -1.35 -1.33 -1.29 -1.25 -1.21 -1.1A -1.17 
-1.50 -1.51 -1.50 -1.46 -1.42 -1.38 -1.36 -1.35 
-1.84 -1.80 -1.77 -1.15 -1.74 -1.12 -1.70 -1.61 
-2.39 -2.23 -2.13 -2.14 -2.21 -2.24 -2.20 -2.12 
.30 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1 • 0 0 
1-4 SIDE ~ATIO SIDE ~I1JO 090 
V:~SCIT:69 .62 .69 .79 .11 .,>9 .33 
.Rl .78 .15 .18 .Al .76 .59 .38 
.85 .81 .87 .81 .A5 .76 .60 .40 
.92 .96 .(H .96 .92 .80 .60 .31 
1.00 1.05 1.0~ 1.05 1.00 .85 .60 .29 
1.04 1.11 1.12 1.11 1.04 .86 ."i5 .19 
1.04 1.16 1.20 1.16 1.04 .80 .46 .07 
1.12 1.27 1.31 1.27 1.12 .83 .41 -.01 
1. 46 1.51 1.49 1.51 1.46 1.13 .52 -.24 .07 1.91 1.74 1.91 2.07 1.74 .81 -.43 
.30 .40 .50 .~O .70 .80 .90 1.00 
1 -4 S I DE R A TI 0 SIDE 4 ~IN,) 090 
VElOCITY 
-.58 -.50 -.49 -.63 -.'11 -.88 -.81 -.68 
-.65 -.62 -.63 -.71 -.81) -.84 -.Al -.74 
-.74 -.14 -.77 -.AI) -.A) -.84 -.83 -.RO 
-.85 -.8R -.91 -.93 -.93 -.92 -.R9 -.85 
-.99 -1.01 -1.06 -1.09 -1.09 -1.0e; -.98 -.89 
-1.13 -1.16 -1.20 -1.23 -1.24 -1.19 -1.0A -.95 
-1.25 -1.29 -1.33 -1.35 -1.34 -1.28 -1.19 -1.07 
-1.42 -1.46 -1.50 -1.51 -1.50 -1.46 -1.39 -1.32 
-1.74 -1.75 -1.71 -1.80 -1.84 -1.85 -1.82 -1.77 
-7.21 -2.14 -2.13 -2.23 -2.39 -2.48 -2.47 -2.43 
.30 .40 .<;0 .tlO .70 .80 .90 1.00 










Table C4. Cprms , S' Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 1 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT M. lA~f~ 1 1-1 ':i l;)t ..,AT TO J.;,)OF 11111011) OUO RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIFNT R. I AYFg 1 1-1 '>11l1-_ ~ATI{j I<'OOF IIIl"'U OlO 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO uPON lOCAL VFIOCtTY COEFFICIEI\jTS RASfO UPON LOCAL VHflCJTY 
1:8g .20 .ll .?? .13 ~rl+ .tJ ~23 ;23 1.00 .rU .1'1 ; i9 .t4 .qo .20 .19 .;>0 .20 .to .19 
.AO .20 .21 .?2 .~j ."J .1.1 .73 .23 .23 .1'0 .1<1 .IY .1<1 .1., .1'" .ld • HI .18 .18 .70 .20 .21 .?~ .23 .(,3 .i'J .73 .l3 .23 .70 .110\ .1H .110\ .1 A .1" .1M .111 .18 .18 .60 .20 .21 .?~ .ll .r" .;'>'4< .';>3 .23 .23 ."0 .l A .I>i .liol .111 .1>1 .ll .1:1 .11 .17 
.~O .lO .ll .77 .7J .14 .2 .. .7" .l3 .23 .<;0 .11 .17 .1 1 .1 7 .17 .17 .11 .It. .16 
.40 .20 .21 .l7 .2) .7 .. ." .. .l.1 .ll .23 .40 .1') .1" .It> .In .1t> .1" .16 .1" .16 .30 .20 .21 .?2 .21 .?3 .23 .lJ .23 .23 .30 .1f> .16 .11', .1., .1 ~ .1"> .1'> .15 .15 
.20 .20 .21 .?2 .23 .,» .23 .73 .73 .23 .?O .1<) .1" .1'" .1'? .1., .1':> .1':> .14 .14 .10 .20 .21 .72 .23 .?4 .2" .<'3 .23 .23 .10 .1 "i .14 • J 4 .lr) .1 ~ .1 .. .14 .14 .14 V/W ~/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .4U ."0 .,.,0 .70 .~O .90 1.00 VIlli X/L .00 .10 .70 .;F) .4n • ...,U .flU .70 .MO .'70 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFTCIENT H. lAYE~ I 1-1 <:;Jr,~ I<IAT1() <;IOE 1 11111110 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. l AYf~ I \-1 "I·'~ ... ~TJQ ') IIlf. 1 11111110 020 
COEFFICIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.71 .23 .26 .28 
COEFFICIEIliTS RASED UPON [OCfI!. V~I .)CITY 
1.00 .17 .21 .74' .2" .21 .1'1 .1'1 1.0n .nll .09 .U~ .nil .O~ • ut .Li") • ()J'1 .11 .1~ .21 .qO .1$1 .21 .23 .24 .<'l .21 .?2 .;:>3 .25 .21 .30 .<10 .Oq .OQ .OM .,)>1 .07 • ,J , • ill .t14 .11 .1'+ .18 
.1'0 .19 .22 .24 .<'4 .24 .24 .?4 .,>., .27 .2<1 .32 .1'10 .09 .09 .O>i .(lH .OM .fJH .0<:1 .U-f .11 .13 .11 
.70 .1<1 .23 .2~ .?7 .27 .21 .i>1 .;:>1 .29 .31 .34 .70 .nq .Oll .04 .04 .Oc, .0<> .10 .10 .JI .14 .11 
.~O .19 .24 .2~ .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .31 .33 .36 .(,(l .OA .09 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 .13 .It> .1 'i 
.50 .20 .2(' .30 .33 .33 • ~3 .32 .32 .33 .35 .38 .50 .0$1 .10 .11 .11 .1t' .12 .Il .12 .14 .1 ts .22 
.40 .21 .27 .32 .3'5 .36 .-,5 .3"> .3"; .36 .36 .'+1 .40 .10 .11 .12 .) 3 • I J .13 .13 .1'+ .16 ./:'o .25 
.3~ .25 .30 .35 .37 .3M .31:1 • 'ill .3", .40 .42 .45 .30 .13 .13 .13 • \4 .14 .14 .14 .15 .18 .1>3 .30 :f8 :~j :~! ::g :!l ::~ .41 .41 .42 .44 .47 .51 .20 .16 .1<; .1., • \<; • I'"> .I~ .16 .1 T .21 .29 .38 .44 .44 .4" .4'1 • .,3 .58 .10 .18 .1>'4 .110\ .11 .17 .11 .17 .19 .25 .31 .51 
ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."'U .bl) .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZIH X/L .00 .10 .2ll ."10 .40 • ..,0 .nO .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PR~SSURE COEFFICI~NT H. LAYED 1 1-1 <; IDE. ~ A T 10 <;IO~ 2 Wllllli 000 RMS PRFSSURE COEFFTCIENT k. lflY~~ 1 1-1 SlOE >-(IlTto <;lOE 2 1oI1NO 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIf~TS ~ASEn UPON LOC~l VELOCITY 
.12 .09 1.00 .10 .11 .21 .1<1 .13 .111 .1 J .1'1 .21 .17 .10 1.00 .l~ .l~ .<'0 .14 .lh • 1 ~ .1':> .16 .1~ .qO .14 .11 .19 .11 .14 .1.:1 .14 .11 .19 .11 .14 .90 .19 .19 .IY .1'1 .1" • 1 ~ .1"> .15 .i5 .13 .11 .AO .1A .1A .17 .16 .It> .1 ~ .It> .10 .17 .HI .18 .AO .21 .1<1 .1>< .17 .1 " .1t> .1'> .1:> .14 .14 .13 .70 .IA .IA .17 .11 .17 .It> .17 .17 .17 .1" .18 .70 .?1 .IQ .1 H .17 .1 7 .Ih .Ih .15 .14 .14 .13 N 
.~O .l~ .17 .IR .14 .2ll .70 .~O .1'1 .ld .17 .16 .~O .19 .19 .1" .1li .11 .17 .In .If> .15 .14 .14 Q\ 
.~O .14 .17 .<'0 .72 .2~ ."3 .22 .22 .20 .11 .14 .50 .1 q .19 .14 .1>1 .1" .17 .17 .1" .15 .15 .14 (.N .40 .13 .IA .22 .;:>4 .2~ .2':> .<'':1 .2'+ .22 .1" .13 .40 .2'0 .1<1 .1-; .1'7 .1>-1 .1/1 .1 , .16 .16 .lb .1!:l 
.30 .13 .19 .24 .<'7 .27 ./7 .l7 .27 .24 .19 .13 .30 .23 .21 .",) .1" .11./ .1 y .It! .11 .11 .11 .11 
.20 .1~ .21 .2~ .7H .30 .)0 .~,) .28 .25 .21 .16 .2'0 .24 .23 .2;> .21 .7U .1" .1'7 .1':1 .19 .18 .17 .10 .20 .23 .2" .79 .32 .32 .32 .24 .2~ .23 .20 .10 .2<; .7(, .2b .?'" .22 .20 .20 .22 .22 .19 .16 llH Y/~ .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .!::>O ."0 .10 .1*0 .<10 1.00 ZlH V/W .00 .10 .70 .10 .40 • '">(J .hO .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. lflYE~ 1 1-1 <'11)1: "liT 10 <;IN' ) wINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFtCI~NT H. LAYt:~ I I-I 5Iflt: ~ATIO SlOE 3 IIIINI) 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED uPON LOCAL VfLuCITY 
.? .. .21 .11 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASfO UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
.21 1.00 .28 .2~ .23 .21 .l~ .1'" .tl .24 1.00 .11 .06 .O/:' .0) .06 .14 .1" .42 .42 .02 
.90 .30 .27 .<'~ .1» .22 .21 .l2 .';>4 .23 .21 .18 .90 .11 .06 .0"> .0,., .10 .1 1 .21 .36 .38 .29 .13 
.80 .32 .29 .;>1 .I>~ .24 .24 .,> .. .24 .24 .22 .19 .1'0 .15 .09 .On .On .13 .<'0 .?7 .33 .35 .30 .21 
.10 .34 .31 .29 .~1 .21 .2'{ .'>1 .27 .7:; .23 .19 .10 .1 c:; .0<1 .07 .09 .16 .72 .<' .. .3,+ .36 .30 .21 
.60 .3~ .33 .31 .30 .30 .30 • .JO .)0 ./:'H .24 .19 .t.0 .13 .OR • Of:> .10 .11 .r,> • ~3 .39 .39 .30 .11 
.50 .38 .35 .33 .~;:> .32 .13 .j) .33 .30 .?6 .20 .~O .11 .014 .01 .11 .1 " .~ri .37 .43 .42 .30 .13 .40 .41 .3~ .36 .)~ .35 .3e, .31, .3-:' .32 .21 .21 .40 .Oq .Oll .10 .15 .23 .31 .3'1 .44 .43 .32 .16 
.30 .45 .42 .40 .3H .38 .:Hl • 'H~ .37 .3'5 .30 .25 .30 .07 .10 .14 .1>1) .77 .13 .4U .4"> .4S .36 .24 
.20 .<;1 .47 .44 .42 .41 .4} ... 1 .41 .40 .37 .33 .20 .01 .11 .1 .., .?"> .?'-I .,'16 .43 .4M .49 .44 .35 
.10 .5~ .53 .49 .40 .44 .44 .4~ .41 .48 .48 .41 .10 .10 .11 .1" .?1 .30 • ,y ." , .54 • .,6 .54 .49 Z/H ~/L .00 .10 .1.0 .30 .40 .'">0 .flll .70 .RO .90 1.00 ZlH X/L .1)1) .10 .2,) .10 .40 ."u .,.,0 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYE~ 1 1 -1 '>I DE. fJ II T [ (; <;[O[ 4 IoIINO 000 RMS PRESSURE CO~FFICIENT H. l AY~R 1 1-1 <; Ell'. ~ A T [0 SlOE 4 wINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO uPON LOCAL VELOCIlY 
.16 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VEl,OCtTY 
1.00 .1(' .17 .17 .15 • l:~ .11 .IJ • I:; .11 .11 1.00 .OR .(l9 .10 .0~ .06 .O~ .Uo .07 .08 .On .01 
.90 .18 .11 .16 .14 .1 J .1t? .13 .1,+ .16 .11 .18 .qO .09 .09 .04 .O~ .07 .(Jf-, .Of) .01 .01 .Ot! .08 
.f\0 .<'0 .18 .1"i .14 .13 .1 J .13 .14 .1!:l .18 .20 .1'0 .) 0 .09 .OQ .oe .07 .07 .U1 .07 .01 .07 .08 
.70 .21 .18 .1<; .14 .1 J .13 .13 .14 .15 .It! .21 .70 .11 .10 .O~ .O~ .OH • fJt1 .0-' .01 .07 .On .0f4 
.60 .21 • 1R .In .14 .14 .1 .. .1 .. .14 .16 .18 .21 .60 .11 .10 .10 .n., .0'-1 .On .0>1 .Ott .08 .08 .08 
.50 .22 .1<1 .11 .IS .14 .14 .14 .1 <; .11 .19 .22 .50 .11> .11 .11 .1'1 .11' .0'-1 .()9 .09 .oa .08 .OA 
.40 .;>4 .70 .11 .15 .1, .15 .15 .15 .11 .20 .24 .40 .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 .1 u .lO .04 .09 .09 .O'i 
.30 .26 .21 .1 101 .1" .1") • It'> .1.., .1" .18 .21 .26 .30 .15 .14 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.20 .2A .?4 .ll .1>1 .17 .16 .If .11:1 .21 .24 .28 .20 .IA .16 .14 .1:! .12 .17. .12 .12 .12 .12 .1<' 
.10 .30 .?9 .21 .1>3 .1"" .17 • J" .2.1 .27 .29 .30 .10 .;>~ .<'0 .17 .1" .13 .13 .1, .14 .14 .14 .14 ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .?O • 30 .4,) .'"'0 .f-O .10 .'40 .qO 1.00 ZI" Y/III .00 .10 .ll) • :,\Il .40 .~o .hf) • .,0 .AO .",0 1.00 
Table C4. C 8' y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 1 prms, 
RMS PR!ESSUPE COEFFICIENT 14. I AYE" 1 1-1 "IIlI: "'ATTO ~I)Of wINO 01t0 RMS PREC;SUR!E COEFFTCIENf k. LAYtl-> I 1-1 '>Illt HIITIO ~OOF wINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIEr..TS RASfD UPON LOCAl VFIOCrTY 
l:gg .2~ .2~ .?n .27 .t'7 .2., .?? .20 .19 1.00 .2r) .;>1) • I ~ .1" • 1 , • 1 ., .17 .1 " .HI .90 .80 .27 .2S .23 .2/ .") .20 .1 ~ .18 .18 .AO .19 .1 ~ .I>l .17 .11 .1l .17 .17 .17 .70 .25 .23 .72 .2u .19 .H .17 .17 .16 .70 .19 .1>; • I 7 .In .10 .10 .1 f> .16 .16 ."0 .23 .el .el .21 .;>u .1,; .16 .14 .14 .60 .1 II .17 .16 .IS • I'> .1'> .1~ .15 : l~ .50 .71 .l~ .19 .20 .~lI .11'1 .1 r, .12 .12 .'50 .17 .16 .1"> .14 .1" .1" .1 " .11t .40 .19 .17 .17 .17 .17 .1'"> .13 .11 .10 .40 .16 .1.., .15 .14 .13 .1 j .1 3 .14 .14 .30 .18 .16 .15 .13 • I? .11 .10 .09 .09 .30 .15 .14 .1" .13 .lj .1c .13 .13 .13 .20 .16 .14 .13 .11 .10 .0<; .0"1 .01-1 .07 .20 .14 .14 .1J .1~ .1 c .1c .1 c .12 .12 .10 .14 .12 .12 .13 .11 .10 .07 .05 .05 .10 .14 .11 .12 .11 .lll .1l1 .11 .11 .11 Y/w X/L .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 ."0 ooU .7f) .80 .90 1.00 V/W X/L .00 .1~ .70 ."10 .40 .10..,0 .1-)0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYtu 1 I-I Slnt KIIT!O SIl)~ 1 wINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFfClfNT H. lAYr D 1 1-1 qljE ,.loTIO SIf)f 1 WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL vtLO(tTY 
• fl1 .fn .I)~ .O~ .10 .12 COEFFICIENTS PASEO lJPOl\i lOCAL Vl-lOfITY .1) 7 .07 .09 .11 1.00 .07 .OR .09 .n~ .07 1.00 .lO. OK • il7 .0., .Oc • ill"> .tJl:> .90 .07 .O~ .09 .09 .O~ .07 .0>1 .Oli .O'i .11 .14 .90 .OR .07 .07 .no .Oh .(11"'1 .0! .n7 .Ot! .09 .10 .AO .011 .09 .O'l .0'" .O~ .011 .lId .On .09 .12 .15 .RO .OA .07.07 .1)7 .uT • f, 1 .O{ .O>! .08 .O~ .10 .70 .OR .09 .09 .nq .0<; .U~ .0<; .O~ .10 .13 .16 .70 .07 .01 .01 ."/1 .On .nM .Or! .Oli .09 .09 .10 ."0 • 09 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .13 .17 .(1) .OA .Oli .O~ .1~ .OM .1) ... .0'" .04 .09 .10 .10 .'50 .09 .10 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .14 .11 .~O .OR .09 .n~ .n... .O~ .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .40 .10 .11 .12 .12 .1(' .12 .11 .12 .12 .15 .17 .40 .OA .09 .()-l .),) .}O .1(, .1 U .11 .11 .12 .12 .10 .12 .13 .11 .13 .11 .lc .1c· .1<' .14 .16 .19 .30 .1)9 .09 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 .1;> .12 .13 .14 .20 .1<; .15 .14 .14 .14 .13 .I'i .14 .1t) .19 .24 .20 .11 .11 .12 .I~ .12 .12 .1;> .1.1 .14 .15 .17 .10 .lll .17 .17 .J" .1'> .14 .J" • 11) .1 ':I .2"> .32 .10 .14 .14 .14 .1 1 .IA .1'; .lj .14 .16 .HI .21 ZlH X/l .00 .10 .20 • in .40 ."lI .60 • 7i) .110 .90 1.00 7/H X/L .00 .10 .?O .~u .40 .~O .1:>0 .70 .!i0 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUR!E COEFFICIENT ~. lAYf.~ I 1-1 -;Int: '<ATIO 'lIOE. 2 IOINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. lAYF~ I I-I "IDt ><A1IO SIOf 2 WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASE!) UPON LOCAl Vf,l. OC I TY 
.07 .03 COEFFICIE"'TS RA'iFO IIPf)N LOCAL IJrl_OCITV. .05 .11 1.00 .]9 .18 .17 .1"1 .14 .1<' .1': .12 .10 1.00 .10 .7~ .40 .41 .~/ .?\I .10 .04 .02 .CJO .19 .11i .17 .11-, .14 .1 j .1~ .11 .11 .09 .07 .qO .10 .21, .11 .~4 •. i~ .?1 .lc .00 .04 .06 .10 .80 .19 .IA .17 • J A .1 S .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 .$10 .10 .c4 • J4 •. H .3? .?j .1" .Od .05 .06 .09 N .70 .20 .19 .17 .16 .1') .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .11 .70 .OA .73 .'~ .i~ .1l .?:"> .1" .O~ .06 .07 .10 Q\ .60 .l2 .20 .18 .17 .1'-> • J 4 .13 .1': .11 .10 .09 .~O .07 .74 .17 .4U .3" .?I- .U .n<; .Ob .07 .11 +::-.50 .73 .21 .1" .11 .If> .1':> .14 .13 .11 .10 .08 .'50 .0$1 .2h .34 .4i .3~ ."r< .11< .10 .01 .08 .12 .40 .21 .20 .19 .11 .11:> .io .14 .13 .12 .10 .08 .40 .13 .79 .40 .44 .~.., •. ;(1 .('u .1~ .Od .09 .12 .30 .70 .19 .14 .1.-1 .17 .10 .1S .14 .12 .11 .09 .30 .72 .34 .43 .4, .4~ • j I .r'.r! .14 .10 .09 .11 .20 .21 .21 .20 .1 ~ .1-< .1 7 .11-, .1 !-l .13 .12 .10 .?O .32 .42 ."~ .4'" .4~ .:U • ·/4 • 1 7 .12 .10 .09 .10 .25 .24 .22 .21 .1<; .17 .17 .1f) .15 .13 .10 .10 .40 .50 .~7 .~., .4~ .14 .l:'o .?O • 1 'j .10 .06 ZlM V/w .00 .10 .20 .11) .40 .'U .I:>U .70 .110 .90 1.00 Z/H VI. .00 .10 .70 .]0 .4U .SO .nU .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUR!E COfFFICIENT R. LAYER 1 I-I SInt. "AlIO SIDE 3 WiNO 040 RMS PRESSUPE COEFFTCIENT ~. LAVER 1 1-1 '>1Ilt: kllTID 'dOE. 3 WIND 070 COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LOCAL VEl DI ITY 
.f)9 .12 .18 .25 COEFFICIENTS PASfD UPOl\i LOCAL VfLOCITY .IA .19 1.00 .09 .09 .O~ .O~ .04 .0 ... .0<; 1.00 .11 .13 .14 .1"> .IS .1'> .10 .17 .1!i .90 .01 .OA .O~ .10 .10 .10 .O~ .10 .13 .20 .30 .90 .12 .14 .IS .l~ .10 .10 .17 .17 .lk .lk .19 .80 .Ob .08 .04 .10 .10 .1u .10 • I I .14 .22 .33 .AO .12 .14 .15 .In .1~ .17 .11 .17 .IA .18 .18 .70 .O~ .OA .10 .11 .11 .11 .lll • II .15 .23 .34 .70 .12 .14 .1~ .I~ .17 .17 .1 >j .lii .18 .18 .18 .60 .Ob .08 .10 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .1 ~ .23 .3" .60 .12 .14 .lh .17 .1k .1t< .ltl .1'1 .19 .19 .19 .50 .06 .09 .10 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11. .16 .24 .34 .'50 .11 .14 .10 .l~ .111 .1'1 .1'1 .20 .20 .20 .19 .40 .O~ .09 .11 .12 .12 .Ie .1 c .13 .17 .25 .35 .40 .11 .llt ,17 .I~ .I~ .14 .?O .20 .20 .20 .20 .10 .Ob .09 .11 .1? .12 .1<: .12 .1 l .11 .26 .38 .30 .12 .l~ .I>l .1':1 .20 .i'U .~l .21 .21 .22 .22 .20 .09 .11 .12 .13 .11 .1.":1 .1;'> .1 j .1 i1 .r7 .39 .20 .13 .16 .I~ .20 .21 .">1 .21 .22 .23 .23 .24 .10 .14 .14 .11 .13 .13 .1., .13 .14 .18 .28 .40 .10 .14 .17 .2U .21 .;>2 .22 .22 .24 .25 .26 .27 Z/H X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'0 .110 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 Z/H X/L .00 .11) .20 .10 .4Q .SO .60 .70 .1i0 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIEI>lT R. LAYE.:I 1 1-1 S}flf IdTIO SlOE 4 WINO 040 RMS PRESSuPE fOEFF TCIE:NT J<. I.AYtP 1 1-1 "HIt. HATtO SlOE 4 wINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LO(~L VELOCITY .0.., .01"1 .Oli .08 .07 COEFFICIENTS RASfO IjPON LOCAL V~.LOfITY .011 1.00 .08 .09 .O~ .Ol"i .07 .nb 1.00 .1A .11, .14 .11 .Ok .O!) .07 .Otl .09 .0':1 .90 .10 .10 .04 .O~ .01 .Ij 7 • U7 .01 .08 .07 .01 .90 .18 .1~ .11 .10 .O~ .f), .0' .0101 .09 .09 .08 .80 .12 .10 .04 .O~ .01"1 .OM .Ul'l .ClA .08 .07 .07 .80 .1A .1~ .1" .10 .0':1 .n~ .il>l .08 .08 .09 .0':1 .70 .]2 .11 .10 .04 .O~ .U':I .On .Oc! .08 .08 .08 .70 .IA .15 .11. .10 .G~ .!}'1 .(;':1 .01-1 .08 .Oll .09 .60 .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .O~ • o iii .09 .09 .09 .60 .19 .I~ .11 .11 .11 • I G .10 .04 .09 .09 .09 .50 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .50 .21 .1~ .1~ .13 .1,., .11 .11 .10 .10 .0<; .09 .40 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .40 .26 .21 .1~ .14 .13 .12 .l~ .11 .11 .11 .11 .30 .1<; .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 


































































COEFFICIENT h. LAYE~ I 









































COEFFICIENT H. LAYFD 1 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.17 .16 .1~ .13 .12 
.19 .17 .14 .J3 .12 
.20 .17 .15 .1 ~ .13 
.21 .17 .1~ .14 .11 
.21 .IA .10 .I~ .14 
.21 .1~ .16 .1, .1~ 
.2l .70 .17 .16 .lh 
.26 .22 .1~ .17 .1~ 
.2Q .2~ .21 .1~ .17 
.33 .2~ .74 .71 .1~ 
.00 .10 .211 .10 .40 
COEFFICIFNT ~. lAYfk 1 
RASfn UPON LOCAL VE:.LOCITY 
.1~ .20 .23 .r3 .21 
.17 .21 .2~ .~~ .27 
.19 .21 .73 .?4 .24 
.19 .?? .74 .7~ .?~ 
.18 .72 .7~ .?~ .?~ 
• 18 .21 .27 .,0 .31 
.;>1 .;>~ .30 .32 .13 
.26 .30 .33 .1~ .3A 
.33 .3~ .3A .~9 .3~ 
.41 .44 .4A .4~ .4) 
.00 .10 .70 .10 .40 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYF~ 1 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITy 
.16 .17 .17 .17 .17 
.16 .17 .17 .17 .17 
.16 .17 .1~ .1~ .1~ 
.16 .17 .IM .19 .19 
.16 .IA .19 .Iq .20 
.16 .1A .IQ .70 .20 
.17 .18 .20 .21 .21 
.1A .IQ .21 .;>2 .22 
.20 .21 .27 .?3 .23 
.23 .24 .2~ .;>~ .74 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .4U 
COEFFICIENT q. LAYEQ 1 
RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITy 
.1R .23 .26 .?~ .21 
.28 .27 .27 .2, .23 
.34 .31 .2A .75 .24 
.37 .33 .29 .77 .27 
.37 .34 .31 .30 .24 
.37 .3~ .33 .32 .32 
.41 .38 .35 .14 .34 
.46 .42 .3A .17 .3b 
.50 .4~ .4] .41 .~~ 
.53 .52 .~O .47 .41 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
Table C4. 
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.<-3 .23 .?.. .24 
.">U .0U 
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• ~... .3.,. 
.41 .43 
• .,0 .60 







































.32 .3] .1.. .]:, 
.17 .3/:1 
... 1 .43 
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ZIti Y/ .. 
Table CS. Cprms , B' Y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 
~~~tbI5~5~TlbcA[A~~~otITY 1-1 511)1:. >-(ATIO 
.23 .22 .72 :23 
.23 .22 .72 .21 
.23 .2] .72 .21 
.23 .22 .22 .22 
.23 .22 .2l .23 
.23 .23 .22 .22 
.24 .23 .7? .21 
.24 .23 .?? .22 
.23 .23 .23 .23 
.00 .10 .20 .10 .40 
COEFFTCIENT ~. LAVED 2 
RASED UPON LOCAL vEl0CITY 
.11 .24 .33 .32 .24 
.14 .24 .30 .31 .27 
.17 .24 .2Q .~2 .31 
.;1 .2~ .31 .1h .3b 
.2.., .33 .40 .43 .42 
.30 .3A .45 .4H .4b 
.3S .42 .4M .~2 .~3 
.41 .52 .~~ .~~ .60 
.13 .16 .1A .71 .73 
1.13 1.1~ l.l~ 1.07 .Ql 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYEY ? 
RASEO UPON LOCAL Vt:.I.OClTY 
.16 .21 .24 .14 .2~ 
.19 .~2 .24 .7j .2~ 
.22 .14 .2.., .?t, .C., 
.13 .25 .27 .7H .2~ 
.24 .21 .19 .31 .32 
.15 .2a .31 .31 .34 
.16 .30 .33 .35 .37 
.30 .3~ .3~ .19 .40 
.3~ .40 .43 .4~ .~~ 
.44 .49 .53 .~~ .~~ 
































































COEFFJCIFNT R. LAYEY ;> 
RASED UPO~ LOCAL VEtOC1TY 
1-1 "II)!: >lATIO 
.19 .12 .73 .19 .13 .12 
.26 .2"i .74 .7~ .19 .14 
.32 .28 .2b .75 .7') .20 
.36 .33 .30 .30 .32 .13 .3a .31 .31 .37 .34 .40 
.40 .41 .42 .44 .4" .~7 
.43 .44 .41') .4~ .52 .... 4 
.45 .49 .,)3 .... 7 .60 .~2 
.45 .S1 .61 .73 .14 .1 .. 
.43 .10 .91 .91 .92 .90 
.00 .10 .20 .10 .40 ."i0 
COEFFICIENT ~. LAYEP ? 1-1 SlOE 
PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.23 .11 .12 .11 .11 
.21 .16 .13 .11 .11 
.20 .11 .14 .12 .12 
.22 .19 .16 .14 .13 
.25 .72 .19 .17 .lh 
.2A .25 .21 .70 .1'1 
:j2 :~I :~4 :~~ :~~ .44 .__ .~H .36 .34 
.61 .~~ .5? .49 .4M 








































































... 1 .39 
.4H .45 
.<;2 .4/:i 




















































































































































COEFFTCIFNT k. LAYfP ? 
PASFD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
:23 ~21 .i~ :17 
.24 .21 .1Q .In 
.23 .21 .l~ • If:> 
.23 .21 .l~ .17 
.23 .21 .l~ .17 
.23 .21 .1~ .17 
.23 .21 .I~ .In 
.23 .21 .I~ .16 
.23 .21 .l~ .17 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
cnEFFICIF~T R. L~YtP 7 
PltSEO UPO~ LOCAl VFL0CITY 
.0.., .11 .1" .12 .Db 
.OR .11 .12 .11 .OM 
.11 .11 .11 .11 .10 
.12 .12 .12 .12 .13 
.12 .13 .l~ .l~ .17 
.12 .1"i .IM .IQ .?U 
.14 .17 .14 .22 .~j 
.20 .72 .24 .76 .2~ 
.31 .34 .3~ .3A .3~ 
.46 .51 .;~ .;3 .47 
.00 .10 .20 .3D .40 
cn(FFTCIENT R. I AYFp 7 
PA5fn UPO~ LOCAl VFLOCITt 
.24 .2e; .2h .2~ .22 
.le; .1~ .2~ .?~ .23 
.27 .21 .?~ .7~ .2~ 
.cR .2~ .28 .2~ .27 
.?9 .30 .30 .30 .30 
.31 .32 .33 .13 .33 
.33 .34 .1~ .1., .3, 
.31 .31 .3M .1~ .3~ 
.43 .44 .4~ .4~ .44 
.0;0 .e;l .c;~ .S; .~~ 
.00 .10 ./U .30 .40 
COEFFJCtENT ~. LAVt Y ? 
PASEn UPON LOCAL VELOC!TY 
.14 .06 .00 .00 .0, 
.14 .01 .03 .04 .11 
.14 .OR .oe; .08 .11 
.14 .09 .O~ .12 .22 
.13 .11 .11 .16 .2" 
.13 .13 .1~ .1Q .2M 
.12 .13 .In .?2 .3d 
.12 .1<; .20 .71 .3M 
.13 .10 .2~ .34 .41 
.17 .21 .31 .43 ... 4 
.00 .10 .20 .10 .40 
COI:FF JelENT ~. I AYf:o.J 7 
PASfO U~ON IncaL v~~nCITY 
.24 .13 .Uh .O~ .10 
.11 .11 .01 ."~ .ow 
.12 .10 .o~ .n·' .It" 
• 11 • I 1 • 1 0 • 1 'i • ') 'i 
.14 .13 .l~ .Lj .11 
.)6 .lh .I~ .Il .17 
.11 .IQ .1~ .I~ .l~ 
.12 .22 .13 .?] .23 
.37 .13 .30 .10 .31 
.63 .~l .42 .4~ .44 
.00 .10 .?O .10 .40 
1-1 <'1!)£ "'ATIO 





.14 .14 .1., .14 
.':)\/ .~O 




.14 .1 .. 
.17 .11 
.? 1 .21 
.24 .2" .f''' .211 
• 1'> .3" 
.44 .l+l:S 
.... 1} .i'>u 





• r."J .rH 
.3~ .30 
.34 .33 
• .31 • Jf> 
... 3 .42 
.':'1 • .,1 
.... 0 .hO 










....... .14 ."0 • .,0 
1-1 '>11)1: kAHn 
.1..1 .10 
.1 'J .0~ 
.tI~ .O-h 
• I 0 .llJ 
.14 .l~ 




















































































































































































Table CS. C 13"' y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 2 prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAV~w c 1-1 "Wi:. >lATIO IoIOOf Wtl'ill 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYf~ ~ 1-1 "-_IOE "'AT (0 400F "'INn 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELorITY COFFFICIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL V~LOCITY 
1.00 1.00 
.25 .25 .qO .22 .21 .20 .21 .lO .1'J .lb .14 .14 .90 .29 .?fl .;>f) .<'3 .77 .'>2 .74 
.80 .22 .20 .l'} .17 .lb .1.., .15 .14 .14 .80 .21 .20, .;>4 .23 .cl .2c .23 .23 .<,3 
.10 .21 .20 .1 !i .17 .16 .1" .1 .. .14 .13 .70 .21) .<'4 .72 .21 .rl .20 .21 .21 .22 
."0 .20 .1~ • II;! .1 " .17 .1f) .14 .13 .12 .~O .23 .2? .~(j .1" .11 .17 .19 .20 .20 
.50 .20 .111 .11:1 .1~ .111 .1n .14 .12 .ll .50 .21 .20 .1'1 .10 .14 .1., .17 .Hl .18 
.40 .19 .17 .1 7 .17 .10 .14 .1j .11 .11 .40 .20 .111 • I 7 .14 .13 .14 .1., .16 .16 
.30 .]9 .17 .1'" .14 .13 .1 C .11 .11 .10 .30 .17 .1 f) .Pi .14 .13 .Ll .14 .14 .14 
.20 .1A .17 .1<; .1" .1e .11 .11 .10 .10 .20 .1F, .14 .1 j .12 .11 .11 .12 .12 .13 
.10 .11 .1 I) .1 C; .l~ .1 !' .13 .11 .J9 .09 .10 .14 .1 i .11 .0'1 .01 .1)1'1 .10 .11 .ll 
1.00 V/W X/l .(\0 .10 .20 .~O .40 .5C) .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 VI" X/l .00 .10 .10 .11) .40 .so .nO .70 .80 .90 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. lAYE~ 2 1-1 SlUE .-lAnO SJO€ 1 WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFfICIENT R. LAYE~ ? 1-1 <;1')1' ~ATI() SlOE 1 wINO 010 
COEFFICIENTS R_SED UPON lOC4L VELOCITY 
.12 
CO£FFICIENTS RASFD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .04 .10 .1J .11 .o~ .OJ .Ob .11 .13 .08 1.00 .04 .OJ! .11 .I)~ .nJ • n 1 .O~ .11 .14 .12 .07 
.qO .oe .10 .11 .10 .07 .00 .07 .10 .12 .13 .13 .90 .01 .!)~ .10 .OHi .ot, .n4 .O~ .O~ .11 .12 .11 
.AO .10 .10 .10 .Ou .Oli • (Iii .0.,. .10 .12 .14 .17 .80 .09 .09 .fJ~ .011 .07 .1'-' .07 .08 .0.,. .le .14 
.70 • II .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .13 .16 .20 .70 .10 .11) .0.,. .Il.,. .0"1 .0"1 .04 .0.,. .10 .12 .15 
.60 .11 .12 .13 .1 i .1 .. .14 .14 .14 .1~ .18 .21 .flO .09 .10 .11 .12 .1 C .1<' .1 <' .12 .13 .14 .15 
.~O .]1 .14 .I~ .16 .17 .17 .If .11 .1d .20 .23 .~O • 09 .11 .11 .14 .1"> .J'.:> .1, • I .. .16 .16 .17 
.40 .13 .15 .17 .I Q .1~ .211 .1"1 .1'1 .21 .23 .27 .40 .12 .1~ .10; .1 f) .17 .1 Ii .ld .17 .l}j .70 .23 
.10 .18 .19 .21 .?? .23 .('3 .23 .23 .25 .29 .33 .'10 .17 • PI .IQ .?O .21 .;:>1 .rU .70 .22 .26 .31 
.20 .25 .27 .?~ .~H .2M .~7 .21i .30 .34 .3fl .44 .20 .23 .25 .2n .;>'" .2, .i'4 .,,4 .i!7 .30 .3" .38 
.10 .36 .39 .41 ._V~ .3<=) .33 .3~ .41 .41 .52 .58 .10 .30 .3" .3-1 .3" .3l! .?fl • -iO .3t4 .43 .44 .43 
ZlM X/l .00 .10 .20 .10 .411 • ..,0 .00 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .?I) .V) .41) .">u .1:10 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. lAVEQ 2 1-1 "lilt "'ATTO 51t.>E 2 w[NI) 040 ~6fF~~tif~~~ ~~~~b Yf,~~~\~;:A[ A~f~ot IT Y 1-) ':dllt ~ATIO <;YDE 2 ~INO 010 COEFFICIENTS RASfD UPON lOCAL VELOCITY ·r 1.00 .2A .25 .23 .?O .IM .1 tJ .1 :> .1 .. .13 .12 1.00 .44 .4_ .41 .35 .?5 .J" .01< .O~ .03 .03 .04 .90 .2Q .2~ .23 .21 .1~ .11 .l~ .14 .13 .12 : 1 .qO .41 .40 .34 .~4 .'i'7 .211 .14 .0<'/ .00 .04 .02 N .~O .29 .2" .24 .?2 .20 .ld .1., .1") .13 .12 .AO .39 .3'} .3'" • lS .311 .?~ .1~ .13 .01:1 .05 .02 0\ .10 .31 .2~ .2~ .7~ .2£ .(,0 .1 Ii .In .14 .13 • 1 .70 .31'1 .40 .40 .39 .3'" .30 .24 .17 .11 .01 .04 
.60 .33 .30 .28 .~b .24 .('2 .i!1l .l~ .10 .14 .12 .60 .40 .44 .4~ .4"1 .41 .3') .2d .21 .15 .11 .01 -.....J 
.SO .3S .32 .30 .?~ .2~ .<'4 .23 .21 .18 .16 .13 .~O .43 .4A .':>2 .C,1 .47 .40 .33 .2F, .20 .15 .10 
• 40 .3~ .J4 .31 .7~ .2H .2 ... .24 .l7 .19 .16 .13 .40 .49 .54 • "if, .""> ."c .40 .39 •. 31 .24 .11 :H .30 .39 .36 .34 .~2 .30 .7'J .tl .7.4 .22 .18 .15 .30 .59 .61 .~2 ."'1 .S1 .~t! .4') .3~ .30 .21 
.20 .45 .42 .40 .~7 .3"> .3 .. .32 .30 .21 .24 .21 .20 .73 .13 .71 • .,<i .h'" ....... .')3 .4., .37 .2ij .18 .10 .56 .52 .4Q • AI', .44 .41:' .4U .3'" .3l:> .33 • 31 .10 .Q2 .89 • FIe:, ."0 .74 .ht< .1'\1 ."iJ .4') • 38 .30 
Z/M '/~ .00 .10 .20 .10 .4U • 'if; .t.U .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM '/w .00 .10 .20 • ~o .4'J .SO • ..,0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. I AY~C ;;> 1-1 "I t)\: ~ A T 10 <;101:.3 WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFJCIENT R. LAYEo 7 1-1 "H-i:. ~ATtO Sillt 3 WIND 010 
COEfFICIENTS A_SED UPO~ LOCAL VELOCITY 
.21 .23 
COEFFICIENTS PASFO UPON LOrAL vflorTTY 
1.00 .~6 .09 .10 .11 .11 .11 .13 .17 .19 1.00 .10 • 19 .2~ .7"> .22 .t:'1J .~ .... .~o .31 .27 .19 
.90 .08 .09 .10 .11 .1l' .1 j .l~ .17 .20 .24 .28 .90 .14 .20 .;>1 .74 .71 .l'.l .?o .2~ .2~ .21 .23 
.80 .10 .10 .11 .Ii! .13 .1., .10 .111 .22 .27 .33 .AO .17 .20 .?3 .71) .2-. .f-'n .t'." .li'! .2~ .28 .27 .70 .10 .11 .12 .13 .1~ .17 .1>1 .20 .24 .30 .38 .70 .18 .21 .l4 .7<' .Cl' .?'1 • 3 0 .30 .30 .29 .28 .60 .09 .11 .13 .1') .17 .1t! .to .2i' .21 .34 .42 .60 .lFl .22 .1" .?'" .11 .12 .33 .33 .33 .31 .29 
.SO .09 .12 .14 .17 .111 .10 .21 .24 .2'1 .37 .45 .~O .IA .24 .28 .17 .34 .]'> • -10 .3n .3~ .33 .31 
.40 .10 .13 .15 .17 .2u .21 .23 .2'> .30 .'39 .49 .40 .19 .2'i .30 .14 .3 ... • it! .J/:! .3" .37 .30 .35 
.30 .]4 .15 .17 .1~ .21 .23 .C4 .? I .32 .42 .54 .30 .2l' .?!I .33 .17 .3"1 ... 1 .41 .41 .41 .40 .40 
.20 .17 .20 .22 .74 .('., .?t> .It! .1e .3'1 .50 .62 .20 .?6 .34 .4() .43 .43 .4 .. .4~ .47 .411 .41:1 .43 
.10 .?l .27 .30 .11 .30 • .-"0 .3j .40 .50 .61 .74 .10 .30 .43 .52 .,>3 .4'1 .47 .S1 .':l", .~~ .54 .44 
lIM X/l .00 .10 .20 .3d .40 .';0 .nll .111 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .':>0 .1>0 .7ll .80 .40 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFtCJ~NT R. LAVEw ? 1 -1 " I fJt ~ A n 0 SIOf 4 wI~O 0.0 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICI~NT H. LAYf~ 2 1-1 '-;1111:. >-lATta SlOE 4 wIND 010 
COEFFICIE~TS RASED UPO~ LOCAL VELOCITY 
.11 .0., .05 .12 .23 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPO~ LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .27 .1~ .Of) .06 .11 .1" 1.00 .37 .?4 .14 .111 .10 .11 .11 .0." .10 .13 .18 
.~O .20 .13 .IIM .07 .0 ... .11 .0.,. .Ob .00 .10 .1~ .90 .lO .21 .14 .Iv .0." .0'1 .O~ .1)>1 .09 .11 .15 
.~O .16 .12 .10 .04 .0"1 .0'1 .01, .01 .07 .Od .10 :,g .26 .19 .14 .11 .10 .fI'J .0<,/ .0.,. .10 .11 .12 .70 .IS ~14 .1? .17 .11 .) 0 .11l .10 .10 .09 .Oq .2~ .21 .11 .1" .Ij .1 j .1::1 .13 .12 .12 .12 
.60 .18 .11 .1" .l~ .IS .I~ .1" .14 .13 .12 .11 .60 • ?8 .7e; .22 .70 .20 .?O .1 .. .1 If .17 .15 .13 
.50 .20 .20 .19 .1'1 .1'1 .1'1 .1"1 .1 ti .17 .16 .14 .50 .32 .29 .1'1 .?F, .2n .t't> .2" .7") .22 .18 .14 
.40 .21 .22 .23 .r? .22 .?1 .12 .21 .20 .11 .14 .40 .3F, .3<1 .31 .32 .30 .311 .::10 .e'l .27 .22 .16 
.30 .21 .27 .21 .77 .It> .7., .~~ .2') .24 .22 .19 .30 .46 .43: .40 .1~ .3,> .1~ .3'> .3'5 .33 .30 .25 
.20 .45 .40 .~6 .34 .3"> • .;n .3.., .:'13 .:;2 .34 .36 .20 .71 .he) .<;1 .47 .46 .40 .4., .44 .43 .44 .46 
.10 .76 .5Q .4A .46 .51 ."'4 • .,0 .44 .44 .<;3 .66 .10 1.11 .86 .b7 .C,9 .6e .h~ .f:>2 ."1) .57 ."6 .19 




























































COEFFICIEftT R. laYF.1J 2 
RASED UPON lOC.l VELOCITY 
.26 .2~ .26 .26 
.25 .2~ .?~ .2~ 
• 24 .74 .?_ .7-
.23 .23 .23 .~3 
.23 .23 .?2 .7~ 
.22 .Z2 .72 .2~ 
.21 .21 .71 .21 
.20 .Z" .70 .70 
.19 .lq .l~ .I~ 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
COEFFICIENT ~. laYF~ ~ 
BASED UPON lOC.L VFlOCITY 
.14 .17 .11 .13 .Ob 
.15 .1~ .14 .11 .O~ 
.16 .14 .l~ .11 .10 
.18 .15 .13 .J7 .12 
.20 .lft .l~ .1~ .l~ 
.22 .20 .I~ .l~ .I~ 
.25 .22 .20 .70 .2d 
.30 .21 .24 .?3 .24 
.31 .35 .31 .31 .28 
.47 .49 .4'1 .4) .3-
.00 .10 .zo .Jft .4" 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYFD ~ 
RASEO UPON LOCAL VlLOCITY 
.06 .24 .36 .31) .2b 
.11 .26 .33 .33 -.2~ 
.25 .30 .31 .:l3 .32 
.30 .34 .31 .3'1 .3'* 
.31 .39 •• S .4~ .40 
.3Z .4. .5j .~~ .51 
.38 .49 .5~ .~3 .63 
.53 .~O .66 .~q .b9 
.RO .&2 .A3 .k3 .~1 
1.19 1.16 1.12 l.n" 1.00 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 







.;:>1 .2''' .1" 
.~O 









1-1 ~IOt: ... alIl) 
.,).. .Ot'! 
• Ii", .n .... 





.l!4 • .l4 .n .28 
.:lO .3":t 
.e.o .1)0 






.~. .4'* ."U . ." 
.6" .6~ 
.7,* • rl 
.,;;,. • 'It! 
.-i0 ."0 
COEFFICIENT ~. L.Y~w ? 1-1 SIPE Llano 
.2'1> .2., 
RASEO UPO~ Local VELOCITY 
.ll .7~ .3" .~O .ll 
.21 .26 .~q .79 .2., 
.ll .l~ .21 .?~ .2~ 
.23 .lb .l~ .~O .31 
.25 .29 .3~ .33 .34 
.?A .3? .3., .)7 .31 
.29 .31 .37 .~~ ... 1 
.31 .36 •• 0 .4] .4_ 
.34 .42 .4~ .5~ .4q 
.38 .52 .1). .~1 .SI) 
.00 .10 .2" .~O ... 0 
COEFFICIE~T ~. LAYEP 7 
RASEO UPON LOCAL VEI.OCHY 
.10 .15 .11 .16 .14 
.18 .20 .21 .71 .21 
.24 .25 .26 .71 .2~ 
.30 .30 .31 .31 .J~ 
.34 .34 .36 .3q ... ~ 
.31 .39 .47 .4~ .4~ 
.39 .43 .4~ .~? .51 
.42 •• 9 .56 .~l •• ~ 
.48 .59 .1)9 .74 .1i 
.51 .11 ."2 ... <.J • 'Iii' 
























































.21 .2 • 
.24 .28 
.32' .36 







• l9 .3b 












.lb .3 • 
.3'1 .36 
.42 .39 








.4." •• 5 
.58 .53 























.41 •• , 











.59 •• 8 
.11 .Sl 




















































Table C6. Cprms , 8' y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 3 




.2S ~22 :i9 .17 .i5 .14 .13 .13 .13 .90 .zs .23 .22 .21 .19 .18 .18 .90 
.80 .27 .25 .23 .22 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .80 .25 .22 .19 .16 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 
.70 .27 .25 .23 .22 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .70 .25 .22 .19 .16 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.60 .27 .25 .24 .23 .22 .21 .19 .18 .18 .60 .25 .22 .19 .17 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 
.50 .27 .25 .24 .24 .23 .21 .19 .18 .18 .'i0 .25 .22 .19 .17 .16 .14 .13 .13 .13 
.40 .27 .2S .24 .23 .22 .21 .19 .18 .18 .40 .25 .22 .19 .17 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 
.30 .27 .25 .23 .22 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .30 .25 .22 .19 .16 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.20 .27 .25 .24 .22 .21 .20 .19 .19 .18 .20 .25 .22 .19 .16 .14 :U .13 .13 .13 .10 .27 .25 .24 .23 .23 .21 .20 .18 .18 .10 .25 .22 .19 .17 .15 .13 .13 .13 
Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 YIW XlL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICI~NT B. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE AI TlO SIDE 1 WINO 000 RNS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-1 S IDE ~ATlO SIDE 1 1111 .... 0 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UP N LOC_L VE~OCITY COEFFICIENTS AASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.01 .07 .13 .18 .23 1.00 .13 .25 .33 • 1 .21 .12 .09 .11 .13 .15 .18 1.00 .07 .12 .14 .12 .05 .03 
::8 :n :~~ :~~ :U :~~ .20 .16 .15 .16 .20 .25 .90 .09 .11 .13 .11 .OA .06 .06 .09 .13 .18 .25 .27 .23 .20 .20 .24 .31 .80 .10 .12 .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 .11 .14 .19 .26 
:1g :~~ :~~ :l~ ::2 :l: .35 .31 .27 .26 .29 .33 .70 .11 .13 .14 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .16 .21 .27 .44 .40 .36 .34 .33 .33 .60 .11 .15 .19 .20 .20 .20 .19 .19 .21 .24 .28 
.50 .32 .44 .53 .56 .55 .52 .49 .46 .42 .38 .34 :,g :11 :~y :~~ :~~ :~t .25 .24 .24 .25 .28 .32 :~g :~~ :~I :~j :~~ :~~ .60 .57 .54 .49 .44 .38 .30 .29 .29 .30 .34 .40 .71 .67 .63 .58 .51 .43 .30 .22 .28 .33 .35 .37 .37 .36 .35 .38 .44 .52 
.20 .82 .89 .93 .94 .91 .87 .82 .77 .69 .59 .47 .20 .39 .43 .46 .47 .47 .47 .46 .47 .51 .58 .68 
.10 1.28 1.25 1.21 1.18 1.13 1.07 1.02 .95 .84 .68 .49 .10 .64 .66 .67 .65 .62 .60 .60 .63 .69 .78 .88 
lIH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 llH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 ·.90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE RATIO SInE 2 WIND 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 WI"'O 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY CY~~6ICIENTS ~~~EO ~~SN L~~~L v~~gCIT!24 .19 .14 1.00 .19 .25 .29 .28 .23 .21 .23 .28 .29 .25 .19 .19 .20 .22 .23 
.90 .22 .26 .28 .28 .26 .24 .26 .28 .28 .26 .22 .90 .26 .29 .30 .29 .2~ .23 .22 .23 .23 .20 .16 
.80 .25 .27 .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 .27 .25 .RO .30 .29 .29 .28 .27 .26 .25 .24 .23 .21 .18 N .70 .27 .28 .30 .31 .31 .32 .31 .31 .30 .28 .27 .70 .32 .31 .31 .30 .30 .29 .28 .26 .24 .21 .19 (]\ .60 .27 .30 .33 .34 .35 .35 .35 .34 .33 .30 .27 .60 .33 .34 .34 .34 .34 .32 .31 .29 .26 .23 .18 
::g :~i :~~ :~$ :lI :l~ :l~ :l~ :l~ :~t :~~ :j~ .50 .36 .37 .38 .38 .37 .36 .34 .32 .29 .24 .19 ("C) .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .40 .39 .37 .35 .31 .26 .21 
.30 .3 .39 .43 .4 .47 .47 .47 .45 .43 .39 .35 .10 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .43 .42 .39 .35 .31 .25 
.20 .39 .46 .51 .53 .54 .54 .54 .53 .51 .46 .39 .20 .48 .50 .52 .52 .51 .50 .49 .48 .44 .37 .29 
.10 .43 .54 .62 .65 .64 .62 .64 .65 .62 .54 .43 .10 .4A .59 .66 .66 .62 .58 .59 .60 .57 .47 .34 
lIM Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 lIM Y/W .00 .In .20 .30 .40 .t;o .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RNS PRESSUR~ COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE RATtO SIDE 3 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 3 WIND 020 
COEFFICIENT 8ASED UPgN LOCAL VE\OCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .18.1 .13 • 1 .09 .12 .21 .31 .33 .25 .13 l:~g :1: :8g ::g~ ::8t :8l .11 .24 .36 .41 .39 .34 .90 .25 .20 .16 .15 .16 .20 .26 .32 .32 .26 .15 :}~ .30 .38 .41 .38 .31 .80 .31 .24 .20 .20 .23 .27 .32 .34 .33 .27 :U .80 .17 .07 .01 .03 .13 .35 .41 .43 .38 .31 .70 .33 .29 .26 .27 .31 .35 .38 .40 .38 .31 .70 .15 .08 .04 .08 .18 .29 .39 .45 .46 .41 .34 
.60 .33 .33 .34 .36 .40 .44 .46 .48 .45 .37 .27 .60 .14 .10 .09 .13 .23 .33 .42 .49 .50 .47 .41 
.50 .34 .38 .42 .46 .49 .52 .55 .56 .53 .44 .32 :~8 :11 :It :l~ :}y :~t .36 .45 .53 .56 .54 .50 .40 .38 .44 .49 .54 .57 .60 .64 .65 .62 .52 .38 .39 .49 .S8 .62 .62 .59 
.30 .43 .51 .58 .63 .67 .71 .75 .76 .73 .64 .53 .30 .15 .17 .20 .25 .33 .43 .54 .64 .70 .72 .71 
.20 .47 .59 .69 .77 .82 .87 .91 .94 .93 .89 .82 .20 .18 .22 .26 .32 .40 .50 .62 .74 .83 .89 .93 
.10 .49 .68 .84 .95 1.02 1.07 1.13 1.18 1.21 1.25 1.28 .10 .22 .29 .35 .42 .50 .60 .73 .88 1.01 1.13 1.24 
ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 llH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RNS PRE:~URE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-1 S IDE RATtO SIDE 4 WINO 000 RNS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 1111 .... 0 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .09 .11 .12 .10 .07 .05 .07 .10 .12 .11 .09 1.00 .09 .10 .10 .08 .04 .02 .05 .09 .ll .08 .04 
.90 .13 .12 .11 .10 .08 .08 .08 .10 .11 .12 .13 .90 .12 .11 .09 .07 .05 .05 .06 .08 .09 .08 .06 
.80 .16 .14 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .14 .16 :98 :l~ :l~ :8~ :8~ :g~ .07 .08 .08 .08 .08 .08 .70 .20 .16 .13 .11 .11 .1Z .11 .11 .13 .16 .20 .09 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 
.60 .22 .18 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 .14 .15 .18 .22 .60 .14 .13 .12 .11 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .10 .09 
.50 .24 .21 .18 .16 .15 .15 .15 .16 .18 .21 .24 .~o .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .15 .14 .14 .12 .10 
.40 .26 .23 .19 .18 .11 .17 .17 .18 .19 .23 .26 .40 .18 .17 .16 .16 .17 .17 .17 .17 .16 .14 .13 
.10 .31 .27 .24 .22 .21 .21 .21 .22 .24 .27 .31 .30 .24 .22 .20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .18 
.20 .40 .37 .35 .32 .30 .30 .30 .32 .35 .37 .40 .20 .35 .32 .30 .28 .28 .28 .29 .29 .28 .27 .25 
.10 .54 .54 .53 .49 .45 .43 .45 .49 .53 .54 .54 .10 .49 .47 .45 .42 .39 .38 .40 .42 .42 .39 .35 






























































Ziti Y/ .. 
Table C6. 
COEFFICIENT H. LAYER 3 
RASED lIPQN LOCAL VELOCITY 
1-1 SlOE RATIO 
.00 
.23 .21 .20 .21 
.22 .21 .19 .1A 
.22 .20 .18 .17 
.21 .19 .IH .18 
.20 .18 .18 .18 
.20 .18 .17 .17 
.1<1 .18 .16 .15 
.19 .17 .15 .14 
.18 .16 .16 .16 
.10 .20 .30 .40 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 












.10 .10 .10 .08 .06 .04 
.09 .10 .10 .09 .07 .07 
.10 .10 .10 .10 .09 .09 
:I~ :11 :l~ :l~ :l~ :l§ 
.14 .16 .18 .18 .18 .18 
:~t :l~ :~2 :~~ :~~ :~1 
.31 .31 .32 .32 .32 .31 
.45 .44 .44 .42 .40 .39 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFFICIENT 8. LAVER 3 1-1 SlOE 
~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.21 .24 .25 .23 .18 .14 
.28 .27 .25 .23 .19 .17 
.31 .30 .26 .23 .21 .19 
.36 .31 .28 .25 .23 .22 
.36 .33 .30 .28 .26 .24 
.31 .35 .33 .31 .29 .27 
.42 .38 .35 .33 .31 .30 
.49 .44 .39 .36 .35 .33 
.54 .50 .46 .43 .40 .38 
.58 .57 .56 .53 .48 .45 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE 
BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.11 .10 .10 .09 .09 .09 
.11 .10 .10 .11 .11 .12 
.10 .11 .11 .12 .14 .14 
.10 .11 .13 .15 .16 .17 
.09 .13 .16 .17 .19 .19 
.10 .14 .18 .20 .21 .22 
.12 .16 .19 .22 .23 .24 
:l3 :}: :~~ :~; :~t :~~ 
.26 .31 .35 .31 .38 .38 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'iO 
COEFFICIENT 8. LAVER 3 1-1 SIDE 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.01 .10 .12 .10 .06 .04 
.12 .12 .12 .10 .08 .06 
.15 .13 .12 .10 .09 .09 
.18 .15 .13 .12 .11 .11 
.19 .11 .16 .15 .14 .14 
.21 .19 .18 .18 .11 .17 
.23 .22 .21 .20 .20 .20 
.29 .21 .25 .24 .24 .24 
.39 .36 .33 .31 .30 .29 
.53 .49 .45 .41 .38 .37 














































































































































































































































COEFFICIENT B. LAVER 3 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITV 
1-1 <;IDE IUTIO 
.3~ .33 .30 .27 .25 
.33 .30 .28 .2" .24 
.30 .28 .25 .23 .l2 
:~~ :~) :~~ :f~ :l~ 
.23 .20 .18 .15 .13 
.20 .1R .l~ .13 .12 
.17 .15 .13 .11 .09 
_ .15 .13 .10 .07 .05 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFFICIFNT R. LAVER 3 1-1 sIDE 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.07 .08 .O~ .05 .02 
.O@ .08 .08 .06 .04 
.09 .08 .08 .OR .07 
.09 .09 .10 .10 .10 
.09 .11 .ll .13 .13 
.09 .13 .15 .17 .17 
.12 .15 .l~ .19 .20 
.17 .20 .22 .23 .23 
.24 .26 .28 .28 .27 











COEFFICIENT H. LAYE~ 3 1-1 ~lDE 
HASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.27 .41 .4~ .45 .30 .13 
.37 .45 .4~ .43 .31 .17 
.45 .48 .4b .43 .33 .21 
.4a .'i0 .51 .46 .37 .2" 
.49 .53 .~5 .~2 .42 .30 
.'i5 .~9 .61 .57 .47 .34 
.71 .69 .66 .~O .~1 .39 
.91 .82 .74 .65 .54 .43 
1.05 .96 .&7 .75 .61 .48 
1.11 1.11 1.05 .91 .70 .52 



































COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.21 .72 .l3 .l2 .20 
1-1 SlOE ~ATIO 
.20 .22 
:~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~; 
.l2 .26 .29 .31 .33 
.20 .27 .32 .3b .38 
.lO .29 .36 .40 .42 
.l2 .32 ._0 .45 .47 
.l6 .36 .45 .50 .52 
.32 .43 .52 .56 .57 
.40 .52 .61 .~4 .63 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
COEFFICIENT A. LAYE~ 3 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.19 .l4 .25 .16 .03 
.26 .l4 .20 .13 .Ob 
.31 .l4 .17 .12 .09 
.33 .25 .18 .14 .14 
.33 .27 .22 .20 .20 
.35 .31 .28 .27 .27 
._3 .38 .34 .32 .33 
.56 .48 .42 .39 .39 
.71 .63 .~ .49 .41 
.R~ .Pl .73 .64 .56 







































































































































































































































































COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 
AASfD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1-1 SIDE RATIO 
.28 .l9 .29 .29 
.27 .27 .27 .27 
.25 .25 .26 .26 
.24 .24 .24 .24 
.22 .22 .22 .22 
.21 .21 .21 .21 
.19 .19 .19 .19 
.17 .17 .18 .18 
.16 .16 .16 .16 











COEFFICIENT R. LAYEQ 3 1-1 SlOE 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.10 .09 .07 .06 .03 .02 
.13 .10 .OH .06 .05 .05 
.15 .12 .09 .08 .07 .07 
.16 .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 
.17 .15 .13 .12 .12 .12 
.18 .17 .15 .14 .14 .14 
.21 .19 .11 .16 .16 .16 
.26 .22 .20 .19 .19 .19 
.32 .28 .25 .23 .22 .21 
.3Q .36 .33 .30 .25 .23 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-1 ~IDf 
8ASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITy 
.00 .19 .41 .42 .25 .08 
.05 .24 .37 .38 .29 .18 
.18 .29 .36 .38 .33 .21 
.21 .32 .41 .~~ .42 .36 
.18 .36 .50 .55 .52 .45 
.21 .43 .59 .66 .63 .55 
.41 .55 .66 .72 .10 .64 
.63 .71 .77 .79 .78 .73 
.72 .86 .96 .97 .90 .~3 
.63 1.00 1.25 1.26 1.08 .92 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFfICIENT 8. LAYER 3 1-1 SIDE 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.27 .27 .26 .25 .23 
.29 .29 .29 .28 .28 
.31 .31 .32 .32 .32 
.31 .34 .35 .37 .37 
.31 .36 .40 .41 .42 
.31 .38 .44 .46 .47 
.33 .41 .4A .51 .52 
.37 .46 .52 .56 .57 
.42 .52 .59 .62 .62 
.49 .61 .69 .71 .~9 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.16 .15 .13 .08 .04 
.20 .18 .15 .13 .13 
.24 .21 .19 .19 .22 
.29 .25 .24 .25 .30 
.33 .31 .30 .32 .38 
.34 .34 .35 .l9 .46 
.29 .34 .39 .4b .55 
.23 .35 .46 .56 .66 
.]9 .42 .61 .73 .78 
.20 .58 .87 .Q6 .9? 
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Table C7. C prms, f3' 
y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 
~~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO ROOF WIND 000 R~S PPESSUPl COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE HATIO uOOF WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS RASfO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 - - .. 18 17 1.00 - - -.90 .37 .33 .30 .28 .26 .23 .cO. • 8 .90 .33 .29 .25 .22 .lO .18 .16 .16 .15 
.~O .38 .33 .29 .25 .?2 .20 .19 .18 .1 .AO .33 .29 .25 .21 .18 .16 .15 .15 .15 
.70 .38 .33 .29 .25 .22 .20 .19 .18 .1, .70 .33 .28 .24 .20 .17 .16 .15 .IS .15 
.60 .37 .33 .30 .27 .25 .22 .20 .13 .1 7 .60 .32 .28 .24 .21 .18 .16 .15 .14 .14 :~8 :~~ :jj :j8 :~~ :~~ :~~ :~3 :18:17 :,g :jl :~j :~j :~A :l~ :l~ :1: :lj :I~ 
.30 .38 .33 .29 .25 .22 .20 .19 .18 .18 .30 .31 .2~ .22 .1~ .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 'fO .38 .33 .29 .25 .22 .20 .19 .1: '19 .20 .30 .26 .21 .l~ .1~ .13 .13 .12 .12 
Yiw
O 
X/L .00 :?~ :~ij :~8 :~~ :~~ :~~ :~g :Ao :90 1.00 y/~n X/L .00 :¥: :~~ :~A :!g :~t :!ci :~~ :A~ :!A 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE CO~FFICIENT B. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 1 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE ~ATIO SIDE 1 WIND 020 
Cy:~~ICIENTS ~f7fO ~~2N L~~:L V:~gCIT!26 .12 .06 .06 .10 .19 .31 Cy:~~ICIENTS ~~~EO ~igN L~~~L V:~gCIT!07 .02 .04 .09 .16 .23 .32 
.90 .18 .33 .42 .40 .32 .22 .16 .13 .14 .18 .24 .90 .12 .16 .17 .15 .11 .08 .09 .12 .17 .25 .33 
.80 .20 .34 .43 .43 .38 .32 .2b .21 021: '21~ .~~ .80 .16 .17 .IR .17 .16 .14 .14 .15 .19 .25 .34 .70 .~2 .38 .49 .51 .47 .41 .35 .2~. •• .70 .16 .19 .21 .22 .21 .21 .20 .19 .21 .25 .31 
.~o .2~ .4~ .59 .~2 .58 '~I .;~ ·:Z ·l~ .~g ·1: .60 .14 .21 .26 .?~ .28 .27 .26 .25 .25 .26 .29 
:4: :~4 :~9 :~g :~~ :~~ :~o :b3 :5~ :49 :43 :37 :~g :~~ :~t :~t :1~ :1~ :1~ :~~ :~t :~~ :~3 :l~ 
.30 .80 .87 .91 .90 .86 .80 .73 .66 .57 .47 .35 .30 .36 .41 .44 .46 .46 .4b .45. .45 .46 .51 .58 ·18 1·~3 1. 12 1. 09 l'~~ l'r~ ·4~ .~: .~~ .~~ .~~ oJj .?O .~3 .54 .55 .55 .54 .52 .52 .54 .58 .65 .15 
ziM X/L :O~ :t~ :~t :30 :40 :50 :bO :70 :80 :90 1:00 li~O X/l :~A :IA :~g :~~ :tij :~z :~g :~~ :~8 :~~ l:~g 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYE~ 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SlOE 2 VIN~ 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYEw 4 1-1 SlOE ~ATIO SIDE 2 WINO 020 
C?~~~ICIEhTS ~~~ED ~~2N L~~~L V:~9CIT:30 .25 .30 .37 .39 .34 .26 Cf~~:ICIE~TS ~~~EO ~~9N L?~tL V~~~CIT:29 .23 .2~ .32 .32 .25 .14 
.90 .28 .33 .37 .36 .32 .3g .~~ .~~ .~~ .~~ ·Ig .QO .35 .38 .3~ .36 .31 .28 .28 .30 .30 .26 .20 ~ 
:;g :~g :~1 :~f :~~ :18 :10 :40 :39 :37 :34 :32 :;: ::~ :11 :l~ :~t :j~ :~~ :~~ :j~ :I~ :~~ :~: ~ 
.60 .33 .37 .41 .44 .45 .45 .45 .44 .41 .31 '5~ .60 .41 .42 .43 .43 .42 .41 .39 .37 .33 .2P .23 
.50 .36 .4l .46 .4d .50 .50 .50 .48 04t .45 °40 .~n .42 .45 .47 .47 .47 .45 .44 .41 .37 .30 .23 :;: :!g ::9 :~: :~~ :~; :~; :~; :~~ :~4 ::9 :45 :;: :~~ :~: :~~ :~~ :~~ :~2 :;~ ::~ ::~ :~~ :~t .fO .44 .54 .61 .65 .65 .6~ '~j .t~ 0~1 .~~ .j: .20 .54 .58 .62 .62 .6} .59 .58 .56 .51 .44 .34 
liHO Y/. :~~ :~~ :~ij :~~ :I~ :~o :60 :10 :SO :90 1:00 li~n Y/. :68 :t~ :~g :~A :Zo :~~ :~6 :~~ :~A :;~ 1:~~ 
RMS PRESSUPE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SlOE 3 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 3 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 2 26 40 44 34 17 COEFFICIENTS PAS£D UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1:38 :~l :1: :12 :Y~ :Y~ :1? :32 :40 :42 :33 :IS l:g: :1' :8~ :gy :8Y :8~ :l! :~j :~~ ::~ :~g :~~ 
.qO .20 .18 .18 .21 .26 .3f .3~ '~f .:~ '~3 .~~ .AO .16 .07 .02 .04 .12 .21 .31 .41 .48 .51 .S4 
:~g :~~ :~ij :~~ :~1 :l~ :~l :~8 :62 :59 :46 :26 :Z8 :1: :ff :g~ :11 :~r :~t :~t :;~ :~A :~~ :~: 
.50 .3~ .38 .40 .46 .53 .61 .68 .73 .70 .56 .36 .50 .17 .13 .13 .17 .26 .36 .46 .5b .64 .70 .76 
.40 .37 .4) .49 .55 .63 .70 .77 .82 .80 .69 .54 .40 .18 .16 .17 .72 .31 .41 .51 .61 .69 .78 .86 
.30 .35 .47 .57 .66 .73 .80 .8~ l'~O 1·~~ l·Y~ l·r~ .30 .19 .19 .21 .27 .36 .46 .56 .66 .75 .86 .97 
:f8 :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~! :~8 1:10 1:2; 1:34 1:44 1:52 :~: :~~ :~~ :~! :1f ::} :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ 1:11 l:~~ 
I/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 11M X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS P~ESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 ~INO 000 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT a. LAYEP 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 wI~O 020 
COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .05 .09 .10 .OS .04 .01 .04 .OR '1: .y~ .Ol~ 1.00 .11 .13 .11 .09 .03 -.00 .03 .09 .12 .09 .04 
::8 :12 :I~ :Ag :83 :81 :g~ :g1 :8= :09 :12 : 4 :=: :l~ :l~ :l~ :~: :g~ :g~ :gi :g~ :A~ :g~ :8t 
.70 .16 .13 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .10 .13 .16 .70 .15 .13 .11 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 
.60 .16 .14 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .112 ·11~ .11~ ·It .~O .16 .14 .14 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .13 .12 .10 .50 .19 .17 .15 .14 .14 .1 4 .14 • 4. • ·25 .50 .18 .17 .17 .17 .1S .18 .18 .1S .17 .15 .12 
.40 .25 .21 .18 .1169 .1169 '1~ 'l~ 'It .~~ '~1 '32 .40 .12 .22 .21 .21 .21 .22 .22 .21 .20 .18 .16 .30 .32 .26 .22. • • 7. • • • 2 ·37 .30 .19 .21 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .24 .23 .21 
.20 .37 .32 .27 .7.4 .22 .21 .~~ .?~ .~~ ·~8 ·40 .20 .37 .34 .32 .30 .29 .29 .30 .30 .30 .29 .21 
li~O Y/. :~8 :~3 :~ij :~A :~~ :~; :60 :SO :QO 1:00 zi~O Y/~ :~~ :t~ :28 :j~ :l~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :l~ l:~ij 
Table C7. C 8' 
y = 1.0, Boundary Layer 4 prms, 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE ~ATJO ~()OF wINO 040 ~~s PRE~SURE (OEFFtCIENT H. LAYER 4 1-1 <,InE ~ATIO ~OOF WINO 070 
COEFFICIE~TS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COFFFICIE~TS RA~FD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 1.00 
.QO .30 .28 .28 .2S .28 .26 .23 .21 .21 .90 .39 .37 .31 .30 .2e. .;:>8 .29 .30 • .30 
.AO .29 .27 .25 .2- .22 .21 .21 .20 .20 .AO .36 .34 .31 .28 .n .26 .26 .26 .27 
.70 .27 .2'> .;:>3 .22 .21 .1 <,I .19 .18 .18 .70 .33 .31 .;>& .2:' .24 .23 .23 .23 .24 
.60 .;:>5 .23 .;:>2 .22 .21 .20 .17 .16 .1 c;:, .1;0 .30 .21l .1'':1 .22 .20 .19 .20 .21 .21 
."i0 .22 .21 .20 .21 .;:>1 .19 .16 .14 .13 ."in .?A .25 .?2 .18 .lb .1b .17 .HI .1 f'\ 
.40 .21 .19 .18 .18 .18 .16 .14 .12 .12 .40 .24 .22 • 19 .16 .14 .13 .1 .. .15 .15 
.30 .19 .HI .16 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 .30 .;>1 .19 .16 .14 .12 .11 .11 .12 .12 
.lO .18 .16 .1- .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 .08 .20 .Hi .16 .13 .11 .09 .08 .08 .09 .09 
.10 .15 .1- .13 .14 .13 .11 .08 .07 .01; .10 .16 .13 .10 .06 .04 .04 .OS .06 .06 
Y/W X/L .00 • .10 .20 .30 .40 .";0 .f>0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Y/V/ X/L .(1) .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .00 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYE~ 4 1-1 ">IOE HaTIO ~IOF 1 lOp.£) 040 RMS PRESSURE r0EFFICTE~T R. LAYE~ 4 1-1 <,10E kATIO SIDE 1 WYND 070 
COEFFICIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASfD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .09 .11 .12 .10 .Oe:; .02 .O~ .10 .14 .15 .16 1.00 .OF! .09 .04 .01 .03 .00 .02 .06 .10 .13 .16 
.90 .11 .12 .13 .11 .08 .07 .08 .11 .14 .17 .21 .90 .08 .09 .09 .07 .05 .04 .O~ .07 .09 .12 .15 
:~g :11 :l~ :}6 :I~ :l~ :li :l~ :l~ :}ij .19 .25 ."10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .08 .07 .07 .Oll .09 .12 .15 .n .;>7 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .11 .13 .15 
.60 .15 .11 .19 .20 .21 .21 .21 .ll .22 .2':> .29 .1'>0 .10 .12 .14 .14 :l~ .14 .14 .1"3 .14 .15 :U .<;0 .17 .20 .23 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .26 .2e:, .33 • .:;0 .13 .15 .17 .18 .18 .17 .17 .17 .11 
.40 .21 .;:>S .28 .29 .30 .30 .30 .30 .31 .34 .39 .41) .17 .19 .20 .21 .21 .21 .ll .20 .20 .21 .22 
.30 .29 .31 .33 .34 .34 .34 .34 .35 .37 .42 .48 .30 .n .? 3 .24 .25 .25 .25 .24 .7.4 .24 .25 .27 
.20 .38 .39 .40 .40 .39 .39 .39 .41 .45 ."i2 .62 .20 .2A .;>9 .3u :j~ .29 • 2 I'! .28 .29 .30 .33 .36 .10 .48 .49 .48 .41 .45 .44 .45 .4~ .55 .1;6 .19 .10 .35 .37 .3R .33 .31 .33 .36 .40 .43 .47 
llH X/L .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Z/~ )(Il .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'>0 ,1;0 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PPESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 wINO 040 R~S PPESSuPE cn~FFICIENT H. LAYER 4 1-1 <:;JnE RATIO SIDE 2 wIN£) 010 
COEFFICIEhTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO uPON LOCAL V~LOCITY 
t" n.., 1.00 .2A .32 .33 .29 .~l .l~ .18 .2) .23 • t\; .0<:; 1.no .4~ .49 .49 .kl .2A .14 .u':l :02 .~" 
.1)7 .14 
:~g :li :~; :lJ :~; :~~ :~2 :~~ :~I :~a • IS .13 .90 .49 .51 .4~ ,42 .31 .18 .Oll .03 .08 .16 N .16 .16 .RO ,')3 .,)3 .C;u .44 .34 .n .11 .04 .OJ .09 .17 
.70 .43 .39 .34 .31 .29 .28 .25 .23 .21 .1 ~ .16 .70 .<;6 .S'; .">3 .47 .38 .20 .1'; .07 .05 .09 .11 -....] 
.60 .44 .41 .37 .15 .33 .31 .l9 .27 .24 .19 .15 .60 .S9 .,)q .'>7 .<;2 .42 .:\1 .19 .11 .08 .10 .11'> (.N 
.~O .41 .44 .41 .39 .37 .35 .33 .11 .27 .21 .15 ."i0 .1'>8 .1;1'> .6j .'56 ,41 .15 .24 .1'5 .11 .12 .16 
.40 .54 .49 .45 .42 .40 .39 .37 .34 .30 .25 .19 .40 .A5 .71 .64 .61 .50 .39 .28 .11'1 .14 .15 .19 
.30 .61 .55 .50 .46 .44 .43 .40 .37 .34 .29 .25 .10 1.02 .90 .77 .JC.I'> .5<; .44 .32 .22 .18 .19 .;>3 
.20 .f>2 .59 .56 .<;2 .49 .46 .45 .41 .40 .3<; .28 .70 1.12 1.0r) .87 .14 .60 .4& .37 .29 .25 .73 .22 
zi~O Y/w :~~ :t8 :~~ :~g :i~ :~g :~A :i~ :~g .41 .2R .11) 1.13 1.07 ...... ."15 .61 .<;? .44 .40 .34 .7fl .17 .90 1.00 l/fo' Y/'w ,00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ,<;0 .1;0 .70 .60 .90 1.00 
P~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEP _ 1-1 SIDE ~ATIO SIDE 3 IOINO 040 RMS PRESSURE CO~FFtCIENT f-I. LAYER 4 1-1 <;10£ laTto SIr)F: 3 WINO 070 
COEFFICIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY cnEFFICIENTS RASEO UP0N LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .15 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .14 .17 .23 .34 .46 1.00 .n .24 .2':> .i''' .23 .72 .26 .31 .34 .36 .36 
.90 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .l~ .16 .19 .25 .35 .4A .90 .24 :~~ .26 .?7 .27 .27 .30 .33 .3S .36 .37 .RO .13 .14 .16 .11 .18 .18 .19 .21 .l7 .37 .49 .flO .;>6 .2-; .30 .31 .32 .34 .35 .37 .37 .37 
.10 .1l .15 .le .20 .21 .72 .22 .24 .30 .40 .52 .70 .;>7 .29 .32 .34 .35 .37 .3& .39 .40 .39 .38 
.60 .12 .11 .21 .23 .24 .25 .26 .28 .33 .43 .O:;f, .1\0 .;>1 .32 .3f> .38 .40 .42 .43 .44 .44 .4(> .39 
.50 .13 .19 .23 .26 .27 .28 .29 .31 .37 .48 .62 ."iO .7Q .3:' .4u .43 .4':> .47 .48 .49 .49 .45 .41 
:~g :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~l :~g :~~ :!~ .54 .70 .40 .1!i 
.41) .44 .4R .50 .,,<' .,)3 .53 .52 .4A .43 
.59 .7f> .10 .41 .45 .50 • .,3 .c;:,<; .<;6 .57 .5A .56 .52 .47 
:rg :~i :~~ :It :l~ :~r :~1 :~~ ::~ :~~ .n4 .AI .20 .4 :3 .";0 • ':of> • .,,9 .60 .1>1 .63 .1;5 .64 .<;9 .52 .6f1 .82 .10 .41 .5 .. • 64 .1'>7 .61 .f>6 .1u .7 .. .74 .6f1 .59 
Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 l/H A/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .00 .70 .RO .QO 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYE~ 4 1-1 SIDE ~ATIO SIDE 4 WIND 040 ~MS PPESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYEP 4 1-1 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 WINO 010 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1:&8 :If :li :t~ :l~ :g~ :86 :8~ :l~ :lj .12 .08 1.00 .23 .21 .27 .18 .04 .00 .08 .23 .26 .14 .00 .12 .10 .90 .29 .26 .2~ .15 .08 .05 .11 .19 .21 .15 .05 
.AO .ll .18 .1." .13 .12 .11 .12 .12 .13 .13 .13 .Rn .31 .26 .19 .14 .12 .12 .14 .17 .11 .15 .12 
.70 .23 .20 .17 .lb .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 .10 .35 .;>1 .20 .17 .11 .l~ .19 .19 .18 .1 (, .14 
.~O .25 .22 .lO .19 .19 .19 .19 .18 .11 .16 .14 .flO .3~ .30 .2~ .23 .24 .2n .l7 .26 .23 .18 .11 
.~o .;:>7 .;:>5 .24 .23 .l2 .22 .l3 .22 .21 .19 ·H .sn .40 .35 .32 .30 .31 .32 .34 .34 .29 .22 .12 .40 .32 .29 .27 .?6 .26 .?~ .20 .2~ .24 .2~ .40 .49 .41 .39 .37 .3A .19 .40 .4n _lA .29 .21 
.30 .39 .35 .32 .30 .30 .30 .30 .29 .29 .29 :29 .30 .~1 .53 .41 .44 .45 .46 .41 .46 .44 .41 .3f> 
.lO .49 .44 .4~ .31 .35 .34 .34 .35 .36 .3n .35 .;:>0 .73 .65 .59 .54 .5~ .53 .55 .57 .51 .55 .52 






























































COEFFICIENT R. LAYEP 4 
RA5EO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.32 ~32 .13 .33 
.30 .3U .30 .30 
.28 .28 .28 .28 
.25 .2& .26 .26 
.23 .23 .24 .24 
.21 .21 .21 .22 
.19 .19 .19 .19 
.16 .17 .17 .17 
.14 .14 .15 .15 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
Table C7. 











COEFfICIENT B. LlYER 4 1-1 SIDE ~ATIO 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.11 .09 .07 .05 .04 .03 .04 
.12 .10 .OB .06 .06 .os .06 
.13 .11 .09 .O~ .OR .07 .08 
.14 .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.1S .14 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.19 .17 .IS .14 .14 .14 .14 
.24 .20 .11 .16 .16 .16 .lb 
.30 .25 .20 .l~ .1~ .1~ .IM 
.35 .30 .25 .23 .21 .20 .21 
.38 .35 .32 .29 .25 .23 .25 
.no .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 
~~§~br5~5~TLSCAtA~~EO¢ITY 1-1 SIDE RATIO 
.00 .?b .51 .51 .31 .10 .04 .oe .29 .44 .44 .31 .20 .14 
.21 .32 .40 .41 .36 .?4 .24 
.?~ .36 .44 .47 .44 .3~ .32 
.24 .41 .54 .59 .56 .48 .39 
.30 .50 .6n .11 .61 .58 .48 
.52 .65 .15 .18 .75 .67 .58 
.S3 .86 .87 .86 .82 .17 .69 
1.12 1.11 1.08 1.02 .94 .R6 .81 
1.34 1.39 1.39 1.29 1.11 .9b .91 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .~O 
COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.34 .34 .34 .31 .21 
.33 .34 .34 .33 .31 
.31 .34 .35 .36 .35 
.31 .35 .38 .40 .40 
.32 .38 .42 .4S .45 
.34 .42 .47 .50 .51 
.17 .46 .52 .55 .56 
.41 .50 .57 .60 .~1 
.41 .~6 .63 .66 .61 
.56 .64 .71 .73 .12 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
COEffICIENT 8. LAYER 4 
RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.16 .16 .14 .09 .04 
.1~ .l~ .16 .15 .14 
.21 .20 .19 .21 .24 
.25 .23 .23 • .26 .32 
.28 .27 .28 .ll .39 
.32 .32 .34 .40 .48 
.3~ .39 .43 .49 .58 
.37 .45 .53 .61 .69 
.31 .49 .64 .75 .Rl 
.lq .51 .76 .R8 .91 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
























































































































































Table C8. C prms, 8' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 
RMS pRfSSIIRF: COEHICI€r..eT t<I. LAYEI'I 1 I-I? SIOt: HATlO ROOF WIND 000 RMS PRESSI)PE COEFFICIENT p. tAYF.j;/ 1 i-I? <;JfJ£ RATIO 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEfFICIENTS RASf~ UPON lOCAL vELOCITY 
l.tlO 1.00 
.;>1 .<10 .2c) .24 .23 .;;>3 .?l .ll .21 .20 .1'1 .90 .28 .n .26 .1>6 .25 
.l'!tI .24 .23 .;>3 .22 .21 .21 .20 .19 .19 .1'10 .?" .24 .24 .23 .;>2 .22 
.70 .23 .23 .2'2 .21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .18 .7t1 .;>2 .21 .1'0 .20 .19 .11:1 
.1'>0 .23 .7? .?l .21 .:>1 .20 • 1 'I .1':1 .) It ."0 .1<1 .HI .11 .11 .16 .15 .0:;0 .23 .?2 .;>2 .71 .71 .2U .19 .HI .18 .'50 .11 .1h .1!:. .14 .13 .12 
.4n .23 .?;> .2l .21 .71 .20 .IY .19 :U .40 .If. .1.., .13 .It .11 .10 .3n .23 .2] .22 .21 .;>1 .20 .20 .1'1 .3n • Jf. .1 "i .14 .12 .11 .10 
.::»0 .?4 .23 .il3 .i!? .;:>1 .21 .<'0 .1'1 .19 .20 .1R .11 .15 .14 .13 .11 
.10 .2'" .24 .23 .23 .72 .21 .21 .20 .1<) .10 .21 .20 .HI .17 .15 .14 
Y/W XIL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'>0 .~o .70 .1:10 .90 1.00 Y/W X/L .0') .10 .20 .30 .40 .'50 .1:>0 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFJCIENT H. LAY~~ 1 I-I? <;1n£ ~ATTO <;10E WINO 000 RM~ PRESSURE cnEFFTCJF~T ~. LAYER 1 1-2 <;IOE HATTO 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS ~AStn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .01 .11 .2~ .28 .1?6 .23 .1 Q .1" .14 .14 .15 1.00 .09 .10 .11 .11 .12 .13 .l :, .90 .07 .17 .2~ .7.8 .2K .25 .21 .IIi .15 .13 .11 • ell) .10 .1 I} .l!l .Il .12 .14 .16 
.80 .06 .17 .25 .29 .29 .21 .24 .1'0 .11 .13 .08 .AO .10 .10 .111 .11 .12 .14 .1t. 
.7n .n~ .18 .27 .U .:U .28 .2~ .22 .Hi .13 .01 .70 .0<; .10 .10 .11 .13 .14 .l~ 
.60 .01 .19 .29 .13 .33 .3U .27 .21 .19 .14 .OA .hO .MI .09 .11} .12 .11 .15 .H:' 
.<;0 .tlA .;>1 .31 .36 .3, .32 .2'1 .2S .20 .14 .08 .<;0 .O~ .(}9 .lll .Il .Il .15 .11 
.40 .10 .72 .3? .H .37 .34 .30 .?f> .21 .14 .07 .40 .Oli .09 .10 .12 .14 .15 .17 
.3t1 .15 .2f> .34 .36 .3A .36 .33 .29 .22 .14 .05 .30 .10 .10 .ll .12 .14 .16 .17 
.20 .26 .33 .39 .41 .40 .18 .35 .31 .24 .16 .Of> .20 .14 .14 .13 .14 .15 .16 .IIi 
.10 .40 .44 .46 .46 .43 .40 .36 .33 .21 .19 .09 .111 .20 .IR .11 .16 .1f> .16 .1Y 
Z/H XII. .00 .10 .70 .10 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 VI-! lI/L .IlO .10 .70 .30 .40 ."0 .AO 
RMS PRFSSURE COEfFTCIENT A. t AY[J.l I 1-;> SlOE ../IITTO "TDE 2 WINf) 000 RMS PPE5SU~F. COEFFTCIENT P. LAYl~ 1 1-2 SIDE HATIO 
COEFFICIENTS RASFQ UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COfFFIC1ENTS RASEn UpnN LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .17 .l~ .19 .20 .19 .19 .19 .20 .19 .18 .17 1.On .72 .73 .21 .?? .70 .17 • 11 
.<10 .HI .19 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .19 .1I:l .9n .21 .;:>1 .22 .21 .1 '1 .18 .18 
.~O .1 ~ .19 .20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .20 .19 .HI .Iltl .1'1'1 .20 .;:>1 .'?o .20 .1 ~ .1 d 
.70 .) A • 20 .21 .;>2 .22 .22 .72 .22 .21 .20 .18 .7t1 .;>1 .?l .;;>1 .1'1 .20 .70 .19 
.60 .1~ .20 .21 .;;>2 .23 .73 .23 .22 .21 .20 .IA .(,0 .?? .27 .?? :~i .2] .<'1 .20 .50 .114 .;:>0 .22 .73 .74 .?4 .24 .23 .22 .20 .18 .'i0 .23 .?l .23 .l2 .21 .20 
.40 .19 .21 .?2 .;>3 .24 .;>4 .24 .23 .22 .21 .19 .40 .75 .;;>4 .23 .;>3 .22 .72 .21 
.30 .1 q .?1 .23 .l4 .25 .25 .25 .24 .23 .21 .19 .31'1 .7, .;>4 .24 .;:» .23 .l3 .22 
.20 .H .2l' .25 .21 .27 .76 .21 .21 .2"i .22 .18 .20 .;>4 .2" .26 .76 .24 .;>4 .?3 
.10 .14 .(>3 .29 .:'11 .29 .27 .?9 .ll .2Y .23 .14 .10 .;>1 .2A .30 .:w .27 .;>4 .2"> 
ZIt-! V/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .AO .90 1.00 ZlM Y/W .00 .11) .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 
RMS PRESSUPf COEFFICIENT k. LAYER 1 1-2 SIDE HATTO SIne 3 WINO 000 RM! PRESSURE COEFFICI~NT H. LAYEW 1 1-2 <;1O[ HATH) 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASFO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS AA5fO UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 .1 C) .14 .14 .15 .19 .23 .21> .28 .25 .17 .07 1.no .07 .n6 .0"' .1)6 .OR .12 .11 .90 .11 .13 .15 .18 .21 .;>!) .28 .2>1 .25 .11 .07 • COlO .10 .0., .0 i .03 .Of> .1 ;> .19 
.AO .OA .13 .17 .20 .24 oc7 .29 .2~ .25 .17 .Of> .An .13 .05 .01 .01 .0.., .13 .20 
.70 .07 .13 .IR .72 .25 .2t1 .31 .31 .27 .1 !1 .00 .70 .13 .05 .01 .01 .06 .13 .21 
.1'>0 .OA .14 .19 .23 .27 .30 .33 .33 .?~ .19 .07 .... 0 .11 .0" .02 .02 .01 .1" .21 
.50 .Oll .14 .(,0 .25 .2<1 .ll .35 .3f. .31 .21 .Oti .50 .10 .05 .01 .O,J .OH .14 .21 
.40 .07 .14 .21 .21', .30 .34 .,n .17 .32 .?2 .10 .40 .11 .Ob .O? .OJ .Ile .15 .21 
.30 .05 .l~ .?? .;>9 .33 .10 .31:1 .314 .34 .?6 .15 .ltl .13 .01'> .(l? .02 .08 .15 .23 
.I'tI .06 .lft .2 .. .31 .3') .3~ .40 .41 .3~ .33 .26 .20 .) 3 .01 .0,1 .114 .08 .16 .;>4 
.10 .09 .19 .71 .33 .3,.. .40 .43 .46 .46 .44 .40 .10 .10 .08 .0':1 .08 .11 .1 t- .24 
Z/M )(Il .no .10 .70 .30 .40 ."i0 .f.0 .10 .AO .90 1.00 ZlM )tIL .00 .10 .CO .30 .40 .<;0 .f>O 
~~€F~~~I€~~~ ~~~~bI5~~~Tl6c6lA~~~otITY 1-2 SlOE 4ATtO <;In,:: 4 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYE~ 1 1·2 "IOE HATtO COEFFICIENTS PASfO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .(1) .07 .OA .01 .05 .0 .. .0'> .01 .0-9 .07 .06 1.00 .09 .11 .12 .10 .0(, .03 .03 
.9n .n1 .01 .01 .06 .OS .OS .05 .06 .07 .01 .01 .90 .11 .11 .10 .O~ .06 .04 .04 
.AO .08 .tll .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .01 .01 .08 .80 .13 .11 .10 .08 .07 .06 .05 
.10 .08 .07 .01 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .01 .08 .10 .13 .11 .Hl .09 • (Hi .ne .01 
.60 .08 .01 .01 .01 .01 .07 .07 .07 .01 .01 .08 .60 :U .12 .11 :B .10 .09 .08 .'5/) .08 .OA .OR .08 .OB .08 .OS .O~ .08 .08 .08 :U .13 .13 .12 .10 .O~ .40 :U .09 .O~ .08 .06 .08 .08 .08 .05 .09 .10 .16 .15 .14 .13 .11 .12 .11 .30 .10 .09 .O~ .09 .~') .O'l .O~ .0') .10 .12 .:;\l .72 .19 .Hi .1 ') .14 .14 .13 
.20 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 .09 .IiI .11 .11 .It! .12 .(,0 .25 .<>3 .21 .18 .16 .15 .15 
.In .O~ .12 .14 .14 .12 .1U .12 .14 .14 .12 .OR .In .26 .76 .28 .;;>5 .20 .17 .17 
11 ... Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .,0 .1)0 .10 .80 .QO 1.00 ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .(>1) .:'10 .40 .<;0 .60 
POOF WYNU 0;:>0 
.?4 .24- .23 
.21 .20 .i?0 
.1/\ .17 .16 
.14 .13 .12 
.11 .10 .09 
.09 .07 .06 
.OA .07 .05 
.10 .OA .07 
.13 .11 .10 
.10 .fiO .90 1.00 
SIDE wINO 020 
.11 .21 .24 .28 
.11 .20 .22 .24 
.11 .19 .20 .21 
.HI .1 ':I .19 .20 
.1"1 .19 .19 .20 .1'" • 1<; .19 .19 .1 A .18 .IH .17 
.ld .18 .11 .16 
.20 .20 .19 .17 
.22 .23 .:1'3 .22 
.10 .AO .90 1.00 
"qt'lE 2 wlN(j 070 
• Hi .lf~ .17 .15 
.1 Ii .17 .16 .14 N 
.1 ~ .17 • If' .14 ...... .111 .11 .15 .13 
.l'l .11 .15 .13 CJ1 
.1 '1 .11 .15 .13 
.20 .HI .le, .13 
.21 .1~ .It> .13 
.;'>3 :~g .16 .10 .26 .16 .06 
.10 .IlO .90 1.00 
SlOE 3 wIN!) 020 
.24 .28 .31 .33 
.?b .30 .l3 .34 
.21 .32 .35 .36 
.28 .33 .31 .40 
.21 .33 .39 .45 
.27 .34 .40 .41 
.21'1 .34 .40 .46 
.30 .36 .42 .41 
.32 .41 .50 .58 
.35 .49 .64 .Rl 
.10 .80 .90 1.00 
<;tn€: 4 WINO 020 
.04 .06 .07 .08 
.05 .06 .07 .o#! 
.05 .06 .07 .0$1 
.06 .06 .06 .07 
.07 .01 .n7 .07 
.Of! .08 .07 .07 
.10 .09 .09 .09 
.12 .11 .11 .11 
.l!:> .14 .12 .10 
.1'1 .le .13 .06 
.7(1 .60 .90 1.00 
Table CS. C 8' prms, y = 
0.5, Boundary Layer 1 
QMS PRESSU~E COEFFTCIE~T p. LAYEw 1 I-I? '>10E ,<ABO Ri)OF wI1II11 040 
PfI4S PRESSURE rOfFFfCIENT fi. LAYE~ 1 }-2 SloE RATIO ROOF wtNO 070 
COEFFICIE~TS I-OASEO UPON LOCAL VfLOCITY 
Cy~::ICIEhTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VE~OCITY 
1.00 
.qO .;:>9 .30 •. 10 .31 .H .11 .1;> .32 .32 
.90 .2'1 .;>'5 .::>'5 .26 .26 .26 .27 .27 .21 
.110 .7'1 .2i> .?6 .cb .71 .21 .it' .2rl .?~ .... 0 .c'i .2S .76 .26 .2b .27 .21 .27 .28 
.7" .2'1 .;:>2 .7t! .cr .2'3 .;>3 .;>3 .23 .74 
.70 .?c, .2., .26 .21:1 .1'6 .27 .27 .27 .2A 
."0 .11:1 .1"1 .1<.; .14 .1'" .1<'; .70 .70 .20 .60 .24 .2':i .7:' .;:>5 .26 .2b .27 .27 .?8 
.0:;0 .1~ .11) • If, .1'" .In .if, .17 .17 .17 .0:;0 .23 .24 .i'4 .25 .75 .26 .;>6 .27 .77 
.4/) .1'; .14 .14 .14 .14 .1" .14 .14 .J" .40 
.22 .2e .1'3 .24 .24 .25 .25 .26 .26 
.~o .13 .13 .13 .1i' .12 .1t' .17 .12 .11 
.~O .20 .2'1 .;>2 .22 .23 .2'+ .24 .25 .76 
.20 .12 .12 .11 .11 .Il .lu .111 .10 .10 
.70 .19 .2" .21 .21 .;>2 .22 .23 .24 .Z5 
.10 .10 .11) .10 .10 .11'1 .0'" .(1~ .()~ .OA .10 .1f! .19 .19 .20 .21 .21 .;>2 .23 .24 
Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ... 0 .f,O .70 • till .<.10 1.00 
VI'll X/L .00 .10 .20 .~O .40 .50 .bO .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE (OEFFICJENT ~. LAyER 1 1-2 SIr.i5: ~IlTJO <;(1)1- 'Ill'll) 1,40 ~~IF~~~'~~'I ~~~~~I5'~~Tl~tAtA~~rO~ITY 1-2 '>IDE WATIO SIDE wINO 070 
COEFFICIEhTS ~IlSfO UPO~ LOCAL ~~LOCITY 
1.00 .10 .10 .10 .Oq .07 .07 .11 .1'> .17 .16 .12 
1.00 .oe; .11 .15 .16 .13 .12 .13 .16 18 21 23 
.90 .10 .10 .11) .I)~ • o I:! .Oll .1i) .13 .14 .14 .13 .qo .O~ .11 .1] .14 .13 .12 .13 .)4 ·16 'iA ·19 
.1'10 .11) .10 .09 .vq .04 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .~g .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 :14 :15 :16 
.70 .10 .10 .O~ ./)-I .111 .10 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 
."0 .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .14 .15 
.60 .10 .OQ .OQ .0\1 .1 II .11 .1<' .13 .13 .1 ] .13 
0<;0 .12 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .15 
.<;0 .09 .09 .09 .to .11 .12 .13 .14 .14 .13 .12 • 0 .12 .13 .14 .1~ .15 .1'+ .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
040 .nq .1'19 .1i) .1) .1;> .13 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 ·~O ·A~ ·l~ 'li .}~ ·t5 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .13 
.30 .1'17 .09 .11 .13 .1 'i .14 .1 ':l .1'> .15 .1f> .16 
.' ••••• 5 .16 .16 • Ie:; .15 .14 .14 
.20 .01'1 .11 .1] .14 .1., .1 :. .1t> .11 .1 If .21 .23 
'fg .Jl .11 .15 .16 .16 .lb .17 .17 .17 .18 18 
.10 .11 .14 .1f, .17 .16 .lb .l-l .23 .27 .31 .35 
• .1~ .IA .)~ .19 .16 .17 .17 .1~ 22 25 ·27 
lll-l X/l .00 .10 .20 .3U .40 .<;0 ."tJ .70 .1'10 .<;10 1.00 IIH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 :80 :90 1:00 
RIo4S PRESSU~E CflF.FFICIf:ItlT .... 11\Y£~ 1 1-2 "IOE ~ATT[) SlfJl:. l wINO 040 ~~~F~~~~~~~~ ~~~~hI5~~~TL~CALA~frO~ITY 1-2 SlOE ~ATJO SIDE 2 WlltlO 070 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASFn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .7" .22 .1~ .17 .16 .1'> .1'> .14 .12 .1 () .06 1.g& -1& .~~ .!~ .:~ .j? .;>~ .11 .03 .03 .08 .16 
.90 .23 .21 .20 .Iti .17 .16 .1" .1l .12 .11 .09 
.AO .ZI .21 .20 .1 Q .HI .16 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 
:AO :1'19 :25 :31'1 :41 :3~ :~7 :l~ :Y~ .g~ .g~ 'l~ N 
.70 .?? .72 .ZI .20 .1 M .17 .1"> .1 j .12 .11 .10 
.10 .07 .25 .38 .43 .3A .29 .20 .12 ·09 '10 '13 ""'-J 
.60 .?'1 .23 .21 .20 .ld .17 .It> .14 .12 • HI .08 
.~O .00:; .2~ .41 .4n .41 .31 .21 .13 '10 '11 ·15 0\ 
.'50 .28 .25 .22 .20 .lH .17 .It> .1., .13 .11 .08 .50 .07 .28 .44 .50 .44 .34 .22 .1'+ :10 :12 :11 
.40 .?<;I .25 .22 .20 .1 If .1f< .1t> .15 .14 .14 .14 
.~g .)4 .32 .4~ .50 .46 .lb .25 .16 .12 .13 .16 
.lO .2A .;:>5 .2l .21 .211 .1t< .16 .1'; .15 .17 .20 
• .74 .3R .4M .51 .47 .3b .2M .20 15 13 14 
."0 .77 .26 .Z5 .?3 .21 .1t1 .11 .1 " .16 .1 f, .17 
.~g .32 .46 .55 .~7 .50 .,+0 .31 .24 ·18 ·13 ·10 
.10 .27 .27 .27 .?" .21 .1 ':# .19 .1 ~ .17 .1l .05 
• .~A .55 .b7 .b6 .55 .42 .34 .2t1 '21 '14 ·05 
lIt4 Y/'" .00 .10 .21'1 .10 .40 .... 11 ."0 .70 .AO .qO 1.00 
111-1 Y/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .0:;0 .60 .70 :qO :QO 1:00 
R~S PQESSU~E CnEFFTCIE~T R. LA'f~ 1 1-2 SII)E >lATIO SInE 3 wI .... O 040 ~~~F~~~j~~~~ ~~~~~I5~~~TL~CAL A~trO~ITY 1-2 SIOF RATIO SInE 3 wt~O 070 
COEFFICIENTS RIlSEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .1<' .13 .14 .16 .114 
l.gg .15 .17 .111 .19 .18 .le .18 .1q 20 21 22 
.90 .na .Oq .10 .Il .12 .12 .12 .13 .15 .1E' .21 • .17 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 .19 .;>0 '21 '71 "22 
.AO .06 .OA .1 'J .11 .ll' .11. .12 .13 .1'> 
.IQ .23 .;g 'la ·12 ·le 'I~ '~fi .19 .?O .20 :21 :22 :23 
.70 .07 .09 .10 .1? .12 .12 .13 .13 .If, .19 .23 
'60 ••••• .20 .20 .21 .21 .23 .24 
.60 .09 .10 .11 .12 .I? .1'" .13 .1" .16 • 11'1 .27 .~O .17 .18 .1<;1 .20 .ZO .21 .?1 .21 .23 .24 .26 
."i0 .09 .10 .11 .12 • 1;> .1 c .13 .14 .16 .19 .2.'1 
•. .16 .IR .19 .20 .21 .21 .22 ."2 23 2~ 27 
.40 .O'! .1'19 .10 .11 .12 • \3 .13 .14 .17 ."2 .28 .~g ·l~ 'IZ 'l~ ·~l .~~ .~~ .~~ .22 :23 :2~ :27 
.30 .00:; .OR .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 .14 .H; .1'5 .34 
.20 ••••••• .23 .24 .25 .26 
.20 .00:; .Oll .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .1 ~ .20 .26 .34 
'10 .]4 .18 .21 .23 .2~ .23 .24 .25 .26 .27 .28 
.10 .OR .11 .14 .1'+ .13 .13 .14 .11 .20 .73 .27 
• .18 .22 .?~ .26 .2~ .24 .26 .?R 30 31 31 
Z/t-t )(/L .00 .10 .20 • 'Ii) .40 .">0 .*'0 .711 .80 .90 1.00 
1lH X/t .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .~O .~O .70 :80 :90 1:00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICJE~T N. lA)£~ I 1-2 <;IOt HATTO "{liE 4 wI"''' 040 ~~:F:~~ii~~~ ~~~~riJ5~~~Tl~CAtA~~EotITY 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIO~ 4 wI~n 010 
COEFFlCIE .. TS FoASfO IIPO~ LOC~L VHOCITY 
1.00 .0S .10 .11 .12 .Ok .ob .U., • (/7 .08 .U~ .09 1.:: .32 .29 .lb .?2 .17 .1'+ .13 .13 13 13 13 
.90 .01'1 .10 .11 .10 .06 .07 .Ut> .07 .Oll .0" .O~ .~O .33 .2Q .24 .20 .17 .15 .14 .13 '13 '14 ·14 
.1'10 .10 .JO .10 .0<'; .01'1 .0" .07 .OH .08 .O~ .or" "70 .34 '2A .23 .20 .17 .16 .15 .14 °14 "14 ·14 
.10 .11 .10 .10 .O~ .OY .0':# .OH .08 .oa .O~ .10 • .34 .7A .24 .70 .IA .11 .lb .15 "14 '14 ·14 
.fiO .17 .12 .11 .11 .10 .10 .oy .0,. .Ot! .0<1 .10 .~g .33 .29 .25 .?2 .20 .18 .17 .15 :15 :15 :15 
.50 .13 .13 .13 .12 .17 .11 .10 .0':1 .09 .10 
.10 • .35 .30 .2fi .~j .21 .19 .17 .16 .1S .l~ 16 
.40 • 1A .If) .1 .. .13 .1? .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .17 
.40 .40 .33 .21 .73 .21 ./0 .1t1 .16 16 16 ·17 
• 30 .2 • .1'" .If> .1'+ .13 .13 .li .11 .11 .12 .13 .30 .46 .36 .2Q .74 .72 .21 .19 .18 '17 '18 ·18 
.(kO • Z6 ::0. . .. .17 .1<; .1- .14 .. l~ .14 .1, .12 :tg .:: ·:1 .~~ .~~ .24 .22 .21 .22 :21 :20 :1~ 
.10 .25 :?6 :25 .<,2 .1>'1 .1, .In .1" .ld .1;; .li 
lIH Y/ .. .1'10 .11) .rO .30 ."U .<;0 .hO .7,) .80 .90 1.nO 11... Y/~ :00 :10 :20 :10 :~~ :~~ :~6 :~g :~~ :~5 I:A5 
Table C8. C S' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 1 prms, 
R~S PRESSURE COEfFICIENT ~. I AYlQ 1 1-2 ~lOE wATTO POOF WINO 090 
COEfFICIENTS aASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.90 .11 .17 .11 .17 .17 .11 .If .11 .11 
.80 .22 .?? .72 .?? .l? .22 .?? .22 .22 
.10 .2~ .2b .76 .26 .26 .26 .2b .26 .26 
.60 .28 .2~ .7B .2H .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 
.50 .29 .29 .?9 .21:1 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 
.40 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
.30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
.20 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 
.10 .33 .JJ .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 
Y/~ lCIl .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFfICIENT ~. LAyER 1 }-2 SIDE ~ATIO ~IOE WINO 090 
COEFFICIE~TS RASEO UPON LOCaL VELOCITY 
1.00 .22 .24 .24 .21 .17 .15 .17 .21 .24 .24 .22 
.90 .21 .21 .20 .18 .16 .15 .16 .1k .20 .21 .21 
.AO .21 .20 .IA .11 .16 .16 .16 .17 .18 .20 .21 
.70 .22 .19 .17 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .11 .19 .22 
.60 .22 .20 .1R .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .18 .20 .22 
.50 '.22 .20 .I~ .17 .17 .17 .11 .17 .18 .20 .22 
.40 .21 .19 .1~ .17 .17 .11 .11 .17 .18 .19 .21 
.30 .20 .19 .IR .11 .18 .18 .1a .17 .18 .19 .20 
040 070 090 .20 .22 .22 .21 .20 .19 .18 .l~ .20 .21 .22 .22 
.10 .28 .28 .2~ .25 .21 .19 .21 .25 .28 .28 .28 
020--. '" \ l Z/~ X/L .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .~O .10 .80 .90 1.00 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 1 1-2 ~IDE wATIO SlOE 2 _INO 090 COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCaL VELOCITY 
1.00 .11 .23 .32 .32 .27 .23 .28 .35 .38 .35 .26 ooo-c .90 .16 .24 .30 .31 .28 .26 .27 .31 .34 .35 .35 41 .eo .20 .25 .29 .30 .29 .28 .21 .28 .31 .35 .40 N .10 .21 .25 .29 .30 .31 .30 .2~ .29 .31 .3~ .39 '-I .60 .19 .25 .30 .12 .33 .32 .32 .32 .32 .34 .36 '-I .50 .?O .2~ .31 .14 .35 .35 .34 .34 .34 .35 .35 .40 .26 .30 .33 .36 .31 .37 .36 .35 .35 .36 .38 
.30 .33 .35 .31 .39 .40 .39 .38 .36 .36 .3M .41 SIDE 
.20 .36 .42 .46 .46 .44 .42 .42 .43 .42 .38 .33 I 
.10 .34 .49 .59 .5H .50 .44 .4~ .55 .52 .11 .15 
lIM VI_ .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 '1= 0.5 
RMS PRESSU~E COEFFtCJFNT ~. LAYER 1 1-2 SIDE RATTO SlOE 3 _INO OQO 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .22 .20 .19 .20 .21 .22 .21 .20 .19 .20 .22 
.(,10 .72 .21 .21 .22 .23 .23 .23 .22 .21 .21 .22 
.80 .23 .23 .23 .74 .24 .24 .24 .24 .23 .23 .23 
.70 .?6 .26 .25 .75 .25 .25 .2~ .25 .25 .26 .26 
.60 .30 .29 .21 .26 .26 .~5 .26 .26 .21 .29 .30 
.50 .31 .29 .2~ .21 .26 .26 .26 .21 .28 .?9 .31 
.40 .29 .28 .21 .21 .21 .71 .21 .21 .27 .28 .29 
.30 .27 .27 .21 .71 .21 .28 .21 .21 .21 .21 .27 
.20 .29 .30 .30 .29 .29 .28 .2~ .2e, .30 .30 .29 
.10 .38 .31 .36 .33 .30 .29 .30 .33 .36 .31 .38 
ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUQE COEFFICIENT R. LAVEP 1 1-2 SlOE RATIO SIOF. 4 WIN!) 090 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .28 .3e; .3~ .35 .28 .23 .27 .32 .32 .23 .11 
.90 .35 .35 .34 .31 .21 .26 .2a .31 .30 .24 .16 
.80 .40 .35 .31 .28 .27 .28 .29 .30 .29 .25 .20 
.10 .39 .35 .31 .29 .21.J .30 .31 .30 .29 .25 .21 
.60 .36 .34 .32 .32 .3? .32 .33 .32 .30 .25 .19 
.50 .35 .35 .34 .34 .34 .15 .35 .34 .31 .26 .20 
.40 .38 .36 .35 .35 .3f> .31 .3'1 .36 .33 .30 .26 
.30 .41 .38 .36 .3& .3A .39 .40 .39 .31 .35 .33 
.20 .33 .38 .4;;> .43 .42 .42 .44 .4b .46 .42 .36 
.10 .15 .31 .s? .55 .4/0\ .44 .50 .SA .59 .49 .34 
liM VI. .00 .10 .21) .30 .40 .">0 .60 .70 .RO .90 1.00 
Table Cg. C prms, t3' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SlOE J.<ATIO ROOF WINO 000 RMS PRFSSURE (OEFFICIENT R. LAYEQ " 1-2 <:;JOE RA TIO ROOF WINO 020 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASfn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 1.00 .90 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .1 ':> .14 .13 .12 .90 .1>1 .21 .21 .20 .20 .20 .lO .lO .20 
.~o .21 .20 .19 .18 .11 .16 .15 .14 .13 .A/) .19 .19 .18 .1A .18 .18 .tR .11 .17 .70 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .1'" .13 .10 .17 .17 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .15 .60 .21 .20 .} 9 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .60 .1e; .1"> .15 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .c;o .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .c;o .15 .14 .1 4 .13 .13 .12 .11 .11 .. 10 ."'0 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .40 .14 .14 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 .09 .30 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .30 .15 .1 .. .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .09 .08 .1>0 .n .21 .20 .19 .18 .16 .15 .14 .13 .20 .16 .15 .14 .13 .ll .11 .10 .10 .09 .10 .22 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 .10 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 V/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .FlO .90 1.00 YIW X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .">0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE rOEFFTClfNT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATtO SrryE WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE CnEFF(Crf~T Q. LAYER 2 1-2 <;tOE kUIO <;IOI! 1 tHNO 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS RASfO UPON LOC~L VELOCITY 
1.00 .04 .22 .36 .3H .29 .17 .O~ .oe; .05 .09 .14 1.00 .02 .10 .19 .16 .08 .04 .05 .12 .18 .19 .18 
:~g :7~ :~j :j; :~i :jl :~~ :}~ :i~ :?t :l~ :~~ .90 .06 .11 .14 .13 .09 .06 .07 .12 .16 .19 .21 .1'10 .11 .11 .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .12 .15 .19 .23 
.70 .1<; .21 .36 .40 .3& .32 .25 .20 .18 .20 .24 .10 .12 .12 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .16 .20 .25 
.60 .21 .33 .42 .45 ."3 .37 .31 .26 .23 .22 .22 .1>0 .10 .14 .11 .18 .19 .18 .18 .18 .20 .23 .27 
:~g :~? :~~ :~I :~2 :~~ :!1 :1t :j2 :~~ :~j :is .50 .10 .11) .20 .23 .23 .23 .22 :~~ .23 .26 .30 .40 .14 .18 :~~ .25 :~~ .21 :~~ .26 .28 .32 :~g :~~ :~J :f~ :~! :~~ :~I :~~ :Z~ :~} :~6 :l~ .30 .23 .25 .?~ .33 .30 .31 .33 .36 .20 .36 .:114 .40 .41 .40 .40 .40 .41 .43 .45 .47 
z,~o X/L 1:~3 l:r~ l:!A :~, ::~ :~A :~3 :~S ::g :~8 l:A~ .10 .<;] .59 .6J .60 .53 .48 .51 .SA .63 .64 .1)3 l/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .1(1 .80 .90 1.00 
~~ff~~eYf~~~ ~~~~hI5~6~TL§CAtA~~EotITY 1-2 SInE RATIO SInE 2 wI~n 000 PMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. IAYEP 2 1-2 SlOE ~ATtO SII)E 2 WINO 020 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .21 .25 .21 .~h '4 .23 .24 .26 .21 .25 .2: 1.'0 .21 .27 .21 .25 .23 .21 .20 .lO .2e .19 .IA 
.QO .21 .24 .26 .?6 .26 .25 .26 .?6 .26 .24 .21 .qO .27 .27 .21 .26 .24 .23 .22 .21 .20 .18 .16 
.80 .22 .24 .26 .?1 .27 .~1 .27 .27 .26 .24 .22 .80 .28 .27 .27 .?7 .26 .25 .24 .l2 .20 .18 .16 
.1g .22 .21 .27 .29 .30 • 0 .30 .29 .21 .25 .22 .70 .28 .29 .29 .29 .28 .27 .26 .24 .22 .19 .16 .1> .24.2 .30 .32 .33 .33 .33 .32 .30 .21 .24 .60 .30 .31 .32 .32 .31 .30 .29 .21 .24 .21 .16 
:2g :~~ :~g :j~ :jj :~~ :j$ :~$ :j~ :j~ :jg :~~ .50 .37 .34 .35 .35 .34 .33 .32 .29 .26 .22 .1 A .40 .3') .16 .31) .31 .36 .36 .34 .31 .28 .24 .19 
:~g :~~ :~r :~~ :!~ ::~ ::~ ::~ :!A :l~ :~r :jt .30 .39 .39 .3":1 .3":1 .39 .39 .31 .34 .31 .21 .22 .20 .41 .45 .46 .46 ,loS .44 .to3 .41 .38 .33 .26 
zi~O Y/W :~6 :i& :~g :j~ :Z~ :~ij :6~ :j~ :~g :~g 1:66 .10 .41'. .'52 .51 .'>7 .53 .51 .51 .52 .49 .42 .32 Z/H YIW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .so .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
P~S PRESSUPE COEFFICIENT R. LAYEP 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SInE 3 WI~D 000 PMS PAFSSUA( COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 3 WINO 070 
COEFFICIE~TS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOC4L VELOCITY 
l:gg :f~ :lg :g~ :qij :Y2 :~~ :lY :j~ :jg :~~ :81 1.00 .09 .07 .O~ .06 .05 .07 .13 .20 .27 .34 .39 .90 .10 .07 .04 .OJ .05 .10 .11 .25 .31 .35 .38 
.~O .21 .17 .14 .15 .70 .?7 .33 .36 .32 .23 .11 .AO .12 .01 .03 .03 .06 .12 .20 .28 .34 .31 .39 
:l3 :~~ :~~ :1~ :~~ :j~ :j~ :4~ :1~ :1~ :~~ :~r .10 .12 .07 .03 .0" .01 .13 .21 .29 .36 .42 .47 .1>0 .13 .08 .05 .05 .09 .15 .22 .29 .38 .48 .58 
:~g :14 :~3 :~~ :j! :1~ :!~ :~~ :~2 :~b :~~ :~~ .50 .13 .08 .06 .07 .10 .16 .22 .30 .40 .52 .66 .40 .14 .10 .01 .07 .11 .11 .24 .32 .42 .54 .66 
.10 .15 .23 .30 .3~ .47 .~3 .58 .60 .58 .53 .46 .30 .16 .12 .09 .09 .13 .19 .21 .36 .46 .51 .6A 
.20 .OR .73 .37 .47 .55 .61 .68 .7~ .79 .79 .7R .20 .l~ .15 .14 .14 .16 .21 .30 .42 .54 .~7 .RO 
zi~O X/L :~A :j~ :~~ :~A :~ij :~6 :~~ :iZ l:Aij 1:~A l:~b .10 .70 .21 .22 .21 .21 .24 .3. .48 .66 .A6 1.07 Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 •• 0 ."i0 .... 0 .70 .ao .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~~~~~I ~~lf~I5Jg=TLStAtA~fro~tTY 1-2 SIDE RATIO SInE 4 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIE~T R. LAyER 2 1~2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 WINO 020 COEFFICIE~TS 8ASED UPON LOC4L VELOCITY 
1.00 .11 .09 .01 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .01 .09 .11 1.00 .19 .13 .Oq .06 .07 .08 .07 .06 .01 .10 .1<; 
.90 .ll .09 .08 .07 .07 .01 .07 .07 .01'1 .09 .11 .90 .15 .11 .O~ .07 .07 .07 .06 .06 .07 .09 .12 
.qO .12 .10 .09 .08 .07 .01 .07 .O~ .09 .10 .12 .8n .12 .10 .O~ .08 .01 .01 .01 .06 .07 .08 .09 
.10 .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 .08 .09 .09 .10 .11 .13 .70 .12 .11 .10 .10 .09 .09 .08 .08 .08 .08 .Oll 
.60 .14 .13 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .13 .14 .M) .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .10 .09 
:~g :l~ :l~ :i~ :lj :I~ :i~ :l~ :l~ :ij :l~ ~~~ .<;0 .17 .16 .15 .15 .1 S .15 .14 .14 .13 .12 .10 .40 .11'1 .18 .11 .17 .11 .11 .11 .16 .IS .14 .12 




Table C9. C 13' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 2 prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SlOE RATIO ROOF WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF WIND 070 
Cy~~~ICIENTS ~~SED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.18 .90 .l6 .26 .25 .25 .24 .24 .23 .23 .22 .90 .22 .22 .21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .18 
.80 .25 .25 .25 .24 .24 .23 .23 .22 .22 .80 .25 .25 .24 .24 .23 .23 .23 .22 .22 
.70 .24 .24 .23 .23 .23 .22 .22 .22 .21 .70 .27 .26 .26 .26 .25 .25 .24 .24 .24 
.60 .22 .21 .21 .21 .20 .20 .20 .19 .19 .60 .26 .26 .;>5 .25 .25 .24 .24 .24 .23 
.50 .18 .18 .17 .17 .17 .16 .16 .16 .16 .50 .73 .23 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 
.40 .14 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .12 .40 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 
.30 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .30 .17 .17 .17 .17 .1 II .18 .1 II .18 .11\ 
.20 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .20 .17 .11 .17 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 
.10 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .10 .18 .18 .18 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .20 
Y/tA X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Y/tA X/L .110 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUPE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 1 WIND 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 1 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY Cy~~~ICIENTS :~~ED ~~gN L~~~L v~IgcIT!08 .04 .06 .11 .14 .15 .13 1.00 .04 .09 .13 .10 .05 .03 .05 :H .15 .14 .11 .90 .07 .09 .10 .08 .06 .04 .06 .12 .13 .13 .90 .07 .10 .12 .11 .08 .06 .07 .10 .12 .13 .14 
.80 .10 .09 .08 .08 .01 .07 .08 .09 .11 .13 .15 .AO .11 .11 :11 :H .10 .09 .09 .10 :U .12 .14 .70 .11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .10 .10 .10 .12 .14 .17 .70 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .13 .15 
.60 .11 .11 .12 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .15 .17 .19 .60 .13 .14 .15 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .15 .16 
.50 :U .13 .14 .15 .16 .16 .16 :U .18 .19 .21 .50 .14 .16 .18 .18 .18 .18 .17 .16 .16 .16 .16 .40 .14 .16 .17 .18 .19 .19 .19 .21 .23 .40 :U .18 .19 .20 .21 .20 .20 .19 .18 .18 .18 .30 .16 .17 .19 .20 .22 .23 .22 .22 .23 .2"> .28 .30 .22 .22 .23 .24 .24 .23 .22 .22 .22 .22 
.20 .22 .25 .27 .27 .21 .27 .28 .30 .33 .36 .40 .20 .30 .31 .31 .30 .29 .28 .29 .30 .31 .32 .33 
.10 .32 .37 .40 .39 .35 .32 .35 .42 .49 .54 .58 .10 .41 .44 .45 .42 .31 .34 .36 .41 .46 .49 .51 
lIM )IlL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .1'.10 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 WIND 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 WIND 010 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY Cy~~~ICIENTS ~!'ED ~:gN L~~tL V~k~CIT!35 .25 .14 .08 .05 .06 .13 1.00 .33 .28 .24 .21 .18 .16 .14 .13 .12 .13 .13 
:X8 :3~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~Z :l~ :If :l~ :l~ :If :A4 .90 .35 .40 .42 .42 .38 .31 .22 .13 .09 .10 .13 .80 .27 .35 .41 .43 .42 .31 .29 .21 .16 .14 .14 N 
.70 .35 .31 .27 .24 .22 .20 .19 .17 .15 .12 .09 .70 .25 .35 .44 .48 .48 .43 .36 .28 .22 .18 .15 -.....] .60 .39 .34 .30 .21 .25 .23 .21 .19 .11 .14 .10 .60 .28 .41 .51 .55 .54 .49 .42 .35 .28 .22 .17 
.50 .42 .37 .33 .29 .27 .25 .23 .21 .18 .15 .12 .50 .34 .47 .51 .61 .59 .54 .41 .40 .33 .26 .19 1..0 
.40 .47 .40 .35 .31 .28 .27 .25 :~~ .19 .16 .12 .4(1 .41 .52 .60 .65 .64 .59 .52 .43 .36 .28 .22 .30 .52 .44 .37 .33 .31 .29 .21 .21 .18 .14 .30 .50 .59 .66 .70 .10 .66 .58 .49 .40 .32 .25 
.20 .59 .51 .43 .38 .36 .34 .32 .30 .27 .23 .19 .20 .66 .16 .83 .86 .83 .78 .10 .61 .51 .40 .29 
.10 .68 .61 .54 .48 .43 .41 .39 .38 .36 .32 .27 .10 .89 1.02 1.11 1.11 1.04 .94 .81 .80 .69 .52 .35 
IIH Y/tA .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 3 WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 3 WIND 070 
Cy~~~ICIENTS ~~~EO ~~gN L~~~L V:1YCIT!10 .10 .13 .18 .21 .24 .26 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 .12 .19 .24 .?3 .20 .18 .21 .27 .29 .27 .23 
.90 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .12 .15 .18 .21 .24 .21 .90 .15 .19 .22 .22 .21 .21 .23 .26 .28 .27 .25 
.80 .11 .10 .10 .11 .12 .14 .16 .18 .21 .25 .28 .80 .18 .19 .21 .22 .23 .24 .25 .27 .27 .28 .27 
.70 .10 .10 .11 .12 .14 .16 .11:1 .20 .23 .27 .31 .70 .18 .20 .22 .24 .25 .27 .28 .28 .29 .29 .29 
.60 .09 .11 .13 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22 .25 .29 .34 .60 .17 .21 .24 .27 .28 .30 .31 .31 .32 .32 .31 
.50 .08 .11 .14 .16 .18 .20 .21 .23 .27 .31 .37 .50 .17 .22 .2ft .29 .31 .32 .33 .34 .34 .34 .33 
.40 .10 .12 .14 .17 .19 .21 .23 .24 .27 .32 .38 .40 .18 .22 .27 .30 .33 .35 .35 .35 .35 .35 .35 
.30 .13 .14 .16 .18 .21 .23 .25 .26 .29 .34 .40 .30 .21 .25 .29 .33 .36 .38 .39 .38 .38 .38 .39 
.20 .15 .19 .21 .24 .25 .27 .29 .32 .36 .40 .45 .20 .25 .32 .38 .41 .43 .43 .45 .47 .47 .46 .43 
.10 .17 .25 .31 .33 .32 .31 .35 .42 .47 .51 .54 .10 .30 .44 .53 .56 .52 .50 .54 .61 .62 .58 .50 
ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 WIND 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIf)E 4 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .18 .14 .10 .08 .08 .08 .06 .06 .07 .10 .15 1.00 .25 .20 .11'.1 .13 .11 .10 .09 .10 .11 .13 .16 
.90 .15 .12 .10 .08 .08 .07 .C6 .06 .06 .09 .12 .90 .23 .19 .15 .13 .11 .10 .10 .10 .11 .13 .15 
.80 .13 :H .10 .09 .08 .07 .07 .07 .07 .08 .10 .80 .22 .19 .16 .14 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .12 .14 .70 .14 .11 .11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .70 .24 .21 .18 .17 .16 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.60 .15 .1"> .14 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 .60 .27 .25 .23 .21 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 
.50 .18 .18 .17 .17 .16 .16 .15 .14 .14 .13 .12 .50 .30 .29 .21 .26 .25 .24 .23 .22 .21 .19 .17 
.40 .21 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .17 .17 .16 .15 .13 .40 .34 .32 .30 .;>9 .28 .27 .26 .25 .24 .22 .20 
.30 .26 .25 .24 .23 .22 .21 .21 .20 .19 .18 .17 .30 .43 .39 .35 .13 .32 .31 .31 .30 .28 .27 .26 
.20 .39 .35 .32 .30 .29 .28 .27 .27 .27 .27 .27 .20 .62 .54 .47 .43 .41 .41 .40 .39 .39 .39 .39 
.10 .59 .51 .44 .41 .39 .39 .38 .31 .38 .40 .43 .10 .91 .78 .67 .59 .56 .55 .54 .54 .55 .57 .58 
ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .RO .90 1.00 Z/H Y/tA .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table Cg. C B' y = 
0.5, Boundary Layer 2 prms, 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-2 5IDE ~ATIO ROOF WINn 040 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.Q() .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 
.AO .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .?4 
.10 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24- .?4 .24- .?4 
.60 .24 .24 .24 .24 .?4 .24 .24 .24 .24 
.'50 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 
.40 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .;:>3 .23 .23 
.30 .23 .23 .l3 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 
.20 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 
.10 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 
Y/ .. lC/L .00 .10 .20 .lO .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE WIND 0<10 
COFFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .10 .18 .22 .19 .11 .06 .()9 .16 .20 .19 .15 
.90 .17 .18 .18 .16 .11 .09 .11 .1 !) .18 .18 .18 
.90 .22 .19 .16 .14 .13 .12 .13 .1'5 .11 .19 .21 
.70 .25 .21 .11 .IS .15 .16 .lb .16 .18 .;:>1 .24 
.60 .27 .24 .21 .20 .19 .19 .19 .19 .21 .24 .2l'4 
.'50 .29 .21 .25 .24 .23 .;:>3 .22 .23 .24 .27 .31 
.40 .34 .30 .2A .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .21 .30 .34 
.30 .41 .31 .33 .31 .30 .30 .31 .32 .33 .36 .39 
.20 .52 .49 .46 .42 .38 .3t- .38 .43 .46 .49 .51 
.10 .64 .66 .66 .59 .49 .44 .49 .59 .66 ./)9 .69 040 070 090 l/H lCIl .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .CiO .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~1~I~~~~ ~7~f&IS~ij~TL~CAtA~lPO~ITY 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 WI~O OQO 020''_ " \ j 1.00 .18 .23 .21 .~6 .21 .16 .1~ .16 .19 .24 .30 
.90 .20 .23 .25 .?-5 .2€ .20 .ld .18 .21 .25 .31 
:~g :~i :~~ :~~ :~t :~l :~6 :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :j~ 000_[: N .~o .26 .32 .37 .39 .39 .36 .36 .35 .16 .37 .40 00 .50 .29 .31 .43 .46 .46 .45 .43 .42 .42 .43 .45 0 .40 .35 .42 .41 .51 .52 .51 .49 .41 .47 .48 .51 4 
.30 .47 .51 .'5'5 .58 .60 .60 .C;7 .55 .54 .'56 .5A 
.20 .69 .12 .15 .16 .15 .74 .72 .71 .70 .10 .10 SIDE .10 1.00 1.04 1.07 1.04 .99 .95 .94 .96 .95 .91 .A5 
I/H Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 I 
P~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEP 2 1-2 SlOE RATIO SInE 3 wI~O 090 Y·O.!5 
COEFFICIENTS BASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .19 .26 .30 .28 .23 .;>0 .23 .28 .29 .26 .19 
.90 .21 .25 .21 .21 .24 .23 .24 .21 .27 .2'5 .22 
.80 .23 .25 .26 .21 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .25 .23 
.10 .25 .26 .21 .28 .29 .29 .29 .28 .21 .26 .25 
.60 .26 .28 .30 .32 .32 .32 .32 .:'ll .30 .28 .26 
.50 .21 .30 .33 .34 .35 .15 .35 .34 .33 .30 .21 
.40 .?8 .31 .34 .36 .31 .38 .31 .36 .33 .31 .2E1 
.30 .31 .34 .36 .39 .41 .42 .41 .39 .36 .34 .31 
.20 .36 .41 .46 .48 .48 .47 .,+7 .48 .46 .42 .37 
.10 .42 .54 .62 .63 .57 .'54 .57 .(,2 .62 .'5'" .45 
ZlH lCIt .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'50 .1:10 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~fi~;~ ij~~fbIS~5~TL~CA[A~~~O~ITY 1-2 SlOe: WAlIa Sloe: 4 1111"10 090 
1.00 .30 .24 .19 .16 .14 .16 .21 .26 .27 .23 .18 
.90 .31 :~~ .21 .18 .18 .20 .22 .<'5 .25 .;:>3 .20 .AO .33 .24 .22 .23 .24 .25 .26 .25 .24 .22 
.70 .36 .32 .2<; .28 .29 .30 .Jl .31 .30 .27 .24 
.60 .40 .31 .36 .35 .36 .38 .39 .19 .31 .32 .26 
.50 .45 ::ij .42 .42 .43 .4'5 .46 .46 .43 .37 .29 .40 .51 .1+7 .47 .49 :~A .52 .'51 .47 .42 .35 .30 .58 .')6 .54 .'5<; .57 .60 .S8 .S'5 .51 .47 
.20 .70 .10 .76 .11 .12 .1'+ .7S .1t> .7'5 .72 .0';;; 
.10 .8'5 .CH .'is .96 .94 .95 .99 1.04 1.01 1.1l4 1.00 
11M VIlli .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .&;0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
Table CIO. C Y = 0.5, BoUndary Layer 3 prms, t3' 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SlOE RATIO ROOF WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE cnEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF -'INO OlO 
COEFFICIENTS BASrD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS AASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 1.00 
.90 .24 .22 .21 .19 .17 .15 .13 .12 .10 .90 .24 .23 .23 .22 .21 .21 .20 .19 .18 
.M .24 .22 .21 .19 .17 .15 .13 .12 .10 .AO .20 .19 .If! .18 .17 .16 .15 .15 .14 
.70 .24 .22 .21 .19 .17 .15 .13 .12 -.10 .70 .17 .16 .1') .14 .13 .13 .1l .11 .10 
.60 .24 .22 .20 .1'1 .17 .15 .13 .11 .10 .60 .1') .14 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .09 .08 
.0;0 .24 .22 .20 .19 .17 .15 .13 .11 . .10 .SO .1') .14 .13 .12 .11 .10 .09 .08 .07 
• 40 .24 .22 .20 .1 iii .17 .1~ .13 .11 .10 .41) .16 .IS .14 .12 .11 .10 .09 .07 .06 
.30 .24 .22 .21 .19 .17 .15 .13 .12 .10 .30 .11 .1t- .14 .13 .12 .10 .09 .07 .06 
.20 .24 .22 .21 .19 .11 .1C, .13 .12 .10 .20 .18 .16 .15 .13 .12 .11 .09 .08 .06 
.10 .24 .2? .21 .19 .11 .15 .11 .12 .10 .10 .18 .11 .15 .14 .12 • 11 .09 .08 .06 YIW X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .f>0 .10 .80 .90 1.00 V/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYEP 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 1 WINO 000 RMS PRESSUPE CnEFFICIfNT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE ~AT10 SlOE 1 IIIINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY COEFFICIENTS BASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .06 .27 .41 .40 .2A .13 .05 .03 .05 .OA .13 1.00 .n2 .13 .24 .21 .09 .04 .05 .15 .22 .22 .18 
.90 .10 .27 .39 .40 .31 .19 .10 .06 .06 .10 .15 .90 .04 .13 .1 ~ .IH .ll .07 .08 .13 .18 .21 .23 
.AO .15 .29 .39 .40 .34 .25 .16 .10 .08 .11 .16 .110 .10 .14 .16 .16 .14 .12 .11 .13 .16 .21 .26 
:Ig :~2 :i5 :~~ :~~ :!g :jt :~~ :f~ :l~ :l~ :l~ .70 .12 .15 .17 .19 .19 .18 .16 .15 .17 .21 .27 .#\0 .11 .17 .22 .25 .25 .24 .22 .21 .21 • .23 .27 
.50 .36 .49 .5R .59 .53 .42 .32 .23 .19 .18 .19 ."i0 .12 .21 .28 .32 .32 .30 .28 .26 .26 .26 .27 
.40 .51 .59 .65 .64 .58 .48 .3~ .29 .22 .19 .17 .41l .19 .27 .33 .::n .37 .36 .34 .32 .30 .29 .29 
.30 .74 .75 .14 .70 .63 ."i4 .44 .15 .26 .20 .14 .30 .32 .36 .40 .42 .43 .42 .40 .3B .36 .35 .33 
.20 1.07 .99 .91 .A1 .10 .60 .51 .42 .32 .21 .10 .20 .49 .52 .53 .53 .50 .48 .47 .47 .46 .43 .40 
.10 1.49 1.32 1.15 .97 .1l0 .66 .58 .51 .40 .24 .06 .In .10 .72 .13 .6B .59 .54 .56 .60 .60 .0:;5 .48 
lIM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICTENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SlOE RATIO ~InE 2 wI~O 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIE~T A. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 2 IIII~O 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .28 .28 .28 .26 .23 .21 .23 .26 .28 .28 .28 1.00 .24 .33 .38 .35 .26 .19 .22 .7.9 .31 .25 .15 
.90 .27 .28 .?9 .28 .21 .26 .?1 .?8 .29 .28 .27 .90 .30 .33 .35 .33 .27 .24 .25 .7.8 .28 .24 .18 N 
:~g :~~ :~~ :~g :j§ :~~ :j~ :~~ :~~ :~g :j~ :~t .80 .34 .34 .33 .32 .30 .28 .28 .21 .26 .24 .20 00 .70 .36 .35 .35 .34 .33 .33 .31 .29 .27 .24 .21 
.60 .28 .33 .37 .39 .40 .40 .40 .39 .37 .33 .28 .60 .37 .38 .39 .39 .38 .37 .36 .34 .30 .25 .20 I-i 
.50 .31 .36 .41 .44 .45 .45 .45 .44 .41 .36 .31 .50 .39 .41 .43 .43 .43 .42 .40 .38 .33 .27 .20 
.40 .36 .41 .45 .48 .49 .50 .49 .48 .45 .4} .36 .40 .44 .45 .46 .46 .47 .46 .44 .41 .36 .30 .24 
.30 .40 .45 .49 .52 .54 .55 .54 .52 .49 .45 .40 .30 .48 .49 .44 .50 .51 .<;0 .49 .45 .40 .34 .27 
.20 .41 .50 .57 .60 .60 .59 .60 .60 .57 .50 .41 .20 .46 ."3 .58 .59 .57 .'>5 .5~ .54 .49 .40 .27 
.10 .39 .55 .67 .70 .67 .64 .67 .70 .67 .55 .39 .10 .36 .57 .72 .14 .f,6 .59 .63 .69 .64 .47 .22 
11M Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 "-1M Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~MS PRESSURE COEFFJCIENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO ~IOE 3 WI~O 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYER 3 1-2 c;IOE RATIO SlOE 3 IIIINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS PASEO UP0N LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .13 .08 .05 .03 .05 .13 .28 .40 .41 .21 .06 1.00 .13 .09 .05 .04 .05 .07 .09 .14 .23 .36 .51 
.91) .15 .10 .06 .06 .10 .19 .31 .40 .39 .27 .10 .90 .13 .08 .04 .03 .06 .09 .13 .19 .28 .41 .55 
.80 .16 .11 .08 .10 .16 .25 .34 .40 .39 .29 .15 .AO .13 .08 .04 .04 .07 .11 .16 .22 .32 .46 .60 
.70 .18 .13 .11 .14 .21 .31 .40 .45 .42 .33 .20 .10 .11 .08 .05 .06 .09 .13 .18 .25 .36 .50 .67 
.60 .19 .16 .15 .18 .26 .37 .4b .52 .50 .40 .26 .60 .09 .08 .08 .09 .12 .15 .20 .27 .39 .0;<; .74 
.0;0 .19 .18 .19 .23 .32 .42 .,)3 .~9 .58 .49 .36 .50 .09 .09 .09 .11 .14 .11 .21 .28 .41 .59 .80 
.40 .17 .19 .22 .29 .38 .48 .58 .~4 .65 .59 .51 .40 .10 .09 .10 .12 .15 .19 .24 .30 .43 .61 .83 
.30 .14 .20 .26 .35 .44 .54 .63 .70 .74 .75 .74 .30 .12 .11 .11 .13 .11 .n .26 .34 .47 .67 .89 
.20 .10 .21 .32 .42 .51 .f,0 .70 .81 .91 .99 1.07 .20 .14 .14 .15 .17 .20 .24 .29 .40 .56 .80 1.07 
li~O X/L :g~ :f~ :~g :jA :~~ :~~ :~g :1~ 1:45 I:~g l:~~ .10 .13 .19 .24 .;>5 .25 .c6 .33 .47 .70 1.01 1.36 Viol X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'>0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYEP 3 1-2 ~10E RATIO SInE 4 ~INO 000 RMS PRES5URF COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIE~TS PASEn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .04 .06 .07 .05 .03 .01 .03 .05 .07 .Of, .04 1.00 .OR .ll .11 .08 .02 .00 .03 .09 .11 .08 .02 
.90 .06 .07 .06 .05 .04 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .06 .90 .10 .10 .10 .08 .04 .03 .04 .07 .09 .09 .09 
.80 .09 .07 .06 .06 .05 .05 .05 .06 .06 .07 .09 .80 .11 .10 .09 .Of! .06 .05 .05 .06 .08 .10 .13 
.70 .10 .08 .07 .01 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .08 .10 .70 .12 .11 .10 .09 .09 .08 .OR .01 .06 .11 .14 
.60 .10 .09 .09 .09 .08 .08 .08 .09 .09 .09 .10 .f,0 .12 .12 .ll .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .13 
.50 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .'50 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .15 .16 
.40 .13 .12 .11 .11 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .12 .13 .40 .17 .17 .1., .11) .11 .17 • II!> .16 .17 .70 .24 
.10 .16 .15 .13 .13 .13 .14 .13 .13 .13 .15 .16 .lO ,22 .21 .20 .20 .20 .20 .19 .19 .21 .2" .32 
.70 .19 .19 .i9 .j; .16 .16 .16 .11 .19 .19 .19 .20 .27 .28 .28 .?7 .24 .23 .23 .25 .28 .31 .34 
.10 .22 .25 .27 .24 .20 .11 .20 .24 .27 .25 .22 .10 .32 .31 .40 .31 .30 .26 .29 .36 .38 .34 .28 
1111 VIlli .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlH VI", .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table CIO. C S' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 3 prms, 
R~S PRESSURE CO[FFTCIENT R. LAVER 3 1-2 <;rOE RATIO ROOF WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFtCIFNT R. LAVEP 3 1-2 "IOE ~ATIO ROOF WINO 070 COEFFICIE~TS PASfO UPON LOCAL ~ELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 
.31 .31 ~31 ~31 ~32 .32 ~32 .32 ~3l 
1.00 -
~j4 :34 .j3 .qO .90 .38 .37 .31 .36 .35 .3~ .1\0 .26 .26 .26 .26 .?6 .26 .76 .26 .26 .AO .34 .34 .33 .3l .32 .31 .31 .30 .29 .10 :U .22 :ifi .22 .22 .22 .;>2 .22 .22 .70 .30 .30 .l9 .2C1 .28 .21i .28 .21 .21 .60 .18 .18 .18 .114 .18 .18 .18 .60 .26 .26 .76 .26 .25 .25 .l5 .25 .24 .50 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .1 c; .15 .50 .23 .l3 .23 .l3 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .40 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .12 .40 .19 .20 .20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .30 .14 .13 .13 .13 .12 .12 :U :b~ .10 .30 .16 .17 .17 .18 .18 .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 .10 .08 .20 .13 .14 .15 .1':> .16 .11 .17 .18 .19 .10 .11 .10 .10 .09 .09 .08 .08 .01 .07 .10 .11 .12 .lJ .13 .14 .15 .15 .16 .17 Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .ClO 1.00 Y/W x/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-2 SlOE RATtO SIDE 1 WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE ~ATIO SlOE WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL ~ELOCITY 
.02 .05 .13 .17 .16 .12 COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 .n4 .10 .14 .11 .04 1.00 .03 .09 .13 .11 .05 .01 .04 .11 .15 .14 .11 .90 .01 .10 .12 .10 .06 .04 .06 .ll .14 .16 .16 .ClO .06 .10 .11 .10 .07 .04 .06 .10 .13 .14 .14 .1\0 .11 .11 .11 .10 .0Cl .08 .09 .10 .13 .16 .19 .~o .10 .10 .10 .10 .09 .08 .08 .0Cl .11 .13 .15 .70 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .14 .17 .21 .10 .12 .11 .11 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .12 .13 .1(' .60 .11 .14 .15 .16 .16 .16 .16 .1(' .17 .19 .22 .60 .12 .13 .14 .15 .15 .1., .1 'S .15 .14 .15 .15 .50 .13 .16 .18 .20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .23 .50 .13 .16 .18 .19 .19 .19 .19 .18 .1tl .17 .16 .40 .15 .1~ .22 .24 .24 .25 .25 .25 .25 .26 .27 .40 .16 .18 .21 .22 .23 .23 .22 .22 .21 .20 .20 .30 .19 .23 .26 .28 .29 .29 .28 .29 .30 .32 .35 .10 .20 .23 .25 .26 .26 .26 .26 .25 .25 .26 .26 .20 .28 .30 .32 .33 .33 .33 .33 .35 .38 .43 .48 .20 .28 .29 .31 .31 .30 .30 .30 .31 .32 .34 .36 .10 .38 .40 .41 .40 .38 .37 .3tl .43 .49 .57 .66 .10 .37 .39 .3'J .18 .35 .34 .35 .38 .42 .46 .49 IIH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUR~ CO~FFICIENT R. LAyER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIflE 2 WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYEP 3 1-2 SlOE ~ATIO <iJnF:: 2 WIND 070 COEFFICIENT PA EO UPON LOCAL ~E~OCITY 
.13 .13 .16 .18 .17 .15 COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.0n .35 .33 .30 • 5 .18 1.00 .<;0 .53 .52 .45 .31 .1 t- .04 .01 .03 .06 .16 .90 .36 .33 .~U .25 .20 .16 .15 .16 .17 .lq .21 .~v .~4 .48 .50 .45 .35 .23 .13 .06 .05 .09 .15 .AO .39 .34 .30 .26 .22 .19 .17 .16 .17 .20 .24 .AO .39 .46 .50 .48 .41 .31 .21 .14 .10 .12 .15 .10 .41 .31 .32 .2~ .25 .23 .20 .Itt .19 .21 .25 .70 .3e; .46 .51 .54 .48 .38 .28 .20 .15 .14 .15 N .60 .45 .40 .3<; .32 .28 .26 .23 .22 .21 .22 .24 .60 .36 .51 .61 .(,3 .56 .46 .35 .26 .20 .18 .11 00 .50 .51 .45 .39 .35 .31 .29 .26 .7., .24 .25 .26 .50 .42 .58 .69 .71 .64 .53 .42 .32 .25 .22 .20 .40 .58 .49 .42 .37 .34 .32 .29 .21 .26 .28 .31 .40 .56 .67 .75 .71, .71 ."1 .49 .38 .30 .76 .24 N .30 .64 .55 .46 .41 .38 .35 .32 .30 .29 .3l' .36 .30 .13 .79 .84 .83 .77 .68 .58 .47 .38 .31 .26 .20 .6A .61 .54 .48 .42 .38 .37 .36 .36 .3'\ .33 .20 .~FI .96 1.00 .91 .87 .16 .67 .59 .49 .17 .24 .10 .61 .68 .66 .'\9 .48 .42 .43 .47 .45 .36 .22 .10 1.00 1.16 1.24 1.18 1.00 .83 .77 .74 .64 .43 .1A I/H YIW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlM Y/ .. .00 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-2 <;IDE RATIO SJOE 3 WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 )-2 <:;IDE ~ATtO SlOE 3 WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.Il .15 .20 .24 .26 .26 COEFFICIENTS PASfD UPON LOCAL VELOCITy 1.00 .10 .14 .15 .14 .12 1.00 .1"; .25 .32 .30 .22 .18 .24 .34 .37 .32 .23 .90 .12 .13 .14 .14 .13 .14 .16 .21 .25 .29 .32 .90 .'20 .25 .2f:! -:>13 .24 .23 .21 .32 .35 .34 .31 .1\0 .12 .13 .14 .14 .15 .16 .18 .21 .26 .32 .38 .80 .24 .2t> .21 7 .27 .£'8 .30 .32 .34 .36 .31 .70 .12 .13 .14 .16 .18 .19 .21 .23 .27 .310 .41 .70 .25 .27 .21; . ~ ~ .31 .33 .34 .34 .36 .3& .40 .60 .11 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22 .23 .26 .30 .36 .42 .60 .24 .28 .31 .34 .31'1 .31 .38 .39 .40 .40 .40 .56 .11 .15 .18 .21 .23 .25 .26 .29 .32 .31 .43 .50 .23 .29 .35 .3~ .41 .42 .43 .44 .43 .42 .41 .40 .11 .16 .20 .23 .26 .21 .29 .31 .34 .40 .4t, .40 .'l12 .30 .37 .42 .4':> .47 .47 .47 .46 .45 .43 .30 .13 .18 .22 .26 .28 .30 .31 .34 .38 .44 .51 .30 .24 .32 .40 .46 .4.:j .51 .52 .52 .':>0 .48 .46 .20 .17 .22 .21 .30 .32 .33 .35 .38 .43 .49 .56 .20 .'21 .39 .49 ."4 .56 .5t> .58 .60 .59 .<;5 .49 .10 .21 .29 .35 .37 .36 .35 .3'1 .45 .51 .51 .61 .10 .33 .51 .64 .67 .63 .61 .66 .73 .73 .1)5 .52 IIH X/L .no .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .ClO 1.00 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .lO .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 
PMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-2 <;IOE fUTTO SInE 4 WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. lAYEP 3 1-2 <;JOE ~ATto SIDE 4 WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS PASfO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.01 .04 .10 .13 .10 .04 COEFFICIENTS '"ASH> UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 .08 .13 .15 .12 .04 1.00 .'20 .23 .23 .16 .05 .02 .06 .16 .20 .15 .06 .90 .11 .13 .13 .11 .06 .04 .05 .013 .11 .11 .11 .90 .23 .22 .20 .15 .09 .06 .08 .13 .16 .1'5 .13 :93 :ll :l~ :l~ :l~ :Y~ .07 .06 .07 .0Cl .13 .17 .FlO .25 .22 .19 .16 .13 .11 .11 .12 .14 .16 .19 .11 .09 .0Cl .10 .14 .18 .70 .26 .23 .20 .19 .18 .17 .15 .15 .15 .18 .21 .60 .14 .15 .16 .15 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 .15 .18 .60 .21 .2~ .24 .24 .23 .22 :H .21 .21 .21 .21 .50 .16 .18 .18 .19 .18 .18 .17 .17 .18 .20 .22 .50 .32 .31 .30 .2'1 .28 .28 .27 .26 .26 .25 .40 .22 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .20 .19 .22 .21 .34 .40 .43 .38 .3S .33 .33 .33 .32 .31 .31 .33 .31 .30 .30 .?8 _2~ .25 .25 .24 .23 .23 .27 .3c. .4#:1 -"A "' .. .49 .43 .4C .39 .39 .31 .:l~ .38 .43 .49 .20 .40 .39 .31 .34 .30 .28 .28 .3i .33 .40 .47 :20 :7i .be; .SA .52 .47 .44 .45 .47 .50 .52 .54 .10 .<;1 .53 .53 .47 .37 .31 .35 .4? .45 .41 .34 .10 .84 .84 .80 .70 .51 .50 .56 .6b .69 .62 .50 I/H Y/~ .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .130 .ClO 1.00 ZlM Y/,. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .10 .AO .90 1.00 
Table CIO. C 6' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 3 prms, 
~~~F~~~~~~~~ ~~~~tit5~~~TL~CACA~f.rO~ITY 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF WINO 090 
1.00 
:29 :29 :29 :29 .90 .2':* .29 .29 .2~ .29 .so .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
.10 .31 .31 .:n .31 .31 .31 .31 .31 • :'l1 
.60 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .~O 
.50 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 
.40 .28 .?8 .21'1 .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 
.30 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .2t. .26 .26 
.20 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 
.10 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .?O .20 .20 
Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SInE WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .06 .14 .17 .14 .06 .02 .06 .14 .11 .14 .06 
.90 .14 .15 .15 .12 .08 .05 .08 .12 .15 .15 .14 
.80 .20 .11 .14 .12 .10 .09 .10 .12 .14 .11 .20 
.10 .23 .19 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 .14 .15 .19 .23 
.60 .24 .21 .19 .HI .17 .18 .17 .HI .19 .21 .24 
.50 .26 .25 .23 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .23 .25 .26 
.40 .31 .29 .21 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .21 .29 .31 
.30 .39 .35 .32 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .32 .35 .39 
.20 .4IJ .43 .39 .36 .35 .34 .35 .31> .39 .43 .48 040 070 090 .10 .51 .53 .49 .44 .40 .3", .40 .44 .49 .53 .51 
020",- " \ l Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .1'10 .90 1.00 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT q. LAYER 3 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 2 wum 090 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .11 .30 .41 .36 .20 .06 .05 .11 .11 .19 .19 ooo-c I N .90 .19 .29 .35 .33 .24 .15 .14 .11 .21 .25 .28 .80 .25 .30 .33 .32 .29 .25 .23 .2.3 .26 .30 .35 00 .10 .26 .32 .31 .39 .38 .36 .32 .30 .31 .34 .3A VI .60 .24 .31 .46 .51 .50 .46 .41 .3A .36 .31 .39 4 .50 .28 .44 .56 .62 .61 .56 .50 .46 .43 .43 .43 .40 .43 .54 .64 .69 .69 .66 .60 .'i'i .52 .51 .52 
.30 .64 .10 .74 .71 .18 .16 .12 .61 .64 .63 .62 SIDE 
.20 .85 .92 .97 .96 .91 .A6 .84 .A4 .A2 .76 .68 I .10 1.02 1.21 1.31 1.26 1.09 .96 .9t3 1.01 1.05 .89 .61 
Z/H Y/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."0 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 Y·0.5 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEP 3 }-2 SlOE PHIO SIDE 3 wINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .1'3 .32 .31> .34 .26 .22 .26 .34 .36 .32 .23 
.90 .?8 .J2 .34 .33 .29 .21 .29 .33 .34 .32 .28 
.AO .32 .33 .33 .33 .32 .32 .32 .33 .33 .33 .32 
.70 .34 .35 .35 .36 .36 .31 .36 .36 .35 .:a5 .34 
.60 .34 .31 .39 .41 .41 .41 .41 .41 .39 .37 .34 
.50 .:n .38 .43 .45 .46 .46 .46 .45 .43 .38 .33 
.40 .34 .40 .45 .48 .51 .51 .51 .48 .45 .40 .34 
.30 .31 .43 .49 .S3 .5S .<;6 .55 .53 .49 .43 .31 
.20 .41 .51 .59 .62 .62 .61 .62 .62 .59 .51 .41 
.10 .41 .63 .15 .16 .10 ."'6 .10 .1f~ .15 .63 .41 
ZlH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~~f~~~ ~~~~bIS'ij~TL~CAtA~~EO~ITY 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 wINO 090 
1.00 .19 .19 .11 .11 .05 .06 .20 .36 .41 .30 .11 
.90 .2A .25 .21 .11 .14 .15 .24 .33 .35 .29 .19 
.80 .35 .30 .26 .23 .23 .25 .29 .32 .33 .30 .25 
.10 .38 .34 .31 .30 .32 .36 .38 .39 .31 .32 .26 
.60 .39 .31 .36 .38 .41 .46 .50 .51 .46 .31 .24 
.50 .43 .43 .43 .46 .50 .56 .61 .62 .56 .44 .28 
.40 .52 .51 .52 .55 .60 .66 .69 .69 .64 .54 .43 
.30 .62 .63 .64 .61 .12 .16 .18 .11 .14 .70 .64 
.20 .68 .16 .82 .84 .84 .86 .91 .96 .91 .92 .85 
.10 .61 .89 1.05 1.07 .98 .96 1.09 1.26 1.31 1.21 1.02 
ZI'"' Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYER 4 
COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.21 .1<1 .11 .16 .qo 
.AO .22 .20 .18 .17 
.70 .23 .21 .19 .11 
.60 .24 .22 .70 .18 
.50 .24 .22 .20 .18 
.40 .24 .22 .70 .lA 
.30 • .23 .21 .}9 .11 
.?O .22 .20 .18 .11 
.10 .21 .19 .11 .16 
Y/W X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
R~S PPESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYfP 4 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL IIELOCITY 
1.00 .21 .36 .44 .40 .2b 
.90 .19 .32 .40 .18 .28 
.AO .20 .31 .3~ .38 .30 
.10 .77 .36 .41 .41 .34 
."0 .38 .45 .48 .46 .38 
.50 .49 .54 .55 .52 .43 
.40 .5Q .60 .59 .55 .47 
:~g l:it :~~ :~~ :f~ :~~ 
.io 1.h2 1.3~ 1.13 .AB .65 
Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYtP 4 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .22 .33 .39 .31 .29 
:~g :~J :~~ :j~ :j~ :5~ 
.70 .34 .36 .37 .3A .39 
.60 .33 .37 .41 .43 .44 
.~o .33 .39 .4~ .48 .49 
.40 .3A .43 .47 .51 .53 
.30 .42 .47 .S2 .56 .5~ 
.20 .38 .51 .61 .~b .65 
.10 .26 .55 .75 .81 .74 
lIM Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIE~T R. LAYE~ ~ 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON lOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .14 .09 .04 .02 .03 
.90 .16 .08 .03 .02 .06 
.AO .17 .08 .02 .02 .09 
:18 :II :Y~ :8~ :g3 :l~ 
.50 .15 .11 .09 .12 .21 
.40 .14 .11 .10 .15 .2S 
.30 .13 .12 .13 .19 .29 .zo .11 .16 .21 .27 .35 
.10 .08 .22 .33 .39 .42 
llH X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 
COEFFICIENTS AASEn UPON LOCAL IIELOCITY 
1.00 .01 .05 .07 .06 .02 
::g :81 :89 :8~ :Rg :8g 
.10 .08 .07 .07 .06 .01 
.60 .07 .08 .O~ .09 .09 
:lS :~7 :Y~ :l~ :lj :lj 
.30 .15 .15 .15 .15 .16 
.20 .1~ .19 .20 .20 .1q 
li~O Y/W :Aa :ia :~b :~8 :~ij 
Table CII. C prms, 
1-2 "'lOE ~A no ~OOF WINO 000 
.14 .12 .1<) .08 .06 
.l~ .13 .11 .09 .07 
.16 .14 .12 .10 .08 
.16 .14 .12 .11 .09 
.16 :l4 .13 .11 .09 .1b .12 .ll .09 
.16 .14 .12 .10 .08 
.15 .13 .11 .09 .01 
.14 .12 .10 .08 .06 
.50 .60 .10 .80 .90 
1-2 SIDE ~ATtO SInE WIND 000 
.10 .03 .02 .04 .09 
.15 .06 .02 .03 .Oli 
.19 .O~ .02 .02 .08 
.23 .13 .o!'> .03 .08 
.28 .11 .118 .06 .10 
.32 .21 .12 .09 .11 
.36 .25 .15 .10 .ll 
.40 .2q .19 .13 .12 
.45 .3!) .27 .21 .16 
.49 .42 .39 .33 .22 
.50 .60 .70 .so .90 
1-2 SIDe RATIO SIDE 2 wINO 000 
.1'4 .29 .31 .39 .33 
.29 .3Z .3b .37 .34 
.34 .35 .36 .36 .35 
.39 .3'1 .38 .37 .31) 
.44 .44 .43 .41 .37 
.49 .4'1 .41'1 .45 .39 
.54 .53 .51 .47 .43 
.59 .58 .56 .52 .47 
.64 .6!:) .66 .61 .'il 
.6'1 .14 .Al .15 .515 
.'i0 .60 .10 .80 .90 
1-2 5IOE wATIO SHIE 3 WIND 000 
.10 .26 .40 .44 .36 
.15 .28 .38 .40 .32 
.19 .30 .38 .38 .31 
.23 .34 •• 1 .41 .36 
.28 .3b .46 .48 .45 
.32 .43 .52 .55 .54 
.36 .47 .55 .59 .60 
.40 .~l .59 .f'6 .72 
.45 .51 .10 .84 .97 
.49 .65 .8~ 1.13 1.38 
.so .60 .70 .80 .90 
1-2 SIDE RATIO "1f)E 4 WIND 000 
0.00 .02 .116 .07 .05 
.02 .03 .05 .06 :8~ .04 .05 .05 .06 
.1)7 .01 .06 .01 .07 
.09 .09 .09 .08 .08 
.11 .11 .11 .10 .09 
.14 .13 .11 .12 .12 
.lb .16 .15 .15 .15 
.18 .19 .20 .20 .19 
.20 .22 .Zt- .27 .23 
.">0 .bO .10 .80 .90 
B' Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 4 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYEP 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS AAS£D UPQN LOCAL II€LOCtTV 
l:gg .18 .17 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .13 .12 
.AO .17 .16 .IS .14 .14 .13 .12 .11 .10 
.70 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .09 
.60 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 .09 .08 .07 
.~O .16 .15 .14 .12 .11 .10 .09 .01 .06 
.40 .17 .15 .14 .13 .11 .10 .o!! .07 .05 
.30 .1~ .16 .14 .13 .11 .10 .08 .06 .05 
.20 .18 .11 .15 .13 .12 .10 .OA .07 .05 
1.00 .10 .19 .l~ .16 .14 .12 .11 .09 .07 .06 Y/W X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .!l0 .60 .10 .60 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE C0EFFYCIENT A. LAYER 4 1-2 SInE RATIO SlOE 1 WINO 020 
.14 COEFFICIENTS AASED UPON lOCAL VELOCITY .01:4 .10 .13 .16 .18 1.00 .O~ .17 .25 .24 .11 .10 .16 .90 .OR .16 .21 .?2 .1A • \ 4 .12 .12 .13 : 1;: .16 .17 .AO .10 .15 .20 .21 .20 .17 .16 .14 .14 .15 :U .10 .11 .11 .22 .2~ .23 .21 .19 .17 .16 .15 .15 ."0 .13 .21 .26 .29 .26 .;>5 .?2 .19 .11~ .1S .18 .151 
:~g :~~ :~~ :jg :~g :j~ .28 .25 .22 .20 .20 .19 .14 • )2 .29 .2') .22 .20 .19 .13 .10 .34 .36 .l7 .3fl .31 .16 .33 .?'l .2'5 .21 .17 .11 .7~ .56 .54 .~l .47 .43 .39 .38 .3b .32 .25 .17 .O~ .10 .R7 .AI .74 .~3 .51 .43 .44 .41 .44 .33 .18 1.00 Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COfFFICJfNT A. LAYER 4 1-2 SlOE RATIO SlOE ,2 WINO 020 
.22 COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY .26 .33 .35 .29 .19 1.00 .17 .30 .3H .36 .28 .?2 .(,9 .90 .?9 .34 .31 .35 .30 .26 .21 .30 .30 .27 .22 N .33 .AO .39 .38 .3~ .3b .33 .31 .2~ .29 .27 .26 .24 00 .34 .70 .43 .41 .39 .3~ .37 .35 .33 .31 .28 .26 .24 .(::0. .33 .60 .42 .43 .43 .42 .41 .39 .31:4 .36 .32 .26 .23 .33 .~O .42 .44 .46 .46 .4'5 .44 .42 .40 .36 .30 .24 .38 .40 .46 .47 .48 .49 .4'1 .48 .46 .42 .37 .32 .27 .42 .10 .41'1 .50 .52 .53 .54 :~~ .50 .41'1 .40 .35 .29 .3A .20 .45 .55 .62 .64 .61 .57 .56 .50 .39 .25 .26 .10 .34 .60 .79 .80 .70 .62 .67 .74 .68 .46 .15 1.00 IIH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEQ 4 1-2 SlOE. RATIO SlOE 3 WINO O?O 
.21 COEFFICIENTS R_SEO UPON LOCAL IIfLOCITY 
.19 .75 1.00 .16 .11 .o~ .06 .06 .05 .03 .05 .44 .19 .90 .14 .10 .07 .06 .07 .08 .08 .12 .24 .44 .68 .20 .~O .11 .08 .06 .lIb .08 .10 .12 .17 .28 .45 .65 .21 .10 .09 .08 .o~ .09 .10 .12 .15 .2'0 .32 .49 .69 .38 
.~O .01 .09 .11 .12 .13 .14 .16 .22 .35 .50; .80 .49 
:~8 :g4 :l? :l~ :t~ :l~ .11 .17 .23 .37 .fll .89 .59 .19 .20 .20 .41 .64 .92 .76 .30 .12 .13 .15 .\7 .l9 .1'1 .24 .30 .45 .69 .91 1.10 .20 .15 .17 .18 .?O .21 .23 .26 .3"> .53 .80 1.13 1.62 .10 .17 .21 .25 .26 .26 .25 .21:4 .38 .63 1.00 1.43 1 .. 00 llH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."'i0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEfFICIENT R. LAYE~ 4 1-2 "IDE RATtO SInE 4 WINO 020 
:g~ 
COE"ICIENTS RASfn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.02 .11 .04 1.00 .05 .09 .10 .~ij .02 0.00 .01'1 .08 
.90 .o~ .09 .09 .06 .03 .02 .03 .Ob .08 .08 .06 .01 .80 .11 .O~ .O~ .0& .O~ .O~ .O~ .06 .07 .07 .08 .08 :ZS :IA :~Z :Yri :Y~ :ya .08 .01 .01 .01 .08 .08 .01 .10 .10 .10 .09 .09 .08 .01 .50 .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .12 .11 .09 .11 .40 .14 .14 .15 .1b .16 .11 .16 .16 .15 .14- .13 .1 .~o .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .?O .22 .23 .24 .24 .23 .22 .23 .24 .24 .l3 .21 .18 .10 .?? .28 .32 .31 .28 .2; .28 .31 .32 .28 .22 1.00 Z/H Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table CII. C 13' y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 4 prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEH 4 1-2 SlOE RUIO ROOF WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 }-2 <;1OE PATIO ROOF WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED lJPO"l LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 - " 1.00 
.qO .30 .30 .10 .31 .11 .31 .31 .32 .32 .90 .42 .4"3 .45 .46 .47 .411 .49 .50 .51 
.1'10 .22 .22 .21 .23 .23 .24 .24 .24 .24 .80 .36 .37 .]8 .3'1 .40 .41 .42 .43 .44 
.70 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .11'1 .18 .18 .70 .29 .30 .31 .32 .33 .34 .35 .36 .37 
.flO .14 .14 .14 .14 .1'+ .14 .14 .14 .14 .60 .22 .23 .24 .2':1 .26 .27 .-2t1 .29 .30 
.50 .13 .11 .13 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .50 .16 .17 .18 .19 .20 .21 .22 .23 .24 
.40 .14 .14 .11 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 .40 .11 .12 .13 .14 .Pi .16 .17 .18 .19 
.30 .14 .11 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 .1)9 .30 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .16 .17 
.20 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .0<'; .09 .Od .07 .20 .o~ .0'1 .11l .11 .12 .13 .14 .15 .16 
.10 .11 .10 .09 .09 .Oij .07 .06 .06 .05 .10 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .15 .16 .17 
Yltl X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'50 ."0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Y/." X/L .00 .1') .20 .10 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAVER 4 1-2 SlOE RATIO SlOE WIND 040 RHS PRESSURE COEFF"ICIENT H. I AVE-I-< 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SI!)E WINU 070 
COEFFICIENTS AASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LocaL VELOCITV 
1.00 .10 .13 .13 .10 .05 .03 .08 .15 .18 .15 .09 1.00 .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 .08 .07 .06 .07 .11 .16 
.90 .10 .12 .13 .11 .08 .07 .08 .12 .13 .13 .12 .90 .07 .OQ .1 n .12 .13 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .10 
.qO .10 .12 .11 .13 .12 .10 .10 .10 .11 .12 .13 .80 .04 .09 • 1 ~~ .15 .16 .17 .17 .17 .16 .13 .10 
.70 .12 .13 .14 .15 .15 .14 .13 .1 ? .12 .12 .13 .70 .10 .14 .17 .?O .21 .21 .<'2 .22 .22 .21 .19 
.1,0 .14 .16 • 1 7 .1f .1d .17 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .1.0 .21 .2;> .24 .;>':> .2" .('f) .26 .27 .28 .31 .35 
.50 .1 C; .17 .19 .20 .21 .<'1 .21 .21 .19 .16 .13 .50 .31 .31 .31 .:11 .3u .1e .30 .31 .34 .39 .4f, 
.40 .15 .18 .22 .?4 .25 .2!:> .2'+ .;:>3 .21 .19 .16 .40 .]7 .37 .3h .36 .3" .35 .35 .36 .3ft .41 .44 
.30 .16 .21 .25 .18 .2C, .?Ii .27 .26 .24 .23 .22 .10 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39 .40 .41 .40 .39 .37 
.7.0 .7.1 .21'1 .33 .34 .34 .32 .32 .32 .37. • 32 .32 .20 .40 .39 .3'1 .40 .42 .43 .43 .42 .40 .311 .35 
.10 .33 .39 .44 .43 .38 .36 .38 .44 .47 .47 .45 .10 .42 .39 .37 .40 .45 .48 .4") .40 .:n .39 .42 
Z/H XII. .00 .10 .20 • _~O .40 ."iO .60 .70 .1'10 .90 1.00 ZlH XlL .no .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RaTIO SlOE WIND 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAVE~ 4 1-2 <;IDf RATIO SlOE 2 WIN!) 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASEn UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 .35 .37 .3h .30 .21 .15 .11 .22 .24 .20 .13 1.00 .A9 .48 .?1 .19 .36 .46 .19 .O? 0.00 .02 .24 
.90 .38 .36 .32 .28' .22 .18 .19 .21 .21 .18 .14 .90 .f'-" .37 .1'1 .17 .30 .42 .40 .;:>'1 .19 .12 .08 
.1'10 .42 .36 • 31 .27 .24 .22 .21 .21 .19 .17 .15 .$10 .57 .3" .20 .17 .26 .38 .47 .4A .39 .20 0.00 N .70 .49 .40 .34 .29 .27 .26 .24 .22 .20 .1 A .15 .70 .80 .53 .32 .7t! .2" .35 .46 .52 .44 .23 0.00 00 
.60 .5A .48 .40 .34 .31 .;:>9 .28 .26 .23 .19 .15 .60 1.19 .80 .47 .79 .2" .31 .3B .42 .37 .22 .01 U1 
.50 .67 .55 .45 .]8 .34 .32 .31 .29 .25 .21 .17 ."i0 1.33 .R8 .51 .?'J .24 .27 .31 .32 .29 .19 .07 
.40 .73 .59 .47 .40 .37 .36 .34 .30 .27 .23 .19 .40 .96 .60 .31 .17 .17 .74 .30 .32 .28 .1 Q .06 
.10 .74 .1.0 .49 .43 .40 .39 .37 .34 .30 .25 .21 .30 .40 .21 .Of, .02 .09 .20 .30 .3" .32 .19 .02 
.20 .69 .63 .57 ."il .46 .43 .43 .43 .38 .29 .17 .20 .13 .04 0.00 0.00 .06 .16 .28 .35 .32 .20 .02 
.10 .57 .66 • 71 ."6 .54 .46 .50 .S6 .51 .32 .06 .10 .27 .21 .15 .11 .10 .13 .20 .27 .27 .20 .08 ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .0;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ZlH V/It4 .00 .10 .?O .10 .40 ."iO .1'>0 .70 .dO .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAVEP 4 1-2 SlDE RATIO SII)E WIrJO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYE~ 4 1-2 SIDE kATIO SlOE 3 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS !'lASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .16 .19 .20 .17 .14 .13 .18 .25 .29 .27 .22 1.00 .2S .34 .3~ .34 .2~ .20 .28 .41 .46 .39 .27 
.90 .10::; .17 .18 .17 .16 .16 .19 .23 .27 .29 .30 .90 .27 .31 .33 .31 .27 .25 .30 .37 .40 .3H .34 
.~O .14 .16 .17 .17 .18 .18 .20 .23 .27 .31 .37 .80 .28 .29 .29 .30 .29 .30 .32 .34 .37 .38 .39 
.70 .14 .15 .17 .18 .20 .;>1 .22 .2'i .21i .34 .41 .70 .?R .29 .30 .11 .33 .35 .36 .37 .38 .40 .42 
.60 .13 .16 .18 .21 .22 .24 .26 .2f! .32 .37 .43 .60 .27 .30 .34 .36 .38 .39 .41 .42 .43 .43 .43 
.50 .13 .17 .20 .23 .25 .27 .2~ .31 .34 .39 .44 .50 .27 .32 .37 .40 .43 .44 .46 .47 .46 .45 .43 
.40 .13 .17 .21 .25 .28 .30 .31 .32 .36 .40 .46 .40 .2A .33 .3d .43 .47 .49 .50 .49 .47 .46 .44 
.30 .) 4 .19 .24 .t'A .31 .32 .33 .35 .38 .43 .50 .30 .29 .36 .42 .47 .'i2 ."i4 .54 .53 .51 .49 .47 
.20 .16 .24 .30 .34 .35 .35 .37 .41 .45 .50 .55 .20 .32 .46 .56 .60 .59 .59 .62 .65 .65 .60 .52 
.10 .19 .31 .41 .43 .40 .38 .43 .52 .5A .61 .62 .10 .37 .63 .AO .~1 .70 .~4 .73 .R8 .92 .RO .60 
Z/t-4 X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 IIH ~/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .RO .QO 1.00 
RHS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 4 I - 2 S I DE R A TI 0 SII)E 4 WINO 040 RMS~PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 wINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 0.00 .12 .19 .17 .07 0.00 .01 .07 .10 .09 .06 1.00 .27 .28 .27 .;>0 .10 .06 .14 .25 .26 .14 0.00 
.90 .06 .11 .14 .1i' .07 .03 .04 .07 .09 .09 .0<'; .90 .31 .2~ .23 .17 .12 .11 .15 .21 .21 .1'i .04 
.flO .11 .11 .10 .09 .08 .07 .07 .07 .08 .10 .11 .80 .34 .27 .21 .17 .15 .15 .17 .19 .18 .16 .11 
.70 .13 .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .09 .09 .09 .10 .12 .70 .33 .26 .21 .1b .18 .20 .21 .21 .19 .17 .13 
.60 .12 .13 .14 .15 .14 .13 .12 .11 .10 .11 .12 .60 .30 .26 .23 .22 .23 .25 .26 .26 .23 .18 .12 
.50 .14 .17 .Hl :H :16 :~3 .15 .13 .13 :11 .14 .0::;0 .33 .29 .27 .26 .27 .29 .31 .31 .28 .22 .14 .40 .21 .21 .21 .18 .16 .16 .HI .40 .46 .3~ .32 .30 .31 .34 .35 .34 .32 .28 .24 
.30 .30 .27 .24 .23 .23 .23 .22 .21 .21 .21 .23 .30 .62 .'i0 .40 .36 .36 .18 .39 .38 .37 .36 .35 
.20 .35 .34 .33 .31 .28 .26 .27 .28 .2B .27 .24 .20 .70 ."1 .53 .47 .43 .43 .46 .48 .49 .45 .39 
.111 .33 .42 .47 .44 .36 .29 .32 .38 .39 .32 .21 .10 ."9 .71 .70 .n3 .52 .47 .55 .6" .66 .53 .34 
ZlH YIW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."i0 .60 .70 .RO .90 1.00 Z/H V/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .SO .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table CII. C (3' Y = 0.5, Boundary Layer 4 prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO ROOF WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 -
.37 .37 .j7 .qO .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 
.80 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 .37 
.70 .36 • 3ft .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 
.60 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 
.50 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 
.40 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 
.30 .16 .1l> .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 
.20 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 
.10 .16 .If> .1 I) .16 .16 .16 .11) .16 .16 
Y/'II XIL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE WIND 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 .06 .11 .14 .11 .04 .01 .04 .11 .14 .11 .06 
.90 .08 .10 .10 .09 .05 .03 .05 .09 .10 .10 .08 
.80 .09 .09 .O~ .08 .07 .06 .07 .OA .08 .09 .09 
.70 .10 .09 .oa .08 .09 .09 .09 .OA .08 .09 .10 
.60 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.50 .12 .13 .14 .14 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .13 .12 
.40 .14 .16 .17 .17 .IA .17 .1 A .17 .17 .16 .14 
.30 .19 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .19 
.20 .29 .27 .25 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .25 .27 .29 040 070 090 
.10 .46 .37 .30 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .30 .37 .46 
llH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."i0 .1)0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
020----.. "" \ j RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 2 WINO 090 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .00 .29 .48 .47 .31 .13 .O!:> .07 .11 .15 .19 ooo-c .90 .13 .30 .41 .41 .31 .20 .14 .13 .13 .15 .17 41 .80 .22 .31 .37 .38 .33 .27 .21 .HI .16 .16 .16 N .70 .25 .34 .40 .43 .39 .34 .<'8 .22 .19 .17 .17 00 .60 .23 .38 .49 .53 .49 .41 .33 .26 .22 .20 .20 0\ .0;0 .28 .45 .57 .61 .57 .48 .39 .31 .26 .24 .24 .40 .44 .54 .62 .ft4 .62 .55 .46 .37 .31 .2<J .28 
.30 .66 .61'1 .70 .69 .67 .62 .55 .46 .39 .33 .28 SIDE 
.?O .82 .88 .90 .P7 .78 .69 .1'>5 .61 .52 .36 .16 I 
.10 .P9 1.12 1.21) 1.18 .95 .77 .77 .1'11 .70 .37 0.00 
ZlH Y/ .. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 r· 0.5 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICI~NT R. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SlOE 3 WINO 090 
Cy~~~ICIENTS ~~~ED ~~SN L?~~L V~j~CIT!30 .25 .30 .39 .43 .39 .30 
.90 .34 .38 .39 .37 .32 .30 .32 .37 .39 .38 .34 
.80 .37 .37 .37 .36 .35 .35 .35 • 3ft .37 .37 .37 
.70 .38 .38 .39 .39 .40 .40 .40 .39 .39 .38 .38 
.60 .37 .40 .43 .44 .45 .45 .45 .44 .43 .40 .37 
.50 .38 .41 .47 .49 .50 .50 .50 .49 .47 .43 .38 
.40 .42 .45 .4P .51 .54 .55 .54 .51 .48 .45 .42 
.30 .47 .50 .53 .56 .59 .60 .59 .51) .53 .50 .47 
.20 .51 .61 .61) .70 .68 .65 .b8 .70 .68 .61 .51 
.10 .53 .19 .95 .94 .80 .71 .flO .94 .95 .79 .53 
IIH X/l .00 .lO .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSU~E COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 4 1-2 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 wINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 .19 .15 .11 .07 .05 .13 .31 .47 .48 .29 .00 
.90 .11 .15 .1l .13 .14 .20 .31 .41 .41 .30 .13 
.80 .16 .16 .16 .18 .21 .27 .33 .38 .37 .31 .22 
.70 .17 .17 .19 .22 .28 .34 .39 .43 .40 .34 .25 
.60 .20 .20 .22 .26 .33 .41 .4~ .53 .49 .38 .23 
.50 .24 .24 .26 .31 .39 .48 .57 .61 .57 .45 .28 
.40 .28 .29 .31 .37 .46 .55 .62 .64 .62 .54 .44 
.30 .28 .33 .39 AL _55 .f,2 .61 .,,~ ~" ."8 .!>6 
.20 .16 .36 .52 ;;'1 .65 .~9 .78 .87 ;90 .88 .0" 
.10 0.00 .37 .70 .81 .71 .77 .95 1.18 1.26 1.12 .89 
llH VI .. .00 .10' .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table C12. C (3' Y = 0.25, BOWldary Layer I prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEfFICIENT R. LAYER 1 1-4 ~IOE RATIO ROOF WINO 00 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 1 1-4 SIDE PATIO ROOF wtND 020 
COEFfICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.1)1) _ . _ 1.01) 
.20 .90 .I~ .17 .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 .O~ .OA .90 .22 .21 .21 .20 .19 .113 .18 .17 
.AO .17 .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 .09 .08 .06 .AO .21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .17 
:I8 :l~ :l~ :l~ :l~ .11 .10 .08 .07 .06 .70 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .18 .17 .17 .11 .10 .013 .07 .06 .~o .18 .18 .18 .18 .17 .17 .17 .17 .16 .so .16 .15 .14 .12 .ll .10 .09 .07 .06 .0:;0 • 16 .ll • :I~ .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 : I~ .40 .16 .15 .14 .13 .11 .10 .09 .08 .06 .40 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.30 .16 .15 .14 .13 .11 .10 .09 .08 .OE- .30 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 
.20 .16 .14 .13 .12 .11 .10 .014 .07 .06 .;:to .OA .08 .09 .09 .09 .10 .10 .10 .11 
.10 .15 .13 .12 .11 .10 .08 .07 .06 .05 .10 .06 .06 .06 .07 .07 .07 .08 .OA .08 
V/W )IlL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 V/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT a. LAYER 1 1-4 510E RATIO SIDE 1 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 1 1-4 SlOE RATIO SlOE 1 WINO 070 
C?~~~JCIE~TS ~t~EO ~i~~ L~~~L V~~yCIT!19 .ot! .02 .01 .O~ .014 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY .14 1.00 .01 .08 .1j .14 .11 .10 .12 .1h .18 .17 .16 
.90 .10 .15 .19 .21 .20 .16 .12 .07 .oe; .05 .06 .qo .05 .09 .12 .13 .11 .10 .12 .14 .16 .1A .20 
.RO .09 .15 .20 .22 .21 .1A .15 .12 .09 .07 .oe; .AO .08 .10 .11 .12 .12 .11 .11 .13 .15 .19 .24 
.70 .07 .15 .21 .24 .23 .20 .17 .14 .11 .OA .05 .70 .10 .10 .11 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .15 .19 .24 
.60 .05 .15 .23 .26 .25 .22 .1a .14 .11 .09 .06 .60 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .15 .18 .22 
.50 .04 .16 .25 .29 .27 .24 .19 .15 .12 .09 .07 .50 .09 .10 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .16 .18 .21 
.40 .07 .18 .26 .30 .29 .25 .21 .lll .14 .10 .06 .40 .09 .11 .13 .14 .14 .14 .14 .15 .16 .19 .22 
.30 .15 .23 .29 .31 .30 .21 .24 .20 .16 .10 .05 .30 .11 .13 .14 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .17 .21 .25 
.20 .27 .30 .33 .34 .32 .29 .26 .22 .17 .10 .04 .20 .14 .1e; .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .17 .21 .26 .32 
.10 .41 .41 .40 .38 .35 .31 .27 .22 .16 .10 .03 .10 .1A .19 .19 • 1/'1 .17 .16 .17 .20 .26 .33 .42 
ZI'" X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 llH )IlL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~i~~~~ ~~~~~I5~ij~TL~CAtA~~rO~ITY 1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE 2 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFfICIENT ~. LAYER 1 1-4 SlOE RATto 5IOE 2 WINO 020 
.11 
COEFFICIE~TS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .11 .14 .16 .17 .15 .1 S .15 .17 .16 .14 1.00 .16 .17 .l~ .17 .16 .14 .14 .14 .13 .12 .09 
.90 .12 .1· .16 .16 .16 .15 .16 .16 .16 .14 .12 .qo .16 .17 .17 .17 .16 .15 .14 .14 .13 .12 .09 
.RO .1 2 .14 .15 .16 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .14 .12 .RO .16 .17 .17 .17 .16 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 N .70 • 3 :I~ :19 .17 :U .17 .17 .17 .16 .14 .13 .70 .17 .11 .11 .17 .11 .16 .16 .15 .13 .12 .10 .60 • 4 .17 .18 .18 .17 .17 .16 .14 .~O .17 .17 .1~ .1a .11 .17 .16 .15 .14 .12 .11 00 
.50 .15 .16 .18 .18 .19 .19 .19 .1k .18 .16 .1~ :~g :IJ :13 :l~ :l~ :l~ :l~ :lJ :l~ :l~ :lj :lA --...J .40 .15 .17 .18 .19 .20 .20 .20 .19 .18 .11 .15 
.30 .15 .17 .19 .20 .20 .71 .20 .20 .19 .17 .15 .10 .18 .1a .19 .19 .19 .18 .1~ .17 .15 .13 .11 
.20 .17 .19 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .19 .17 .20 .20 .21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .19 .1A .11 .15 .12 
.10 .22 .23 .24 .23 .23 .22 .23 .23 .24 .23 .22 .10 .2S .25 .24 .23 .21 .20 .20 .20 .19 .17 .15 
Z/H V/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 • !'to .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 llH Y/_ .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEfFJCIENT 8. LAYER 1 1-4 SIDE ~ATlO SlI)E 3 WINO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYEQ 1 1-4 SIDE RATIO S[OE 3 WINO 020 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.19 .15 .10 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPO~ LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .OR .03 .01 .02 .OR .14 .19 .21 1.00 .04 .04 .04 .04 .05 .06 .07 .09 .13 .20 .28 
.90 .06 .05 .OS .07 .12 .16 .20 .21 .19 .1S .10 .90 .06 .05 .04 .04 .05 .06 .08 .11 .16 .24 .32 
.AO .05 .07 .09 .12 .1S .18 .21 .22 .20 .15 .09 .AO .OA .05 .03 .03 .04 .06 .08 .12 .18 .27 .36 
.70 .05 .08 .11 .14 .17 .20 .23 .24 .21 .15 .07 .70 .08 .05 .04 .03 .04 .06 .09 .12 .19 .28 .38 
.60 .06 .09 .11 .14 .18 .22 .25 .26 .23 .15 .05 .60 .07 .05 .0-. .04 .05 .06 .08 .12 .1a .28 .39 
.SO .07 .09 .12 .15 .19 .24 .27 .29 .25 .16 .04 .50 .06 .05 .0" .04 .05 .07 .08 .12 .19 .29 .40 
.40 .06 .10 .14 .lg .21 .25 .29 .30 .26 .18 .07 .40 .07 .05 .04 .04 .05 .07 .09 .13 .20 .31 .43 
.30 .OS .10 .16 .20 .24 .27 .30 .31 .29 .23 .15 .:10 .OA .05 .04 .04 .05 .07 .09 .14 .22 .34 .4A 
.20 .04 .10 .17 .22 .26 .29 .32 .34 .33 .30 .27 .20 .09 .06 .04 .04 .05 .07 .10 .14 .23 .31 .53 
.10 .03 .10 .16 .22 .27 .31 .3S .38 .40 .41 .41 .10 .10 .07 .05 .05 .06 .07 .O~ .14 .24 .40 .59 
llH ./L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .140 .90 1.00 ll ... )C/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .SO ."0 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYEQ 1 1-4 "IDE RATto ~IDE: 4 wINO 000 RMS PRESSU~f COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 1 1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 WINO 020 
Cy~~~ICIE~TS ~~~EO ~~2~ L~~:L V~~2CIT!05 .05 .05 .04 .04 .04 .os COfFFICIE~TS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 .13 .09 .07 .06 .01 .08 .07 .05 .05 .06 .07 
.90 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .0') .05 .05 .05 .90 .12 .10 .08 .07 .08 .OA .07 .07 .06 .07 .08 
.80 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .AO .12 .10 .09 .08 .08 .08 .08 .OR .oe .08 .OA 
.70 .07 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .07 .70 .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 .08 .OA .08 .08 .OA .OA 
.~O .08 .08 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .08 .08 .60 .14 .12 .11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 
.CiO .09 .08 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .OA .Oq .SO • Ie; .13 .11 .10 .09 .09 .O~ .09 .09 .09 .08 
.40 .OR .08 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .08 .08 .40 .14 .12 .11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .08 .08 .08 
.30 .08 .07 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .07 .01 .08 .30 .14 .12 • i 1 .10 .10 .10 .09 ."'" .09 .08 .08 .20 .OA .08 .01 .07 .06 .06 .06 .07 .07 .08 .oa .1'0 .15 .13 .12 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .09 
.10 .09 .09 .09 .08 .07 .07 .07 .08 .09 .09 .09 .10 .tA .16 .14 .12 .11 .10 .11 .12 .12 .12 .12 
ZI ... Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 l/H V/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table C12. Cprms
, B' Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 1 
Q~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ~. LAYE? 1 1-4 ~IO~ w_TtO ROOF wINO 046 RMS PHFSSUPE cnEFFICIENT R. LAYE~ 1 
1-4 SIDE KATlO ROOF WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFfC!fNTS PAS€D UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 1.00 
.QO .19 .37 .34 .32 .;>9 .t7 .('4 .21 .19 .QO .11 .11 .11 • I 1 .11 
.11 .11 • J 1 .11 
.1'10 .39 .36 .34 .31 .;>9 .26 .24 .21 .19 .1'10 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.70 .36 .34 .32 .29 .27 .2~ .;>3 .21) • II:! .70 .12 • I;;> .12 .Ie .12 .12 .12 .13 .11 
.60 .31 .30 .<>13 .26 .?4 .22 • 21 .19 .11 .f,O .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 .13 
.13 .13 .13 
."0 .re; .24 .73 .21 .20 .19 • II:! .17 .1 f, ."0 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.40 .19 .18 .17 .17 .16 .1t> .1" .1":> .14 .40 .12 .11 .12 .12 .13 .13 .Il .13 .13 
• '0 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.3 0 .13 .11 .13 .1"1 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.20 .n .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .20 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.10 .11 .13 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .111 • Ie:; .Ie, .15 .15 .16 .16 
.16 .16 .16 
Y/W )elL .00 .10 .20 • 30 .40 .<;0 .hO .10 .AO .90 1.00 Y/ .. )C/l .00 .10 .£'O .30 .40 .e,0 .hO 
.70 .140 .qO 1.00 
~~~F~~~~l~;~ ~~~~~I5'~:TL3~AtA~lrO~ITY 1-4 SIDE RATrO "'IOE WINO 040 
NM'" PAESSUPE COEFFICIENT R. LAYE~ 1 1-4 ">1OE HATtO <;tnt: IIIII~O 070 
COEF~TCIENTS PASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
l.g3 0.00 .05 .10 .11 .08 .08 .12 .17 .17 .12 .04 1.00 .06 .Oq .10 .10 .01'\ .01' .10 .1£' .14 .13 .13 
• 0 .02 .06 .09 .10 .OA .08 .10 .12 .13 .12 .09 .90 .11 .11 .11 .11 .10 .OQ .10 .11 .12 
• L3 .13 
'~O .OS .o~ .08 .09 .08 .08 .Ofl .09 .10 .11 .13 .AO .1"1 .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 
.10 .10 .11 .12 .13 
:60 :g~ :81 :8~ :g~ :g~ :g~ :g~ :g~ :Y~ :l~ :1: .70 .17 .1<; .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 
.11 .11 .Il .13 
."'0 .17 .15 .14 .13 .12 .12 .12 .1i> .13 .13 .13 
.5g .01 .07 .01 .07 .Od .09 .10 .10 .12 .13 .14 .50 .IA .16 .14 .1'+ .1:3 .13 .14 
.14 .13 .13 .13 
.4 .OA .08 .08 .08 .08 .09 .OQ .I~ .12 .14 .11 .40 .lO .IA • II, .15 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.14 
'38 '1 0 .~? .09 .09 .09 .09 .O~ .10 .12 .16 .21 .30 .23 .<'0 .Itl .If> .11i .1t> .1'> .15 .15 .15 .16 
:10 :l~ :13 :f~ :}~ :18 :i6 :l~ :tl :t~ :~~ :~t .20 .26 .23 .21 
.1 9 .17 .17 .11 .17 .18 .14 .20 
.10 .78 .26 .2'+ .22 .1 q .1'" .l~ .22 .25 .26 .27 
Z/~ X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .~O .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Z/H XII. .00 .10 .<'0 .10 .40 .">0 .f>O .70 .80 
.qO 1.00 
~~fF~~tif~~~ ~~~rriI5~~~TL6cAtA~~rO~ITY }-4 SIDE RATIO ~IOE £' wINO 041) 
RMS PRESSIJRE CnEFF rClfNT 14. I AYEP 1 1-4 "> lOE RATiO SlOE? wINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS PASfD UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .20 .le .16 .14 .13 .I? .11 .10 .09 .01'1 .01 1.00 .42 .42 .40 .34 .25 .19 .19 .22 .21 .14 .05 
.~g .26 .21 .17 .15 .13 .13 .12 .11 .10 .08 .07 .QO .35 .35 .31 .30 • £''1 .21 .21 
.2? .21 .11 .17 N 
:70 :j2 :~~ :~~ :l~ :1: :lj :l~ :l~ :18 :8~ :gt .AO .?9 .(>9 .2~ .27 .2"> .2'+ .23 
.2 l .<>2 .21 .19 00 
.70 .25 .21i .21 .?7 .£'7 .f'1l .25 .<'4 .24 .74 .74 00 
.60 .36 .26 .21 .11 .14 .14 .13 .12 .11 .09 .01 .hO .(>2 .26 .2Q .10 .30 .2Q .?7 .2" .26 .27 
.28 
.<;0 .38 .l9 .22 .17 .I~ .14 .13 .12 .11 .09 .01 .<;0 .2] .28 .32 .34 .31 .31 .2Q 
.2R .28 .79 .30 
.40 .40 .30 .22 .17 .15 .14 .13 .12 .11 .09 .08 .40 .2.., .30 .33 .1':> .3<; .34 .3e .10 .30 .31 .32 
.30 .43 .32 .21 .18 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 .OA .30 .10 .1~ , v; • ,7 .37 .16 .3'> .14 .13 .33 .33 
.?O .4A .3.., .2h .20 .16 .15 .15 .14 .13 .11 .08 .;>0 .35 .311 .4() .41 .40 • ,R • 1", .3H .37 .36 .16 
.10 .54 .4} .30 .22 .17 .16 .16 .16 .15 .12 .OA .10 .31:1 .44 .4~ .4'3 .44 .41 
,41 .42 .43 .41 .39 
Z/H Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 llH Y/w .1')0 .10 .2() .11) .40 
.o,() .61) .10 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~1~~~~ fi~~~~J5'~=TLg~AtA~~~O~ITY 1-4 SIDE RATIO SInf] ~IN" 040 
p~s P~ESSURE C0EFFICIFNT ~. LAyER J )-4 SInE 44 TIf) SIOF 3 WI .... /) 070 
COEFFrCIE~TS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
l.gg .06 .06 .06 .07 .08 .10 .11 .12 .12 .11 .10 1.00 .06 .09 .12 .13 .11 .13 • 1 ~ 
.17 .17 .1 " .13 
• . .06 .06 .06 .07 .08 .10 .11 .l? .13 .14 .15 .QO .OQ .11 .1'> .13 .13 .14 .15 .11 .11 .17 .16 
.AO .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .13 .14 .16 .1A .1l0 .12 .12 .13 .13 .14 .1"> .16 .17 .17 .11 .18 .rg .05 .06 .01 .08 .09 .10 .12 .13 .15 .11 .19 .70 .11 .12 .11 .13 .14 .J" .10 .11 .17 .11 .18 
:50 :S~ :g~ :gt :g~ :g~ :lY :i~ :l~ :l~ :l~ :l~ .1',0 .lO .11 .13 .14 .1<; .16 .17 .17 .17 .11 
.17 
.<;0 .09 .11 .13 .14 .If> .17 .17 .lI'l .18 .17 .16 
.40 .06 .01 .07 .08 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .16 .17 .40 .10 .12 .13 .15 .1h .17 .11i .1 Ii .18 .11l .18 
.~g .07 .08 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .15 .17 .19 .30 .13 .13 .14 .16 .17 .11'l 
.It; .19 .20 .20 .21 
:10 :yr :yr :Y1 :ty :IY :l~ :lj :l~ :l~ :~~ :~~ .?O • 13 .15 .16 .17 .1>1 .11'l .19 .21 .27 .23 
.;:>4 
.10 .11 .16 .19 .20 .19 .1" .21 .24 .2b .2<; .25 
Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .<;0 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 Z/H X/L .00 .10 .<'0 .30 .40 .<;0 .1)0 .70 .1l0 .90 1.00 
t~~F~~t1~~~§ ~~~fbI5~5=TL~~A[A~~rO~ITY 1-4 ">rOE ~ATIO ~InE 4 WINO 040 
OMS PRfSSURE Cn[FFfCrENT ~. LAyER 1 1-4 <;[OE ~ATIO <;111[ 4 WIIIIO 070 
CUEFFICIENTS RASfO upnN LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .09 .09 .09 .08 .06 .05 .06 .07 .OA .OR .01 1.00 .12 .14 .15 .14 .12 .10 .11 .12 .13 .12 .10 
.qO .09 .09 .09 .08 .07 .06 .Ob .01 .08 .08 .07 .ClO .14 .14 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .17 .12 .ll? .12 
.~O .10 .09 .OA .08 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .08 .~O .16 .1~ .14 .14 .1) .13 .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 
.10 .10 .09 .09 .08 .08 .08 .08 .OB .OR .08 .08 .10 • Iii .15 .1'3 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .l~ 
.60 .10 .10 .10 .09 .09 .O~ .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .hO .16 .16 .16 • J 6 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .13 
:~g :l~ :l~ :f~ :fY :IY :IY :ty :IY :l~ :lg :18 .CjO • Iii .11 .17 .17 .17 .16 
.1t> .15 .15 .14 .14 
.40 .11 .17 .17 .ll'< .1 R .17 .17 .16 .1f> .15 .1 c; 
.30 .16 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .30 ,;>0 .1C1 .1 q .19 .19 .19 .11i .17 .11 .11 
.11 
.;>0 .21 .IR .16 .15 .14 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .13 .20 .?~ .23 .?1 .?? • 21 .?O .70 .;>0 .70 .20 .19 
zi~O Y/W :ij~ :~~ :~A :!g :l~ :~d :tn :t~ :Ag :~g l:A~ .10 .;>1 .29 .29 .?1 .23 .21 .2':: .25 .26 .24 .71 ll'" Y/W ./l0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table C12. C (3' Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 1 prms, 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYE~ 1 1-4 ~IOE ~ATIO ROOF wIND 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.(10 
.90 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.80 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.10 .)0 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.60 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.50 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.40 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.30 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.20 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.10 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
~~~F~~~i~~~§ ~~§tbI5~ij~TLSCACA~~eotITY 1-4 SIDE RATtO SlOE 1 WINO 090 
1.00 .09 .10 .10 .10 .09 .08 .O~ .10 .10 .10 .09 
.90 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .09 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 
.RO .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .12 .13 
.10 .1. .13 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .13 .14 
.~o .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 .14 
.50 .15 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .14 .15 
.40 .11 .16 .14 .14 .14 .14 .1'+ .1'+ .14 .16 .11 
.30 .19 .11 .16 .1~ .15 .15 .15 .15 .16 .11 .19 
07\ T .20 .21 .19 .18 .17 .16 .16 .16 .17 .18 .19 .21 040 .10 .21 .22 .22 .21 .18 .11 .18 .21 .22 .22 .21 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .">0 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
020~ '" RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. lAYE~ 1 1-4 SIDE ~ATIO SlOE 2 WINO 090 COEFfICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY ~12 
3 
_I 
1.00 .12 .12 .12 .11 .08 .08 .09 .11 .13 .14 .14 
.90 .11 .11 .11 .10 .09 .09 .10 .12 .~3 .14 .15 N .80 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10 .11 .ll .12 .13 .14 .16 
.10 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .13 .13 .14 .1 c; .11 00 
.60 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .16 .17 ~ 
.50 .1. .14 .15 .15 .15 .16 .16 .If> .17 .17 .18 
.40 .1. .14 .15 .16 .17 .17 .17 .17 .18 .20 .21 
.30 .14 .15 .16 .17 .HI .19 .19 .1~ .21 .23 .26 SIDE 
.20 .16 .18 .20 .20 .20 .20 .21 .23 .25 .28 .32 I 
.10 .21 .24 .26 .25 .23 .22 .24 .2R .32 .35 .38 
ZI"" YIW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .so .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 Y-O.25 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 1 
COEfFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1-4 <;IDE RATIO SlOE WINO 090 
1.00 .Oq .13 .16 .17 .15 .14 .15 .17 .16 .13 .09 
.qO .12 .14 .16 .16 .16 .15 .16 .16 .16 .14 .12 
.AO .15 .15 .16 .16 .16 :l~ .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .70 .15 .15 .16 .16 .17 .17 .16 .16 .1 ~ .15 
.60 .13 .15 .16 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .16 .15 .13 
.50 .12 .14 .16 .18 .18 .18 .18 .1A .16 .14 .12 
.40 .14 .16 .17 .18 .19 .19 .19 .18 .17 .16 .14 
.30 .16 .11 .18 .19 .20 .20 .20 .19 .18 .11 .16 
.20 .17 .1q .20 .21 .21 .20 .21 .21 .20 .19 .17 
.10 .16 .20 .22 .23 .22 .21 .22 .23 .22 .20 .16 
ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .'50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 1 1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 WINO OqO 
COEFfICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .14 .14 .13 .11 .09 .08 .OB .11 .12 .12 .12 
.qO .15 .14 .13 .12 .10 .09 .09 .10 .11 .11 .11 
.80 .16 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 
.10 .17 .15 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.~I) .17 .16 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.50 .18 .17 .17 .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 
.40 .21 .20 .18 .17 .17 .17 .17 .16 .15 .14 .14 
.30 .26 .1'3 .21 .19 .19 .19 .18 .17 .16 .15 .14 
.20 .32 .28 .25 .C,j .21 .20 .20 .20 .20 .18 .16 
.10 .38 .35 .32 .28 .24 .22 .23 .25 .26 .24 .21 
ZlH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .SO .60 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 
Table C13. C e' prms, y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIE~T B. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO ROOF Wl~O 000 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO ROOF Wl~Q OlO 
Cy:~~ICIENTS 8~SEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPO~ LOCAL VELOCITY 
• i 1 .11) .07 1.00 .7.3 .22 .22 .21 .21 .90 .18 .1~ .15 .14 .13 .08 .90 .24 .23 .23 .22 .AO .17 .1~ .15 .13 .12 .11 .09 .08 .07 .AO .22 .22 .21 .21 .21 .20 .20 .20 .19 .70 .17 .15 .14 .13 .11 .10 .09 .07 .06 .10 .20 .20 .19 .19 .19 .18 .18 .1K .18 .60 .16 .15 .14 .12 .11 .10 .08 .07 .06 .60 .18 .18 .11 .17 .11 .17 .16 .16 .1f. .50 .16 .15 .14 .12 .11 .10 .OA .07 .06 .50 .16 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .14 :18 :l~ :l~ :1: :l~ :H .10 .08 .07 .06 .40 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .12 .10 .09 .07 .06 .30 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .il .11 .20 .11 .16 .14 .13 .12 .10 .09 .08 .06 .20 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .18 .16 .15 .14 .12 .11 .10 .08 .07 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 YIW X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .qo 1.00 Y/W X/L 0.0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .liO .qO 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO SIDE WIND 000 R~S PRESSU~E COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-4 SlOE RATIO SlOE WINO 020 
C?::~ICIENTS ~~~EO ~~~N L~~3L V~~9CIT!29 .18 .08 .05 .03 .04 .13 Cy!~~ICIENTS ~~lfO ~~SN L?SI L V~~8CIT!13 .01 .08 .13 .IA .19 .19 
:~g :11 :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ .21 .12 .05 .03 .06 .12 .90 .05 .12 .17 .11 .13 .09 .09 .12 .15 .18 .20 .24 .15 .08 .05 .07 .13 .AO .09 .13 .15 .16 .14 .13 .12 .12 .14 .17 .20 
.70 .16 .27 .36 .38 .34 .26 .17 .10 .07 .09 .13 .70 .10 .14 .16 .ld .17 .16 .15 .14 .15 .17 .20 
.60 .24 .33 .38 .39 .35 .27 .18 .12 .09 .10 .13 .60 .10 .16 .20 .22 .22 .20 .19 .18 .18 .1 A .19 
.50 .34 .39 .42 .41 .35 .27 .19 .13 .10 .10 .12 .~o .11 .IA .23 .26 .2~ .25 .23 .21 .20 .19 .19 .40 .43 .46 .46 .43 .36 .27 .20 .14 .10 .10 .10 :~g :~~ :~~ :~r :~~ :j~ .;>9 .21 .24 .22 .21 .21 .30 .59 .58 .55 .48 .38 .29 .21 .16 .12 .10 .09 .35 .32 .29 .26 .26 .26 
• 20 .95 .A4 .72 .S8 .43 .31 .24 .21 .17 .11 .06 .20 .44 .45 .46 .45 .4 • .43 .41 .40 .38 .37 .35 
.10 1.49 1.23 .97 .72 .51 .36 .30 .28 .23 .14 .03 .10 .63 .67 .69 .65 .58 .53 .54 .5A .59 .55 .48 ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 11M X/L .00 .10 .20 .~O .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSUQ~ COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE PATIO SlOt:: 2 WINO 000 RMS PAESSURE COEFFICIENT H. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATtO SlOE 2 WI~O 020 
CYEFFICIENT PASEO UPON LO~AL VELOCITY 
.23 .23 C~~~~tCIENTS ~~~EO ~~gN L?~'L V:~~CIT~25 .IA .l~ .00 .23 .23 • 3 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .23 .23 .22 .20 .19 
.90 .22 .23 .24 .25 .25 .t::::J .2S .2') • c4 .23 .22 -.90 .26 .27 .21 .26 .25 .2 • .22 .20 .19 .lA .1 A N :~g :~~ :~~ :~t :~~ :~~ .27 .27 .26 .25 .23 .22 .80 .78 .27 .21 .21 .26 .25 .23 .21 .19 .19 .19 .29 .29 .2R .27 .25 .23 :I& :~T :~1 :~~ :~~ :~y .21 .25 .23 .21 .20 .19 1..0 .60 .24 .27 .30 .31 .32 .32 .32 .31 .30 .27 .24 .29 .28 .26 .24 .21 .19 0 .50 .26 .29 .32 .34 .35 .35 .35 .34 .32 .29 .26 :~g :j~ :~~ :j~ :j~ :~~ .32 .30 .2ft :~~ :~~ .20 .40 .28 .31 .3~ .36 .38 • 38 .38 .36 .34 .31 .28 .3 • .32 .30 .22 
:~g :~l :11 :~I ::~ :!* .42 .41 .40 .37 .34 .31 .30 .39 .38 .38 .38 .38 .31 .35 .32 .30 .28 .26 .48 .47 .41 .4. .41 .37 .1.0 .45 .45 .40; .45 .44 .4) .41 .3<1 .36 .34 .33 .10 .41 .52 .55 .57 .56 .56 .56 .57 .55 .52 .47 .io .54 .55 .56 .<;5 .54 .52 .51 .49 .47 .44 .42 
liM Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 IIH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 •• 0 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-4 5IOE HATIO SIDE 3 WINO 000 PMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE PATIO '>IOE 3 Wl~D 020 COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS qASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 1.00 .13 .04 .03 .05 .08 .18 .29 .37 .38 .32 .23 1.00 .06 .07 .07 .06 .05 .04 .04 .07 .15 .29 .45 .90 .12 .06 .03 .05 .12 .21 .31 .37 .36 .28 .11 .90 .06 .06 .07 .06 .05 .0 • .04 .oa .17 .32 .50 • ao .13 .07 .05 .06 .15 .24 .33 .31 .35 .25 .14 .AO .06 .06 .07 .01 .Ob .05 .1)5 .09 .18 .35 .54 .70 .13 .09 .01 .10 .17 .26 .34 .38 .36 .27 .16 .70 .05 .06 .07 .07 .07 .OE> .06 .10 .20 .31 .'!>A 
.60 .13 .10 .09 .12 .18 .21 .35 .39 .38 .33 .24 .60 .05 .07 .OA .08 .08 .07 .07 .11 .22 .40 .62 .«;0 .12 .10 .10 .13 .19 .27 .35 .41 .42 .39 .34 .50 .05 .01 .09 .09 .09 .08 .08 .12 .23 .43 .65 .40 .10 .10 .10 .14 .20 .21 .36 .43 .46 .46 .43 .40 .06 .07 .09 .10 .10 .10 .Oq .13 .24 .44 .69 
.30 .09 .10 .12 .16 .21 .29 .3B .4A .55 .S8 .S9 .30 .07 .08 .09 .10 .11 .11 .10 .14 .26 .4R .14 .20 .06 .11 .17 .21 .24 .31 .43 .58 .72 .A4 .95 .20 .10 .11 .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .If> .30 .54 .A3 .10 .03 .1. .23 .28 .30 .36 .51 .72 .97 1.23 1.49 li~O X/L :66 : 16 :~~ :~~ :l~ .1 '!) .15 .21 .37 .64 .97 liM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80 .90 1.00 .50 .60 .10 .AO .91) 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-4 '>10E RATtO SHIt. wINO 000 R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 2 1-4 '>IDE PATIO SIDE 4 WINO Ot'O 
Cy:~~ICIENTS ~3~ED ~ri~N L~~~L V~h2CIT!04 .03 .04 .(\4 .05 .OS .05 COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY .09 .01 .05 .05 .09 .14 1.00 .16 .11 .08 .07 .08 .90 .06 .OS .05 .05 .04 .04 .04 .05 .05 .05 .06 ::8 :i~ :11 :g~ :g~ :g~ .08 .07 .06 .06 .OA :U .80 .06 .06 .05 .(15 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .06 .06 .08 .08 .01 .07 .08 
.70 .07 .07 .06 .06 .06 .06 .06 .Ot> .06 .01 .07 .10 .13 .12 .11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .OA .08 .oq .09 
.60 .08 .01 .01 .07 .06 .O~ .06 .07 .07 .07 .08 .60 .14 .13 .12 .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
.SO .08 .08 .07 .07 .07 .01 .01 .07 .07 .O~ .08 .50 .15 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.40 .08 .oe .08 .08 .07 ·~I .07 .08 .OA .08 .08 .40 .15 .14 .14 .13 .13 .12 .li .12 .12 .ll .11 .lO .09 .09 .09 .oe .oe .08 .~B _~9 .~9 .C9 • ,.. .1f) -II> .1'5 • I'> • I- .i4 .13 .13 .13 .12 .12 
.20 .12 .le .11 .11 .1i ;il • J 1 • j 1 .11 .12 .ll .20 .23 .21 .19 .18 .18 .18 .17 .17 .16 .17 .18 
.10 .18 .11 .16 .15 .14 .14 .14 .15 .16 .17 .18 .10 .37 .31 .26 .24 .24 .24 .23 .22 .23 .25 .29 
liM Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .qO 1.00 llH YIW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
Table C13. C S' prms, y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 
PM$ PPfSSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATtO ROOF WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE t.OEF'ICI£NT ~. LAYER 2 1-4 SlOE RATtO ROOF WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS PASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY cy~::tCIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY. 
1.00 
.26 .90 .36 .3~ .33 .32 .30 .29 .27 .:?4 .90 .20 .20 .20 .20 .r.u .eU .20 .20 .20 
.RO .35 .34 .32 .31 .30 .28 .27 .25 .24 .AO .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 
.70 .33 .32 .30 .29 .28 .27 .2f> .24 .23 .70 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 
.60 .29 .28 .27 .26 .25 .24 .23 .23 .22 .60 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .22 .22 .22 
.~O .23 .22 .22 .22 .21 .21 .20 .20 .20 .e;o .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .22 .22 .22 
.40 .17 .17 .17 .17 .18 .18 .1S .18 .18 .40 .20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .22 
.30 .13 .14 -14 .15 .15 .15 .16 .16 .11 .30 .20 .20 .20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 
:f& :11 :l~ :l~ :1: .14 .15 .16 .16 .11 .20 .19 .1 q .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .20 .21 .15 .15 :It .17 .17 1.00 .to .1 A .lij .18 .18 .19 .1 <,I .19 .20 .?O Y/. X/L .00 .1 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .80 .90 Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAVER 2 1-4 SIDE RATtO o;IOE 1 WIND 040 ~~~F:~~j€~~~ ~~~~&t5~5~TL~CAtA~fRogITY 1-4 o;lDE qATJO SlOE WINO 070 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .03 .09 .14 .13 .09 .07 .11 .17 .19 .15 .1)9 1.00 .05 .11 .14 .l3 .09 .06 .08 .13 .15 .15 .13 
.90 .os .09 .12 .11 .09 .08 .10 .13 .14 .13 .ll .90 .09 .12 .13 .12 .10 .06 .09 .11 .13 .14 .14 
.80 .09 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .11 .12 .14 .80 .13 .13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 .11 .12 .13 .15 
.70 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .12 .11 .10 .11 .13 .15 :~g :!~ :t~ :f~ :lg :}~ :l~ :l! :1£ :l~ :lg :l~ :~g :l~ :If :}g :ll :l~ .14 .14 .13 .14 :1+ .16 .16 .16 .16 .17 .17 .~o • 1 .20 .19 .18 .17 .17 .17 .l~ .16 .l~ .16 
.40 .13. 5 .17 .18 .19 .19 .19 .18 .18 .19 .19 .40 .22 .21 .20 .20 .20 .19 .19 .18 .18 .18 .19 
.30 .15 .17 .19 .21 .22 .22 .21 .21 .21 .22 .24 :~g :~t :~~ :§~ :~ij :~~ :~f :~j :~A :j~ :~~ :~~ .20 .22 .25 .26 .27 .26 .26 .26 .21 .29 .32 .35 
.10 .33 .36 .38 .36 .33 .31 .33 .38 .... 3 .48 .51 .10 .53 .50 .47 .41 .35 .32 .34 .39 .44 .46 .48 
IIH X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .so .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 1/~ X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .RO .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSup.E COEFFICIENT e L4YE~ 2 1-4 o;W€ RATIO SlOE 2 1111"10 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ij. LAYEP 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO ~tOE"2 WINO 070 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VE~OCITY 
.17 .11 .14 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .35 .31 .26 • 3 .20 .14 .11 .10 1.no .S6 .54 .50 .44 .36 .29 .23 .18 .\~ .14 .15 
.9(\ .39 .33 .2A .23 .21 .18 .15 .12 .10 .11 .12 :~8 :;~ :jg :j~ :j~ :j~ :j~ :~t :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ N .~o .43 .36 .29 .24 .21 .19 .1& .13 .11 .11 .11 (,D 
.70 .47 .39 .32 .27 .23 :~~ .18 .16 .14 .12 .10 .70 .19 .35 .40 .42 .42 .39 .35 .31 .29 .2A .27 .~O .52 .43 .35 .29 .26 .21 .19 .16 .14 .11 :~& :l~ :!g :~~ :~~ :~~ :~I :4& :~~ :j~ :j~ :~~ I-' :2g :~~ :;~ :~~ :j~ :~g .25 .23 .21 :~~ :Ij .12 .27 .25 .23 .13 .40 .42 .50 .57 .59 .59 .e;o .51 .47 .43 .41 .39 
.30 .74 .60 .41 .38 .33 .30 .27 .25 .22 .19 .15 .30 .51 .5~ .63 .05 .65 .63 .59 .54 .49 .46 .42 
.20 .87 .70 .56 .45 .40 .36 .34 .31 .28 :~~ .21 .20 .66 .73 .78 .80 .79 .76 .72 .67 .62 .51 .52 .10 1.01 .83 .67 .57 .51 .47 .44 .4] .38 .31 .10 .Ra .97 1.04 1.0S 1.02 .96 .92 .A8 .82 .75 .67 
Z/~ Y/~ .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 11M Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS P~ESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 2 1-4 SlOE RA no SlOe: 3 WINO 040 R~S PRESSURE COEFfICIENT R. LAYER 2 1-4 SlOE HATtO SIDE 3 wl~O 070 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .10 .11 .12 .11 .11 .11 .14 .1 e .20 .20 .IA 1.00 .17 .?1 .24 .23 .20 .18 .22 .27 .30 .77 .23 
:~g :18 :18 :lA :11 :l! .13 .15 .18 .20 .21 .21 .90 .18 .20 .22 .22 .22 .22 .24 .27 .28 .?l3 .26 .14 .16 .1S .20 .22 .25 .80 .19 .20 .21 .22 .24 .2S .26 .27 .28 .29 .79 
.70 .10 .10 .11 .12 .14 .16 .17 .19 .21 .24 .21 .70 .20 .21 .22 .24 .26 .27 .28 .28 .29 .30 .30 
.~o .09 .11 .13 .14 .16 .17 .19 .20 .23 .2e; .29 .~o .20 .22 .25 .27 .28 .29 .30 .31 .31 .31 .31 
.50 .09 .11 .14 .1S .17 .18 .20 .22 .24 .21 .30 .~o .20 .23 .26 .28 .30 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33 .33 
.40 .10 .12 .13 .16 .18 .20 .21 .22 .2'5 .28 .33 .... 0 .22 .24 .26 .29 .31 .33 .33 .33 .34 .3'5 .37 
.30 .11 .13 .15 .17 .20 .22 .Z3 .24 .27 .32 .37 .30 .24 .26 .28 .31 .34 .36 .36 .36 .37 .3Q .42 
:~8 :1: :~~ :~g :~~ :~~ .25 .27 .30 .34 .39 .4'1. .20 .27 .33 .31 .40 .41 .41 .43 .46 .41 .4~ .49 .30 .34 .41 .47 .52 .56 .10 .31 .45 .55 .56 .52 .50 .S5 .63 .66 .63 .,,)6 
11M X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .ijO .90 1.00 Z/M X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .~o .qO 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYEQ 2 1~4 "lIOE QATtO "lInE 4 WINO 040 RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 2 1-4 510£ RATIO SlOE 4 WINO 070 
C?:~~ICIENTS ~~~EO ~~gN L~itL V:bSCIT!09 .07 .11 .16 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.09 .08 .06 1.00 .27 .?2 .18 .16 .14 .13 .12 .12 .13 .15 .18 
.90 .16 .13 .10 .08 .08 .08 .01 .06 .07 .09 :lb .90 .~4 .21 .17 .1"1 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .14 .10 :~g :l~ :l~ :17 :~a :yg .08 .07 .07 .07 .08 .AO • 3 .20 .18 .16 .15 .14 .14 .13 .13 .13 .14 .09 .0'1 .OR .08 .09 .09 .70 .23 .21 .20 .18 .18 .17 .16 .15 .15 .15 .15 
.60 .14 .14 .13 .13 .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 :~g :~~ :~~ :~j :~~ :~~ :~2 :~~ :~~ :~r :~1 :~2 .50 .16 .16 .16 .16 .15 .15 .14 .13 .13 .13 .12 
:;g :~: :~3 :~y :~~ :~~ .16 .16 .15 .15 .14 .13 :;g :~A :~g :~1 :S~ :~1 :~r :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ .19 .19 .18 .18 .17 .16 
.20 .37 .33 .~9 .27 .~b .26 2"" .2~ .2' .2'5 .';?5 ocG .5~ •• Q •• 4 .41 .39 .36 .38 .37 .37 .37 .38 . -
.10 .55 .48 .42 .38 .37 .36 .35 .35 .36 .37 .40 .10 .po .69 .60 .54 .51 .50 .SO .50 .51 .55 .59 
Z/~ Y/Iil .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .. 60 .10 .80 .<;0 1.00 Z/~ Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .~o .10 .eo .90 1.00 
Table C13. Cprms , 8' y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 2 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAVE~ 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO ROOF ~lNO OQO 
Cy:~~ICIE~TS RASED UPON LO~~L VE~QCITV 
.90 .19 .19 .19 .1<;1 .19 .19 .IQ .19 .19 
.1'0 .18 .1A .16 .16 .1& .18 .1R .1A .1 A 
.70 .HI .HI .18 .18 .18 .1 A .11-\ .18 .11'1 
."0 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .1'1 .18 .11:1 .so .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .1Q .19 .19 .1t1 
.40 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 
.30 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 
.20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 
.10 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .• 19 .19 .19 .19 
VI .. X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .#)O .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .09 .13 .15 .13 .09 .06 .09 .13 .15 .11 .09 
::g :ll :1: :l~ :l~ :l~ :~y :l~ :l~ :l~ :1: :ll 
.70 .1A .16 .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .14 .16 .18 
:~3 :~: :I~ :l~ :l~ :l~ :!1 :l~ :l~ :l~ :l~ :~Z 
.40 .23 .21 .20 • <) .19 • 0 .19 .1<;) .20 .21 .23 
.30 .29 .26 .23 .22 :~~ .23 .22 .22 .23 .26 .29 .20 .39 .36 .33 .30 .27 .28 .30 .33 .36 .39 O\T .10 .53 .51 .48 .42 .35 .32 .35 .42 .48 .51 .53 040 IIH "/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 ~ RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAVER 2 1-4 SIDE ~ATIO SInE 2 WI"IO 090 020-........ 
COF.FFICIENTS flASEO IIPON LOCAL VELOCITY 




.90 .17 .17 .18 .17 .16 .16 .16 .11 .19 .22 .26 N 
.80 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .19 .20 .12 .24 l.O .70 .11 .19 .21 .22 .22 .22 .23 .23 .24 .25 .26 
.60 .19 .22 .2S .26 .27 .28 .28 .29 .30 .30 .31 N 
.~o .21 .25 .2Q .31 .32 .33 .33 .34 .34 .35 .3'5 
.40 .24 .29 .32 .35 .37 .37 .38 .31 .37 .37 .31 
:~g :~~ :~~ :~: :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ :~~ .43 .43 SIDE .S9 .61 
.10 .77 .77 .77 .76 .74 .73 .73 .76 .80 .FlS .'H I 
l/~ Y/. .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 Y-O.25 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 2 1-4 SIDE RATtO SlOE 3 WINO 090 
cy:~~tCIENTS ~~~EO ~~~N l~~:L V:~9CIT!23 .21 .23 .27 .28 .25 .20 
.90 .23 .26 .27 .27 .25 .24 .25 .27 .27 .26 .23 
.80 .26 .26 .27 .27 .27 .77 .27 .21 .27 .26 .26 
.70 .27 .27 .28 .29 .29 .30 .29 .29 .2A .27 .21 
.60 .27 .29 .31 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .31 .29 .27 
.50 .21 .30 .32 .33 .34 .34 .34 .33 .32 .30 .21 
.40 .30 .31 .32 .34 .3~ .36 .3S .34 .32 .31 .30 
.30 .33 .34 .35 .36 .39 .40 .3~ .36 .35 .34 .33 
.20 .36 .42 .45 .47 .46 .45 .46 .47 .45 .42 .38 
.10 .43 .56 .65 .65 .58 .54 .5A .65 .65 .56 .43 
IIH "/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .10 .AO .90 1.00 
R~S PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAVER 2 1-4 SIDE HATIO SlOE 4 WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .28 .ll .19 .16 .15 .14 .15 .16 .18 .18 .19 
.90 .27 .22 .19 .16 .16 .15 .15 .15 .11 .1 Q .22 
.IJO .26 .23 .19 :~~ .18 .17 .17 .16 :!~ .20 .23 .70 :~~ .25 .23 .21 :n .20 .20 :n .23 .60 .30 .29 .28 .27 .26 .26 .25 .22 
.50 .)6 .35 .33 .32 .32 .32 .32 .31 .29 .27 .24 
.40 .39 .31 .36 .36 .36 • ..it) .35 .34 .33 .32 .32 
.30 .46 .43 .41 .41 .42 .43 .41 .39 .39 :~* .45 .20 .62 .5A .54 .53 .54 .55 .53 .52 .53 .63 
.10 .fle .82 .77 .74 .72 .12 .12 .73 .75 .79 .~3 
11M V/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFF!CIENT ~. LAYER 3 
COEFFICIENTS AASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.90 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.1'10 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.70 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.flO .12 .12 .12 .12 
.50 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.40 .11 :H :U .11 .30 .12 .12 
.20 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.10 .14 .14 .14 .14 
Y/W X/L .,,0 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYE~ 3 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
l:~g :Y2 :~~ :j~ :~= :~3 
.~O .20 .31 .38 .38 .31 
.70 .27 .36 .42 .41 .34 
.60 .35 .43 .47 .45 .37 
.50 .4a .51 .53 .49 .40 
.40 ."6 .fl2 .58 .51 .43 
.30 .92 .79 .61 .56 .45 
.20 1.29 1.06 .85 .66 .50 
.10 1.75 1.4) 1.12 .83 .57 
ZlM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS P~ESSURE CO~FFICIENT B. LAYER 3 
COEFFICIENTS RA ED UPON LO§AL VE~OCITY 
1.00 .13 .2; • 3 • 3 .27 
.90 .21 .28 .32 .32 .29 
.RO .27 .30 .32 .33 .32 
.70 .30 .32 .34 .35 .36 
.60 .30 .34 .37 .39 .40 
.~O .31 _.36 .41 .44 .45 
.40 .37 '.41 .45 .48 .49 
.30 .44 .47 .SO .52 .53 
.20 .48 .53 .56 .58 .58 
.10 .48 .58 .65 .66 .64 
llH Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .13 .06 .02 .01 .05 
.90 • S .06 .01 .01 .07 
.AO .15 .07 .02 .03 .10 
.70 .16 .08 .03 .OS .12 
.60 .1S .09 .05 .07 .15 
.50 .1S .09 .07 .09 .18 
.40 .16 .10 .07 .11 .20 
.30 .16 .11 .10 .14 .23 
.20 .12 .14 .16 .2t .21'1 
.10 .05 .17 .27 .3 .34 
lIM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
~MS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYE~ 3 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .02 .05 .06 .05 .02 
.90 .05 .05 .06 .05 .03 
.80 .07 .06 .05 .05 .04 
.70 .07 .07 .06 .06 .06 
.60 .07 .08 .08 .08 .08 
.~O .oe .09 .09 .09 .09 
.40 .11 .10 .10 .11 .11 
.30 .14 .13 .12 .12 .13 
.20 .18 .1A .17 .16 .15 
.10 .22 .24 .25 .22 .18 
Z/H V/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
Table C14. C prms, (3' 
1-4 SIDE R4TIO ROOF WINO 00 
.13 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.13 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.11 .11 .11 .11 .11 
.11 .11 .12 .12 .12 
.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 
.13 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.14 .14 .14 .14 .14 
.50 .60 .70 .80 .'10 l.uo 
1 .. 4 SIDE RATIQ 5IOE 1 wiNO 000 
.05 .02 .06 .13 .14 .01 
.17 .07 .01 .01 .06 .15 
.20 .10 .03 .02 .07 .15 
.23 .12 .05 .03 .Ofi .16 
.26 .15 .07 .05 .09 .15 
.29 .18 .09 .07 .09 .15 
.32 .20 .11 .07 .10 .16 
.35 .23 .14 .10 .11 .16 
.38 .28 .21 .16 .14 .12 
.40 .34 .31 .27 .17 .05 
.<;0 .60 .70 .80 .'10 1.00 
1-4 SIDE RATIO 5 WE 2 WIND 000 
.23 .21 .33 .33 .25 .13 
.28 .29 .32 .32 .i?A .21 
.32 .32 .33 .32 .30 .27 
.36 .3b .35 .34 .3i? .30 
.40 .40 .39 .37 .34 .30 
.45' .45 .44 .41 .36 .31 
.49 .49 .4A .45 .41 .37 
.53 .53 .52 .50 .47 .44 
.58 .58 .58 .56 .53 .4A 
.62 .64 .6b .65 .58 .4S 
.50 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
1-4 SlOE RATIO SIDE 3 WINO 000 
.38 .OA .14 .28 .38 .26 
.17 .29 .38 .37 .28 .14 
.20 .31 .3A .3f1 .:31 .20 
.23 .34 .41 .42 .~6 .27 
.26 .37 .45 .47 .43 .35 
.29 .40 .49 .53 .51 .48 
.32 .43 .51 .SA .62 .66 
.35 .45 .56 .67 .79 .92 
.38 .50 .66 .85 1.06 1.29 
y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 
RMS PRESSURE cn~FFICIENT R. LAYER 3 
c?:~~rCIENTS RASED U~0N LOC4L VELQCITY 
.90 .22 .22 .22 .22 
.1'10 .20 .20 .20 .20 
.70 .19 .IR .18 .18 
.... 0 .17 .17 .16 .16 
.1)0 .15 .14 .14 .14 
.40 .13 .13 .12 .12 
.30 .12 .12 .11 .11 
.20 :H :H :18 :18 .11) 
VI ... X/L ~OO .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSU~E COEFFICIENT B. lAYEP 3 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL vELOCITY 
1.00 0.00 .12 .23 .25 .20 
.90 .05 .14 .21 .23 .20 
.80 .11 .}7 .21 .22 .21 
.70 .11 .18 .23 .25 .24 
.60 .01'1 .1'1 .27 .30 .29 
.50 .12 .23 .31 .35 .33 
.40 .21'1 .31 .34 .36 .35 
.30 .51 .46 .41 .39 .37 
.20 .75 .67 .5" .50 .43 
.10 .Q7 .93 .1:\6 .72 .54 
Z/H X/L .01) .10 .20 .30 .40 
PMS PRESSU~E COEFFICIENT H. L4YE~ 3 
COEFFICIENTS ~ASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .30 .3; .37 .34 .27 
.90 .33 .35 .36 .34 .2~ 
.AO .35 .36 .35 .34 .32 
.70 .36 .36 .36 .36 .35 
.~O .36 .38 .39 .39 .39 
.50 .38 .40 .42 .43 .43 
.40 .44 .45 .46 .46 .4b 
.;0 .50 .50 .51 .51 .51 
.20 .51 .55 .5~ .5S .56 
.10 .45 .59 .68 .68 .62 
llH Y/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
RMS PRESSURE COEffICIENT R. LAYEP ) 
Cy~~~ICIENTS ~tIEO ~~8N L?i:L V~hgCIT!05 
.90 .01'1 .01J .O~ .08 .07 
.RO .07 .OA .09 .09 .08 
.70 .06 .08 .10 .11 .10 
.60 .06 .0'1 .11 .12 .11 
.'50 .06 .10 .12 .13 .13 
.40 .01 .11 .13 .15 .14 
.30 .10 .13 .15 .16 .16 
.16 .11i .18 .17 
.40 .57 .83 1.12 1.43 1.75 
.20 .14 
.10 .20 .21 .22 .22 .20 
.50 .60 .70 .80 .QO 1.00 liM iIIL .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
1-4 SlOE RATIO 510E 4 WTNO 000 RMS PRESSURE COEfFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 
.Ol .02 .05 .05 .02 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOC4L VELOCITY 
.06 1.00 .01 .OS .11 .oa .01 
.03 .03 .05 .06 .05 .05 .90 .06 .08 .OA .06 .03 
.04 .04 .05 .05 .06 .07 .80 .10 .01'1 .07 .06 .05 
.06 .Of> .06 .06 .07 .01 .70 .10 .09 .09 .08 .08 
.08 .08 .OA .OR .Of! .07 .60 .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 
.09 .09 .Oq .09 .09 .OA .50 .lO .13 .16 .17 .17 
.ll .11 .11 dO .10 .11 .40 .14 .16 .HI .?O .21 
.13 .13 .12 .12 .13 .14 .30 .21 .22 .22 .23 .25 
.IS .1t; .1 f'. .17 .11'3 .18 .20 .29 .32 .33 .33 .31 
.16 .18 .22 .25 .24 .22 .10 .37 .41 .52 .49 .39 
.50 .60 .70 .AO .'10 1.00 ZlH V/'fi .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
1-4 5IDE RATIO ROI)F WINO 020 
.21 .21 .21 .21 .21 
.20 .20 .20 .19 .19 
.18 .18 .1A .1 7 .1 7 
.16 .16 .1 I) .15 .15 
.14 .13 .13 .13 .13 
.12 .11 .11 .11 .10 
.10 .10 .10 .09 .09 
.10 .09 .09 .08 .01'1 
.09 .09 .01'1 .OA .01'1 
.50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE QATJO SIDE 1 WINO 020 
.12 .06 .05 .06 .11 .17 
.15 .12 .10 .10 .12 .14 
.11'1 • It:. .14 .13 .13 .13 
.22 .19 .17 .16 .15 .14 
.25 .22 .19 .17 .17 .17 
.29 .24 .21 .19 .18 .19 
.32 .28 .23 .20 .19 .20 
.36 .32 .28 .24 .21 .1A 
.39 .3" .37 .33 .25 .15 
.42 .45 .50 .48 .32 .11 
.50 .(1,0 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE 2 WINO 020 
.25 .30 .30 .22 .12 .22 
.26 .21 .28 .21 .23 .17 N 
.30 .29 .213 .26 .24 .21 1..0 .34 .32 .30 • 2 I'! .25 .23 t..N .38 .36 .34 .31 .27 .2i? 
.42 .40 .3A .34 .?9 .22 
.46 .44 .41 .36 .30 .24 
.50 .47 .44 .40 .34 .28 
.<;4 .53 .52 .4S .41 .33 
.57 .60 .64 .62 .52 .3A 
.50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE RATtO SII'lE 3 WINO 070 
.04 .02 .04 .13 .29 •• 8 
.OS .04 .07 .17 .3'5 .57 
.07 .06 .09 .21 .40 .64 .0" .07 .11 .24 .45 .71 .10 .0'1 .13 .26 .49 .77 
.11 .10 .15 .29 .52 .81 
.13 .12 .16 .31 .55 .136 
.14 .14 .18 .34 .61 .93 
.16 .16 .21 .39 .70 1.06 
.17 .18 .26 .47 .R2 1.24 
.50 .60 .70 .AO .90 1.00 
1-4 SIDE RATIO SIDE 4 WINO 020 
0.00 0.00 .04 .07 .06 .03 
.00 .01 .05 .07 .01 .06 
.04 .05 .06 .07 .OR .09 
.08 .08 .08 .08 .09 .10 
.13 .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 
.17 :~3 .15 .14 .13 .12 .21 .18 .17 .11 .17 
.7.5 .25 .24 .23 .?4 .25 
.29 .31 .33 .34 .34 .32 
.34 .38 .47 .51 .46 .3A 
.50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
Table C14. Cprms , 5' y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 
~MS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 . 
.~O .26 .25 .24 
:98 :~3 :~~ :~: 
.60 .24 .24 .23 
.50 .22 .22 .23 
:;8 :~i :~l :~~ 
.20 .20 .21 .22 
.10 .21 .22 .23 









RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 8. LAYER 3 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .01 .10 .12 .10 .01 
.90 .08. 1 .12 .12 .10 
.~O .10 .11 .13 .13 .13 
.10 .11 .13 .14 .15 .15 
:t3 :I~ :l~ :t~ :1' :~3 
.40 .11 .IA .20 .21 .23 
.30 .21 .22 .24 .25 .26 
:18 :11 :tX :l~ :l~ :~1 
lIM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 
































AMS PAESSUA~ COiFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE qATIO 
Cy~:~ICIENT ~tlED ~~~N L?~tL V~~~CIT!19 .14 .15 
.90 .38 .35 .30 .25 .20 .11 .~1 
:~3 :;2 :l~ :~1 :~~ :~~ :~! :2g 
.60 .63 .50 .40 .3~ .29 .21 .26 
:28 :,~ :~~ ::~ :J9 :3~ :J! :~~ 
.30 .81 .61t .52 .42 .3q .38 .36 
.20 .R9 .74 .60 .50 .44 .41 .41 
.10 .88 .Al .13 .63 .51 .45 .47 
llW Y/W .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT B. LAYE~ 3 1-4 SIDE RATIO 
COEFFICIENTS BlSEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1::3 :1: :1: :l~ :ll :11~ :11 :I~ 
.AO .14 .14 .14 .14 • 5 .16 .18 
.10 .15 .15 .15 .16 .17 .18 .20 
.60 .14 .15 .16 .18 .19 .ll .23 
.50 • 4 .16 .18 .20 .22 .24 .l6 
.40 .14 .16 .18 .21 .24 .26 .28 
.30 .15 .18 .21 .Z4 .21 .29 .30 
.20 .1' .23 .28 .31 .31 .31 .34 
.10 • 9 .32 .40 .41 .36 .34 .40 
lIM X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 
AMS PRESSURi COIFFtCJaNT 8. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE RATIO 
Cy~::ICIENT o~:OED ~09N L?i~L v~~gCIT!05 0.00 0.00 
:X3 :Y; :13 :11 :A4 :3t :8~ :8~ 
.10 .fl .11 .12 .12 .12 .12 .11 
.60 • 0 .14 .17 .18 .1~ .16 .15 .50 .10 .11 .21 .24 .23 .~l .19 
.40 • 1 .21 .24 .26 .27 .26 .24 
:~3 :~A :13 :f~ :lY :13 :~1 :JX 
.10 .14 .15 .72 .62 .48 .40 .44 
lIM Y/w .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 
ROOF WINO 040 
:~~ :n :~g 
.22 .22 .21 
.22 .22 .22 
.23 .23 .23 
.24 .24 .25 
:~~ :~~ :~9 
.26 .21 .28 
.10 .80 .90 1.00 















































































































































































COEFFICIENT A. LAYE~ 3 
AASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1-4 SIDE RlTtO ROOF WINO 010 
.00 
.21 .21 .11 .Zl 
.24 .Z4 .24 .24 
.26 .26 .26 .26 
.27 .27 .27 .27 
.21 .27 .27 .28 
.27 .21 .27 .28 
.21 .27 .28 .2M 
.28 .2~ .29 .29 
.29 .30 .30 .30 











CO~FFICIENT ~. LAY~P 3 1-4 SIDE 
~~2EO ~iyN L~r~L V.\gCIT!08 .04 
.10 .14 .16 .14 .10 .08 
." .16 .15 .14 .13 .11 
• 0 .18 .11 .16 .16 .15 
.21 .21 .20 .20 .19 .19 
.24 .24 .24 .24 .23 .23 
.30 .28 .27 .21 .27 .26 
.39 .35 .32 .31 .30 .30 
.51 .46 .42 .38 .35 .34 
.65 .61 .56 .49 .42 .38 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 
COEFFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-4 SlOE 
~:SED ~~~N L?~tL v~~gCIT!41 .21 .33 .48 .53 .C;1 .43 .36 
.37 .44 .4A .49 .47 .45 
:~; ::~ :~I :~~ :~~ :~~ 
.38 .51 .71 .78 .77 .72 
.sc; .68 .19 .A4 .84 .Al 
:~; :~1 1:~~ 1:~~ 1:~~ :~& 
.~l 1.12 1.26 1.21 1.17 1.08 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .C;O 
COlFFtCJ~NT R. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE 
~t3EO ~~~N L?~~L v~~gCIT!23 .20 
.18 .24 .28 .28 .25 .25 
:~l :~; :~~ :~~ :J~ :~~ 
.21 .26 .31 .34 .36 .3A 
.21 .28 .34 .38 .41 .42 
.23 .30 .36 .41 .45 .47 
.27 .34 .40 .46 .49 .51 
:~~ :~~ :~A :~r :~2 :~~ 
.00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .CiO 
COEFFICIENT R. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE 
~~~EO ~r~N L?~:L V~\~CIT!01 0.00 
:l; :~1 :~f :l~ :lg :Y~ 
.31 .27 .24 .22 .21 .21 
:~~ :31 :~i :~J :~: :~~ 
.44 .43 .43 .43 .43 .43 
.61 .56 .53 .51 .50 .50 
.A7 .18 .70 .63 .59 .~7 
1.20 1.07 .95 .A2 .70 .64 


















































































































































































































Table Cl4. Cprms , a' Y = 0.25, Boundary Layer 3 
QMS PRESSURE COEfFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE RATtO ROO~ wINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS BASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 
.90 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .32 .3? .32 .32 
.80 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
.70 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 
.60 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 
.50 .29 .29 .29 .29 .('9 .29 .29 .29 .29 
.40 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .79 .29 .29 .29 
.30 .28 .28 .28 .28 .;>8 .28 .(,8 .28 .213 
.20 .(,6 .26 .26 .26 .26 • 26 .u • .26 .26 
.10 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 
Y/W X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."i0 .t-o .70 .80 .90 1.00 
RMS PRESSURE COEFFIClENT A. LAYEP 3 1-4 <;IDE IoIATIO SlOE WINO 090 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .01' .16 .20 .17 .09 .04 .09 .17 .20 .16 .07 
.90 :!i .17 .18 .15 .10 .08 .10 .15 .18 .17 .15 .80 .18 .16 .14 .12 .12 .12 .14 .16 .1A .21 
.70 .<'4 .20 .11 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .17 .20 .24 
.60 .24 .22 .20 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .20 .('2 .24 
.50 .26 .25 .24 .('3 .23 .23 .23 .23 .74 .25 .26 
.40 .34 .30 .27 .(,6 .26 .?6 .26 .2'" .27 .30 .34 
.30 .45 .38 .33 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .33 .38 .45 
070 090 .<'0 .57 .50 .43 .38 .35 .34 .35 .3B .43 .50 .57 
040 .10 .(,7 .64 .59 .51 .42 .37 .42 .51 .59 .h4 .67 
\ ~ Z/H X/L .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 020~ '" N RMS ~RESSURt COEFFICIENT B. LAYEP 3 1-4 <;10E RATIO SInE 2 WIND 090 1..0 COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY ~12 
V1 
1.00 .06 .26 .38 .33 .17 .05 .11 .24 .30 .25 .14 3 
_I 
.90 .16 .25 .31 .28 .20 .14 .17 .24 .29 .29 .26 
.80 .23 .26 .27 .27 .25 .23 .23 .26 .29 .33 .36 
.70 .26 .2'" .30 .31 .32 .32 .31 .31 .33 .37 .43 
.60 .25 .32 .38 .41 .42 .41 .39 .3'1 .40 .43 .47 
.CiO .27 .37 .46 .51 .51 .50 .48 .47 .48 ."iO ."i3 
.40 .34 .44 .51 .':17 .59 .59 .57 .'55 .56 .59 .64 
.30 .49 .55 .60 .~5 .67 .h8 .66 .65 .67 .12 .79 SIDE .20 .69 .76 .81 .82 .79 .77 .78 .1'12 .86 .89 .92 I .10 .94 1.08 1.15 1.09 .'15 .86 .'12 1.05 1.12 1.10 1.03 
ZlM YlW .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .hO .70 .80 .90 1.00 y. 0.25 
RMS PRESSURE COEfFICIENT B. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE RATIO <;IOE 3 WINO 0<10 
COEFFICIENTS RASED UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
.31 1.00 .16 .31 .40 .37 .25 .18 .c"i .37 .40 .16 
.90 .26 .33 .36 .33 .27 .?4 .27 .33 .36 .33 .26 
.AO .34 .34 .33 .32 .30 .l9 .30 .32 .33 .34 .34 
.70 .36 .35 .34 .34 .34 .35 .34 .34 .34 .35 .36 
.60 .33 .36 .3"1 .39 .40 .40 .40 .39 .38 .36 .33 
.CiO .32 .37 .4? .45 .46 .46 .46 .45 .42 .37 .32 
.40 .35 .40 .45 .48 .51 .52 .51 .4~ .45 .40 .35 
.30 .41 .46 .50 .54 .56 .57 .56 .54 .50 .46 .41 
.20 .46 .56 .64 .66 .64 .h3 .64 .66 .64 .56 .46 
.10 .48 .71 .86 ."16 .75 .68 .75 ."16 .86 .71 .48 
Z/H X/l .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .'10 1.00 
RMS PRESSU~E COEFFICIENT A. LAYER 3 1-4 SIDE RATIO SlOE 4 WINO 0<10 
COEFFICIENTS RASEO UPON LOCAL VELOCITY 
1.00 .14 .25 .30 .24 .11 .05 .17 .33 .38 .26 .06 
.90 .26 .29 .2'1 .24 .17 .14 ."0 .2'1 .31 .25 .16 
.80 .36 .:33 .2<1 .26 .23 .23 .25 .27 .27 .26 .23 
.70 .43 .37 .33 .31 .31 .32 .32 .31 .30 .rA .26 
.~o .47 .43 .4G .39 .3'1 ._1 .&2 <J 4 ! .3f! .32 .Z5 
.'50 .S3 .50 .4R .47 .48 .50 .51 .51 .46 .37 .27 
.40 .64 .'59 .56 .55 .57 .<;9 .59 .57 .51 .44 .34 
.30 .79 .72 .67 .65 .66 .68 .h7 .65 .60 .r:;5 .49 
.20 .92 .A9 .86 .A2 .78 .77 .79 .82 .81 .76 .69 
.10 1.03 1.10 1.12 1.05 .92 .At! .Q5 1.09 1.15 1.0R .94 
lIH Ylw .00 .10 .20 .30 .40 ."iO .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 
